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and provides an exemption for such experImentation, it is doubtful

that section 6 could be utilized to requIre registration. Otherwise,

the Intent of Congress in enactIng the exemption ,wOuld be undermined.

DEPARTMENTaF TRANSFORATION
AND

CENTER FOR DISEASE CONTROL. HEW

Th~Hazardous'Materials,Transportation-Act (HMTA) and section 361

of the PHS Act give the Department of, Transportation and the, Center, for

Disease Con~rol. HEW, respectivelYo,authorityto regulate shipment of

hazardous materials in interstate commerce. !:/ The HMTA authorizes-the

Secretary of Transportation to issue and enforceregulstlons governing

any safety aspect of the transportation of hazardous materials,.,including

butnotl~ted to packing. repacking, handling, labeling•.mailing.

placarding, and rquting. and the manufacture. fabrication. marking,

maintenance. rec,onditioning,.repair. or testing of packages, or containers

represented, marked•. certified, or sold by certain persons for use in

the transportation of certain .haeardoua materia1s. 1/

Section 36lauthorizes the Secretary of HEW. to ••make and

21 Including intrastate commerce that affects interstate commerce.

§j In the Federal Register for November 26, 1976, at, page 52086. the
Department of Transportation has asked for public comment as to
whether it should expand the' definition of· "etiologic agents" in
DOT regulations"••• to include biological materials (such as'
recombinant DNA) used. in .cr deri~ed from .genetic studies."
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registration requirement may be found in the Federal Insecticide.

Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act {Public Law 92-51~);whlch sets forth

a detailed proced?refor registration,of pesticides.

2. On the issue of protection.of prop~ie~aryinformationsubmitted

to the Government, as part aithe, registration process. while the Ft:ee.dom .

.of Information zce. (FOIA) provfdes in general that records, in the

possession of Government agencies are available to the public upon

request. the FOI4 does not apply to. among other things ... • trade

seerets and commercial or financial information obtained from a'person

and privileged or confidential•••" ,(exemption 4). Moreover. IS,U.S.C.

U905. part of the, Federal criminal code. makes it illegal for a

Government employee to .disclose '", .•• to any extent hot authorized

by law any information coming to him.in the course of his employment.

whichinfo~tionconcerns or relates to the trade secrets. process~s.

oper'atdons , style of work, or apparatus.; ••ofany person, firm.

partnership, corporation, ~r 'association••••" In, Charles River Park·

"A." Inc., et a1. v, The Department of Housing and Urban Development,

~., a 1975 dedsio,Dj the Uni~ed States Court of AppealBfor ,the

District of Columbia held ebae ; where an agenc.yreco~ is exempt f-rom

FOIA disclosu.re by virtue of exemption 4 and the record contains info~

mation covered by section 1905. the record would be subject to the

prohibition against disclosure in'se~tion 1905.

as
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4. It.·was the' general' concensug:ofall at.t.,rneY,spresentthat.:

to the exte~t no statut'ory basfs exi~t~d' 'foI: ~egulad.ng ~on-:F~de~allY

funded recomhinant DNA laborat~ryresearch. thlscouldn9t'be achieved

by Executive'Order of the 'Presid"ent.' 2J

5. There,was_ a brlef.discu~slon of wh~ther. if~agencyX could

regula.re one tYpe 'of recombinant DNAre~e~rcha~d-agency Y could re'gulSte

another type,agency Ycould delegate its<authorityto agency x 80

that there could be comprehensive regulation by, one-agency. No conclusion

was reached as to ,whether,such an_arrangelD~nt~a:s legally barred. However.

the only instance of thlswbichany attorney could ieca'll took place in

the context of a specific statutory provlsionallowing the agency (the

Customs Service) to do so.

•

6/ Particularly insofar sathe entity conducting the research received
- no Federal funds for -orber recombinant DNA research.

38
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Appendix IV

1525 18th StroElt, NW, Washll:aglon, D.C. 20038 • 2021833-1484

November 11, 1976

The Honorable David, 1-1athews
Secretary.
Department of Health, Education & Welfare
South Portal Building, Room 615 F
200 Independence Avenue, S. w.
~ashington, D. C. 20201'

Dear ne, Mathews:

The Environmental Defense Fund and the Natural Resources
Defense Council hereby'submit to you, a petition, concerning
the regulation:Df~reCOmbinantDNA research and technology.
We wot,tld yery muchappJZeciate your giving.thismatteir prompt
attention.

Enclosed also are. copies of letters, .from Dr. Robert L.
Sinsheimer of the California Institut,e of Technology and
Mr. Alan McGowan, President, Scient.ists',· I.nstitute for Public
Information. . .

S.incerelyyours,

~~)("'':''''''----
Burke K. Zi~nnan, Ph.D.
Staff Scientist
Envirrinrnental Defense. Fund

OR'ICES IN: EASTst:rAUKET. I« lloIIJNOfFICE!; _ YOIlIC CITY(_ S1J'PORT llFl'IefI; WA$HINGTOtl. Dc, UEAKaEY. CAl.lFOIltlIA; 0_. COI.OAAOO
I'tIrIlN 01> lao~ 1IHrtJ~d p,p.,
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Dr. 'A. Karim lU'..med
October 28. 1976
Page 2

hazards that might arise in the 'conduct of such research. The·Guidelines
do not address what I perceive as the larger, potential ecological and
evolutionary hazards implicit in this research. -Nor do the Guidelines
address the potential, significance of the availability of this nevtechnology
developed by scientists to solve their own scientific problems - to other
diverse sectors of our society, Which~ wish to use it for their O~~ ends.

I believe the Guidelines do not provide sUfficien~,recogniii~nofthe fa~~
. that ve are here creating novel living organisms - unprecedented in the

evolutionary order. As living organisms they are self-perpetuating and
destined to their OVIl individual evolution. I do not believe we can 'predict
the properties of these organisms - created by the fusion or genes from
disparate species - or their subsequent evoiution. or their impact. present
and future. on the existent .bdcepher-e , Ue do not know that there is a
hazard here but neither do: we know' there is no~. If such hazard exists or
develops it will be in this instance uniquely irreversible. I believe a
thoughtf'ul .iFCformulation .of .the Guidelines to take these circumstances into
account would be most appropriate.

Sincerely.yours.

Ii c-~,;-~,_·
,--- ~

\jt:" ;..(,.v.;.·, .•'··

Robert L~ Sinshe mer
Chatman
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November "5', i976

Public hearin~s are absolutely essential in
this process of discussion nnd debate. The Scientists'
Institute for Public Information wholeheartedly suppo~ts
the petition of the Enyironmcntal Defcn~e Fund and
the Natural Resources Defense Council for the conduct
of pU~lic hearings on recombinant DNA research."

?t~
Alan "McGowan
President

AM:m
cc: Dr. Karim Ahmed

Natural Resour6es Defense "Council
.],5 W. 44th St.
New ,York, New York l003~

44
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Recombinant DNA technology:perm~tsthe creation of organisms

or viruses with art unprecedented genetic~ake-upwhich may have

the.potential of causing grave and.irreversible harm to humans'

and the environment. The extent 'of our current knowledg~ does

not allow;,us,,:to, predict allof the possible results.o~ experi

ments involving'the man!pulat±on of genes. Because most of

the present and proposed recombinant DNAxesearCh_~~technology

involves the~enetic modification of bacteria or vi~uses, th~re

exists the potential danger of creating ,a highly deleterious

communicable infectious agent that could, be introduce4 into

and spread among laboratory workers and/or the, general popula~

. ,tion (see ~, pp •..9':" 12).

Recognizing the poten~ial hazards inher.ent·'iIt'recombinant

DNA x:esearch"i'the National Institutes of Health (hereina.fter.. y.
nNIH n) on' 23- June,l976 promulgated ,guidelines which

prohipit certaincexperiments, where the potentia"! dsks to

human health are'deemed to be particularly high, and require

a graded set of safety procedures for all" other experiments

(~41 Fed;.·~.NO.131, part II, pp. ·21902-27943, July 7,

1976). NIH also filed a draft env~ronmental impact stat~ment

(hereinafter :the "impact statement~)2on 1 September, 1976,

which· sets forth some-of the possibl~dangers of recombinan~

DNA research- and technology (~ 41 ~. ~. No. 176,

pp. 38425-44,_ Sept. 9, 1976). NIEl indicated that the guide

lines are not a finalst.atementcof public po~icy on

!lThe petitioners take no position at this time concerning
the adequacy of the safety standards set forth in these
guidelines.
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United States: and (3) the present NIH guidelines be promulgated

immediately. as interim relief ~e9ulations governing all parties

conducti'ngor supporting such research.

This document includes:

I. A °desqription of the scope of thi~ petition (p.4);

"iI. A description of the petit~oners(p, 6);.

III. A discussion of the need to ocntrolke69mPinant DN~

research and .technology in the interest of pUblic health

(p, 7);

IV.. A disCussion of the legal basis for the regtilationof

recombiilant DNA research andte:chnOl?gy by "the S~cretaryof

HeW ~p."13); and

V. A description- of proposed relief (P:. :15~ .:

I. Scope of Q~e Petition

By tilis petition EDF .eoa NRDC seek interim and

final r 7gulations which .willprotect the public from the

p~t~n~ialhazardsof uncontrolled recombinant DNA research

and technology.

In this petition the ter.m"~recombinant:"DN~research

"and tecImologytt means all procedures in which DNA,fragments

from two or more different organisms or viruses whiCh do not n9rmally

recom~bine in nature are recombin7d ~n" the laboratory and inserted

into a li~ing host c~ll or organism in such away, as ~o alter _~ts

genetic make-up. This includes, but is ~6t limited to, any experi-"

ments 4tvolving transportation of or commercial use of recombinant

48
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II. Petitioners

Petitioner Environmental De£enseFund, Inc., is a

not-for-profit public-benefit membership ~orporation or9anized

and eXisting under the laws of the State of l{ew Yor~. Its

principal,office ahd place; of· business is located at 162 Old

,Town Road, East Setauket, New York. It .ef.eo maintains offices

Ln Washington, D.C.; New' York, New York; Denver, .Coiorado;

and Berkeley, Galifornia. EDF has a ~ationwidemembership of

over 40,000 persons, composed of scientists, educators, lawyers,

and other citizens dedicated to the protection of the environ~

ment and the wise use of natural. resources. ManY 9£ these

persons and their children will be subjected to the _increased

risk of adverse, health effects disaussed in at pp., 9 - -,l~, infra,'

if the Secretary does no~ adopt effective regulations controlling

the ,relevant procedures. By its activities, EDF'seeks the

presezvetdcn and restoration of environmental quality and the

protection of, the country,' s natur~l. resources on behalf of

the. general ·public. Its Objectives include cOmbining "the best

scientific findings with the mos~ appropriate social action

discovered. by :the' g-ocial .scdences and legal. theory in order

that practical decisions shall be_made which shall best promote

a quality environment." (EDP By-laws', Art. l:2(d».

Petitioner Natural Resources Defense Council, -znc, I is a

not-for-profiti tax~exemptoorporationorganized under the laws

of the State of New York, with offices at 15 West 44th Street,

New York, New York; 917 15th Street, N.W., Washington, D.C.;

and 2345 Yale Street, Palo Alto, California. NRDC is a national

organization:dedicated to envirQnmental protection, including
50
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from-potenti~llyhazardous novel organisms.whichmight arise from

such researCh.

Addressing these questions, NIH formed a committee (the

Recombinant DNA Molecule p'rogram Advisory committee) composed of

scientists, many ,0'£ whom ,w~re directly involv~·d in re<;:omb:inant

DNA reseaxch , to draft. guidelines gov~rning the conduct of

recombinant DNA .reeeaech and establish safeguards, t,oprotect

the public and the environmentfrorn potential hazards. The

guidelines, apply~ng only teNIH supported research, were mad~

publ:ic June 23, 1976. Recognizi~g the fa:r-re<:tC:hing.envi.ronment,al

consequences w~ich could result if infectious.ocr otherwise

~angerous organisms able to compete successfully with existing

organisms we::.e tO,be pr.oduce.d,by recombi~ant DNA reseaecb , and

in response to requests from the public, NIH prepared a Draft

Environmental . .Impact Sta:ternent which. was released. September .1,

1976'.

/

The Impact statement, in discussing the alternative of "no

action,' ~ambiguously concludes that regulation of recombinant DNA

research and technology is essential for.thep~otectionof the public:

Dthe 'no.action' alternative would greatly
increase the prcbabili ty that possible hazardous'
organisms would be released into the environment.
••• It is,concluded ,that 'the •no, action -' .al
ternative wquld not afford adequate protection
of laboratory workers, the general public, and
the environment from the possible hazards des
cribed Ln secti'onIV-C-L" (at p , 48).

Some of the possible hazards which could' arise e Lther

directly or as an inadvertent result of recombinant DNA researe:;h

are discussed in Section IV-C of the Impact St~tement. One may
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In view of the ubiquitous nature of ~. £Q..!4:., the fact

that- all strains' including K-12 already have the capacity

for .humen infection, and~. ~Oli'S ability to exchange

genetic material with-other bacteria~ the deliberate

genetic modification of even "weakened" "strains of '§.. £9.ll

poses a potential"ly eerdous threat to human health;

2. DNA can betaken from organisms- tq.at produce toxins

(e.g. botulinum) creating the possibility that the host

organism, \vhich occupies a different ?logical niche,

will acquire the ability to produce the toxin.

This would be particularly serious if suCh genes were

expressed in strains of §. coli capable of colonizing

the human colon .
.~

3. Genel? which code for resistance to. antibiotics are

transferred by -some recombinant Th.~A experiments to

'strains of bacteria that were not previously resistant.

4. The animal virus on whic;:h the most genetic information

is ?vailable is simian virus 40 (SV-40), which produces

~: tumors in some animals and infects bumans., although a~~arentl:(

with no patholOgical symptoms. aoweve.r ; the .genetic

basis for the virus causingtun;ors in monkeys. but not

humans i's not understood. Therefore, the possi,bility

exists that even an 'apparently innocuous modification

pf SV-40 DNA could render the virus tumorigenic or

otherwise ,pathogenic to humans, thus creating a serious

hazard to human heal~. Yet it is SV-40, and polyoma

93M481 0 - 77 _ 18
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In the context of auto· immune diseasc( howeyer, the gene speci~

fying ~ foreign proteinOrnustbp. considered potentially harmful.

7. The expression of even a "normal" metabolic enzyme

in human, animal or plant' cells which w?lS not under the con~ol

'of the celll.s -noztnaL complex regulato~y'mech_anism,'could lead

to severe metabolic disruptions and anensuing~ip~ase

state, similar to existing cases .of ~j:.abolic disease

where the defect is ina regulatory' gene, ra~her than

on~ coding for a specific enzyme.

Both the NIH guidelines andthelmpa~t Statement recogni~e

that humans harboring or infected by bacteria or viruses con~

talning recowbinant DNAmay~ under .certain ,conditions,csuffe~

a variety of serious.adverse h~a~th effects. Ifalchmodified
~ . .

bacterial or'viral~gents can surv{ve and propagate outside ~

.laboratorv and thus produce new identical organisms capable of

·producing· infection and/or'toxic effects ,Qn human bein~s~ th~re

exi,sts the potential for a "communicable disease" wi thin the

meaning .of Section 361 .ofthe Public Health Service Act (42

U.S.C. 5264)'.' (see secedon II above). Because some e:fthe

organisms ceeated 'byrecomblnant DNA research have .nevee exis.ted

before, the health and'e.nvironmenta,l'ef;fects of .auch nov:el

microorganisms are inherently unpredictable.. Neve:l:'theless" the

danger" of the creation o£.a'.potentialJ,y serious ,commun,i,cahle

disease organism makes it"incUIll!Jcnt upon the J~epartrnent of,

Health, Education and l'lelfare"to exerc;i..se its ,st,a1:,\ltory' a\1tll:qri'!:y: .

and take whatever regUlatory measures are necessary t() pr9t~c~

the publiC? healt;h •.
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diseases from foreign countries into
or possessions, or from one State or
into any other State o~possession •

the States
possession

"
It further provides that:

for pu.rpoaes of carrying out' and eofbrcing, such
regUlations, the [Secretary] may provide for such
inspection, ..• disinfection '. ,,~-and other
mea~ures, ~s in his judgment may be nccess~ry.

Recombinant DNA research and technology could create novel

infectious agents or increase the virulen~e and range Of. existing

infectious agen~s. The Draft Environmental Impact Statement recog

nizes that recombinant DNA activities could produce microorganisms

that cause" disease in laboratory workers and the general public.

In describing the Guidelines the Draft EIS states:

PThe emphasis on protection of "laboratory workers from
infection reflects the fact that laboratory w:orkers are
the persons at the greatest" risk of infection and that
the rrt6st likely route of escape of possibly hazardous"
agents from the laboratory is the laboratory worker. II

(41 Fed. neg. 38432)

In describing the highest level of physical containment required

by the Guidelines to the Draft EIS s'eaees that such facilities are:"

"designed to "contain microorganisms. that are extremely
haz.ardous to man or may cause serious epidemic disease."

"T~e"kinds of disease wh~ch may be caused by recombinant DNA

activities are described in aecudcn III of this petition (~

atpp. 9 - 12).

The Secretary has defined "communicab.1e disease" in regulations

promUlgated under Section 361:to,govern the importation of animals

and establish drinking t...ater standard's. For the. purposes of both

these setsofregu1ations a communicable disease is IIAn'illnessdue

to an infectious agent or its toxic p~dduct . ~ .Utransmitted by.

persons, animals", plants or the inanimate envd.rcnmen t , (42 C.F.R~

§§1l.1(b), 12.l(h». These regUlatory de£initi~ns of cQrnmunicable
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3. As'interirnrel~efr, reguJ.ations,;which,make .tihe N:IH-guide~-

Unes'bindingon -ill parties, en,gaged in,re cOmbinant-,pNA.resear91J:

and tech~ology.

This relief- is neeeseary to" insurethat,the,-public has an

adequate opportunity to participate, in the ,decision of whether

and under- what conditionsre~.mbina."ltDNA.rcaeaxch and techngl.'?9¥:"

should be permitted and, to,.iIl.!'i1}re: that :th~protec;:t~on-p1:0:ViqEld

"the public by theN!H guidelinesisimm~dia:tely.ext.ended throl,lgh

the application of the N~H guidelines 'to.allrecombinant DNA

research and technology.

A. ~The Need ,fora Leqislative-TypeHearing

The "NIH guidelines, which ',at present are the only statement

of govern~ent policy on recombinant DNA r~searchand technology,

!/This committee should not be confused with the NIH Recombinant
DNA Molecule p~ogram Advisory committee, which drafted the guide
lines, but is one assembled early i;n 1976 from represcnb3.t;ivesof
science, law, teaching, p~blic interest groups, students, etc. to
advise the director of.. NIH on thecorrcct:ncss or shortco!llil'igs of
its efforts to regulate recombinant DNA research.

60

aretlJe prodl}.Ct of the delibera.tions of scientists who are now

conducting. recombinant DNAr~search. The,NIH guidelines had

their .origin in the Asilo~ar Conference held in Pacific Grove,

California in February :1975. Man~ ~f the participants at that

conference were the foremost molecular biologists from allover

the.world. 'T~e NIH Reco~inant DNA Molecule Prog~am Advisqry

Committee translated the recommende'tdcns of that cqnference into

concrete proposals which be~ame the NIH guidelines. The first

opport~ity the public had to participate in the r~gulation of

xecombi~ant research ~as in February of 1976 when the draft

guidelines were released for

·Conunittee to the D,irectorof

public comment, and the Advisol:Y_1/. .
NIH held an open meepng.
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request was denied in -anadrniriistrative' decision by the director

of NIH" and not even aubmi,tted'to ~he advisory committee for

further debate Ln: its~pril 1-2 ~ 1976 meeting in which .final

~~visicms 0,£ -the guidelines were made •. At this meeting,_ all of

the outside cornmerrt.schad been"distilled down. to ten type:wri.tten

'pages of questions' fer the consideration .ee, the recombinant DNA

advisoxy' cornntitte.e-j the same 'committee-which-haddra-ftedthe

working version prepa.:redearly-in·'1976. Except for .relatively

mi..iJ.or changes in wording, the. corom.j. ttee dealtsumrriarily wi th

~e questions from the public, and the final version of the

gUidelines did not differ significantly from.theversionp~

pared prior to pliblic'-input~

The legislat'ive-type' hearing ~hou1d:c(;msider-tihe following

issues 'which were not -ade5Iuately .considered in "the NIH pro

ceedings which led to'the promulgationof.tile guidelines:,

(a) Whether- or·not recombinantONAresearch on,~

level should be permitted-at 'this ' time" in view

o-f' our p-resent.'state of knowledge.

(b) If some areas are: to -be permitted; what are._they

arid'what-precautions are' necessary to' adequately·

,protect; the public and the environment? For

exampl~,what degree of physical containment.

should:.be .consddexed adequate: ,in 1ight;,,01;

human fal~ibility?
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procedures for others. The hazards of recombinant DNA research

and technology are no different if the research is being coo

·ducted by scientists employed by private corporations,rather

than the NIH.. The risk that necessitated .regulation of

NIH grantees necessiates regUlation of o~erresearch and

technology_ . The need for regulation of all pa~ties conducting

recombinant DNA research is particularlyg~eatbecause even

one release of a hazardous genetically altered bacterium,

virus or plasmid could cause" widespread illness or disruption

of the environment.

C. Iriterim Relief

"During" the period before the hearing is. he'ld:and final

requla~ions are promulgated the public will be exposed to-the

potential haza~ds of-- reeornbinantDNA reseaxch: and technology

~ot now subject to NIH. guidelines. Individuals who do not

·receiv~NIH grants or work for NIH are not effectively

restrained from conducting any' of the experiments which NIH

deemed so dangerous that' they should not be conducted at all.

Nor are scientis'ts not now covered by the guidelines required

to practl~e physical and biological containment of organismS

with recombinant DNA molecules. To protect the public until

final regUlations are promulgated, EDF an~ NRDC reque.st that

the Secreta~ iminediatelyproniulgate reg,ulations. whiCh make

the NIH "guidelines binding~n a11 parties engaged in reco~

binant DNA res~archandtechnology.
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Dr. FREDRICKSON. With your permission, I would like to review
briefly some of the major elements addressed by the committee. The
committee determined ,thwtthe Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare is the appropriate locus in the Government for the regula
tion of the use and production of recombinant DNA molecules.

The committee reviewed at great length the nature and. scope that
potential legislation should have. There was general agreement that
legislation should be restricted to the use of recombinant DNA tech-
m~es. .

Regulation of the research aspects of recombinant DNA techniques
presents a serious problem because of the difficulty in determining the
border between research and pilot production, Therefore, the commit
tee recommended that regulation cover the production or use of re
combinant DNA molecules. Such language would include research
activity, and make immaterial possible Concerns whether a given ac
tivity was actually research, pilot production, or manufacture.

The consensus of the committee is that registration of projects in
volving the use or production of recombinant DNA molecules is nec
essary. The committee also recommends that facilities be licensed and
that the terms of the license include acceptance of responsibility for
the particular activities and individuals at the bcility.

The committee concluded that licensure of the facility and registra
tion of projects would be more feasible and would meet the needs for
safety momtoring rather than licensure or registration of individuals
engaged in research.

Because the potential hazards posed by the use of recombinant DNA
techniques extend beyond the local to the national and international
levels, the committee recommends that a single set of national stand
ards must govern and that, accordingly, local law should be pre
empted to insure national standardsand regulations.

A number of other recommendations are made, and I can discuss
them further if you should have any questions. I would like to empha
size that the work of the Interagency Committee has been done in a
most cooperative and helpful way. It is paramount to legislation which
may place authority of regulation of these activities in the Depart
ment of HEW, that the Department continue to cooperate and eoordi
nate with relevant Federal departments or agencies in this important
matter.

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, I think this much is clear: The inter
national and the national scientific community is in substantial agree
ment that, until the potential hazards of recombinant DNA techniques
are better understood, It common set of standards must exist every
where for the use of these techniques. And the question being debated
now everywhere is how this is to be accomplished.

In the United States, as we have discussed, this question. has at
tracted far more public attention than in other countries. A number of
local jurisdictions or States have been engaged in either actions or
debates. .

I believe that it is a common desire that effective Federal standards
shall Soon extend over all use of these techniques within this country,
and that such standards and their implementation within the United
States will form a useful example and a helpful basis for effective
international use of.such techniques.
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There are other aspects, of course, which are somewhat more arti-·
ficial : Cell fusion experiments, mutalfenesis, which is induced in tIle,
laboratory, chang~s. ill; DNA material within single organisms; other
aspects of recombination such as yM have referred to: ( .

I suppose nothing, however, seems so stark or\ltjunatic as a chlJ,n".,(
in man's capabilities for affecting the genetic material of any speci~
In the eyes of many people, we have a new ability to lea)? over a Bar
rier that may have existed since the beginning of evolution, Whether
such a barrier is absolute, or actually has been crossed in naturemany
times in millions of years prior to this, really represents one' of the
great unanswered questions. .'. '. .'

Chairman THORNTON. Do you have a view with regard to that,Dr.
Fredrickson!

Dr. FREDRICKSON. Well, not professing to know for sure, I lean to
ward the side of the evidence that suggests some recombination be
tween, say, bacterial DNA and that of the higher anilllals in which
bacteria may live has probably occurred. But it has occurred in a
fairly low order of probability.· .

Given the length of time we are talking about, I suspect that nature
has already tried out many recombinations long before our time. .

Chairman THORNTON. I have wondered if this might have happened.
Dr. FRllDRICKSON. There are bits ofevidence thatsupports this view.

One would like to know, however, much more about this, and I hope
that will be part of the new knowledge that can be obtained as these
techniques are used. .

But, to answer your question more fully, I think that there is a
dramatic difference involved in recombinant techniques, a difference
which allows us little of the lengthy experience that has occurred with
other experiments in recombination over many, many years, a lack of
experience which makes us unable to predict precisely what may be
the benefits or the hazards.

In attempting to deal with this delicate question, it is well that we
have confined ourselves to a very narrow segment, because attempting
to regulate research is very difficult. Attempting to do it too broadly
at once, or in a clumsy fashion, might well be an extraordinarily de
structive exercise,

At the same time, I think that as we pursue this effort we do have to
set in motion-and we have at NIH, and so have other bodies
examination of other aspects of genetic recombination, to be sure that
we understand as well as we can the hazards of these, and whether or
not we may need to issue some kind of guidelines for the conduct of
these techniques as well.

Chairman THORNTON. You hit upon one other question that I would
like to explore very briefly before recoguizing Mr. Brown for ques
tions, and that is the difficulty of enforcement ofregulations, and the
need for having an internationally accepted standard.

Obviously, if you do not have some agreement between nations all of
which are capable of conducting this kind of research, presumably a
Gresham's law might apply, where most of the research would go on
in the nations which had the lowest standards.

What mechanisms do you think would !be necessary in order to have
this typeof international standard adopted and enforced!
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The other difference may be, as I indicated, that we may by this
means be able to create recombinations that simply would not other
wise have occurred in nature, through any other type of technique.

Mr. )3ROWN. It's broader then than what we do Iby the normal breed
ing processes to 'alter genes!

Dr. FREDRICKSON. It is potentially broader, Mr. Brown. It will de
pend a great deal, of course, on whether recombinations reintroduced
into a host are actually expressed.

Mr. BROWN. 'Well, let's take another example. Over the past genera
tion we've experimented a great deal with the preparation of toxic
chemicals aimed at affecting biological life, as described initially by
Rachel Carson in "Silent Spring," and now we see the effect it was
having on the biosphere. Obvious genetic changes took place as a result
of chemical trauma on insects, plants, and so on.

Is there a difference of kind in this, in the recombinant situation! '
We had supsrcockroaches, for example, that resist DDT, and other

things of that sort.
Dr. FREDRICKSON. You can by many other techniques create so-called

genetic pressures which drive organisms to develop modifications
which allow them to survive. Clearly, mutagens-not only mutagens,
but other chemical agents-c-can have this same effect. .

'Whenever you introduce a new antibiotic into the practice of medi
cine you're creating genetic pressures which will automatically favor
certain organisms which have resistance to the antibiotic, for example.

Mr. BROWN. We've seen some hazards of that sort, as reflected in
human beings, the thalidomide babies and other things of that sort.

Those kinds of babies don't normally occur in normal evolution, do
they!

Dr. FREDRICKSON. Of course, there is a major difference in that
tragic example, Mr. Brown, in that those babies will not reproduce
offspring with the same injury because the injury did not result from
induction of genetic changes, but changes during the stages of
differentiation.

That may be why the use of recombinant DNA techniques have
excited so much imagination-perhaps excessive bursts of it-in that
presumably by changing the genes we may create new species which
will reproduce and find new niches in the environment.

Mr. BROWN. 'Vell, chemical agents can produce changes that will
reproduce and will not reproduce genetically.

Dr. FREDRICKSON. That is true. But there you were inducing usually
point mutations within the genetic substance of the animal itself, the
single species. Here you can add strands of DNA which are entirely
different genetic material and which may possibly be a much greater
leap toward change in the nature of characteristics of that organism.

Mr. BROWN. Well, the thrust of my questioning, if we can go back
to the general problem of chemical intervention in the biosphere, is
whether or not, since you emphasize so much the hazards and safety
aspects, there is a difference in kind between recombinant DNA re
search and the kind of research that led to the development and wide
spread application of chemicals to the biosphere. Many of these are
causing cancer, many other kinds of diseases, distorting all kinds of
vegetable and animal life, causing almost daily human deaths.
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Mr. BROWN. And increases diversity, I presume l .
Dr. FREDRICKSON. Yes. There is an opportumty to test the maxi

mum limits of increasing diversity and perhaps to determine far bet
ter than we've ever understood before what controls that diversity,
what are the limits to expression of unusual genetic combinations.

Mr. BROWN. Yen; the guidelines, which have been developed, and the
other concerns with regard to regulation, are not concerned in the
slightest with the problem of either increasing or decreasing .genetic
diversity, but with safety an 'the laboratory, And th",t's the pomt that
I'm reaching here.

Shouldn't we '11",ve a broader concern !
Dr. FREDRICKSON. Well, I think ,th",t we are ",t a first stage of that

problem, in the sense that now that recombination is possible, it will
be possible to learn enough abous its capabilities to then open up th",t
second debate, which you suggest, But we really don't know .e';lough
about the feasibility of using these techniques or thecapabil.ity of
creating diversity to any effective degree, and we can only learn that
by the next step in the laboratory, and it is the purpose of the guide
lines to take that next step safely, to confine any possible uncertainties
or hypothetical hazards to the laboratory.

If it works, Mr. Brown, then I can see a need for great concern with
the next stage.

Mr. Brown. There is sometimes dicussion in the Congress about
what would have happened if 100 ye",rs ago we had concerned our
selves with the impact upon American culture of the development of
the automobile, and whether we might have pursued a wiser course
if we had analyzed the deaths, and the 'accidents, and the losses, and
the changes in lifestyle, and all of the other things produced by the
automobile, and the petroleum industry.

Now, concerned with regulating the safety of research in internal
combustion engines 100 years 'agosince there weren't even many safety
laws in those days-s-and we obviously weren't concerned with forecast
ing the impact of a new technology on society. But if we had, we might
have done things differently

And I'm ,trying to get to a point today. We have new tools, we
have technology assessment procedures for example. To your knowl
edge has ,any substantial effort been made to assess this technology
an terms of its impaot 50 years from now on either American society
or the human race!

Dr. FREDRICKSON. Ina limited way we've had some experience with
technology assessment in the preparation of the draft environmental
impact statement context of on the issuance of the NIH Guidelines.

It is extremely difficult [0 look forward a great distance in this area.
It is quite possible that 5 years from now we might discover that there
is so little opportunity or capacity for the expression of foreign genes
in organisms that what we have been debating here was a papertiger.

I think that we really cannot make a useful technology assessment
beyond imagining various scenarios. Until we proceed far enough to
have a glimpse of the ,true power of these techniques, beyond the ca
pacity to reproduce apparently pure genes in large quantity, we do
not have enough evidence to adequately assess this new technology.

Mr. BROWN. I know that it's a difficult question, but I'm sure there
would be no difficulty in drawing up several scenarios tha~ Sh'!W the
whole structure of human evolution change. It might be useful to
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I believe such a measure is necessary, not just to safeguard the public, but
also to assure the continuation of basic research in this vital scientific area. We
are not saying that research should be halted. 1Ve are urging that it should
proceed under careful safeguards, unless and until we have a better under
standing of the risks and benefits posed by use of recombinant DNA techniques
without Government regulation.

Following the line of questioning suggested by Congressman Brown,
it seems to me that in confronting the unknown, in dealing with the
boundary between knowledge and ignorance, there is a real danger to
make an assumption that we already know enough to say that we do
not need to know any more.

I wonder if we do have enough knowledge in this field now to be
able to say confidently that we do not need to know any more. .

Dr. FREDRICKSON. No. Mr. Chairman. I think we do not. In fact,
one sometmes hears a cry that we should have a moratorium until
we get it all straightened out.

But, as a matter of fact, we shall never get it straightened out until
we know more. In my view, i1t reminds me of a story about Kansas
that was prevalent in the area of Colorado in which I grew up. The
story goes that in the State of Kansas there was a law that said when
two trains approach an intersection at the same time neither shall
proceed until the other has gone on.

Chairman THORNTON. I'm familiar with that law. It was actually
on the statute books.

Dr. FREDRICKSON. And in some ways that would be the nature of
halting all search, all inquiry for more knowledge. I'm afraid that we
cannot proceed until we have gone on, and I think it is the attempt
of the NIH guidelines and of this move toward regulation to extend
them to all aspects of. the use of such techniques that represents an
attempt to do this with prudence and with as much care-and per
haps more excessive regulation than is necessary-but nevertheless
with the public interest in mind in both regard to safety and the
possible use of this knowledge.

Mr. BROWN. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman THORNTON. Yes, Mr. Brown!
Mr. BROWN. Could I just ask one supplemental question!
Dr. Fredrickson, all of us on this Committee are supporters of sci

ence and friends of science. I don't think our main problems, from the
standpoint of public policy, arise with the policing of science. But
dangers may arise in that interface where science and industry or
commerce get involved-with the chemical industry, for example-s
although there probably are some examples of where accidents oc
curred in the R. & D. that led to the development of pesticides, and
so on-it isn't nearly as severe as the situation that exists in industry
in the manufacture and production and use of recombinant DNA
techniques.

Now, if we are to profit from the lessons of a generation of increas
ing dissemination of chemical pollutants, we should be concerned with
the commercial use and production of whatever the products of re
combinant DNA research are.

And I am wondering if we can visualize this problem clearly enough
now to say that we need to set policy lines for the utilization of this
technology, assuming that the R. & D. does bear fruit of some sort.
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. Mr. HO~L~NBECK. Fine. You are to be commended for that approach,
in my opimon,

Now, there has been some mention made of accidents and the pos
sibility of accidents with regard to this research.

Has there been any feeling or any discussion in the scientific com
munity with regard to establishing a strict liability standard, of liabil
ity of investigators, in the event of just such an accident!

Dr. FRJ'lDRICKSON. Yes; there has. There has been a good deal of
discussion, discussion that we have held with scientists, and discus"
sion within the Federal Interagency Committee, partly stimulated by
S. 621, introduced by Senator Bumpers and the companion bill by
Representative Ottinger.

It was the feeling of the Interagency Committee that the liability
portion of the Bumpers-Ottinger bill posed a serious block to the fur
therance of this research, because it would require all institutions to
attempt to get heavy indemnity coverage, and if they failed to obtain
it, they would have to cease all research of this kind, unless the Fed
eral Govermnent agreed to indemnify them.

It was the committee's feeling very strongly that liability should be
left to State and to local laws.

Mr. HOLLENBECK. All right.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman THORNTON. Thank you, Mr. Hollenbeck.
I do want to pursue further the question of how effectively you

solicit the input of the public into the decisionmaking process.
I believe you responded that the results of the decision were pub

lished. There has been concern expressed that the public is not in
volved in the formulation of the decisions which are announced, only
that they are later advised. For example, I would like to ask whether a
notice of workshops or hearings was published other than in the Fed
eral Register, or is that publication the only publication which is
made!

Dr. FREDRICKSON. I'll ask Dr. Gartland, with regard to the Recom
binant Advisory Committee, how are those meetings published!

Dr. GARTLAND. At the present time they are announced in the Fed
eral Register. 'Ve're giving serious consideration toa wider dissemi
nation of announcement, perhaps through scientific and or public jour
nals. But to date it's been basically the Federal Register.

Chairman THORNTON. I would submit that in view of the wide pub
lic interest in the subject that I'm pleased to hear you say that you are
giving consideration to this.

Dr. FREDRICKSON. With respect to the February 1976 meeting of the
Director's Advisory Committee that reviewed the guidelines in public
forum, we went beyond the Federal Register announcement and spe
cifically invited some 20 organizations that we knew had a heavy inter
est, particularly in the environmental area, to this meeting. We also
invited a .number of people whose persuasions we knew were widely
different with respectto the guidelines.
-Chairman THORNTON. Well, I just want to preface this question with

the statement that there has been a great deal of concern expressed
about whether the public is involved in the decisionmaking process.

I think it would be appropriate for you to be cognizant of this ex
pression of concern. And I take it that you are saying that you are
going to increase, efforts to be sure that the public is involved.
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chemistry and Chairman of the Committee on Genetic Experimentation
(COGENE), recently established by- the International Council of Scientific Unions.
'l'he primary focus of COGENE is on the recombinant. DNA issue.

STATEMENT OF nn, WILLIAM J. WHELAN, CHAIRMAN, DEPAltT·
MENT OF BIOCHEMISTltY, UNIVEltSITY OF MIAMI SCHOOL OF
MEDICINE

Dr. WHELAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank you forinvitingme.
As you say, I'm a biochemist, but I am not myself engaged in re

search on recombinant DNA.
The reason that I became involved is because I am the Secretary

General of the International Council of Scientific Unions, and the
members of that Union, along with members of other scientific unions,
have a keen interest in the new technology that you are discussing.

That led, in turn, to my becoming the chairman of this new Com
mittee on Genetic Experimentation. It's so new that it has not met yet.
It goes under the acronym of COGENE. And it's a scientific com
mittee of the International Council of Scientific Unions, which we
callICSU.

It came into existence last October in Washington. The General
Assembly of ICSU held its biennial meeting at the U.S. National
Academy of Sciences, and COGENE came into being by the unani
mous vote of the members of that assembly.

First, to tell what is ICSU. It is an international, nongovernmental
scientific organization composed of 18 international scientific unions
and 64 national members. Any nation with any pretension to organized
science is a member of ICSU.

Each union represents a scientific discipline, such as chemistry. The
national members are not governmental organizations, but are usually
the supreme scientific organizations of the member country, in our
case the U.S. National Academy. Since ICSU was created in 1931,
it has adopted a policy of nondiscrimination, affirming the rights of
all scientists throughout the world-without regard to race, religion,
political philosophy, ethnic origin, citizenship, sex, or language-to
join in international scientific activities.

The principal objective of ICSU is to encourage international scien
tific activity for the benefit of mankind, and it does this by initiating,
designing, and coordinating international scientific research projects.
It acts as a focus fo~ the exchange of ideas, the communication of scien
tific information, and the development of standards.

The committees or commissions of ICSU are created to organize
programs in multi- or transdisciplinary fields which are not completely
under the aegis of one of the member scientific unions. A typical and
topical example is the Committee on Space Research, which brings
together 11 of the scientific unions ad 34 national members.

It was natural, therefore, that ICSU, taking note of the potentially
enormous significance to mankind of the newly developed science of
recombinant DNA technology, should move to establish a scientific
committee to work in this area. As a relative latecomer to the scene,
ICSU gave regard to the fact that if this field of research suffers from
anything it is not from lack of committees to examine it.
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formed during the recent discussions of recombinant DNA held at the
U.S. National Academy about 3 weeks ago.'

That Academy forum served as a most adequate expose of the con
cerns coming from all corners of society; We heard of the problems
of regulating the, research itself, the forbidden experiments.the safety
measures, the potential hazards to researchers and to SOCIety III gen
eral, the moral and ethical concerns, with the fears that industry would
carry out dangerous experiments behind closed doors and the con
cern-or even outrage-that new forms of life, potentially the har
bingers of doomsday, would be brought into beingto fatten corporate
profits.

But something seemed to me to be lacking from that debate. It was
'entirely understandable that the citizens of Cambridge, Mass., should
view with alarm the prospects of dangerous organisms escaping from
the Harvard laboratories. It was equally understandable that many
of those present and the citizens of Cambridge wished such research
to be moved elsewhere than their city, that others should call for the
research to be confined to a few key installations or, at the extreme,
to be banned outright.

But I heard very little by way of concern at what might be happen
ing outside of the United States. The arguments revolved almost
wholly around the domestic scene. '

Recombinant DNA technology has been likened in its potential im
pact to the discovery of nuclear fission. But it has taken 30 years for
nuclear fission to come within the capability of the enterprising
graduate studnt or the terrorists. By contrast, recombinant DNA ex
periments can already be carried out almost anywhere, using freely
available methodology and with relatively simple facilities. The ex
periments that are still banned in the NIH guidelines can be conducted
readily by anyone lacking respect for the ban or who is ignorant of
the need for the ban.

Plagues and scourges caused by pathogenic microorganisms have
no respect for persons or the boundaries of cities, States, or nations.
If the potenial hazards are real hazards, little would be achieved if
the research became outlawed only in the United States. It might be
going on in Canada, or Mexico, or Albania, and if the research really
is dangerous, that would be just as hazardous to the citizens of the
United States as if it were carried out at Harvard.

As already alluded to by Dr. Fredrickson, there is a clear and press:
ing need for action on the international scene. The concerns of the
researchers are not national concerns, the applicability and ,the en
forcement of gnidelines is not merely a matter of securing observance
throughout the United States, the problems of industry are not na
tional, nor are the concerns of the lay public or the social issues. All
of them are international problems calling for international agree-
ment and regnlation. ,

I do not presently see much by way of collective activity at the inter:
national level-and this is certainly not to contradict the remarks that
Dr. Fredrickson made, because the contacts are certainly there. But
I'm referring to organized activity which has a basis for continuity,
and because of this the kinds of things that this committee might do
may seem, in their totality, to be overambitious. But thev simply rep
resent the collection, of the things we think ought to be done on the



form the face of.society, I don't think it needs a crash program. I
think it needs a long, careful examination.

The United States has already rendered signal service on the world
scene by the actions of the National Institutes of Health in producing
the safety guidelines and the environmental impact statement, a
statement and guidelines that have nniversal applicability. I hope the
United States will continue its examination of the many other issues
also involved, such as patents.

But I hope it will also take the lead in calling for universal respect
and concern for the impact of this new technology on society, for
safety measures, for the protection of the environment, and for com
mon international sanctions on any misuse of the technology,

My impression at the moment-s-and it was formed after the Na
tional Academy debate-is that I'm afraid that the divisiveness one
sees in debates in the United States, and the apparent concentration
on problems as if they were only internal problems are causing people
to lose sight of the larger issue; namely, international initiatives are
needed.

I hope that the United States will help to promote international
cooperation in this research, and make the basic and applied knowledge
freely available so that when the potential, and one has to admit
still conjectural, benefits of the research become available, they become
available to all.

Thank you.
Chairman THOI<NToN. Thank you very much for your very excellent

testimony. We will include the attachments to your testimony in the
printed record.

[The material follows:]
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REPORT OF THE AD HOC COMMITTEE ON RECOMBINANT DNA MOLECULES

The ad hoc Committee on Recombinant DNA Molecules, charged by the

General Committee with reporting on the .Impllcatlona end potential of research on

recombinant DNA,

recommends that a Scientific Committee be ,est~blished to monitor,

assist and report on'research in this branch -of molecular _biology. The

ad-hoc Comittee ,offers its report in the form of a preamble, a proposed

constitution of the Scientific Committee, a suggested annual budget, plUS the

minutes of the ad hocCommittee meeting and annexes of papers read into the

record .of _the meeting.

PREAMBLE

In a presentation to an Advisory Committee to the Director of the U.S.
National Institutes of Health on ,9 February 1976, Paul Berg stated that:

"The past 25 years -have witnessed a revolution in our understanding of the
structure and workings of the genetic machinery of living cells. Although the
theoretical Irnpllcatlons of this understanding were apparent to biologists -and chemists
from the beginning, the possible practical benefits' of this knowledge to medicine,
agriculture and industry have become clearer only recently.

One potential benefit that captured the imagination of scientists and
laymen alike was the notion of 'genetic engineering' - the directed modification, or
even construction, of new kinds of genetic constitutions for animals, plants and
eventually.man. But partly because of the exaggerated and of the misleading claims of
the popular -press, and of scientists and laymen as well, the words genetic engineering
evoke concern as well as excitement,"

The excitement stems from the possibilities -of being able to analyse the
molecular basis of gene expression and heredity in higher organisms and eventually to
create new organisms: with desired genetic characters.

The possibilities now open to the.experimenter_-arisefrom-three-advances in
technology, namely the ability (1)to cleave the hereditary material of the cell (DNA)
at specific points, yielding fragments that control the synthesis-of-particular functions
of the cell, (Il) to rejoin mixtures of such fragments from different organisms so that
packages of genetic: material containing functions _derived from the two species are
obtained and (Hi) to introduce such semisynthetic genetic material into a cell so that
the DNA can multiply, as the cells multiply. The cells thereby carry out new synthetic

,',
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(il)
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(iv)
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the importance' of research on recombinant DNA molecules;

the need for such research to proceed under appropriate
safeguards;

recommendations on,safetg measures and specifications
for containment facilities;

technical details concerning the availability and
choice of organisms arid materials.

(e) subject to the foregoing safeguards, to encourage the universal
availability~ofsuitable strains.

fdJ to Eoster international scientific exchange by acting as a
link bet;ween other. committees.and correspondents, by personal
visits, training courses, symposia and workshops.

(e) ot:her objectives as mayberecomme~ed.

This ad hoc Committee met on 1-2 July 1976'in Heidelberg.The Committee
is unanimous in recommending to the General Committee and General Assembly of
ICSU that a Scientific Committee on Recombinant DNA Research (SCORD) should be
established. The work of such a Committee would be of major interest to several of the
Unions federated in ICSU, the subject is of the highest scientific importance and
demands the formation of a strong Committee. The importance of research on
recombinant DNA will only grow with time and will develop ramifications of certain
significance to science and society. In every respect the subject fulfills the criteria
laid down in Article 16 of the ICSU Rules for Scientific and Special Committees which
reads as follows:

16) The folloWing criteria should be satisfied if a Scientific
Committee is to be created:

1. The work of the SCientific' Committee is of major interest
to not less than three Scientific Unions.

2. The task of the Scientific: CoiDmittee requires the
formation of a strong Committee to carXIJ out the said task.

3. The programme of the said task is of a long-term nature.

When the programme inVolved is of limited duration, and only the
first two criteria above axe satisfied, a Special Committee soould be formed
for the task.

The: ad hoc Committee drafted a proposed constitution for the Scientific
Committee; together with a statement of membership, aims and purposes, and a
suggested budget, These documents are attached; It is the unanimous
recommendation of the ad boa Committee that the General Committee and General
Assembly of ICSU create a Scientific Committee and take steps to provide the
appropriate financial support. The adhoa CO~itt.e.e be.lieves that it has fulfilled its
mission and should now be disbanded..· . .. .

~ W.J. Whelan, Chairman
3
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to achieve appropriate geographical representation and liasonwith

other bodies active in the. field.

SCORD may appoint Sectional Committees and Working Groups to assist in discharging

its tasks.

III. FUNCTIONS

To accomplish the stated purposes and objectives The Committee shall direct its

attention to the following tasks:

1. roLICY (J)NSIDBRA!PJ1)NS

(a) To observe governmen:tal actions and to foster the development of

informed public opinion in relation to research on recombinant DNA.

(b) To assist in establishing and harmonising national guidelines .in order

to facilitate international. cooperation in research in this field and

to ensure appropriate safety measures.

(e) To provide through its member unions and associated bodies expert

advice on policy matters.

(d) To cooperate closely with other international organisations in order to

reach all scientific disciplines concerned-and to be available to all

legislative and executive bodies.

2. INFORMATION SBRVICBS

As far as it is practical and useful, to collect and distribute the following

information about research 'On recombinant DNA molecules:

(a) Beneficial applications

The benefits of research on recombinant DNA molecules have so far

beenentlrely in the realm of pure science. It is believed, however,

that this research can be applied in medicine, 'agriculture .and

industry to the benefit of society.. Any such appllcatlons should be

made known, to facilitate their use and to inform the public.

5
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3. TECHNICAl;- SERVICES

(a) Subject to appropriate safeguards, The Committee should encourage

the universal availability of suitable- host and vector systems,

perhaps by supporting a few centralized collections, or providing

help on a' less centralized 'basis to those prepared to maintain and

distribute strains.

(b) It is in the interests of both safety and economy to reduce, as far as

possible, the repetition of certain types of cloning-experiment. The

Committee may help by-supporting-at one appropriate centre the

construction and maintenance of large populations of cloned segments

of, for example, mouse or human DNA. Interested scientists could

then go to that laboratory and select clones for their own work.

4. TRAINING AND B1XJCATlON

In the long-term interests of safety and science it is imperative that all scientists

embarking on recombinant DNA research should be conversant with the practical

application of safety guidelines and advanced experimental techniques. Therefore The

Committee should promote the training of biologists in the techniques of recombinant

DNA research. These opportunities should be created for those who do not, at the

national or regional level, hav,e access to ,training programmes.

These programmes might include (I) practical .ccurses- (2) fel1owships, (3) workshops,

and (4) lecture tours.

IV. BUDGET

The annual budget required for the .optlmal accomplishment of the recommended

tasks of The Committee is as follows;

Annual meeting oE The Committee

If there are six members appointed by the General Assembly

the cost of attendance is estimated as; ,-s 6,000

Liaison with other similar cOmmittees

I~ is envisaged that members of The Committee, or experts

designated by The Committee; would attend meetlngs of

other similar committees in order to provide proper

coordination. Three such visits per annum wo.uld cost: $ 3,000

7
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Minutesof the Me;eting of the ad J10cl Committee oriRecombinant DNA Molecules

Heidelberg, 1-2 July 1976

The Chairman, W.J. Whelan, welcomed the participants.

J.C. Kendrew explained that during a discussion with P. Berg, prior to the
Asilomar Conference on recombinant DNA, a suggestion had been 'made that the
importance of the subject warranted the creation of an International non-governmental
group of professional scientists which would include in its brief the questions of
harmonization of guidelines and Information exchange. This had been put to the
Executive Board,of ICSU which had' convened a small group to discuss the question in
Schloss Laxenburg in September 1975. The report of this group, which included a
proposal for the creation of the present ad hoc Committee, had been accepted by the
ICSU General Committee at its meeting in September 1975. The' present group had
been asked to submit a report to the ICSU General Assembly, which would be meeting
in October 1976. The report should include a recommendation on the future role of
ICSU in this area and, if it was agreed that ICSU should create a standing committee
or commission, draft terms of reference should be proposed.

The WHO has a sub-committee on Safety in the Handling of Microorganisms
and Cells employed in Research, but this covers a much wider field, and is a
governmental body.

M. Singer explained that a group of scientists at the 1973 Gordon
Conference on Nucleic Acids had expressed concern about the hazards of some
experiments that could be carried out by the new recombinant DNA technology. This
concern had been transmitted to the U.S. National Academy of Sciences and the Berg
Committee had been formed.

E. Wollman drew attention to the parallel situattcn in the .1930's in the early
days of the development of nuclear physics and to the fact that there had been a lack
of concern then about what might happen if the knowledge gained was misused. He
explained that the International Association of Microbiological Societies' ad hoc
Committee on Genetic Engineering had discussed the questions of hazards and misuses
and had indicated its readiness to prepare guidelines. He asked if ICSU had a role to
play in this field.

J.C. Ke~drew said that ICSU had not yet decided to playa role: it had
asked the present group for its advice on this subject. He personally felt that there is
a need for an international group.

The Chairman suggested that an international group could play an
important role in providing information to the general public, to governments and
other decision makers, it would provide expert testimony, suggest an international
code of practice, guidelines, carry out surveys of the laboratories doing work on
recombinant DNA, help scientists by arranging training courses, bibliographies, lists of
techniques" etc. He suggested' that ICSU had a role to play particularly in relation to
developing countries.

J.C. Kendrew gave a review of ICSU and of .Its activities." F.G.W. Baker
provided information on the ICSU committee structures, composition and activities.

9
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Japan

Y. Tazima explained that the Science Council of Japan had set up a Sub
committee on. Plasmid" Problems which includes scientists from various biological
sciences (see Annex 3). An attempt had been made to try to obtain a, consensus of
Japanese research workers with regard to research on recombinant DNA. There was
general agreement with the appeal made by the Berg Committee-. The sub-eommittee
had organized two symposia, its first on Plasmid Engineering, the second on Safety in
Genetic Engineering. The latter had included a session on Inactivation of DNA" which
seemed to be a serious problem but comparatively simple to resolve.

He Said that he thought an ICSU Committee could serve a useful purpose.

United Kingdom

K. Murray drew attention to the summary in the 'paper prepared by J.
Tooze for the Miles Symposium in June 1976 (Annex I). He explained that the Ashby
Report had proposed a series of measures that had gained acceptance. The Williams'
working party had contacted a wide range of interested people and its report will be

, published shortly. The various Research Councils had been asked not to sponsor work
which presented potentially serious hazards. '
It was expected that the report of the Williams committee would recommend the
establishment of a Central Committee which would consider proposals for research and
the techniques to be used. It was expected that there would not be a rigid set of
guidelines, but there would be recommendations on various categories of containment
facilities. There would be local safety officers who could perhaps stop research
pending further inquiries. He drew attention to the facilities offered to universities
at Porton. These might be available to scientists from outside the U.K.

Industrial work in the U.K. was to some extent being overviewed by the
Confederation of British Industry.

U.S.A.

R. Curtiss submitted a report on the actlvltes of the NIH Recombinant
DNA Molecule Program Advisory Committee (Annex 4). He. explained that the
Committee had made its final changes in the proposed NIH guidelines on 2 Apri1l976
and transmitted the revised .guidelines to the Director .of NIH who subsequently made
some further changes. The guidelines commenced to be distributed on 23 June. Copies
were distributed to members of the ad hoc committee.

Nucleic Acid Recombinant Scientific Memoranda (NARSM): This is a publication from
NIH designed for rapid dissemination of information on recombinant DNA research.
NARSM will be sent to any individual or group who requests to be put on the mailing
list. If the number of reports submitted for inclusion increases, it will. probably be.
issued monthly instead of quarterly.

EK2 (Safer Host/Vector Systems): Expert subcommittees of the NIH Recombinant
DNA Molecule Program Advisory Committee have been established to, make
recommendations on certification. of proposed EK2" host/ve_ctor systems. Five.
contracts had been awarded for design and preparation of certain host/vector systems
and other contracts were proposed for testing such systems. Laboratories outside of
the U.S. could submit proposals for these.

Courses: Two courses are to be held in September on biohazard containment control.

He felt that it would be useful if ICSU became Involved,
international focus for the consideration and development of guidelines.

to act as an
He suggested

11
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that the conditions required are actually met. Work published on recombinant DNA
experiments must indicate that it. has had the approval of the commission. He drew
attention to the fact that the academic community had insisted that the same rules
should apply to eventual industrial or military research in the field. .

2. The Brenner Concept

K. Murray drew attention to the concept of cloning a total digest of mouse
or human DNA. This could be carried out at Porton and anyone. interested would
obtain the material they required. He suggested that such a facility should exist atthe
international level and wondered if the EMBL might provide it. To do such cloning a
central point would minimize the number of times a potentially risky experiment had
to be carried out.

3. Creation of a Committee on Recombinant DNA

W.J. Whelan drew attention to the terms of reference of the ad hoc
Committee which includes the need to prepare a recommendation on the future role of
ICSU, if any, and suggestions on 'the Terms of Reference of a continuing body, if it is
recommended that one be created.

E. Reich proposed that ICSU set up a committee with terms of reference
based on those of the ad hoc Committee. This was seconded by H.G. Zachau and
adopted unanimously.

4. Draft- Terms of Reference of the Proposed Scientific Committee

The Committee adopted .the proposed terms of reference given in the
attached repor-t from the Cornmlttee,

5. Budget

The Committee suggested that a sum of about $170,000 would be required
to carry out aU the tasks foreseen (see report to President Brown).

It was felt that one of the first priorities should be in training _and
education, but that ICSU should endeavour to obtain funding for all parts of the
progtamme.

6. Any other business

The Committee agreed that a second meeting'was not required.

The Chairman thanked the members of the Committee for their work -and
J.C. Kendrew and J. Tooze for making the local arrangements.

The meeting concluded at 13.40 on 2 July.

1 ;
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The Committee on Genetic Experimentation
A SCIENTIFIC COMMITTEE OF THE INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL OF SCIENTIFIC UNIONS

FROM THE CHAIRMAN: Dr. W. J. Wllelan I'locnemlstry-UMEO P.O.Box 520875
Pllone: 305.547-6265 Cable: 6ioqulmlca Miami

MiamI, Florida 33152 U.S.A.
Telex: 519308

The International Council of Scientific Unions has created a scientific commi~tee.

on genetic experimentation (COGENE), with the following objectives:

a) To serve as a non-govecnmental, interdisciplinary and international
council of scientists. and as a non-governmental source of advice for
the benefit of governments, 'governmental agencies, 'scientific groups
and indiv:i,sluals, in respect of research on genetic experimentation, the
practical benefits that may be derived therefrom and the need for such
. research to proceed under appropriate and generally agreed safeguards;

c) to foster opportunities for the training of and international scientific
exchange between workers .in. the. field;

b) to assemble. review and generaily make available iilformation on safeguards,
containment facilities and other technical matters;

d) to make itself available as a medium through which the many national.
regional and other intemational bodies with interests in recombinant DNA
molecules may communicate;

to take note :of the widespread concern over the possible deliberate OT:
inadvertent dispersal of agents constructed by recombinant DNA techniques,
to be vigilant regarding such possibilities and to attempt to foster
public discussion of these situations should they arise.

/e)

. . - .
The cOl!lIllittee is composed of persons appointed by ICSU, andrby seven of the

member unions of ICSU (Biochemistry, Biological Sciences. Pute 'and Applied Chemistry,
Immunology, Nutrition, Pharmacology and Pure & Applied Biophysics). FAO. UNESCO and
WHO have appoint.ed observers.

The: members e re r A.A.··Bayev, (U.S.S.R.), 1'. Berg'(U.S.A.), G. Bernardi (France) •
.S.N. Cohen. (U.S.A.),.H.N. }lunro(U.S.A.).K. Murray (U.K.),N.K. Notani (India), E. Reick
(U.S.A.), R. Riley (U.K.). C. Steinberg (Switzerland), J.Tooze (B.R.D.),' 1. \{t-tanabe
(Japan). U.J. Whelan. (U.S~A.) and E. Wollman (France). The observerS. are A. Bozzini (FAO) ,
S. Passnan (UNESCO) and V. Sgaramella(WHO).

The chairman is 'ILJ. tfuelan and t.he,secretary is Dr. J. Tooze (E;M.B.O •• Postfach
102240. 69 He Lde.Ibexg 1. Federal Republic of Germany).

The first meeting of COGENE will be held in Paris in May.

March 1977
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I think one has to begin by making the guidelines applicable all
around, because at the moment you don't apparently have any mech
ams!" for controlling research outside the laboratories funded by the
National Institutes of Health. That would be a beginning.

But after that, try to be helpful to what it is that industry needs,
but neither pander nor be expedient in giving in to pressures from
industry, nor should one hastily pass legislation which may be too
restrictive. I'm asking for steering the middle course,

This technology is going to be with us for the rest of time. It might
even be argued that until there area real benefits to be seen, one should
not allow industry to go ahead full steam. There could be a good
argument for asking them to delay, to wait until there has been a Care.
ful examination.

Mr. BROWN. Well, I would say, if prior experience is any indica
tion, that if we enact regulations on private industry, it will cause
some delay. I don't know whether that's necessarily good or not, but
it probably will happen.

I'm not really so much concerned with the regulation of the re
search, but I do welcome your view which is only reasonable, that all
of this research in whatever sector should be subject to a common
framework of legislation. But I am more concerned about the situation
when we move from the research to the development and commer
cialization stage, which I think is going to pose policy questions much
more serious. I would like to see us avoid those in a much better
way than we did in connection with the toxic chemicals situation.

vVehave just gotten to the point this last year of enacting compre
hensive law with regard to the toxic chemicals, after a long struggle,
and after the industry has invested billions. The impact of that invest
ment has had major impacts upon this country and the world. That's
the sort of thing I would like to do a little better job of, if this area
of research has the developmental potential that the chemical indus
try did.

Dr. VVI1ELAN. As a comment, I would like to say that I don't believe
the problems that industry sees are being articulated in an organized
fashion, and this is why we would hope ourselves to bring people
together and ask them what their problems are so that they can be
openly stated. It's certainly a very difficult situation, because there are
concerns within industry that some competitors may gct ahead of the
other, that in one country they may decide to take risks in the hope
of getting patents.

I was extremely disappointed to see a charge leveled that some of
the people who called for the moratorium did so in order that they
could get one jump ahead by patenting some of the results. When
the debate descends to that level, it's extremely disappointing.

Chairman THORNTON. Thank you, Mr. Brown.
:Mr.Hollenbeck!
:Mr.HOLLENBECK. I'll pass, :Mr.Chairman.
Chairman THORNTON. I would like to ask a couple of questions.
With regard to your prepared testimony, you mentioned the need

to conduct risk-testing experiments designed to examine the reality
of alleged or real hazards. You state that you're in touch with orga
nizations which are planning such experiments, and you have your
own panel of experts now planning experimental protocols.

"f 1: ~(:n: fo
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common voice. The loudest voice is probably coming from the Pharma
ceutical Manufacturers Association, which has said publicly at a num
ber of hearings that they feel the NIH guidelines should be and will
be adopted by their member companies, with what they term "minor
modifications which will have no effect on safety." That is about the
firmest position I have heard. And I haven't heard them change that
position.

Dr. TALBOT. If1 may speak.
Chairman THORNTON•Yes, Dr. Talbot.
Dr. TALBOT. I've heard George ""VaId mention this before and cite

a news article, which I believe appeared in the v'Vashington Post, a
report of a meeting held at the Department of Commerce with repre
sentatives from industry, which stated that industry had shifted its
position.

But I've spoken to other people who were at that meeting and who
didn't hear it that way. I believe it's an erroneous report in the press,
stating that industry did shift its position. Other people at that meet
ing have relayed to me that what they heard industry say at that
meeting. was not a shift in its position.

Chairman THORNTON. In any event, what you're saying that it's
a matter of discussion or debate as to whether it was a shift in position

. or merely a restatement of position.
Is that correct 1
Dr. TALBOT. The newspaper article gives the impression there was

a shift in position, but other people I've spoken to who were present
at the meeting say what they heard did not lead them to believe there
was a shift in position.

Chairman THORNTON. Thank you very much.
We have discussed previously today the distinctions between recom

binant DNA research and other forms of genetic engineering, and the
difficulty in drawing a line between these types of research.

If the United States, absent a world agreement to do so, were to
unilaterally ban further experimentation in recombinant DNA re
search, can you address the question of what effect this would have
on our role in science, in basic biology, with regard to science in the
rest of the world 1

Dr. WHELAN. I could answer that from two points of view.
The first is that there is no question I think that very important

basic knowledge is certain to be gained from this research. It would
be a pity if the resources of American biologists-and, after all, the
technology began here-were frustrated in their attempts to pursue
those ends.

As regards the second question, that if the potential benefits become
reality-and they're still potential-I don't see how the United States
could hold off participating. I don't think it's realistic to consider
that the research could be stopped here.

Chairman THORNTON. Do you perceive a possibl e distinction and
'perhaps containment-if I may use that expression-s-of research
efforts by permitting research activities to go forward, but not the
production or-dissemination of any of the results of that research
that is, not the release of products 1

Dr. WHELAN. It's very difficult to answer that question. I think one
could only move ahead on the basis of experimentation, Certainly, one

93-481 0 - 77 - 21
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it may be an omission of a gene, or a failure of a stop/start mechanism
to work properly!

Am I in the ball park with my understanding!
Dr. TALBOT. Most natural mutations involve either a change in

the DNA or a deletion of DNA, and don't involve additions of DNA,
as in this case. We are adding the extra fish DNA.

Dr. WHELA>f. But we're really talking here about adding something
that E. coli never had before, so the normal kind of change that one
talks about, mutations, wouldn't bring about the effects that the re- .
combinant DNA methodology would.

Chairman THORNTO>f. You are changing a property of the organ
ism, I suppose; or you're changing its genetic information, so that it
does carry that property forward! .

Dr. WHELA>f. Yes, such as endowing it with the capacity to syn
thesize insulin, which we don't think it presently has, and we add that
to the capability of the bacterium, and that represents a difference
from the normal type of mutation that may delete or release a capacity
that the organism has.

Chairman THORNTON. May I inquire whether you would be will
ing to respond to such written questions as may be addressed to you
following the hearing!

Dr. WHELAN. Indeed. I'd be very happy to.
Mr. BROW>f. Mr. Chairman, while you're cogitating, could I pursue

a question or two!
Chairman THOR>fTO>f. Please. Go right ahead.
Mr. BROW>f. You have mentioned the possibility of commercial ex

ploitation of a bacteria's capability to synthesize insulin.
Is this something that could conceivably be imminent, that is,

within a period of 5 years!
Dr. WHELAN. It's already been claimed last November by scien

tists at the University of Minnesota. But I've seen no followup to
this. They claim they had put the human gene for insulin synthesis
into yeast, and the rather brief account of this went on to say that no
disclosure of how they did it was being made because they were seek
ing worldwide patents.

I heard no more about it, and I wonder if any of my colleagues
have. This was in Science News last November.

Dr. GARTLA>fn. No.
Dr. WHELAN. I think it's surprising that it allegedly happened so

soon.
Mr. BROWN. Yon see, this does raise the question of the imminence

of the need for not only safety regulation of research and develop
ment, which is essentially under the guidelines and is what they pur
port to do; but also raises the question of policy with regard to the
permitting of commercial production involving this kind of a process.

Now, can we separate the genetically altered bacteria, which we'll
say can synthesize insulin, from the product insulin! Is that insulin
such that if it goes in to normal market channels, there is none of
this recombinant DNA that could be a part of that insulin! I ask
the question out of pure iguorance.

Dr. TALBOT. I would assume the company having this bacteria would
isolate the insulin from the bacteria and attempt to sell the pure insulin
free of all recombinant DNA materials. This would be subject to the
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years-the tremendous possibilities in the use of micro-organisms for
new products, either for food protein, but particularly for enzymes.

An example is a new technology in which the United States is lead
ing at the moment, one that happens to he causing trouble in the
sugar industry in Hawaii, because Iowa corn is being used to produce
at lower cost a product which is identical with a sweetening agent
normally made from sugar. And it's a large operation-6 billion
pounds a year-that uses beautifully sophisticated enzyme technology.

One could see very clearly how enzyme technology could be 00
proved still further by recombinant DNA techniques. And it wouldn't
involve the release of the recombinant DNA molecules.

Mr. BROWN. But another very common example is some sort of a
recombinant bacteria which eats oil, for purposes of oil spills. Take
that as an example. Obviously', to accomplish cleaning up the goal of
cleaning up the oil that's spilled on a waterway, we have to release
the bacteria, which introduces into the biosphere a very large quantity
of strains that perhapshave never existed before.

And I get back to the question: Do we have techniques for ascertain
ing the environmental impact of this kind of a situation! Have we
sought to explore this problem in detail!

Dr. WHELAN. I believe the techniques are there, but the testing
would. be a long and lengthy process. Certainly any of these new
creatures would have to he subject to exceedingly thorough testing.
I appreciate very much the concerns of the people who are appre
hensive about turning these things loose.

I don't think they should be until there's been an exceedingly
thorough examination.

Mr. BROWN. I can imagine the problem that would exist if we had
to worry about one of these new strains of bacteria and its inter
action with every other strain of bacteria to which it might be exposed,
and what the possible genetic development might be down several
hundreds of generations. It might be an unsolvable problem.

I'm just trying to visualize what it would be.
Chairman THORNTON. Thank you very much, Mr. Brown.
Mr. Hollenbeck, do you have any questions!
Mr. HOLLENBECK. No.
Chairman THORNTON. We do have a vote signaled on the floor of

the House.
At this time I want to express appreciation on behalf of the sub

committee to each of the witnesses this morning.
Dr. Whelan, your testimony and your responses were very fine.
We will schedule further hearings on this subject, to be announced

at a later time. This hearing is adjourned,
[The hearing was adjourned at 11 :35 a.m, to reconvene at the call

oft.he Chair.]



SCIENCE POLICY IMPLICATIONS OF DNA
RECOMBINANT MOLECULE RESEARCH

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 27, 1977

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMI'lTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY,

SUBCOMMITTEE ON SOIENCE, RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY,
Washington, D.O.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10 :14 a.m., in room
2318, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon, Ray Thornton (chairman
of the subcommittee), presiding.

Mr. THORNTON. Good morning. Today we resume consideration of
science policy implications of DNA recombinant molecule research.
We began hearings on this subject March 29, 30, and 31 and during
those hearings received testimony from a number of distinguished
scientists on the basic biology of this research, on the potential risks
and benefits of this research and on actions being taken so far by the
Federal Government and the governments of other nations to regulate
the research. Those hearings provide us with a good bit of background
information which we felt we needed before considering the broader
science policy questions that are of major concern to this committee.
Today we are going to explore further some of the concepts touched
upon in our earlier hearings, particularly those scientific facts from
evolution and epidemiology which are relevant to the DNA recom
binant molecule issue.

The subcommittee believes that these aspects of the issue deserve
fuller public discussion. Some people have suggested that DNA re
combinant molecule research is tampering with evolution or that it is
creating new DNA sequences which have never before occurred in
nature.

Two of our witnesses this morning are engaged in basic biological
research which is central to these issues and it is at the forefront of
research in this field. We would especially like those witnesses to ad
dress the the potential for natural recombinant DNA and the concept
of evolution at the molecular level.

Some people have also suggested that risks of new, unknown, and
unpredictable diseases are too great to permit DNA recombinant mole
cule research to continue except under the strictest containment meas
ures or perhaps even not to continue at all.

We have two witnesses knowledgeable in the field of epidemiology,
the science which deals with the incidence. distribution, and control of
disease. We have asked them to address this argument by presenting to
us those facts which might be related. to the potential spread of some

(323)
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A SPECULATION ON 1 HE ORIGIN OF
PROTEIN SYNTHESIS'

F. H. C. CRICK, S. BRENNER; A. KLUG;and G. PIECZENIK U

Medical Research Council, Laboratory of Molecular BioloOY,
Hills Road, Cambridge, England

Abstract. It is suggested that protein synthesis may have begun without even a primitive ribosome if
the primitive tRNA could take up two configurations and could bind to the messenger RNA with
five base-pairs instead of the present three. This idea would impose base sequence restriction on the
early messages and on the early genetic code such that the first four amino acids coded were glycine l
serine, aspartic acid and aspargine. A possible mechanism is suggested for the polymerization of the
early message.

1. A Speculation on the Origin 'of Protein Synthesis

The origin of protein synthesis is a notoriously difficult problem. We do not mean
by this the formation of random polypeptides but the origin of the synthesis of
polypeptides directed, however crudely, by a nucleic acid template and of such a
nature that it could evolve by steps into the present genetic' code, the expression
of which now requires the elaborate machinery' of activating enzymes.. transfer
RNAs, ribosomes, factors; etc. .

One solutionis that the original mechanism was made mainly if not entirely of
nucleic acid so that to express the earliest version of the genetic code (which was
probably .at. that time both. partial and rather inaccurate) little or no protein was
required. It was suggestedby Smithies (quoted in Crick, 1968) that in the beginning
no activating enzymes were necessary because each primitive tRNA had a special
cavity to hold its own amino acid. Woese (1967) made a similar suggestion. We
shall not concern ourselves with this aspect of the problem here. It has also been
suggested that the original ribosome was made entirely, or almost entirely, of nucleic
acid. The hope has been that when the three-dimensional structure of the nucleic
acid in the two portions of the present day ribosomes becomes known it may be
possible to guess the structure of the primitive ribosome. For example the first
ribosome may have consisted only of the ancestor of the present 5S RNA.

2. Protein Synthesis without Ribosomes

Here we consider an even more drastic simplification. We shall assume that
originally no ribosome at all was necessary and that the ordering of amino acids
in protein synthesis was accomplished using only messenger RNA and a few primi
tive tRNAs. This possibility has already been mentioned by Woese (1967and 1972).
The justification for this approach is that the synthesis of the basic clover
leaf structure of tRNA is not, on reasonable hypotheses, as improbable as
might at first sight appear. This argument, first published by Orgel (1968) has,

* This paper is dedicated to the memory of Or. Aharon Katzir.
U Present address: Department of Biochemistry, Rutgers University, New Brunswick, N.}. 08903, U.S.A.

Origins of Life 7 (1976)389-397. All Rights Reserved.
Copyright © 1976 by D. Reidel Publishing Companv, Dordrectu-Hctland
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Fig. 1. The two configurations postulated for the anticodon loop, shown symbolically. (a) The seven
bases of the anticodon loop drawn in a straight line. (b) The configuration proposed by Fuller and
Hodgson (FH) is shown on the left. The other, the hf configuration suggested by Woese, is on the
right. Each vertical line represents a base. The thick lines show the three bases of the present anticodon.

the second (labelled by Woese the hf configuration) the 'five bases at the 5' end form
a stack (see Figure 1).The possibility of such a transition playing an important
part in protein synthesis was first put forward by Woese in the ingenious paper
quoted above. He also (Woese, 1972) suggested it might playa part in the primitive
environment.

(3) We assume, following Woese, that when an amino acid is attached to a tRNA
molecule the latter takes up the bf configuration; when a peptide is attached the
configuration flips toFH. When neither is' attached we make no special pre
diction - possibly both configurations can exist in equilibrium.

There is a fourth postulate which, if not absolutely necessary, makes the im
portant conformation energetically more favourable .and thus several undesired
arrangements less favourable. This assumes that there is a weak unspecific interac
tion between two tRNA molecules which are adjacent on the messenger -RNA, the
first being in the FH configuration and the second in the hfone.

5. -- The Suggested Mechanism

With these four assumptions the outlines of the mechanism are obvious. Consider
first the state in the middle of the synthesis of a polypeptide chain when the tRNA
(in the FH configuration) is held to the mRNA by five base pairs (the bases in the
anticodon loop being unmodified) as shown in Figure 2A. The tRNA bearing the
next amino. acid coded for then enters the adjacent position, in the hf configuration,
also making five base pairs, as in Figure 2B. Then, by proximity, probably aided by
a general non-specific catalyst, the polypeptide chain is transferred to the new amino
acid in the usual way, resulting in Figure 2C. This causes the tRNA which now
has the' polypeptide attached to flip to the HF configuration (Figure 2D)thus
causing the previous tRNA to be held by only three base pairs; so that after an
interval it falls off the mRNA. The process then repeats.
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The primitive code, on this theory, was therefore a partially overlapping quin
tuplet code, the number five arising because a loop of seven bases (which we take
as given) can have a stack of five bases on one side and two on the other, so that
5 = 7- 2. The movement along the mRNA of three bases at a time is produced
because of the flip mechanism, since 3 = 5 ~ 2.

It is -almost essential, as has been emphasized before (Crick, 1968) for the
primitive system to have moved along three bases at a time (rather than, say, two
bases at a time) because of the principle of continuity. The fact that a sequence of
five' adjacent bases' must be-recognised places important restrictions on the base
sequences of the early messages and of the primitive anticodons.

6. Possible Primitive Genetic Codes

We must now consider the implication of these ideas for the primitive genetic code.
Here a fair number of possibilities exist. We-shall only illustrate a .few rather simple
and indeed over-simplified possibilities.

We shall tentatively 'assume that the restrictions on the (unmodified) base
sequences found in the present anticodon loops [Barell and Clark, 1974), are relics
from the primitive tRNAs. These restrictions can be written

3' NR.pyUY

(where the anticodon sequence is written backwards,with the]' on the left) using
the usual notation (and ignoring modified bases).

N = any of the four bases, A, G, U, o~ C

R -e a purine, A or G

Y = a pyrimidine, U or C

and where the IX, /3, Y stand for the three bases of the-present anticodon, the third
(or wobble) position (y) being on the right.

To simplify discussion we now assume that some degree of "wobble" (that is,
U = G pairing) was possible in all positions and also that in the primitive tRNA
the Y at the 5' end of the loop was a U (and not a C). Thus our primitive family. of
anticodon loops can be written

3' NR.pyUU.

We now need to put restrictions on the messenger sequence so that five base pairs
(normal or wobble) are always possible on both the FH and hf configurations of-the
tRNA. (The constraint, arises because the bases adjacent to the anticodon must
also pair with the message). Thus for the messagewe deduce the repeating family
of sequences

..... , RRY, RRY, RRY, "',

(where the commas are written, to, show the correct phase of reading) and for the
anticodon the family

3' UGYYRUU
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If we are prepared to relax the rule that there must always be five good base
pairs in both the FH and the hf configurations then we can use for the anticodon
loops the family

3' UGNYR(U)U

which corresponds to the set of codons N~~. 'at the cost of occasional .U = C and
U = U pairs (which may bepossible but rather weak (Crick, 1966)) in the position
marked with a bracket. In the present code this adds the amino acids tyrosine,
cysteine, histidine and arginine. A less likely alternative is the family

3' (UlGYNRUU

whichcorresponds to the codon set~N~.The additional amino acids for thesecodons
are at present isoleucine, threonine, valine and alanine. Both of these codon sets;
separately, are comma-free. The second set :is less attractive in that the possible
weaker base pairing occurs not only in the hf configuration but also in the FH con
figuration. This.latter is the configuration needed to hold the growing polypeptide
chain to the mRNA and one might expect it to be the most stable of all. Note
however that these codons might have included GC~ which now codes for alanine,
another likely candidate for a primitive amino acid and that, since three G == C
base pairs would give extra stability; the use of the codon GCC, combined with the
four mentioned previously; is not unattractive. Whatever the details, the point is
that new anticodons can be introduced by relaxation of the original rules.

7. A Difficulty

There is one possible difficulty with the type of scheme outlined above which should
not be overlooked. The comma-free conditions largely prevents a tRNA going on
in the wrongphase; that is,di~piaced by 1,2,4,5, .:. bases, but a tRNA can quite
happily bind with 5 base-pairs displaced by 3 bases from the proper position, If it
persisted there indefinitely, and if the nascent polypeptide chains could not be trans
ferred to the amino acid of this tRNA then further synthesis would be blocked,
This difficulty is not so great if there is a weak nonspecific affinity, as we have
assumed, between two adjacent tRNAs, but not between two tRNAs spaced one or
more bases apart 0!J the mRNA,Indeed it wo~ldbebetter if asingle tRNA in the
hf coIlfi,guration did"not bind too strongly so that it could float away from the
mR;NA,after a, moderately short time. If this were so, polypeptide synthesis would
only be delayed rather than stopped completely sho~ld it have gone on in the wrong,
place. The additional binding of the entering tRNA, with its amino acid, when in
the correct position next to the previous tRNA (having the 'nascent' chain attached)
would help stabilise this important complex.

In'the Ianerutages of the evolution of the code a primitive ribosome might
mak,e it un~ecessary for a tRN,A to interact with more than three base pairs .<I;nd all
comma-free constraints would then be removed. At the same time modification of
the anticodon loop might remove unwanted pairing, outside the anticodon triplet
itself,as is found in many tRNAstoday. Once the comma-free restraints were removed
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Darwin contrasted artificial selection with natural selection in his
"Origin of Species." He states:

Man can act only on external and visible characteristics; nature if I may be
allowed to personify the natural preservation or survival of the fittest cares
nothing for appearances, except insofar as they are useful to any being.

This history of science shows that Darwin did not know nor under
stand the genetic constraint placed on the deg:ree of inherited variabil
ity. Gregor Mendell's work on the independent assortment of genes
passed through Darwin's hands unread.

Therefore, Darwin's theory is the simplest construct that explains
the observed similarity between species and the variation within
species. The explanation he offers rests on the belief that the observed
characteristics are inheritable and the number of progeny an organ
ism leaves behind reflects its ability to survive as well as to mate ill a
particular natural environment.

Though Darwin clearly states in the quote given above that nature
cares nothing for appearances, in actuality the competition he describes
is phenotypic, The phenotY'pe is that part of the organism that can
be acted. upon by the environment. In most cases it is the whole
organism. The definition of phenotype as an expression of genotype
was developed by the neo-Darwinians, The discovery of mutation and
its later localization in DNA allowed an explanation of inheritable
variation.

It is at this point we can ask ourselves the question, "What are the
phenotypic characteristic of nucleotide sequences or what are the
phenotypic characteristics of the genotype 1"

The neo-Darwinian concept of evolution is as follows: a random
mutation occurs in DNA. It is transcribed into mRNA, it is then
translated into a variant protein. This protein affects metabolic or
structural components in such a way as to create some change in the
whole organism. .

Whether that variant organism's genes are passed on depends on
its competitive advantage to the other organisms in leaving progency.

The environmental conditions in which the competitive or mating
takes place determine whether that variant organism's genetic con
tribution survives. If one samples that progeny population and finds
that the variant organism's traits have become a significant propor
tion of the new population, then a neo-Darwinian would insist that
the variant characteristic has conferred a selective adaptive advan
tage-even if he doesn't know what that advantage is.

Non-Darwinians have challenged the nee-Darwinian interpretation
by saying that the fixation of a gene in a population is a consequence
of small population size and drift. That is if an individual is a variant
in a population of 100 individuals then the frequency of the gene
he carries is 1 percent of the population. If he and two other indio
viduals move to another island then the frequency of that gene is
now lout of 3 or 30 percent. ..

No selection has occurred to increase the gene frequency simply
by reduction of the effective breeding population size. These muta
tions that are not selected, .or neutral mutations, according to Kimura,
are those which have either synonymous codon assignments and/or are
similar amino acid replacements in proteins.

This non-Darwinian theory quantitatively explains the constancy
of mutation rate and the high degree of protein polymorphism.
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a previously selected sequence also imposes a historical constraint on
progeny sequences.

. Genotypicselection is to artificial DNA sequence selection, or recom
bmant DNA work, as natural selection is to artificial breeding. There
fore a DNA sequence which has survived in a milieu of let us say
mammalian DNA polymerases, mammalian RNA polymerases, mam
malian tRNA, et cetera, will have a hardtime adapting to an E. coli
environment, with E. coli polymerase I, II, III. E. Coli RNA polym
erase, E. coli tRNA, and so forth. The machinery of expression
imposes constraints on that which is to be expressed.

For example, if a Congressman wishes to introduce a bill which is
of great benefit to the public at large he must first demonstrate to
each committee, Congressman, and .aides how that hill is of direct
benefit to them individually or their constituents before that bill
has a.chance to become law.

So, too, with DNA sequences. DNA sequences must first have
all the proper structural and syntactical characteristics for replica
tion, transcription, and translation before the protein products are
made. DNA polymerases will replicate certain sequences better than
others; only those sequences have a chance of being transcribed.
RNA polymerase will recognize certain sequences more efficiently
than others, only those will be expressed; and, ribosomes will bind
certain sequences and not others, only those that are bound have a
chance to be translated. Transfer RNA will interact with codons
in their context, et cetera.

My perspective of the chance of an extreme taxonomic cross of
DNA expressing its information, is the equivalent of a bill passed
in the Korean Congress becoming U.S. law. It would require careful
planning and extreme manipulation and if passed, irrelevant.

Mr. THORNTON. I think your example is a good one.
Dr. PIECZENIK. It is a double-edge example.
Therefore, given the perspective of genotypic selection the hazards,

as well as the benefits, seem less dramatic. However, there is the observa
tion that DNA is a historical molecule and may contain vestigial in
formation that goes back 4 billion years. It is the expression of
vestigal sequences that may now become a reality.

The' consequences of vestigia] or even random expression of small
polypeptides is unknown and yet highly likely at the present stage
of technological competence.

At present, I do not see the clear and present hazard or benefit
from artificial DNA selection. DNA recombinant work will be a small
part of significant nucleic acid research. Most of the significant work
will revolve around studying naturally occurring nucleotide sequences.

I believe the only contribution that this round of experiments WIll
demonstrate is that messenger RNA and tRNA coevolved,

At present I would prefer to see a clean hands policy in regard
to the regulation of recombinant DNA work. That is:

One: Those involved in regulating, as well as advising which
experiments are to be sanctioned should not be scientists with a
financial, 'whether director indirect, interest in the area.

Two: That the regulating board consist of informed lay public,
journalists, political representatives, union representatives, and
scientists not involved in nucleic acid work, genetics, or molecular
biology.
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Why does DNA consist of four nucleotides? The reason we can
ask "why" questions is we live and analyze these molecules as if they
belong to the construct developed by Darwin.

Mr. THORNTON. Do we ask why they are polypeptides?
Dr. PIECZENIK. Yes. That is a reasonable question. 'Ve can ask

that. Yet basicaIl:y we are talking about chemicals. That we can
ask that why question implies that we are asking it within a eonstruct
and that construct is the dogma of evolution.

Scientists that don't work within. this construct don't ask those
questions.

Mr. THORNTON. 'Well, I think perhaps you are using the word
"dogma" in somewhat a different--

Dr. PIECZENIK. It is not a political dogma.
Mr. THORNTON. I suppose, like Lewis CaroIl, we will have to arrive

at some definition of what the word means, rather than to assume
just what either of us intends it to mean.

Dr. PIECZENIK. There is a concept of evolution called the Roo
Queen model that comes from"Alice in Wonderland" and it says that
in order for some person to gain, someone else has to lose. Much like
in the Red Queen land, you have to run twice as fast to stay where
you are. .

Mr. THORNTON. There are methods which have been suggested which
have later been discredited. I believe Lysenko's theories, which set
back Russian biological research by many years suggested that ac
quired characteristics could be inherited. I wondered if a bacteria,
E. coli, which acquires a characteristic by genetic manipulation or in
sertion of genetic information into its structure, can pass on that trait.

And if so, is Lysenko right but on a different level? Is that an ac
quired or added trait?

Dr. PIECZENIK. Lysenko did not believe that DNA was the genetic
material. The acquired characteristics were crossed phenotypic char
acteristics which he felt then would be genotypically inheritable.

men do you insert DNA and it becomes adaptive within the bac
teria and it survives in the bacteria--

Mr. THORNTON. Is that an acquired characteristic for that particu-
lar bacteria?

Dr. PIECZENIK. It is acquired by the bacteria or given to it.
Mr. THORNTON. It is inheritable?
Dr. PIECZENIK. Yes.
Mr. THORNTON. In the resarch which you have done and the testi

mony which you have brought to our attention, are you operating upon
a theory that perhaps the same rules of inheritability, adaptability,
survival which apply in gross to organized species also may apply at
the molecular level?

Dr. PIECZENIK. That is the idea I have introduced.
That is the idea that I believe is correct and should be tested.
Mr. THORNTON. I think it is an interesting concept and I am looking

forward to further discussion with the other panelists. Mr. Hollenbeck?
Mr. HOLLENBECK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Doctor, I would like

to expand more upon your answer to the chairman's last question. I
would like you to address yourself to the statement you made at the
beg-inning of pag-e 4 that at present you do not see the clear and present
hazard or benefit from artificial DNA selection.
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STATEMENT OFDR.ROBERT J. RYAN, DEl'ARTMENT OFMOLECULAR
MEDICINE, MAYO MEDICAL SCHOOL

Dr. RYAN. I do not regard myself as having expertise in the area of
recombinant DNA. I am an endocrinologist with a particular interest
in reproduction. My interest in recombinant DNA arose from a serendi
pitous event as described in my written statement. In summary, the
written statement makes the following points:

One. The bacterium, pseudomonas maltophilia, specifically binds
the hormone human chorionic gonadotropin-hCG-with properties
similar to the hormone receptor site found in mammalian ovarian
tissue.

Two. This binding phenomenon has been found with pseudomonas
maltophilia obtained from two sources and with brucellus suis, but
not with a variety of other bacteria.

Three. The culture media from pseudomonas maltophilia gave evi
dence for bacterial production of an hCG-like material in several assay
systems-radioimunoassay, radiorecoptor assay, stimulation of rat
ovarian adenylyl cyclase enzyme activity and progesterone production.

Four. Other investigators had reported production of an hCB-like
molecule by bacteria.

Five. Efforts to purify the hCG like activity from the pseudomonas
culture media lead to the discovery of a protease enzyme.

Six. The bacterial protease, as well as other serine proteases, was
able to mimic the effects of hCG in the assay systems previously men
tioned.

Seven. Because of the protease activity, as well as change and size
differences between this molecule and hCG and the two submit nature
of hCG, we doubt that this phenomenon represents an example of a
recombinant DNA.

Eight. Because of the importance of the problem and because all
available data cannot be proven to be due to protease activity, we are
exploring the possibilities of a plasmid and the presence of mammalian
DNA within the bacterial DNA.

[The full text of Dr. Ryan's statement follows:]
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cells from a variety of species. Moreover. this phenomenon ~s restricted

to a few strains of bacteria. Binding cae found with Pseudomonas

maltophllia (either our isolate from the follicular fluid or the strain

obtained from the American Type Culture Collection Which was originally,

isolated from a patient with cancer) but not other Pseudomonas , E. coli,

etc. We have recently, however. found an hCGbinding site on Brucella

suis, an organism respor~ible for infectious abortion in s~~ne.

Th~se observations provoked,us to ask why these bacteria have

a binding site for a mammalian protein hormone? One interesting possi

bility was that the bacterlaproduce anhCG-like molecule ~~ich might serve

as a mechanism for intercellular cocuamdcacdon, This possibility seemed

somewhat feasible since there were t~~ repor~s in the literature concerning

heG production by bacteria.

Dr. Virginia Livingston reported in the Annals of the New

York Academy of Science (Vol. 36, p , 569, 1974) the isolation of a

microorganism from many patients with cancer that produced an beG-

like material. The Livingston organism had variable characteristics

with respect to its staining properties and she named it Progenitor

Cryptocoides. Doctors Cohen and Strampp zepor ted in The Proceedings of

the Society of Experimental Biolosy and Y.edidne (Vol. 152, p , 408, 1976)

the isolation of an organism from the urine ofa patient with cancer

that produced a material that had the following characteristics of heG:

]) Cross reaction in, a radioiJiu::unoas'say for heG,

1.) Competition in a receptor assay; for heG,

3) In vitro stimulation of testosterone secretion by rat

testicUlar cells, and

i) The presence of carbohydrate.
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was g rea t. variability from one batch of media to another. Second, the

various activities described above were associated with molecules of

differing sizes, none of which "rere the s ame size as heG. These in

consistencies appear to be due to the presence of a proteolytic. enzyme

in the culture media. FurtherEOre. the proteolytic en~~e in the media)

as well as other serine proteases from both bacterial and mat=alian

sources mimic heG in several of the assays men tdoue d above. Specifically.

they:

1) Decrease binding of 125I_h CG to antibodies to bee and to

rat ovarian receptors for hCG unless a protease inhibitor

is present. and

!J They activate the adenylate cyclase enzyme in the rat

ovary as described above and again this action is blocked

by protease inhibitors.

These observations have ~de us aotaewhat; skeptical about the

bacterial production of heG. This skepticism is enhanced by several

additional considerations:

1.) As pointed out above, the activities found in the culture

media do not correspond in size (or charge) to the

properties of heG.

1.) The heG molecule is composed of two subunits and both are

required to be associated to form the active hczrecna ,

Available data suggest tbat these subunits are synthesized

as a consequence of two separate genes. If this proves

to be true, then it may require that a strain of bacteria

acquire two genes rather than oue ,"
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The above narrative illustrates a well-known fact of scientific

life that is often overlooked in preparing budgets to support research.

You cannot predict __here new observations will arise nor can you accurately

foretell the ~onsequences and relevance of new observations until they

have been examined in sc~e detail o Unfortunately, the earmarking of

"Federal research funds in the biomedical area to specific diseases

and practical missions has limited the funding to areas of basic re-

search where these new observations and insights are perhaps most

apt to arise. Oue exampje of this is the decrease in funds available

for support of research in Endocrinology from the NIAMDD o Thi.s whole

-Institute, as well as the Institutes of General Hedical Sciences and

Allergy and Infectious-Disease. are suffering financial restrictions.

RobertJ. Ryan. M.D.

Cha:lmn

Depar teene of Molecular Medicine

Mayo Hedical School
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gesting there is a possibility that the bacteria can use this hormone or
benefit from it !

Dr. RYAN. Well, what we are suggesting here-this is purely specu
lative and it is out of my area of competence-but how does a bacterial
culture know when to grow and when to shut off growth! Maybe there
is a need for some kind of a signal between bacteria' to say let's all
divide or let's die. It may be some other subtler kind of communica
tion. What we are suggesting is that the presence of a binding site
and a hormone, if you will, might be a means for executing. this com
munication function.

Mr. THORNTON. I doubt that the self-destruct syndrome would be
inheritable. [Laughter.]

Dr. RYAN. That I could not answer.
Mr. THORNTON. Our next witness is Dr. Patricia Charache. We are

pleased to have, you with us. Dr. Charache is at Johns Hopkins
Hospital.

We would like to have your initial presentation at-this time.

STATEMENT OF DR. PATRICIA CHARACHE, JOHNS HOPKINS
HOSPITAL

Dr. CHARACHE. I was asked to comment on sev-eral aspects of infec
tious diseases, and infection control that impact upon recombinant
research.

I am associate professor of medicine and laboratory medicine and
the medical director in charge of microbiology laboratories at Johns
,Hopkins Hospital. I am a member of the Biohazards Safety Commit
tee of Johns Hopkins University, which is under the direction of
Roger M. Perriot and responsible for safety of DNA research at Johns
Hopkins. Because of the range of topics that can be considered in
infection control relevant to DNA research, I am going to comment
very briefly on a range of subtopics which could be explored in further
detail as desired.

I have also suggested to Dr. McCulJou/l:h several other people with
extensive experience in epidemiology and infection control who per
haps could contribute a great deal to such hearings.

In consideration of the risk of infection, given an accidental spill of
bacteria, I think it is critical to appreciate that bacteria are not all
alike and that they differ very widely in risk of colonization or infec
tion, just as other species vary in the degree of hazards which they
present.

As an example, tigers are more hazardous than guinea pigs, and
the same is true relatively in terms of bacteria. The reasons for the
differences in biohazard between microbes are well understood in some
instances but very poorly understood in others.

Bacteria can induce infection through disparate organisms. A non
invasive organism can produce disease through toxin production as
in the case of botulism. DNA research involving such organisms has
been proscribed under the NIH guidelines so that E. coli cannot be
used to produce a lethal toxin.

There are toxin-producing strains of E. coli that appeal' in nature,
that appear to be plasmid associated, and that can cause a cholera-
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Bacteria carry the plasmids that contain the ability to transfer
antibiotic resistance. Over 20 percent of those acquired infections in
some hospitals are now acquired -by such genetically altered strains.
The plasmids convey genetic information that leads to resistance to
multiple antibiotics. ,Ve have had patients that are resistant to all
currently available effective antibiotics, returning us to pre-1930's
level of available care. The prevalence of plasmids that convey
multiple drug resistance is influenced by antibiotic usage; the more
antibiotics are used, the more likely this reactionjs of occurring.
Such plasmids, however, have been found in nature in bacteria that
were isolated before antibiotics had ever been discovered by man.

It has become very clear that due to spontaneously occurring
plasmid-associated resistant strains, old infectious disease control sys
tems must be modified because these measures were primarily designed
to permit control of individual strains of bateria rather than plasmids
which are a relatively newly recognized problem in infectious disease
control. This required attention goes beyond that of DNA recombinant
research problems, and involves agriculture and commerce as well as
research.

Control of possible DNA recombinant infectious problems is being
approached through implementation of the NIH guidelines. Applica
tion of these guidelines in the university setting can be made precise
and effective. In our institution, about 20 projects have been reviewed.
About half of these have been approved as submitted. Most of the
remainder have been approved after correspondence, although some
required a change inprotocol to different microbial plasma combina
tions, and others were postponed pending availability of improved
laboratory facilities.

We review all proposals annually, more frequently if changes are
proposed. The biohazards surveillance officer certifies the facility and
personnel as appropriate for the work proposed, reviewed on an an
nual basis according to written current guidelines.

As written by the NIH committee these have been found to be
implementable, I do not wish to imply by this that I don't feel that
they should never be modified and extended. But they have been prac
tical as designed by the microbiologists and other scientists who are
employing these techniques.

In summary, E. coli is a relative nonhazardous organism. Strains
designed for improved recombinant research are even safer than
the wild-type strains. Genetic transference is important in the uncon
trolled state as well as the laboratory setting. DNA recombinant
control in their current NIH-recommended form appear to be practi-
cal and enforceable. .

Thank you.
Mr. THORNTON. Thank you very much. Whnt capacity for research

do you have at Johns Hopkins! Do you go to P3 or P41evels of con
tainment!

Dr. CHARACHE. We go to P3 but not to P4. The P4 facilities are
to be limited in the number of institutions that will be using them.
We have six laboratories working in DNA recombinant research.

Mr. THORNTON. Thank you very much for your excellent testimony.
I am looking forward to further questious and exchanging views after
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that three or four distinct strains of E. coli reside together in the
bowel; they remain and multiply for periods of 2 to 4 months being
replaced from time to time by other E. coli strains.

The factors which are responsible for this colonization are not
fully understood. In addition to the resident E. coli flora, transient
strains from our food and water appear, but these do not persist and
are isolated from the stool for only short periods of time.

It is difficult to predict how a particular E. coli with normal cell
wall components will behave when introduced into the gastrointestinal
track of a given individual. Such an organism may not be isolated
from the stool or it could become a resident strain.

As an example, table 1 gives the results of an experiment done in
collaboration with Dr. R. B. Hornick's group at the University of
Maryland School of Medicine in which an E. coli strain originally iso
lated from a healthy laboratory worker was fed at two dose levels to
healthy volunteers.

It is evident that multiplication occurred and in some individuals
the organism was excreted for a long period of time. In contrast; Dr.
E. S. Anderson obtained different results when he fed comparable
doses of the common laboratory strain E. coli K-12 to volunteers in
England. None of the individuals shed this particular strain for more
than 7 days.

Strain K-12 is deficient in cell wall components and is the parent E.
coli from which Dr. Curtis prepared strain 1776, the strain to be used
as a host for recombinant DNA experiments.

'While most strains of E. coli are considered to be nonpathogenic,
certain strains may be isolated from the bloodstream of patients with
underlying illnesses, others are the most common cause of urinary
tract infections and additional strains produce diarrheal disease. The
special attributes which E. coli must possess to cause bacteremia or
urinary tract infections are only now being studied. On the other hand,
there is information available concerning the mechanisms involved in
E. coli induced diarrheal disease.

The organism either must be able to multiply in the small intestine
and elaborate an enterotoxin or must be able to penetrate the intestinal
epithelium and multiply in the tissue.

When these diarrheal disease mechanisms were defined, attempts
were made to confer pathogenicity on originally avirulent E. coli
strains. Dr. H. Williams Smith in England transferred both the abil
ity to elaborate K-88 antigen-required for the organism to reside in
the small intestine of piglets-and the ability to elaborate enterotoxin
to certain avirulent strains of E. coli.

He showed that these laboratory-constructed organisms caused diar
rhea in piglets. However, when these same two virulence factors were
incorporated into E. coli K-12, this strain failed to multiply and re
mained nonpathogenic.

Clearly, additional attributes are required to render E. coli K-12
pathogenic. Our group at 'Walter Reed has been attempting to prepare
safe oral vaccines against bacillary dysentery. We have transferred
the ability to synthesize cell wall components of virulent Shigella
fleomeri 2a to E. coli K-12. Not only did this J:ybrid strain fail. to
cause disease, but when fed to volunteers-s-again In collaboration WIth
Dr. Hornick-it was shed, table 2, in the stool to no greater extent
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would have been identified and reported if they had been responsible
for clinical disease in the snrrounding population. It seems unlikely
to me that the laboratory-altered weakened E coli K-12 strain will
escape from a properly contained facility.

Mr. '(HORNTON. No pattern has been identified, however, which
would lead you to that conclusion?

Dr. FOR~fAL. The only evidence we have is the negative data which
I have just cited. The Fort Detrick laboratories have worked for a
long time with agents causing such diseases as Rocky Mountain spotted
fever, plague, tularemia, and anthrax. Fort Detrick scientists have
had close liaison with the local hospital and the local health authorities
in order to be made aware of any unusual disease in the community.
Yet, not a single case of disease in the community. Yet, not a single
case of disease traced to these laboratories has occurred in the town
of Frederick, Md. Other laboratories work with additional highly
lethal agents. Llassa fever is a good example. There is no evidence of
escape or organisms from these laboratories.

Mr. THORNTON. Lassa fever has been studied only under the P-4
conditions, is that not correct? .: ..

Dr. FORMAL. I mentioned under proper containment facilities.
Even there, Mr. Chairman, you work with dysentery bacilli at our
laboratory at W alter Reed,

None of the family members of our laboratory workers have ever
gotten bacillary dysentery. We have monitored the families very
carefully over 20 years and we have not had a case. I think it is difficult
to say that we will never have a case.

Mr. THORNTON. Is it your thinking that the reason for the failure
of E coli K-12 which has had pathogenic characteristics added to it
maybe not in the sense we are talking about here, but in other biological
senses-because of the failure of the organism itself to survive!

Dr. FOR~fAL. Our present evidence would indicate that, yes, sir.
Mr. THORNTON. Is there any reason for concern that some character

istics of the organism might be picked up by other E coli which do not
have the K-12 weaknesses of the cell wall, thereby creating a surviv
able E coli!

Dr. Fomrxr, Yes. I think that there is legitimate concern that this
might occur. There is evidence that E coli K-12 carrying a transmis
sible plasmid will transfer this plasmid to other members of the
intestinal flora of volunteers. On the other hand there has been no evi
dence that transfer has occurred with the same E coli K-12 strain
which harbors a nontransmissible plasmid. More work is required
before one can be assured that the latter will not take place.

Mr. THORNTON. I think that is a very important distinction for
us to make, between the transmissible plasmids and the nontransmissi
ble ones which do occur. Do you have any further comment with regard
to this distinction!

Dr. CHARACHE. Just to emphasize that point, in determining degrees
of containment and degrees of risk, the question of which transmissible
agent is employed is as critical as which recipient is used. These are
being selected as being unlikely to cause propagation of an undesirable
trait.

Mr. THORNTON.. I think one thing that concerns many people who
read the literature which is publicly available on this issue is the
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I think that is a kind of genetic engineering which was not intended
at all, but which nonetheless did occur.

Dr. CHARACHE. Perhaps I could also comment that the NIH guide
lines have taken into account both points just raised, the question of the
investigator taking antibiotics and the question of the use of anti
biotic resistance as a marker.

The NIH guidelines proscribe an investigator performing DNA
recombinant research personally during the time he is on antibiotics
and for a period of time after he is off antibiotics. Also, you cannot use
antibiotic resistance markers that do not naturally occur, and that have
a potential for usefulness in the manag-ement of infectious diseases.

Mr. THORNTON. You referred to the NIH gjJ'fdelines. I would like
to ask whether those guidelines are generally in accordance with your
perceptions of what would be necessary in the control of disease, or
whether your perceptions may have been changed by the guidelines.

'What I am asking- is, do you as a professional find that the guide
lines are on track with your perceptions of risk!

Dr. CHARACHE. I would say yes. I think they are extremely thought
ful and they do answer the problems which are raised by this type of
research. I think they have been very useful for the institution as
guidelines for how we might improve construction and practice.

There are a couple of areas in which perhaps they could be clarified.
For example, the guidelines that people working with DNA recombi
nant research shall have training in aseptic technique. It might be
helpful to specify how extensive that training should be.

Perhaps there should be some suggestions as to what is meant by
that.

There might be also some statement indications that the annual re
view of these laboratories shall include monitoring of equipment such
as the biohazard safety hood centrifuges, and so on to be sure they are
still functioning as they were when they were put in.

Mr. THORNTON. I would like to ask each of the other witnesses to
comment with regard to that question. Dr. Formal, what is your
evaluation!

Dr. FORMAL. I think they are very conservative.
Mr. THORNTON. When you use the word conservative, do you mean

restrictive or safe!
Dr. FORMAL. I used conservative in the best sense of the word. The

guidelines given us the necessary degree of safety.
Mr. THORNTON. Mr. Hollenbeck!
M.r. HOLLENBECK. Just maybe to make it a little more expeditious,

I WIll add another question on the chairman's question. It is this:
What is your opinion as to whether or not the NIH guidelines would
be effective in curbing wild experimentation or terrorist use of DNA
or just some accidental experimentation as has been alluded to today!

I would like you to address yourself to that subject as well .
. Dr, FORMAL. I ~hink that we can never be insured against the possi

bility that terrorists might use these techniques. In regard to the
problem of "wild experimentation," I believe that we shall have to
put the responsibility for monitoring this work on the universities
and the laboratories themselves. This will be the most efficient way to
administer the work.
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to some of the proteins that coat the DNA. To what extent are genes
regulated and to what extent do you think that a recombinant DNA
would be regulated or unregulated!

Would the proteins that Cover that recombinant DNA inhibit its
expression?

Dr. PIECZENIK. The question of a gene at the mammalian level and
its relationship to a single piece of DNA, a contiguous piece of ex
presed DNA is still not defined.

A gene may be sequences of DNA at various places. Therefore, the
actual direct interaction of a particular peptide-with DNA or with a
particular subset sequence of DNA may not affect the total gene as we
see its final product. It may affect part of its expression. I think you
are directing yourself to an analogy where protein molecules actually
repress or activate the expression of RNA. This is used as an analogy
from the prokaryotic system to the eukaryotic system but there is no
direct evidence for exactly what expression is at the eukaryotic system.

This is the hope of genetic engineers. But they won't be isolating a
gene. They will be isolating a piece of DNA. The gene may be expressed
over many chromosomes because the gene is the inherited characteristic
that we can measure.

Gene is a concept that is a genetic. measurement. DNA is a biochemi
cal observation. tVe know that genes are made of DNA. But a particu
lar gene may not be a contiguous set of DNA sequences. So even isolat
ing a particular piece of sequence may not be isolating that gene.

Mr. THORNTON. You just opened a window for me. I appreciate that
additional bit of information. You are saying that a gene may consist
of genetic information in the form of combinations on the DNA mole
cule, part of which may exist at one end of the structure and part at the
other. Some move in the middle and then over here on the side, correct!

Dr. PIECZENIIL Dr. Ryan's protein lllay have two genes coding for it.
Most likely they are not contiguous. Therefore if you wanted to iso
late the gene for that particular product, you would have to have two
plasmines and hopefully you will get the combination. In that com
bination, it will be expressed. A gene is a genetic measure and has the
characteristics that if you take progeny, that characteristic can be bred
and its source independently.

It is a measure at the progeny level, and genetics as opposed to DNA
work requires the viability of the organism. A phage geneticist counts
bacteria phage and from that number of bacteria tries to deduce back
to what is happening at the DNA level.

Here we are talking about DNA molecules.
Mr. THORNTON. I understand.

, Dr. PIECZENIK. A gene is a concept of viable expression. A gene at
the eukaryotic DNA level is still quite undefined.

Dr..RYAN. Suppose you took a piece of DNA and put it into another
orgamsm. One would presume in-that organism it would be coated by
histonesand acidic proteins to a greater or lesser extent. Do recom
binant DNA's become coated with acidic proteins!

Dr. PIECZENIK. Thehistones don't coat the DNA accordinz to the
Kornberg method. DNA actually winds around the histones ~nd the
histones form a core. Histories don't act as a regulatory protein but as a
structural component. It constrains DNA to a very characteristic pat-
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DNA work. You outlined four areas in some detail but rather quickly.
I would like you to expand for us on your thinking or on your philoso
phy behind that.

If you 'will, we have had some testimony in prior hearings as to the
international effect of our stopping DNA research and so on. I would
like you to try to relate that with the experiences you have had alluding
specifically to any relations or procedures which they have in England
fur this type of research. .

Dr. PIECZENIK. First, the regulation in England has been-I will
speak on the idea of Dr. Brenner mainly. The English in their fashion
decided to call it a pause instead of a moratorium, and instead of set
ting a set of guidelines, a large compendium of regulations and rules,
they decided to leave it undefined.

However, they set up an administrative structure which they call
GMAC, which is genetic manipulation advisory committee, and this is
composed of an informed lay public, editors of scientific journals,
union representatives, scientists that are not involved in genetic re
combination.

This body meets and discusses and has final ruling on experiments
proposed by another body called GMUC, gBnBtic manipulators users
committee, which isa lobby for scientists that wish to do tho, experi
ments.

They present the,experiment they want to do to GMAC, and GMAC
decide-s whether it should be done or not and at what level of safety.
They have also given themselves much more freedom on the choice
of vector and have not thrown away attachment site as we have in
substitution for antibiotic resistance.

They are designing basically vectors in which the vectors them
selves recombine out the restriction fragments that are necessary
and .encapsulate them within the bacteriophage. That means' there
is another level of containment.

The bacteria hopefully will be adapted-adaptive both for its ability
to not survive in the environment as well as to require a particular
nutrient in order to survive. There is a double cross-check.

Containment will be done in small boxes. Dr. Brenner made the
analogy if we want to work in the cold, we can go into a cold room.
But if you look at supermarkets they don't put their food in a cold
room. They actually have open-air freezers iu which, this cold air
is contained. This work can be contained in very simple boxes. 'Ve
know then what the hazards are.

We know how to define them. These boxe-s can be engineered and
designed almost for any level of containment such that you are never
in direct contact with the material you are working with. The ques
tion of fractionation probably can be avoided by designing experi
ments cleverly. Basically the English believe, I think, not to set down
their set of regulations but to work on precedent and experience and
in an adversary relationship.

Mr. HOLLENBECK. Are you basing your suggestion today on the
English experience!

Dr. PIECZENIK. Somewhat. My suggestions reflect more the moral
policy set down recently in our Government. There is a legal question
of clear-and-present hazard. I think that the regulations were evolved
around that legal. issue. There is also legal concept that is called
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research money, may have a useful effect in urging additional cau
tion!

Dr. CHARACHE. I think one of my concerns is how these guidelines
will be applied industrially and by other groups that are not con
trolled by Government funding. I would guess that responsible in
stitutions will respond the way the scientific community has that are
being reimbursed by NIH.

The NIH guidelines called to people's attention conditions which
were suboptimum in microbiology laboratories of many types.

Mr. THORNTON. There have been institutional changes which re
sulted from the operation of the guidelines?

Dr. CHARACHE. Yes. These extend beyond the DNA recombinant
research area. By using the Center for Disease Control criteria for
PI, P2, P3, and P4 infectious agents and having established these
thoughtful and conservative guidelines in terms of what constitutes
a proper containment for these agents, we find that a lot of laboratories
who were working with agents which should have been controlled
better than they were controlled, and this is a spinoff of this procedure.

Mr. THORNTON. Who set up the operating procedures for Johns
Hopkins Biohazards Committee?

Dr. CHARACHE. There has been a biohazards safety committee for
many years. I don't know how long. I have been on it ·for 8 or &years.
This involves all divisions of the university and has been expanded
for the DNA recombinant work to include undergraduate school as
well as the school concerned with health sciences.

The guidelines and the application of the NIH guidelines have been
under Dr. Roger Herriott's direction. The committee is a very broadly
based one which includes scientists from the school of medicine, un
dergraduate school, and so on.

Mr. THORNTON. Thank you for yielding.
Mr. HOLLENBECK. Dr. Pieczenik i
Dr. P,ECZENIK. The question was whether funding and research is

adaptive. I am a little surprised that in P3 facilities, undergraduate
students will be working.

Dr. CHARACHE. It is their professors who are working on it.
Dr. PIECZENIK. That is the point about the fourth issue, what I call

the head of laboratory role. Let the person with the legal responsibility
be the one that does the experiment. I forgot to mention, in England
it is a criminal offense punishable by 2 years in prison and unlimited
fine if yon violate the guidelines of a letter set down by GMAC. That
regulation is assignable to a subofficer.But then he has punitive powers.
It seems peculiar that I, who believe there is no hazard, should argue
for more careful or direct responsibility.

Mr. HOLLENBECK. You are talking more about the nature of the
experimentation than you are about the safeguards, isn't that correct?

Dr. PIECZENIK. Both.
Mr. HOLLENBECK. Your guidelines seem to be directed, though, at an

advisory board of noninvolved scientists and the lay public having,
say, over the nature of the experiment and, to a certain extent, over the
regulations. You are not quarreling with present safety setups and
present methods, is that correct?

Dr. P,ECZENIK. No; I don't feel the NIH guidelines reflect a sufficient
spectrum of use. I think they reflect the spectrum of use by the persons
that put the guidelines together.
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Dr. PIECZENIK. No. He can then simply suggest the experiment
he wishes to do to a head of a laboratory in which he has confidence.

Mr. THORNTON. Beethoven was able to. write music although he
could not hear it, isn't that correct! He should not be able to if he
cannot hear it, for your theory to be accepted.

Dr. PIECZENIK. He could write music and he could internally hear
it.

Mr. THORNTON. But he could not physically hear it.
Dr. PIECZENIK. Actually he could hear it because he has induction

from the piano to the bone structure. [Laughter.]
Mr. THORNTON. I am not sure that anyone here can now testify

as to whether Beethoven he..rd his own music internally or not, but
according to reports he did not hear it physically. At least that is
the historical version.

Dr. RYAN. I am sympathetic to .your point of view, but I think
what you can require is that the Senior Scientist at least be present
at the experiment.

Mr. THORTON. Oh, yes; and completely accountable for the work.
I don't think that I would disagree at all as to the purpose which
you are trying to express, that is, to require strict scientific account
ability for the work which is pursued. That does not necessarily mean
that this scientist must physically go out to Pittsburgh or wherever
it is done and blow the glass to make the test tube which he uses
for part of the experiment.

Dr. PIECZENIK. The recombinant work is trivial technology. The
tricky part is analyzing the product you have made. Actually re
stricting the fragments can be done by an undergraduate. It does
not require great competence. The point is that perhaps this would
force. heads of laboratories to decide very carefully whether they
want to gear up their laboratories to do this work.

If you are going to offer a scientist a $10 million laboratory to do
recombinant work or $15,000 to analyze nucleotides, he will say, I will
do the recombinant work.

I don't think the scientific validity has been demonstrated for- the
work. I have not seen an experiment that has been proposed using this
technology-.--

MI'.THORNTON. Are you saying that a reverse Gresham's law applies,
that heavily funded research drives out other 'types of research!

Dr. PIECZENIK. Yes. Crick's grandfather published a manuscript
with Soddy saying that overfinancing in science has a tendency to
kill it.

MI'. THORNTON. One other expression of my concern is that you
would eliminate scientists from the panel which you suggest. You
would not have those who were most informed about the field in
volved!

Dr. PIECZENIK. The question of most informed is a question of how
much do we know about the area at this stage.

Mr. THORNTON. The regulating board you propose consists of in
formed lay public, journalists, union representatives, and scientists
not involved in nucleic acid work, genetics, or biology.

Dr. PIECZENIK. That is people without an ax to grind.
Mr. THORNTON. Well, do you assume that anyone who has knowledge

of this field necessarily adopts a philosophical or political viewpoint
toward the research, as distinguished from pure scientific inquiry!
Is that the reason!
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SCIENCE POLICY IMPLICATIONS OF DNA
RECOMBINANT MOLECULE RESEARCH

THURSDAY, APRIL 2S, 1977

HOUSE OF· REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMITl'EE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY,

SUBCO~[M[TTEE ON SCIENCE, RESEARCH AND 'TECHNOLOGY,
Wa8hington, D.O.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to adjournment, at 10:10 a.m, in
roo:" 2318, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Ray Thornton,
chairman of the subcommittee, presiding.

Mr. THORNTON. The hearing will come to order.
Good morning. We are continuing today our hearings on the science

policy implications of the DNA recombinant molecule research issue.
This is our fifth day of hearings in this series. vVehave touched upon

today's topic in earlier hearings but we would like to provide a
forum for a fuller decision.

Today, we are going to be discussing the many aspects of DNA
recombinant molecule research which are of interest or concern to
industry, the private sector.

I would now like to recognize the ranking minority member of our
subcommittee, Mr. Hollenbeck, who will introduce our first witness
this morning.

Mr. Hollenbeck.
Mr. HOLLENBECK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
We are fortunate to have with us today two gentlemen from the

Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Association who have a background
and knowledge in the field we are concerned with today.

They have prepared testimony which we have had the opportunity
to see in advance, and I would like to introduce, first, Dr. John G.
Adams, who is the vice president for scientific and professional rela
tions, and Mr. Bruce J. Brennan, vice president and general counsel
for the Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Association.

Welcome, gentlemen. I would like to join in welcoming you to the
subcommittee and to express our appreciation for the prepared tes
timony which you have submitted.

Without objection that prepared testimony will be made a part of
the record in its entirety, and I would like to ask you now to proceed
to summarize and give us your views on this issue.
. [Biographical sketches of Dr. Adams and Mr. Brennan follow:J
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BRUCE J. BRENNAN
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Legal Education:

November 24. 1930

Holy Cross College. Georgetown University (A.B. 1953)

Georgetown University law Center (LL.B. 1959)

Professional Background:

1960-1963

196H969

Trial Attorney in Office of General Counsel, Food and
Drug Administration and Bureau of Deceptive Practices.
Federal Trade Commission

Private practice in Washington, D. C.• specializing in
matters relating to the Federal control of foods. drugs,
cosmetics and advertising

April 1969 Vice President and General Counsel of the'Pharmaceutical
to present Manufacturers Association

Memberships:

American Bar Association. Chairman, Drug law Committee, Section of
Corporation Banking and Business Law, 1970-1972

Recent Activities and Publications:

Member of U. S. Delegation to United Nations Commission on Narcotic
Drugs, January 1970, Geneva, Switzerland

Editorial Advisory Board, Food Drug Cosmetic Law Journal

The Right to Self-Medication -- A Continuing Conflict Between
Congressional and Agency Policy. 23 Food Drug Cosmetic Law Journal
487 (October 1968)

Federal Regulation of the Drug Industry: Proceedings, Short Course on
Drug Abuse. Southern Methodist University School of law {April 1970}

The Need for Cooperation of Industry, Physicians and Government in
Regulaton of Medical Devices, The Business Lawyer. Volume 26, Page 365
(November 1970)

Self-Evaluation -- Legal Aspects and Scope:
Drug Efficacy Evaluation and Self-Evaluation
University of Wisconsin (OctOber 1971)

Proceedings, Conference on
by Pharmaceutical Industry,
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STATEMENT OF DR. JOHN G. ADAMS, VICE PRESIDENT, SCIENTIFIC
AND PROFESSIONAL RELATIONS, PHARMACEUTICAL MANUFAC
TURERS ASSOCIATION, ACCOMPANIED BY BRUCE J. BRENNAN,
VICE PR;ESIDENT AND GENERAL COUNSEL, LEGAL, PHARMACEU
TICAL MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION

Dr. ADAMS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the
committee.

This is a brief statement, Congressman Thornton, and if you have
no objection, I will follow the text very closely.

Mr. THORNTON. Very good.
Dr. ADAMS. I am John G. Adams, vice president for scientific and

professional relations of the Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Associa
tion, an organization of 129 firms that discover, develop, manufacture,
and market most of the prescription drugs and a large percentage of
the diagnostic reagents and medical devices available in the United
States.

Accompanying me is Bruce J. Brennan, PMA vice president and
general counsel. We appreciate the opportunity to appear before the
subcommittee to offer our comments.

It is important, we believe, to place the involvement of the drug
industry in recombinant DNA research in proper perspective in order
to avoid any misinterpretation or misunderstanding of our position
such as has been expressed in hearings before this subcommittee and in
articles or statements which have appeared in the lay press and
elsewhere.

At present three PMA member firms are directly engaged in such
research, and three other member firms are supporting academic
research. All of them are committed to voluntary compliance with the
NIH guidelines.

The PMA became directly involved in discussions concerning re
combinant DNA research on June 2, 1976, at a meeting convened by
Dr. Frederickson of the National Institutes of Health. As a spokes
man for the PMA at the June 2 NIH meeting, I indicated that copies
of the NIH guidelines would be immediately referred to an expert
committee of drug industry scientists for study and comment and
that our comments would be reported to NIH promptly. I also in
dicated that a survey of PMA member firms would imemdiately be
undertaken to determine the extent of their involvement in DNA
research, either in their own facilities or through grant or contract
support.

The results of these two activities were made public in hearings be
fore the Health Subcommittee of the Senate Labor and Public Wel
fare Committee in September of 1976, and were provided concur
rentlv to NIH officials. Formal comments on the guidelines were
submitted to NIH in November in response to the Federal Register
notice of July 7, 1976.

We also testified at hearings convened by the attorney general of
the State of New York in October of 1976, and most recently in hear
ings convened by the Subcommittee on Health and Environment of
the House Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee, the Sub
committee on Health and Scientific Research of the Senate Com-
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Statement on Recombinant DNA,R_esearch
on Behalf of the

Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Association
Before the

Science Advisory Board
Environmental Protection Agency

April 5, 1977

Mr. Chairman and Member s of the Committee:

I am John G. Adams, Vice President for Scientific and Professional

Relations of the PMA, an organization cornpoaed of 129 member firms. that

discover, develop, manufacture and market most of the prescription drugs",

and a large percentage of the medical devices and diagnostic products available

in the United States. Jarn pleased to appear beiore the Committee today and

offer our comments on the areas of inquiry which were outlined in the Federal

Register notice of March 16, 1977. My comments will be brief, but I hope

responsive to your request.

Since the initial meeting of industry representatives with officials of

the National Institutes of Health on June 2, 1976, we have carefully followed

and closely cooper abed with various federal government agencies, including the

Depar trnents .of Health, Education, and Welfare and Commerce in their efforts

to develop sound public policy onthe subject of recombinant DNA research.

We have also testified at hear tng s convened by the Subcommittee on Health of

the Senate Labor and Public Welfare Committee and the Attorney General of

the State of New York and.f mor e recently, by the Chairman of the Subcommittee

on Health and Enviro~entof the House Committee on Interstate and Foreign

Commerce. We shall again testify tomorrow befor-e the ,SUbcommittee on Health

and Scientific Research of the Senate Committee on Human Resources, the new

designation for the former Subcommittee on Health chaired by Senator Kennedy.
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In the case of the drug industry, it is important foI;' the Committee

to bear in mind the vast experience we have accumulated in the handling of

hazardous biological materials, such as are involved in the production of vac

cines and other biological products. Our facilities and personnel are probably

the most sophisticated in the entire scientific community in this type of re

search and production technology and the outstanding record of the industry in

the handling of these materials offers testimony to that expertise and experience,

Our comments in response to the two specific areas of inq~iry by the

Committee will necessarily be brief.

It is our ccneider ed opinion that appropriate legislation and regulation

will provide the immediate safeguards which are needed in this emerging field

of research. We are satisfied that the necessary eiemenes of such legislation

have been incorporated into the Report of thelriteragency Committee. We shall

offer specific comments on the Administration Bill,: S. 1217. introduced by'

Senator Kennedy on Friday in tomoreow's hearings, and I ehall.be pleased to

make copies available to you. The Bill provides essential requirements for

licensing of facilities, registration of projects, interim and final ata.ndar-d s for

physical and biological 'containment, inspections and reports. Responsibility

for compliance and enforcement of the proposed legislation and regulations is

vested in the Secretary of HEW. Further, there is a requirement in the Bill

for consultation with a number of government departments and agencies, includ

ing the Environmental Protection Agency. Full compliance and enforcement

of the physical and biological containment provisions of the existing NIH Guide

lines, or as they may be modified in regulations promulgated followi.ng the
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C. JOSEPH STETLER~ PRESIDENT
PHARMACEUTICAL MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION

BEFORE THE

SUBCOMMITTEE ON HEALTH AND SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH
SENATE COMMITTEE ON HUMAN KeSOURCES

ON

S. 621. S. 945 AND S. 1217. 95TH CONGRESS

APRil 6. 1977

MR, CHAIRMAN AND MEMBERS Of THE COMMITTEE:

I AM C, JOSEPH STETLER, PRESIDENT OF THE PHARMACEUTICAL

MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION, AN ORGANIZATION COMPOSED OF lL9 MEMBER

FIRMS THAT DISCOVER, DEVELOP, MANUFACTURE AND MARKET MOST OF THE

PRESCRIPTION DRUGS AND A LARGE PERCENTAGE OF THE MEDICAL DEVICES AND

DIAGNOSTIC PRODUCTS AVAILABLE IN THE UNITED STATES. ACCOMPANYING ME

ARE DR. JOHN G. ADAMS, PMA VICE PRESIDENT, SCIENTIFIC AND PROFESSIONAL

RELATIONS AND BRUCE J. BRENNAN, PMA VICE PRESIDENT AND GENERAL COUNSEL.

WE ARE PLEASED TO ACCEPT THE SUBCOMMITTEE'S INVITATION TO PRESENT OUR

VIEWS ON S. 621, S. 945 AND S. 1217, 95TH CONGRESS.

RECOMBINANT DNA RESEARCH~ THE SUBJECT OF ALL THREE BILLS~ OFFERS

GREAT PROMISE IN MANY FIELDS~ INCLUDING THE TREATMENT AND PREVENTION

OF VARIOUS DISEASES; FOR THIS REASON WE FEEL THAT ANY LEGISLATION

ADOPTED SHOULD ENCOURAGE AS WELL AS REGULATE SUCH RESEARCH.

LAST SEPTEMBER~ WE TESTIFIED BEFORE YOUR SUBCOMMITTEE ON THE

INVOLVEMENT OF PMA MEMBER FIRMS IN RECOMBINANT DNA RESEARCH. AT THAT

TIME~ WE COMMENTED ON THE NIH GUIDELINES OF JULY~1976,POINTING OUT

THAT WITH SOME MINOR MODIFICATIONS, THE PHARMACEUTICAL iNDUSTRY WOULD

VOLUNTARILY COMPLY WITH .THEM.
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S. ]2]], 95TH CoNGRESS

THE "LEGISLATIVE PROPOSAL TO WHICH WE WOULD LIKE TO DIRECT OUR

PRINCIPAL ATTENTION IS S. 1217~ THE "RECOMBINANT DNA REGULATION ACT~ WE

fEEL THAT THE BASIC REGULATORY FRAMEWORK SET FORTH IN THAT BILL IS SOUND

AND WOULD PROVIDE EFFECTIVE CONTROLS WHILE NOT INTERFER1NG EXCESSIVELY

WITH THE RESEARCH PROCESS. WE AGREE THAT THE SECRETARY OF HEW SHOULD

PROMULGATE STANDARDS CONCERNING THE PRODUCT!ONAND POSSESSION OF

RECOMBINANT DNA.
DESPITE THIS GENERAL SUPPORT, WE ARE TROUBLED BY CERTAIN OF THE

SPECIFIC PROVISIONS OF THE BILL. THE INTERAGENCY REPORT, WHICH THE BILL

PURPORTS TO IMPLEMENT WOULD APPLY THE CONCEPT OF LICENSING BY THE FEDERAL,
GOVERNMENT TO FACILITIES WHICH PRODUCE OR POSSESS RECOMBINANT D~A

AND SUBJECT THE ACTUAL RESEARCH PROJECTS ONLY TO A REGISTRATION OR

NOTIFICATION REQUIREMENT. YET, THE ACTUAL PROVISIONS OF

S, 1217 WOULD APPEAR TO CREATE A DIFFERENT SITUATiON.

ONE OF THE NECESSARY PREREQUISITES FOR OBTAINING A LICENSE

UNDER THE BILL IS AN AGREEMENT AND A DETERMINATION BY THE SECRETARY

THAT PRODUCTION OR POSSESSION OF RECOMBINANT DNA WILL ONLY QCCUR AS A

PART OF A REGISTERED PROJECT. UNDER THE TERMS OF SECTION 6 OF THE BILL,

THE SECRETARY WoULD REGISTER THE PROJECt ONLY IF THE REGISTRATION

REQUEST IS ACCOMPANIED BY INFORMATION ADEQUATELY DESCRIBING THE PROJECT.

WHEN THESE TWO SECTIONS ARE READ TOGETHER, THEY SEEM TO REQUIRE NOT

ONLY PRECLEARANCE~ THAT IS LICENSURE OF THE FACILITY BUT ALSO OF THE

RESEARCH PROJECT.

WE SUGGEST THAT THE LICENSING PROVISIONS OF THE BILL BE LIMITED

TO THE LICENSING OF FACILITIES. IT Is APPROPRIATE FOR THE SECRETARY OF

HEW TO BE ASSURED THAT A FACILITY USED FOR RECOMBINANT DNA RESEARCH

i-

l'
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COULD PETITION FOR RELIEF TO THE SeCRETARY OF lABOR.

INVESTIGATION, THE SeCRETARY OF LABOR COULD ISSUE AN

AFTER AN

ORDER TO REINSTATE

THE EMPLOYEE 1 PAY COMPENSATION, INCLUDING BACK PAY, AND ASSESS

COMPENSATORY AND EVEN -EXEMPLARY DAMAGES AGAINST THE EMPLOYER, THIS

PROPOSED SYSTEM FOR HANDLING EMPLOYEE/EMPLOYER DISCRIMINATION COMPLAINTS

SEEMS TO BE UNNECESSARY, CURRENTLYFTHERE IS A RELATED BUT LESS PUNITIVE

PROCEDURE AVAILABLE UNDER SECTION 11(c) OF THE OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND

HEALTH ACT OF 1970 (29 USC, SEC, 660(c». WE RECOMMEND THAT ANV

PROVISION IN RECOMBINANT DNA LEGISLATION INTENDED TO SAFEGUARD AGAINST

REPRISAL BY EMPLOYERS BE CONSISTENT WITH THOSE PROVISIONS.

IHE PROVISIONS OF THE BILL WITH RESPECLrO ENFORCEMENT WOULD

AUTHORIZE THE SECRETARY OF HlW TO DIRECTLY ASSESS CIVIL PENALTIES FOR

VIOLATIONS OF THE ACT OTHER THAN THOSE RELATING TO EMPLOYEE PROTECTION.

WE DO NOT OPPOSE A SYSTEM OF CIVIL PENALTIES BEING ASSOCIATED WITH

VIOLATIONS OF THE BILL, HOWEVER~ WE RECOMMEND THAT AN ACTION FOR

CiVIL PENALTIES BE INITIATED BY THE GOVERNMENT IN A FEDERAL COURT PROCEEDING

RATHER THAN IN AN ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEEDING BEFORE THE SECRETARY.

WE NOTE THAT THERE IS A PROVISION FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW REGARDING THE

PROMULGATION OF STANDARDS UNDER THE ACT, HOWEVER~ THERE IS NO PROVISION

FOR JUDICiAL REVIEW OF ACTIONS OF THE SECRETARY CONCERNING THE ISSUANCE

OR REVOCATION OF A LICENSE. WE WOULD HOPE THAT THIS IS MERELY AN OVER

SIGHT BY THE DRAFTERS OF THE PROPOSAL, JUDICIAL REVIEW OF LICENSING

REQUIREMENTS IS A MATTER OF DUE PROCESS WHICH IS PROTECTED BY THE

CONSTITUTION AND SHOULD,BE INCLUDED IN THE BILL,

FINALLY~ WE WOULD SUGGEST THAT THE PRE-EMPTION SECTION BE AMENDED

TO PROVIDE THAT THE SECRETARY "MAY" RATHER THAN "SHALL" EXEMPT A

STATE OR SUBDIVISION FROM-THE PROVISION OF SECTION lO(A) ,
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THERE IS ALREADY SUFFICIENT AUTHORITY IN THE LICENSING AND OTHER

PROVISIONS TO PRECLUDE MISUSE BY PRIVATE FARTIES.

THE OTHER PATENT RESTRICTION RELATES TO COMPLETE DISCLOSURE OF

PROC~SSES AND ORGANISMS IN THE PATENT APPLICATION. We ASSUME THAT

THIS PROVISION SUGGESTS SUBSTANTIALLY GREATER DISCLOSURE OF INFORMATION

THAN WOULD ALREADY BE RECUIRED IN THE NORMAL PATENT'APPLICATION. We
FEEL THAT THE DEMAND FOR SUCH DISCLOSURES WOULD ACTUALLY FORCE PERSONS

HOLDING INVENTIONS TO GUARD THE RESULTS OF THEIR RESEARCH BY AVOIDING

THE PATENT SYSTEM AND RELYING ON THEIR COMMON LAW TRADE SECRET PROTECTIONS.

INSTEAD OF MAKING THEIR INVENTION KNOWN TO THE EXTENT THAT THE PATENT LAWS

REQUIRE, AND, THEREBY AIDING OTHER INVESTIGATORS OR INVENTORS IN THE

PROCESS. RESEARCHERS OR INDUSTRIAL FIRMS HAVING SUCH KNOWLEDGE WOULD

CIRCUMVENT THE PATENT SYSTEM.

As TO DISCLOSURE OF INFORMATION DEVELOPED IN THE RESEARCH

PROCESS. WE OUTLINED OUR RESERVATIONS WITH THE DEPARTMENT OF HEW
WITH RESPECT TO THE GUl'DELINES ON RECOMBINANT DNA RESEARCH WHICH WERE

PUBLISHED LAST SUMMER. WE ACCEPT AND SUPPORT THE CONCEPT OF INFORMING

THE SECRETARY OF HEW THAT A FIRM OR INDIVIDUAL IS ENGAGING IN

RECOMBINANT DNA RESEARCH AND OF PROVIDING INFORMATION AS TO THE TYPE OF

PROJECT THAT IS BEING UNDERTAKEN AS WELL AS ITS GENERAL NATURE.

IT IS IMPORTANT, AT THE SAME TIME. TO MAINTAIN THE CONFIDENTIAL AND

TRADE SECRET STATUS OF PROJECTS OR DATA WHICH DESERVE THAT STATUS.

WITHOUT THAT FORM OF PROTECTION. IT WOULD BE DIFFICULT FOR PRIVATE

FIRMS TO JUSTIFY THE KINDS OF INVESTMENTS NECESSARY TO FINANCE THIS

KIND OF RESEARCH,

THE NO-FAULT. STRICT LIABILITY PROVISIONS COULD VERY WELL CAUSE

THE INSURANCE INDUSTRY TO REASSESS ITS ENTIRE COVERAGE FOR

PHARMACEUHCAL COMPANIES OR OTHER FIRMS, IN LIGHT OF THE EXPERIENCE

i

I.
fi;
!
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BOTH S. 621 AND S. 945 TREAT VIOLATl0NS OF THE ACT AS CRIMINAL

OFFENSES, IN'ADDITION J BOTH BILLS WOULD IMPOSE CRIMINAL PENALTIES

AGAINST EMPLOYERS WHO DISCHARGE OR DISCRIMINATE AGAINST EMPLOYEES

BECAUSE OF THE EMPLOYEE'S INVOLVEMENT IN PROCEEDINGS AGAINST THE

EMPLOYER. \~E FEEL THESE PENALTY PROVlSIONS ARE TOO SEVERE FOR THE

MANY TYPES OF ACTIVITIES WHiCH THEY WOULD EMBRACE. ~E SUGGEST A MORE

DEFINITIVE SET OF PENALTIES THAT WOULD PERMIT INJUNCTION OR PERHAPS

CiVIL FINES FOR MINOR OFFENSES AND RESERVE CRIMINAL PENALTIES FOR MORE

SERIOUS OFFENSES OR IN THE CASE OF WILLFUL VIOLATIONS OF LICENSING OR

STANDARDS PROVISIONS. CRIMINAL PENALTIES SHOULD NOT BE IMPOSED UPON

EMPLOYERS SIMPLY BECAUSE OF EMPLOYMENT DECISIONS J EVEN WHERE SUCH

DECISiONS ARE DETERMINED TO BE DISCRIMINATORY. THERE ARE ALREADY

SUFFICIENT "ENFORCEMENT PROCEDURES UNDER THE. OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND

HEALTH ACT OF 1910.

TITLE II OF S.945, WOULD ESTABLISH A NATIONAL COMMISSION FOR THE

STUDY OF RECOMBINANT DNA RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY, WITH MEMBERS TO BE

APPOINTED BY THE SECRETARY OF HEW. THE COMMISSION WOULD STUDY THE

APPROPRIATENESS OF:CONTINUING RECOMBINANTDMA RESEARCH; DEVELOP GUIDE

LINES FOR ITS CONDUCT. AND ADVISE THE SECRETARY CONCERNING ADMINISTRATIVE

ACTION TO PUT SUCH GUIDELINES INTO EFFECT. IN VIEW OF THE WORK ALREADY

COMPLETED£Y THE NATIO~L INSTITUTES OF HEALTH_AND THE INTERAGENCY

COMMITTEE-ON -RECOMBINANT DNA RESEARCH, WE QUESTION THE PRACTICALITY

OF ANOTHER STUDY COMMISSION. FROM OUR READING OF THE MARCH 15 INTERIM

REPORT OF T,HE INTERAGENCY "COMMITTEE, IT WOULD SEEM THAT THE SECRETARY

ALREADY HAS A WELL QUALIFIED ADVISORY BODY. THIS GROUP HAS SOUGHT THE

COUNSEL OF EXPERIENCED EXPERTS FROM ACADEMIA AND FROM INDUSTRIAL

CONCERNS. WE WOULD HOPE THAT IT WOULD CONTINUE TO 00 SO :AND WOULD

THEREBY SAT'ISFY THE OBJECnVDS OF TITLE II OF S. 945.
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RESPONSES TO PROPOSITIONS AND Q!lESTIONS

IN PREAMBlE TO $, 1217

1. DEfINITION Of RECOMBINANT DNA RES~?Ctl

WE HAVE':DISCUSSED THE PROPOSED NEW DEFINITION OF RECOMBINANT DNA

RESEARCH WITH INDUSTRY EXPERTS AND HAVE BEEN INFORMED THAT IT IS

ACCEPTABLE. THE NEW DEFINITION DIFFERS TECHNICALLY IN THE INTRODUCTION

OF THE TERM uMOLECULEu IN -ADDITION TO THE TERM uSEGMENTS OF MOLECULES",

THE NEW DEFINITION ALSO INCLUDES RESEARCH AS DISTINGUISHED FROM THE

MORE LIMITED DEFINITION OF THE RECOMBINANT DNA MOLECULE. . IT APPEARS

TO _REFERTOTHA~RESEARCHWHICH INVOLVES THE SYNTHETIC DR UNNATURAL

RECOMBINATION OF DNA SEGMENTS OR DNA 'MOLECULES. WE HAVE NO OBJECTION

TO THIS REDEFINITION BUT SUGGEST THAT IT COULD BE STATED SOMEWHAT

DIFFERENTLY FOR PURPOSES OF CLARITY.

2. CoMMISSION TO PARTICIPATE IN DNA RESEARCH "DECISIONS

WE WOULD ADVOCATE THE CREAlI-ON OF AN "ADVISORY COUNCIL" COMPOSED

OF EXPERTS IN THE FIELD OF RECOMBINANT DNA RESEARCH AND BIOETHICS}

LAW.AND OTHER NONSCIENTIFIC DISCIPLINES. DNA EXPERTISE SHOULD COVER

BIOMEDICAL} AGRICULTURAL AND OTHER SC"IENTIFIC DISCIPLINES.

3. SCOPE AND NATURE OF STATIIIORY STANpARDS

IT WAS OUR BELIEF: THAT THE USE OF THE TERM "PRODUCTION OR

POSSESSION" WAS INTENDED TO REGULATE ALL ACTIVITIES INVOLVING RECOM

BINANT DNAJ INCLUDING RESEARCH AND COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT. WE WOULD}

THEREFORE} HAVE NO OBJECTION TO INCLUDING THE TERM "RESEARCH".

ACCORDINGLYJ THE SCOPE SHOULD INCLUDE RESEARCH J PRODUCTION AND POSSES

SION.

WITH RESPECT TO STANDARDS DEALING WITH THE QUALIFICATION OF THE

INDIVIDUALS CONDUCTING THE RESEARCH, WE HAVE RESERVATIONS. IT COULD

RESULT IN GOVERNMENTAL CONTROL OF SCIENTIFIC QUALIFICATIONS AND THE
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11, INFORMATION TO BE S!lBMITTEDTO GOYEBJ'll1E1IT...AND DISCI OSED TO PUB I Ie

WE BELIEVE THE NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE FACILITY, THE' NAMES OF

THE RESEARCH PERSONNEL INVOLVED, AND AN OUTLINE OF THE RESEARCH PROJECT

SHOULD BE SUBMITTED TO 'THE',GOVERNMENT AND, IF'DEEMED DESIRABLE, BE "MADE

AVAILABLE TO THE PUBLIC, WE ALSO BELIEVE THAT FACILITIES SHOULD BE

SUBJECT TO GOVERNMENT INSPECTION AND REPORTING REQUIREMeNTS, IN ANY.

CASE, coNFIDENTIAL PROPRIETARY INFORMATION SUBMITTEO'SHQULD BE GiVEN

PROTECTION UNDER SPECIFIC PROVISIONS OFTHE<IMPLEMENTINGLEGISLATION,
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LICENSING OF FAC!l.lJlli

1. Delete Section 5 (a) (3)

2. Amend Section 5 (e) (5) as follows:

(5) has failed to comply with a request of the

Secretary to inspect any portion of the facility,

its operations, or its records, which are Fela~ea

'designated in section 7,
te aet4Ylt4es 4Ryetv4Ag ~eeemB4AaRt8NA, or

3. Add new. Section 5(f):

lIAny person adversely affected by an action of the

Secretary under this section may obtain review of

the action in the United States ,Court of Appeals

for the District of Columbia. The petition for.

review must be filed within sixty days of the action.

Review shall conform to chapter 70f title 5 of the

United. States Code."
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INSPECTIONS

Delete Section 7 and replace with the following:

Sec. 7 (a) For the purposes of enforcement of the licensing

requirements of this part, officers, employees, or agents designated

by the Secretary, upon present-ing appropriate' credentials and a

written notice to the owner, operator or agent in charge, are

author.ized to enter and inspect at reasonable times. in a reasonable

manner and withi n reasonable 1im1tsany esteb'li shment 1;censed under

section 5 or in ,.which recombinant DNA is present or is be'inq produced.

Such an inspection may extend only to pertinent records, files,papers.

facilities, equipment and other items in the establishment that are

directly ·related to such license, possession or production to

determine:

(1) whether the establishment conforms to the requirements

for obtaining or holding a license under section 5; and

(2) whether the establishment conforms to anY applicable

standards established pursuant section 4.

(b) Upon, completi.onof any -such inspection and prior to leaving

the premises, the officer, employee, or agent making the inspection

shall give to the owner, operator, or agent in charge a preliminary

rep~rt which summarizes any conditions or practices·observed by him

which, in his judgment, indicate a viol at-ion of the licensing require

ments of this part. He shall also prepare a written final report of



EFFECT ON STATE ANO LOCAL REQUIREMENTS

Amend Section 10 (h) as follows:

Upon application -af'a State or political subdivision of a
~y

State, the SecretarY5ha~l exempt from subsection (a) a

requirement of that State orpo11tical subdivision applicable

to recombinant DNA activities if he determines that the

requirement is. and will be administered so as to be. as

stringent as. or more stringent than. a requirement under

this Act. The 'Secretary may not withdraw any such exemption

.for so long as he finds that such requirement remains unchanged

and continues to be so.ecntntstered.
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ENFORCEMENT

1. Amend Section 13 (b) (1) as follows:

(b) (1) Any person who violates a provision of this Act (other
shall be liabl~ctotheUnitedStates for a

than in· section 11) May oe •••••••••••v,~ ~.".~ty oy th.
civil penaltyin~an'amountnottoexceed ,-
6ee~eta~y e~ Ret ~e'e thaA $5,000 for each violation.

2. Delet. Sections 13(b) (2)and.(3).

)'};:
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I, ADD)J.1!lIIAL fJ!l!lIHGS

(1) Recomb tnan t 'DNA research offers great promise for the

scientific eppl tce t ton of new technology. to' many btojoqtcel

proces ses , inClud,in:g tfieEreetment and prevent ton oLvar;ous

~iseases-;

(2) Responsible Reccab tnent DNA research should. baencoureqed;

(3) It;s necessary that industrY,_!I0vernment and academic

scientists and institutions work together to achieve the

potential benefits assoCiated With Recombinant DNA research;

(4) The public interest will best be served by assuring that

appropriate safeguards carefully take into eccountsc tenttf ic

freedom so that such research is encouraged, while at the

same time recognizing that the health and welfare of the publ i c

as wel l e s those engaged in the research must not be

endangered;
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(b) Such standards shall not be designed or construed to

app ly to genetic or other scientific exper tnents not involving the

use of recombinant DNA.

(c) The Secretary shall periodically review regulations

promulgated under subsection (a), and promulgate such amendments to

such regulations as the: Secretary determines to be necessary.

(d) For the purposes of this part, the term 'recombinant DNA 1

means molecules that consist of different segments of

deoxyribonucleic acid which have been joined together in cell~free

systems to infect and replicate in some host cell I either

autonomously or on an integrated part of the. host's genome.
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IV. ~EGISTRATIorl OF RESEARCH PROJECTS

Any person who undertakes or is· responsible for undertaking

a project involving recombinant DNA shall register the project

\1; th the Secretary.
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operator, or agent within thirty days of the completion, of

the inspection.

(c) No officer, employee, or eqent designated by the
, -'.' .

Secretary to enter an establishment and conduct an inspection

pursuant to this 'section shall be required .to obtain a search

\'Ia#~n( frcm any jUd;Ci~ioffii::er prior to entering any

establisrnnant"and conducting any inspection whiCh is authorized

&y'this section.

c.: iq "tc
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VII. RELEAS.E OF PROPRIETARY INFORt~ATlON

Any infonnation reported to or otherwise obtained by the

Secretary .or his representative pursuant to this Act which is

exempt from disclosure pursuant to section 552 of Title 5,

United States Code shall be considered confidential and shall not

be disclosed. Upon a sho\'l1ng satisfactory to the Secretary by any

person that any information, or portibn thereof obtained under

this Act by the Secretary or his representative either directly or

indirectly from such person, would, if made public, divulge

l} trade secrets or 2) other proprietary information of such

person, the Secretary or his representative shall not disclose

such tnsormat ion and.disc losure thereof she11,be puni shab1e under

section 1905 of Title. lBU.S.C.
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We support licensing and inspection of facilities, registration of
research projects, and mandatory submission of reports. And, of
course, we endorse the promulgation of regulations based on the exist
ing NIH guidelines with whatever modifications may be necessary
to make them applicable to all persons engaged in recombinant DNA
research.

The use of institutional review committees or institutional biohaz
ard committees, to approve and monitor DNA research is appro
priate, in our view. Such committees have been used as a matter of
routine in all of our research-based member firms for years. It is
important to note in this regard that the drug industry has decades
of expertise and experience III the safe handling of hazardous mate
rials, including live viruses and bacteria, and is at least as sophisticated
and perhaps more sophisticated in these procedures as any other ele
ment of the research community.

With many others, we believe that there should be a Federal pre
emption of State and local laws in order to assure the uniform enforce
ment of needed standards. Any proliferation of State or local laws
and regulations could seriously impede the research which is neces
sary to determine the potential benefits and risks of the new break
through in technology. Elements of some or all of these provisions are
contained in pending legislation and, in our opinion,offer a sound and
reasonable basis for the regulation for recombinant DNA research
which will assure the protection of the public and of the environment.

There are provisions in some of the pending bills which we cannot
support. The restrictions on patents in S. 621 and H.R. 3592 are
unnecessary and could work as a disservice to the public by discour
aging research. ,Ve are generally opposed to specific limitations on
the general patent laws such as those in section 6 of S. 621 and
H.R. 3592 which would preclude the granting of a patent unless the
NIH guidelines were strictly followed. The authority in the licensing
and other provisions of pending legislation will prevent such probe
lems, This section of the bills seems also to suggest substantially greater
disclosure of information than ordinarily required in a patent appli
cation. We feel that demand for such disclosures would force or
encourage scientists to avoid the patent system and rely on their
common -law trade-secret protection. .

These restrictions are therefore self-defeating and should be deleted
from any bills now under consideration. These bills, S. 621 and H.R.
3592 would also impose strict liability on persons engaged in research
and conld very well. cause the insurance industry to reassess its entire
coverage for the drug industry and other industries. In the light of
the responsible record of the drug industry in dealing with these and
other potentially hazardous substances in research and production, we
feel there is no justification for this requirement. One of the pending
bills, H.R. 4759, would require that all P-4 and possiblyP-3 research
he confined to one of 10 centers to be designated by the Secretary of
HEW. In our. opinion, a requirement that P-4 research be limited to
the first 10 centers approved by the Secretary is arbitrary and could
limit this type of research exclusively to Government projects.

If industrial and academic laboratories satisfy statutory and regu
latory requirements, we see no reason why they should be excluded
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May.12, 1977

Hon, Ray Thornton, M. C.
Chairman, Committee on Science and Technology
U. S. House of Repreaentattves
Washington. D. C. 20515

Dear Congressman ~hornton:

During hearings before the Committee on Science and Technology on the
subject of recombinant DNA research on April 28, 1977. you requested
additional information on several points for purposes of the record.

I am pleased to provide the following information in compliance with your
request which appears on pages 337 and 338 of the transcript.

1. A copy of the PMA·publication entitled "Administrative
Officers of the Member .Pl r rna and Associates of' the Phar~

maceutical Manufacturers Association".

Z. PMA member firms directly engaged in r e cornbtnant
DNA research in their own facilities include:

a. Hoffmann- La Roche Inc.
b. Eli Lilly and Company
c. The Upjohn Company

3. PMA member firms supporting recombinant DNA research
in academic institutions include;

a. AbbottLaboratories
b. Miles Laboratories
c•. SmithKllne. Corporation

4. The firm of-Hoffmann· La Roche Inc. has announced plans
for the construction of a, P~4 facility. It is our understanding
that such plans are being held in abeyance pending the outcome
of proposed legislation.

93-481 0 --17 ~ 27
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June •. 1975

MEMBER FIRMS OF PMA

Abbott Laboratories
Abbott Park
North Chicago, Illinois 60064
(312) 688-6100

Alcon Laboratories, Inc.
P.O. Box 1959
Fort Worth, Texas 76101
(817) 293-0450

Allergan Pharmaceuticals
2525 Dupont Drive
Irvine, California 92664
(714) 833-8880

Alza Corporation
950 Page Mill Road
Palo Alto, California 94304
(415) 493-3200

Ames Company
Div. of Miles Laboratories, Inc.

1127 Myrtle Street
Elkhart, Indiana 46514
(219) 264-8111

Armour pharmaceutical Company
Greyhound Tower
phoenix, Arizona 85077
(G02) 248-5230

Arnar-Stone Laboratories, Inc.
601 East Kensington Road
Mt. Prospect, Illinois 60056
(312) 255-0300

B.F. Ascher & Company, Inc.
5100 East 59th Street
Kansas City, Missouri 64130
(816) 363-5900

Astra Pharmaceutical Products, Inc.
Neponset Street
Worcester, Massachusetts 01606
(617) 852-6351

Ayerst Laboratories
Div. of Amer. Home Products Corp.

685 Third Avenue
New York, New York 10017
(212) 986-1000

J.t. ~aker Chemical Company
222 Red School Lane
Philipsburg, New Jersey 08865
(20l) 859-2151

Barnes-Hind Pharmaceuticals, Inc.
895 Kifer Road
Sunnyvale, California 94086
(408) 736-5462

Barry Laboratories, Inc.
461 N.E. 27th Street
Pompano Beach, Florida 33064
(305) 943-7722

Baxter Laboratories, Inc.
6301 Lincoln Road
Morton Grove, Illinois 60053
(312) 267-6900

Becton, Dickinson and Company
Rutherford, New Jersey 07070
(201) 939-9000

Beecham Laboratories
Div. of Beecham Inc.

501 Fifth Street
Bristol, Tennessee 37620
(615) 764-5141

BioQuest
P.O. Box 243
cockeysville, Maryland 21030
(301) 666-0100

The Blue'Line Chemical Company
302 South Broadway
St. Louis, Missouri 63102
(314) 421-0900

Bowman Pharmaceuticals
Div. of Bowman, Inc.

965 Cleveland Avenue, N.W.
Canton, Ohio 44702
(216) 456-2431

Breon Laboratories Inc.
90 Park Avenue
New York, New York 10016
(212) 972-5812



Flint Laboratories
Div. of Travenol Laboratories, Inc.

200 Wilmot Road
Deerfield, Illinois 60015
(312) 273-3680

E. Fougera & Co., Inc.
Cantiague Rock Road
Hicksville, New York 11802
(516) 681-1222

Hoechst-Roussell Pharmaceuticals
Incorporated

Route 202-206 North
Somerville, New Jersey 08876
(201) 685-2000

Hoffmann~La Roche Inc.
340 Kingsland Street
Nutley, New Jersey 07110
(402) 464-6311

Hollister-Stier Laboratories
North 3525 Regal Street
Spokane, Washington 99207
(509) 489-5656

Hoyt Laboratories
Div. of Colgate-Palmolive Company

633 Highland Street .
Needham, Massachusetts 02194
(617) 444-8610

Hyland Division
Travenol Laboratories, Inc.

P.O. Box 2214
Costa Mesa, California 92626
(714) 540-5000

Hynson, Westcott & Dunning, Inc.
1030 North Charles Street
Baltimore, Maryland 21201
(301) 837-0890

Inolex corporation
2300 Prudential Plaza
Chicago, Illinois 60601
(312) 527-5410

Ivers-Lee
Div. of Becton, Dickinson & Company

147 Clinton Road
West Caldwell, New Jersey 07006
(201) 575-9000

Ives Laboratories, Inc.
685 Third Avenue
New York, New York 10017
(212) 986-1000

'HI

Johnson & Johnson
501 George Street
New Brunswick, New Jersey 08903
(201) 524-0400

Knoll Pharmaceutical Company
30 North Jefferson Road
Whippany, New Jersey 07981
(201) 887-8300

Kremers-Urban Company
P.O. Box 2038
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53201
(414) 354-4300

Lafayette Pharmacal Inc.
522-26 North Earl Avenue
Lafayette, Indiana 47904
(317) -447-3129

Lakeside Laboratories, Inc.
1707 East North Avenue
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 52301
(414) 271-9400

Lederle Laboratories
Div. of American Cyanamid Company
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Mr. THORNTON. Fine.
And in connection with that, I wonder if you might identify the

firms that you have described as being engaged in DNA recombinant
molecule research and the level of risk that, to the best of your knowl-
edge, those firms are engaged in. '

I believe you said three are currently carrying out the research and
that three others were planning to do so in the near future. Is there one
that is planning a P-4 facility! .

Dr. ADMS. Yes; to my knowledge there are plans for the facility, for
a P-4 facility. Whether or not that construction has been undertaken
at this point in time I cannot say, Congressman.

I know there were some second thoughts following the great amount
of public controversy that arose. .

Mr. THORNTON. I think it would be useful to our subcommittee to
know who the firms are. Nowthat that relates to the general nature of
the legislation but rather to the nature of the interest that is being
expressed. It might give us some indication as to the character of the
firms that are moving into this area. Such information as you can pro
vide us, we would appreciate.

Dr. ADAMS. I would be pleased to provide that to you, sir.
Mr. THORNTON. And submit it, if you will, later for the record. I take

it that you view the NIH guidelines as being adequate protection to
. the public, as those guidelines have now been formulated.

Do I also understand that you think some statutory enactment of
those guidelines might be useful, or am I going beyond your testimony
in that statement!

Dr. ADAMS. No. We endorse legislation and the promulgation of
regulations thereunder basing those regulations on the existing NIH
guidelines, with whatever modifications may be necessary so that they
can apply and will apply to other than NIH-sponsored research.

Mr. THORNTON. ·What would be the effect of a State or local com
munity establishing higher standards than those contained in a uni
form Federal standard upon the private sector as to whether it would
conduct such research! Would this have any effect as to your choice of
locations where research would be conducted!

Dr. ADAMS. I assume that it would, Congressman, if a local com
munity posed a ban or severe restrictions, standards higher than those
which ultimately would be promulgated in guidelines, I think in order
to continue the research and continue the endeavor they might consider
a relocation of their research facility.

Mr. THORNTON. In that connection, it has been suggested in informal
discussions that there might be a ratiouale for some variation in stand
ards from location to location based upon a scieutific analysis. of the
risk, the benefits, and so on, and that this could be made judgmeuta1ly
rather than simply leaving that decision to an unreviewed local
determination. Do you have any comments with regard to that!

Dr. ADAMS. Let me respond in this way. We would hope that the
standards as promulgated, under whatever legislation fina1ly passes
at the Federal level. would be adequate to protect the public against
what they deem to be or imagine to be the problems that may be
created, and that there would be no need for enactment of local ordi
nances or laws to regulate this type of research.
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Mr. BRENNAN. That is what we are suggesting.
Mr. BROWN. Mr. Chairman.
Mr. THORNTON. I would be pleased to yield to the gentleman from

California, Mr. Brown.
Mr. BROWN. This issue raised some siguificant points.
I would have some problems with local jurisdictions seeking to

.regulate the nature of the biological or physical containment aspect
of DNA research. I do not think they are generally competent. There
are exceptions to this, of course. But on the other hand, the Supreme
Court has upheld many times the right of local communities to
prohibit such simple things as a house, in the Petaluma case, for
example. If they do not want more houses in Petaluma, you can't build
them there.

And, obviously, they would have even greater legal authority inthe
case of a facility such as a DNA research facility or something of that
sort, but that has to be distinguished from regulatin~ where that
facility is built and the kind of protection that is built into it. Their
practice is to say, yes or no, you cannot have it. And there may be
some other aspects of this power that local agencies have. But I
would want us to make some distinction here, because I would not
want to infringe upon that right, just as I would not want them
tinkering with something that the NIH had constructed in the way
of good national regulations for the protection that ought to be
built into one of those facilities.

Mr. THORNTON. I would. like to comment and join in the expression
of views made by my distinguished colleague from California.

It would seem to me that such rights of zoning and determination
of the physical safety of structures might well be outside the area
of regulation to which we are addressing ourselves. And perhaps I
was ill-advised in using the example of a structure on an earthquake
fault as an illustration of the kind of problem. But I was trying to
get at the question of what method would be used to review a local
decision relating to the conduct of DNA recombinant research!

Mr. BRENNAN. Mr. Thornton, I think that we, as I am sure this
committee does, have a very serious concern about the potential intru
sion of government bodies here into the basic research endeavor. We
feel in .this area that we are going a long way from our normal basic
position on this subject in suggesting that there is a role that govern
ment can play in regulating basic research here. At the same time
we are quite concerned that localities or local government agencies
which just are not equipped to answer these questions about basic
research and how to regulate it would make any number of mistakes
which would be harmful to the overall research process and it is hard
to factor out when you are taking about pipes and air ducts and when
you are talking about the basic research project. So I guess that maybe
we are talking about the same thing, that we think on the philosophical
point of regulating the research .project that there ought to be a
central force in Federal Government which would clear the regulation
of that, and on the other hand, the building or the air ducts and
water could well be regulated in any manner at a local level.

Mr. THORNTON. Dr. Adams, I was slightly concerned that your state
ment seemed to be defensive against the possibility that PMA had
made changes in its position. I would personally hope that the asso-
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We use the IO-liter guidelines just as the current limit.
Dr. ADAMS. Mr. Hollenbeck, I have no idea. I have to assume from a

brief conversation with some of our scientists that we are in the pre
liminary research stage at this point in time.

Mr. HOLLENBECK. And is there any guess or speculation as to what
types of production or types of products you may be engaged in
producing!

Dr. ADAMS. The technology has a wide application, not only in the
drug industry but elsewhere. I can name several for you. This tech
nique-and I think Dr. Johnson may testify on this later-s-could well
be used as a means of producing insulin by fermentation rather than
by extraction as is the present case. This would be terribly important
as we detect more cases of diabetes not only in the United States but
worldwide, because there is a finite number of hogs from which the
pancreases are obtained to produce insulin. It has an important appli
cation there.

It might be exceedingly useful in producing a new species of or
ganism that will produce better antibiotics. It would be exceedingly
useful in producing a number of natural products, for example, some
of the naturally occurring hormones and other products that at the
moment have to be extracted, for example, the pituitary extract. The
pituitary is about the size of the end of my little finger, and it does not
yield much in the way of product and yet by this process you could find
the gene that produces this and combine it in making large quantities
for whatever utilization it may have in medicine. The application
excites the imagination, because this does lend itself to many com
mercial processes in fermentation and it does result in larger yields
than otherwise would be available.

Mr. BROWN. Would the gentleman yield on that point!
Mr. HOLLENBECK. Yes.
Mr. BROWN. One of the things that this committee has frequently

mentioned as an area requiring additional research is the enhancement
of the nitrogen fixation process.

Is it a possible area in which we might use recombination DNA re
search hopefully to find a new strain of bacteria that would process
nitrogen fixation capabilities!

Dr. ADAMS. Congressman Brown, I am told that there is a distinct
possibility. .

It is in the field of agricultural chemistry and we are not here to
represent them, but I am told that that is a very distinct possibility
and it has been mentioned a number of times in many of the articles
in scientific journals and elsewhere.

Mr. HOLLENBECK. There has been some mention of biohazard com
mittees. Do the three firms which are currently carrying out DNA
recombinant research now have such committees!

Dr. ADMIS. I cannot speak to that. I am confident that while they
may not have a distinct biohazards committee, they certainly do have
an institutional review committee that takes a look at the research
protocol and I do not think it would be any great jump for them to
make it an institutional biohazards committee to look at that as well.

Mr. HOLLENBECK. What is the association's position on, call it "pub
lic" representation on the biohazards committeej
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Dr. ADAMS. Thank you, sir.
Mr. BROWN. On page 8 of your statement you refer to section 11 of

the bill S. 1217. I do not have that in front of me. but I assume that it
refers to some sort of discrimination against employees who report
unfavorable conditions or something of that sort in the laboratory.

Dr. ADAMS. I will refer your question to Mr. Brennan.
Mr. BRENNAN. That portion of the Senate bill essentially provides

that there shall be no discrimination against an employee who makes
a statement or testifies or says something else which is offensive or in
jurious to his employer. In order to protect the employee, it gives him
the right to come forward and say something of a derogatory nature
to a regulatory body or otherwise without jeopardizing his employ
ment.

Currently in the Occupational Safety and Health Act there is a
similar provision. It directs the Secretary of Labor to make an investi
gation and if the complaint about discrimination is upheld, then the
Secretary of Labor makes a finding and forwards that to the De
partment of Justice for the initiation of a court case for back payor
reinstatement of the employee if he has been fired.

That provision of S. 1217 would give the Secretary of Labor the
authority on the spot to make the back pay determination or whatever
other~assess the penalty and then there would be a right for the em
ployer to go to the court of appeals to determine whether or not the
Secretary of Labor's decision was arbitrary and capricious or other
wise unfair.

So, essentially what we are saying is that we do not mind the pro
vision on discrimination against employees as long as you follow
what is in the current Occupational Safety and Health Act and make
the Secretary of Labor go to court about it rather than make his own
determination. . .

Mr. BROWN. It seems to me quite reasonable to expect that we have,
as nearly as possible, one standard set of procedures under those vari
ous acts to handle that kind of problem.

Mr. BRENNAN. We do not see the necessity in recombinant DNA
research to change what was covered under the Occupational Safety
and Health Act.

Mr. BROWN. You raise a much more important problem, I think,
Dr. Adams, when you bring up the question of liability. This is an
increasingly significant problem, particularly concerning the health
profession in general. I guess malpractice suits can be included in
this general category of problems, and this has received a great deal
of attention. But we have this situation in connection with the swine
flu legislation where the legislation was held up until an adequate
provision for liability was incorporated in it. Of course we have similar
problems with nuclear situations, where under the Price-Anderson
Act, which has the Government assume certain liabilities above a
certain limit in order to protect the public. It limits the liability of
the private industry, is what it amounts to. Do you anticipate that this
kind of a problem is going to be a serious one in this research and
development 1

Dr. ADAMS. I am going to ask Mr. Brennan to respond to your ques
tion on liability. I think the concept of strict liability in a research
endeavor would be a disincentive for research, I suspect because of the



results are the same as far as we are concerned. If the liability is
substantially expanded, either because of the number of people in
volved or a change to strict liability, we are quite concerned that we
just would not be insured in this type of research. And we do not see
the concern there.

Jnst prior to our testimony in the Senate, Senator Bumpers, who
I think first introduced this idea, testified about his bill before Senator
Kennedy's committee. And he said that he really had introduced that
in order to assure compliance with the standards. They are tied to
gether, if you do not comply with the NIH standards then you are
accountable under strict liability. He said if the ultimate legislation
would assure that everyone would comply with the standards, he was
not interested in that strict liability business and would take it off.

Mr.'THoRNTON. Thank you, Mr. Brown.
Let me amplify upon the last statement very briefly. The Senator's

views are held in order to obtain compliance with the standards. Both
the suggestion of strict liability and also the patent provisions, which
would prohibit a patent from being issued unless there was strict
compliance with NIH standards, were looked upon as being a means
of insuring compliance with the standards. Is that also your impres
sion]

Mr. BRENNAN. That is right, Congressman. And as I understand
what Senator Bumpers was saying a couple of weeks ago in the
Senate in his testimony, it was that-and we agree with this-if a
licensure provision, as was written into the other Senate bill, was
enacted, then there would seem to be no need for the kind of restric
tions that he was talking about.

Mr. THORNTON. He is very strongly Jn favor of imposing standards?
Mr. BRENNAN. Yes.
Mr. THORNTON. Mr. Dornan.
Mr. DORNAN. The House has just gone into business so we may not

have too much time before a quorum call on the vote.
On the Republican side we are supposed to be a bit more inclined,

though not as a general rule, toward a free market platform. I ran
on a platform against Government regulation at just about every
level.

To be honest with you, with rejl;ard to the pharmaceutical industry,
I feel inclined toward severe Government regulations, and this is
because of some facts that I gleaned as the host of a television talk
show over a period of more than a decade.

Some of the statement runs like this, that the drug industry in
the United States and throughout the world-and may I ask if
you represent also Roche Laboratories?

Mr. BRENNAN. We represent their U.S. business, yes.
Mr. DORNAN. That throug-hout the Western world, and the United

States in particular, the drug industry produces three times the
amount of pills that is necessary for the medical profession to pre
scribe, Point 1.

Point 2, the medical profession prescribes double the amount of
pills that is necessary, particularly tran.quilizers to women, an~ t)1ere
are now nearly as many men on valium, Meprobamate, !.Jlbnum;
Quaalude or you name it, as there were women on these pills,

93-481 0 - 77 - 28
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Mr. DORNAN. Gentlemen, because we do have a vote coming up,
let me close this way. Every Congressman wants to think he is ('pen
minded. IVe are the people who unleash the regulators on this country.
I think the United States is being regulated to death, and it is destroy
ing the market. I do not look for conspiracy or for any industry to lie
really blatantly to Congressmen or to consumers. Could you furnish
me the information on some of these points I have made, so that I
can, with an open mind, evaluate some of the serious decisions we are
going to have to make! The most serious among them, I believe,
will be licensing firms, laboratories, generically, rather than licensing
each specific project.

There are very few Congressmen that have, say, the scientific
knowledge of Congressman Brown. Could yOU furnish me the over
production statistics as your industry sees It and some comments on
whether or not doctors, particularly in the field of tranquilizers, are
being lax to the point of negligence in prescribing pills! I'll make a
subcomment to my statement that it appears that women are being
treated in a very chauvinist way. They get kicked out of the office
with a pill prescription, whereas a man is told, "Henry, pull yourself
together, get a grip on ,Yourself." Could you also comment on this
whole area of drugs commg into this country through covert sources,
the Mexican warehouses! If you could get me some information and
background on that, I'd appreciate it. I remember vividly Howard K.
Smith announced over ABC that valium and meprobamate had been
put on the dangerous substances list. I could only concur whole
heartedly in that, because I know that one community that I have
some familiarity with, the Hollywood motion picture community, is
totally "pilled" out of its mind. Tranquilizers are such a joke, that
Hollywood's No. 1 producer, Norman Lear, wrote a scene in one of
America's highest rated television shows, a kidnaping scene, where
the police officerturns around to the crowd and asks "Does anyone have
a valium" and the firemen on the scene, the police, the newsboys, the
shoeshine boy, everyone in the crowd reached into his pocket and
came up instantly with a valium pill. It is a big joke.

I do not think it is funny, because I know some people whose lives
are being destroyed by tranquilizers.

So, could you give me some information so that I can approach this
subject of DNA research to assure that the pharmaceutical companies
in the years to come will not be the most regulated industry!

Dr..lDAMS. We will attempt to provide that information for you,
Congressman.

I would like to correct one thing in the record. You used a term
"dangerous for valium." All drugs are dangerous. It is a controlled
druz,

Mr. DORNAN. Those would have been the words that Howard K.
Smith used on that show. That was a year or two ago.

Dr. ADAMS. It is a controlled substance, and it is now scheduled,
valium and meprobamate.

Mr. BRENNAN. He might have just said.what you said, dangerous.
But Dr. Adams is saying that it not the term of art.

Dr. ADAMS. It is not the term of art, it is a controlled substance and
it is scheduled.
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I might add, Mr. Chairman, that inserting a piece of foreign DNA
in such an organism is not a far step from chemically modifying the
existing DNA, and to a degree this technique can be viewed as an exten
sion of the procedure which has been going on for many, many years.

It is also possible that DNA recombinations may produce hormones
and other medically useful proteins. The biosyntheis of insulin which
has been mentioned several times before this committee, is one pos
sibility. In some instances, we may be able to produce significant
quantities of materials as a contingency measure to prevent future
shortages. In other instances, we may obtain therapeutic agents which
are commercially nonexistent today. -

I think Dr. Adams referred to human growth hormone as one of
these possibilities, Interferon, factor 8 and antibodies are examples,
and there are many others that can be suggested.

Concurrent with these programs, Lilly scientists have closely fol
lowed both the technical developments and those considerations which
have led to public concern regarding the utilization of recombinant
DNA techniques. We watched with great interest the plans for the
Asilomar Conference and would have been happy to participate in
discussions at that meeting.

In fact, I tried to do so. Industry was not represented at the Asilo
mar although industry possesses a great reservoir of technical skills
relating to fermentation processes, biologic containment and infec
tious diseases. Industrial research scientists could have made substan-
tive contributions. '

It is my personal opinion that some of these considerations might
have modified some of the approaches taken at Asilomar.

MI'. THORNTON. May I ask how you sought to participate at that
meeting!

Dr. JOHNSON. I am not sure I did it correctly, Mr. Chairman.
I knew one of the organizing members of the committee personally

and I called him by phone and asked him if we could participate. I
do not know who he talked to or who he consulted with. He called
me back and indicated that he thought that the thing had been so
well formalized that there really was not any opportunity at that
date.

Mr. THORNTON. There was no letter or formal rejection, just an in
formal comment!

Dr. JOHNSON. No; there was not.
We have also observed the development of the National Institutes

of Health guidelines and we followed the guidelines on a voluntary
'basis in our research activities. In large measure, w,e endorse the guide
lines but feel they could be improved from the standpoint of protec
tion of proprietary information as I will note later in my comments
to vou, '

tilly has also shared its interest and the fact that is engaged in
recombinant DNA research with its employees, its shareholders and
the local community through interviews covered by newspapers, tele-
vision, radio and national magazines. ..

I think that we have provided you and your staff. With ~0',lle of .the
examples ofthese and I will not burden the record With their insertion,

I have personally arranged on at least two o~casions for television
cameras to come into our laboratory where this type of research IS
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What we demonstrated was that there was no difference in anti
biotic sensitivity among these four strains. There was a lO,OOO-fold
difference at the extremes in their pathogenicity for mice. My point
is that we were able to measure pathogenicity and able to analyze it.
We do this sort of thing routinely, and further demonstrated that E.
coli, the organism" which gets a lot of criticism in this area, has been
used safely for pilot scale production and fermentation of thera
peutic materials. This is equally true of the other organism,
pseudomonas.

Have I answered your question, Mr. Chairman?
Mr. THORNTON. Yes, sir. .
Thank you.
Dr. JOHNSON. Organisms producing toxins have long been used in

the field of immunizing biologicals. Although individual accidents
may have occurred, significant health hazards have not resulted from
this work.

(2) The concept of insertion of "foreign" DNA causing antibiotic
resistance has been raised. This has been discussed. This concern indi
cates a lack of knowledge of the mechanism of antibiotic action and
the development of resistance. Almost all antibiotic agents act by
interfering with cell wan synthesis at some step. If the organism pro
duced through recombinant DNA technology can still make a cell
wan, it should theoreticaIly still be sensitive to some agent. If it can
not make a cell wan, it will not be a viable organism; that is, it will
not continue to live andreproduce.

I might also point out that the mechanism of an antibiotic resistance
is essentially the development and synthesis by the microorganism of
enzymes to bio-degrade the antibiotic. It has evolutionary significance
to the bacteria. Bacteria have been isolated from the so-caned virgin
antibiotic areas, in the middle of New Guinea, for example, where
antibiotics have never been used. They even then had the ability to
degrade penicillin and other antibiotics. But for no other species is
the ability to degrade an antibiotic of any evolutionary significance,
and it has never been demonstrated. I think the possibility of insertion
of a piece of DNA from a cow or fruit fly or what-have-you in order
to induce that mechanism of resistance is very unlikely.

(3) Much of the recombinant DNA laboratory work contemplated
will be done with organisms of the type described by Dr. Curtis of
the University of Alabama in his testimony before this committee.
These organisms have been eugineered to assure biological contain
ment; that is, they will "self-destruct" if for some reason they are
separated from the laboratory environment. In addition, other or
ganisms are being considered by the NIH for certification which have
an even higher safety factor.

(4) Doner DNA used in the work we have been engaged in at Lilly
involves organisms which do not produce disease in man, such as
streptomycetes. ,

(5) Work with certain disease-causing agents has been forbidden
by the guidelines and we feel that these guidelines have been followed
by the scientific community and certainly have been foIlowed by us.
There appear to be no practical benefits ,or medical re~sor: to work
with organisms in those categories prohibited by the gUIdelmes.



hazards committee. The legislation shonld also provide for inspection
of facilities, for reporting requirements, and as I have already noted
for the protection.of confidential data.

COMMENT ON ADVISORY COMMITTEE

Mr. Chairman, although we did not mention an advisory committee. in our
statement we feel that any Federal legislation should provide specifically for a
National Advisory Committee to assist the Secretary of HE'V in matters involv
ing recombinant DNA policies. Such a committee should include Indlvlduals from
the public, from Government service, academic institutions, private industry, and
agriculture. Their background and experience should include public health, in
dustrial research, biochemical engineering, agriculture that is persons experienced
in plant and animal genetics, as well as representation from the field of economics
and law. Probably one-third of the group should be scientists who by training and
experience have knowledge of recombinant DNA research techniques.

I might say that I have no problem with the lay public understand
ing of recombinant DNA technology from the conceptual viewpoint. I
think where they may have difficulty is in the quantification of some
of the problems associated with this technology.

In our view, the resnlts of recombinant DNA research should not
be subject to special patent restrictions. It is our understanding that the
committee will examine patent questions associated with this work at
a later date, and we will forward comments to the committee in con
junction with that hearing.

In that regard, Mr. Chairman, my legal associates have called my
attention to House bill 6249 submitted by yourself and Mr. Teague in
regard to comprehensive Government patent policy where you recog
nize clearly, I think, from the statements in that bill that patents are
a stimulus to research and a contribution to the public welfare.

Mr. THORNTON. That is certainly the reason that patents were men
tion in the Constitution of the United States. The thought that by pro
viding an opportunity for innovators to reap a reward from the mven
tion, was considered to be important enough to be included in the
Constitution. And our Federal Constitution does not, I think, merit
any inattention.

Dr. JOHNSON. I agree completely.
I hope the foregoing comments have been of assistance to the com

mittee and I will be glad to respond to any questions.
[The attachments to the statement follow:]



Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, I am Irving S.

Johnson, Vice President of Research, Lilly Research Laboratories.

I have administrative responsibility at Lilly for all preclinical

biological research directed toward pharmaceutical products for

human medicine, including Lilly's work to date in recombinant DNA

research. Accompanying me is Mr. John M. Holt, Secretary and

General Counsel of the company's Pharmaceutical Division.

Lilly has been engaged in the research, development, dis

tribution, and production of pharmaceutical products for many

years and of agricultural and ~osmetic products for a number of

years. The company has a strong commitment to research and has

at present in excess of twenty-six hundred scientists and tech

nicians involved in its research programs. Their activities have

~ade possible a wide variety of products which have benefited

both human health and agriculture.

Lilly supports the enactment of legislation to provide ap

propriate pUblic health and environmental safeguards for recom

binant DNA research. In this regard, Lilly endorses the views of

the Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Association as expressed by Dr.

Adams and Mr. Brennan in the Association's testimony today.

Our purpose in appearing is nob to provide a commentary on

recombinant DNA research technology. The Committee has had

excellent testimony from Dr. Maxine Singer and others on recom

binant techniques. We will comment briefly on Lilly activities

in the recombinant DNA research field; the nature of industrial
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Concurrent with these programs, Lilly scientists have closely

followed both the technical developments and those considerations

which have led to pUblic concern regarding the utilization of

recombinant DNA techniques. We watched with great interest the

plans for The Asilomar Conference and would have been happy to

'participate in discussions at that meeting. Industry was not

represented at the Asilomar although industry possesses a great

reservoir of technical skills relating to fermentation processes,

biologic containment and infectious diseases. Industrial re

search scientists could have made substantive contributions.

We have also observed the development of the National

Institutes of Health gUidelines, and we followed the guidelines

on a voluntary basis in our research activities. In large mea

sure, we endorse the guidelines but feel they could be improved

from the standpoint of protection of proprietary information as

noted later in these comments.

Lilly has also shared its interest and the fact that it is

engaged in recombinant DNA research with its employees, its

shareholders and the local community through interviews covered

by newspapers, television, radio and national magazines. In.

addition to these interviews, I have personally arranged for

television viewing of our laboratories on several occasions. I

participated in the recent pUblic discussions conducted by the

National Academy of Sciences on recombinant DNA technology. We

might also note that in May of 1976, Lilly convened an inter

national symposium on -the possibility of utilizing recombinant
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pathogenic :for man have been used in the fermentation

of, therapeutic agents ona production scale. Organisms

producing.toxins, have long been used in the field of

immunizing biologicals. Although individual accidents

may have occurred, significant health hazards have not

resulted .from this work.

(2) The concept of insertion of "foreign"DNA causing

antibiotic resistance has been raised. ~his concern

indicates a lack of knowledge of ,the mechanism of

antibiotic action and the developm~nt of resist~nce.

Almost all antibiotic agents act by interfering with

cell wall synthesis at some step. If the organism

produced through recombinant DNA technology can still

make a cell wall,· it should still be theoretically

sensitive to some agent; If it cannot make a cell

wall, it will not be a viable organism; that is, it

will not continue to live and reproduce.

(3) Much of the recombinant DNA laboratory work contem-

,plated will be done with o~ganisms of the type de

scribed by Dr. Curtis of the University of Alabama in

his testimony before this Committee. These organisms

have been engineered to assure biological containment;

that is, they will "aeLf-edes trruot;" if for some reason

they are separated from the laboratory environment. In

addition, other organisms are being considered by the

NIH for certification which have an even higher s~fety

factor.
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The possibility of premature disclosure of ,research programs

and accomplishmentawitha possible loss of patent rights in the

U.S. and abroad will discourage industrial commitment to:the new

recombinant DNA technology.

In ari organization such as our laboratories, intentives are

important to encourage participation in research programs at that

point in time when new technology develops.

~or example, Lilly's early involvement in tissue culture

permitted its participation in the -development of poliomyelitis

vaccine. Other examples could be' cited.

We' trust that the Congress will carefully evaluate the need

for confidential treatment of proprietary information resulting

from private research activity. We might note that the Inter

agency :Task Force considering recombinant DNA legislation also

recommended that proprietary data be protected.

Pending Federal Legislation

As noted earlier in this statement, Lilly supports the

enactment of a federal statute in this field. We feel such an

act should'place the regulation of recombinant DNA research under

the Department of Health/Education, and Welfare. The act should

provide' for licensure of, all fac~lities engaged in recombinant

DNA research with· appropriate authority for exemptions from

licensure requirements for those activities that do not involve

public health or environmental hazards. Consistent with the
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1975 Nebdn®-Nebdn, used in the treatment of a broad

range of infections, w....' introduced in, the United
States.

Rumansin®-The company began,marketing'Rumensin
for use in feedlot eetne, as a prOdu'ct to increaSe feed
efficiency.

1976 Natlon®-Nalfon fs'a nonsterlodal, antHnflammatory
compound indicated for relief of the signs ,and symp
tOmS'of rheumatoid arthritis and in the long-term man
agement of the di,sease.

Amytal® {amobarbital, Lilly\
AmYtal® Sodium (sodium amobarbital, Lilly)
Aventyl® Hel (nonriptyl1ne hydrochloride, Lilly)
Balan® (benefin, Elancol
Brevital® SOdium (sOdium methohel'ital, Lilly)
Coben® [monensin SOdium, Elanco)
Cordran®{flurandrenolide, Distal
Darvon® (propol'yphene hYdroChloride,'Lilly)
DOlophine® Hydrochloride {methadone hYdrochloride, Lillyl
Drolban® Idromostanclcne propionate, Lilly)
Duracillin® A.S. (sterile procaine penicillin G suspension, Lilly)
Dymelor® (..cetohel'amide, Lilly)
Oymid® (diphenamid, Elanco)
Ergotrate® Maleate (ergonovine maleate, Lilly)
HY9rOm;l'@ (hygromycin B, E\anco)
Iletin® (insulin, Lilly)
\lo'one® {erythromycin estclate, Distal
1I0tycin@ (erythrom,rcin, Oista)
Kellel'® (cephalel'in, Lilly)
Keilin® (cephalothin sodium, Lilly}
Kalzo\® (cef.zolln sodium, Lillyl
Merthiolate® (thimerosal, Lilly)
Matycaine® Hydrochloride (piperocaine hydr,ochloride, Lilly)
Nallon® (Ienoprofen calcium, Di'ta)
Nebeln® ltobramycin sulfate, Lilly)
Oncovin® (vincristine sulfate, Lillyl
Paarlan® (isopropal1n, Elanco)
Protamine, Zinc & lIetin® (protamine zinc in,ulin suspension,

Lilly)
Rumensin® (monen,in sodium, Elanco)
seconal® (secobarbital, Lilly)
Spike@)(tebuthiuron, Elanco\
Surflan® (oryzalin, Elanco)

Treflen® (trifluralin, Elanco)
Tylan® (tylosin, Elanco\
Vancocin® HCI(vancomycin hydrochloride, Lilly)·'
v-cm-e fphenoxymethyl penicillin, Lilly)
Velban® (vinblasline SUlfate. Lilly)
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Director
Public Health Service
National Institutes or Health
Bethesda, Maryland 20014

Dear Dr. Fredrickson:
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September 29, 1976

We appr~ciate the opportunity to provide our views and comments on
the patent policy considerations regarding DNA research raised in your
September 7, 1976 letter.

The scientific, moral and social responsibilities of the scientific
community in the new field of' recombinant DNA research and development have
been the subject of much discussion in recent months. I know that you are
generally familiar with the PMA's September 22, 1976 testimony before the
Senate Labor and Public Welfare Committee on this subject. Enclosed is a
copy of our statement in which the PHA notes its support 6f the general
approach of the June 23, 1976 National Institutes of Health "Guidelines for
Research Involving Recombinant DNA Molecules." The pharmaceutical industry
supports the concept of these voluntary guidelines; subject to minor
modifications. The research-based: drug industry will undoubtedly have few
problems in achieving full compliance with the spirit of the guidelines.

The P~and its member companies, also strongly support the present
system of laws in the United States, for protecting intellectual property
rights. The United States patent law is an essential aspect of intellectual
property right protection in this country. and we oppose any attempts to
weaken this system to the,detriment of both the public and the research and
development community. Our support of the United States patent laws in
providing an effective incentive .to conduct research'and to develop research
results to commercial applications encompasses both Government and privately
funded efforts.

Representing manufacturers of prescription pharr"5c '·,i~als.

medical device s and diagnostic product;
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which comply with appropriate Governmental guidelines on DNA research. It
would be objectionable for the Department to ,"approve" particuiar licensees
to to "approve" sp-ecific terms or conditions Ln. any licensing agreements
with particular licensees •

. As to those Government-funded institutions which do not operate
under an IPA,> the Department should condition the granting of ownership to
identified inventions on the institution's willingness to (1) abide by
Governmental guidelines and (2) license only those concerns which also comply
with these guidelines.

Again, we appreciate ,the opportunity to comment on this very important
aspect of DNA research activities. We, will be pleased to discuss with you in
greater detail our, recommendations of this .area if you have 'any further
questions.

Respectfully submitted,

Enclosure

(?9~~L,
c.(;?sePh~tetler' .
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Industry scientists immediately recognized the poten~ial applications of this new
technology to many biological processes, particularly in the fields of medicine
and agriculture, and more specifically in the production of important drugs
from natural sources. It is also well recognized by scientists in the drug indus
try and elsewhere that there are potential risks inherent in this new technology
and that great caution must-be exercised in seeking its benefits for mankind. We
believe:the drug industry has the proven scientific experience and capability to
exerctee that judgment.

Recombinant DNA research has been. and will continue to be, the subject of
much debate on the question of balancing scientific freedom to pursue neweve
nues of research on the one hand. and the need for peer review and compliance
with voluntary controls 'on the other. We believe that these two concepts are corn
patible and are accepted by responsible scientists and management in the drug
industry and by other elements of the scientific community. To this end. it is
our opinion that a good start has been made in the "Guidelines for Research In
volving Recombinant DNA Molecules", published in the Federal Register on
July 7 by the National Institutes of Health.

As you may be aware., representatives of the drug industry took part tna meet
ing called by the Director of NIH on June 2 of this year. On that occasion, as
the PMA spokesman. I said that our member firms would respond to the request
for critical review of the guidelines and that immediate steps would be taken to
convene a panel of experts for that purpose. That panel has a lnce studied the'
question and, in additiori, we have requested comments from all of our member
firms for submission to the Director of the National Institutes of Health by the
due date of November 1.

We commend the NIH for establishing guidelines and, particularly, for its efforts
in-eeektng e..conaeneus within the scientifiC community and from the public and
private sectors. Research in this field holds-great promise, and it is fair to ex
pect that the same innovative genius which led to its discovery can also design
systems to'·controi itthroughpeer review and physical and biological containment.

It is important to note that the drug industry ta one 'of the most sophisticated
scientific institutions engaged in the handling of biohazardous materials; Some
PMA member firms have.Long experience in working with pathogenic bacteria,
viruses, rickettsial and other pathogenic microbiological organisms. For ex
ample, the entire 'techno'logyof vaccine research and production requires intimate
knOWledge of bacterial and viral genetics and is based oft rigid adherence to ap
propriate levels of physical and b io logfcaf contatnment,

Another ,example u the use of drug,-resistant organisms to testnew antibiotics
and other chemotherapeutic a,gents against these strains of pathogenic microorga
nisms -. Such research has led to. the discovery of important new medicines. It has
not resulted in any public health problems.
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There is little doubt then that the drug industry will be able to meet appropriate
srandaa-de for phyefcaf and biological containment levels of recombinant DNAre~
search and development. In fact, a fail-safe system and a favorable benefit
risk ratio have already been established.

The PMA Expert Advisory Committee, which was convened in,July·agrees that
the spirit and intent of the NIH guidelines are quite acceptable. The panel further
agrees that with some minor modifications, pharmaceutical firms would have few
problems in applying the guidelines to their own research programs. Based on
responses to date to our request for comments and subject to these minor 'modifi~
cations which do not involve elements of r lakoz- safety, [tis fair toa,ssume that
PMA member firms will voluntarily comply with the guidelines.

In no instance was there any indication by our panel that the guidelines were inad
equate to provide the necessary and desirable safeguards. Nor were there any
reservations about industry's ability to comply with the proposed containment
levels. It was atec the' consensus of the panel 'that the.icr eabion of recombinant
DNA biohazard and/or research committees to r.evlew.and appr-ove research
projects would pose no eeetcue.probtem to industry and could be quickly Impfe
merited, Review of the records of the meetings of such committees present no
serious difficulty, except insofar as such minutes might involve proprietary or
trade secret information. Such records should not ne ce s sar i ly be made public,
but they could be made available to appropriate authoritie~-whereconfidentiality
could be guaranteed. We do not view those features 'of the guidelines, which might
impinge' on such intellectual property rights as insurmountable, and trust that satis
factory modifications to the guidelin~s cO,,,+.ld,beachieve.d,

The only other major concern of industry would be the resttiction on volumes of
greater than ten liters. Such a restriction would be unrealistic in. any e ca.Iec irp
operation for production purposes. We recognize that the guidelines are primari
ly directed to ematt-ecata.reeear ch.but provision must be-made for commer-cle.I
application as technology. expands and the etaee .of. theart.changes. As in the case
of trade, secrets and propr Ietar-y rights, we believe modifications or exceptions
can accommodate, this concern,

93-4B1 0 - 77 - 30
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Co' Joiieph Stetler
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:: ' ',,: .' .. i... . . ':.
·~he:·partlc~lar prov,llll~l:ls'of~th~:'OuideUnes,which impact:on intellectual
'property 'J;'ighte an~V;o~um~,:.J::elltr~C"tll)~s ar~ those.'which' un.po.8e.forma~
.lized appro.val,and reportlng.requirementll on, the, principal.inveIlUgator' "'.
'ae outlined 'ln the. chapter,entitled,.IlRoLe. andRe8pon8ibllities~YF.R.1 (41)
. 13'1 on page Z79Z0, and related .portions of, the Gpidelines •. We believe
,that an acceptable mec~..n18~can·be worked'out'~for keeping yo.urofiice
currently adyilled ,of, the"e~tent of ~nvolvement"of;PMAmember ':f\rms in"
re,:=oll?-~~,I'l~~t~.pNA resear CI;\"Wf~,~out,the necessity ,for.. a,uch, formalized, pro,"

,cedures.' Our ,znember':"firtna, ·:·:-.vhichare '110 angaged,:.could:.,s8ure your'
'.: office of,the,'e~ia,tence",ol'in,.titutLorlalbiohazards committee,S; :'a concept
which the':i~du,~tty,ba..s:,aLre~dY ·'end,!~sed.:) "Minutes 'of,the meetings of SUCh,:
committees ,:<:ould"be:mad~'aY;allable in aJi:'edited' form:,which,would 'provide

'Jhe8~feg~~;'ds'Whl,c~!..~,e :.,Q~n81d~recf.::tleCe'~'Bry, to' protect intel~ectual :,:'"
prop:erty.ri~hts" a,nd at,.tile';.,same :tlmo"pro,Yld~ the ,",eccl!Isary. assurances 'of
compHance".viith,the' safety' pr·O:",ision.lof'the G~idellnes,regarding' physical
and bl'ol9g·lcal·containmen,t·,h;v,el~~ s,uch, mhu.1tes could.be made available
to appr'Qpr iate"off~clals':9f':'your,,',:office,' provlded,~hat I,the·lnf0l:Il1atlon" tb,us

.:; prov'lde,d .~ould:.be prC)~~ctl'~ fFo~.pubUc:,d\~clo~u,r,e.,:·' ':'" ::":> ",~:~:,. -. ," \';'." ;,,: .:/'i :':'< ',"':",: ',;;'. c"'::';':i:,':/ ~")' ~·:7:t. ,:'::'? i,~..;\;,.~,.., .) :.';',';"" ·,i:>." ' .,', ..-:":",' ~ ',. . ..
·:.It is :8ugges~'ed'.that the, detaUs,.~oncer,nlngallowable exen'lptions from' the

.- .:require~ents; as PUb1l8:hed'(:;5~~,:.b,e,~t·,be·:,~is~u88~,d.at a meeting between
'representatives .0,£· y~u:r, o:fflce,t:'the':PMA'au.d;affected·member. flrmB as sug..
,gestedea,rlierby Dr>Joh~:G~':~,.'Adam8·'Ofour"staff. I am confident that such

"a meettngwtkf sa.tlefactor'Uy: tesolve':the,adml~8tratlvepecbteme lnvolved
, and achieve yo~r p\,1rJ?O~~,'in:,~,s~rh1g.ccmpttence with the Guidelines by the
pharmaceuticalJndul3try.' twe,:are:p\~'agedto'offer our cooperation in your,
effo,fts to providegu,l~ance in thi8;,new'an4 important field of research and.

. ,wi~l'look.,f9,rward.t.o'he.ar,in~ .f~'prlJ,YOu, :!.n· th,enear.. f",ture concer_ning the

'above ~~gge?ll;;":\:!r:; ,i':;" :}: ~;;;~"'1;:;;,:,:;;;';',?',,;, '.. .
". '."" .,:' "", 'H ", ".', '';''''-··s''(.,'' Stnc:erelyyours

_~,~~,::,;,~~~;~~fc,'"'' ... .



For example, the major questions being studied
by the Lilly research staff, and the thousands of
related questions, change regularly as new informa
tion leads to the refinement of some questions and
the abandonment of others. Here are just a few of
the major long-range .questions we are currently

trying to answer:

* Can we induce your body to create its own
anti-infective agents by influencing the '
amount and type of antibody molecules se
creted by cells that reside in your bone mar

row?

What factor will trigger your body to synthe

size a substance that makes it difficult for
fatty deposits to adhere to the interior wall

of your arteries?

Can we identify the mechanism that controls
the reproduction of normal body cells and

fails to do so in malignant cells?

* What chemical will act selectively on the en
zymes in a soybean plant to improve the ef
ficiency with which the plant uses. sunlight
to produce the carbohydrates. essential to

growth?

* Can we induce microorganisms that produce
their own nitrogen compounds for self-made

fertllizerdn the roots of some plants to do
the same sort of work in the roots of other

plants?

465

* Can we change the characteristics of certain
organisms to permit them to thrive in the
intestinal flora of cattle and hogs, thus re
ducing substantially the livestock's need for

expensive feed?

Finding the answers to these and another thirty
or forty questions similar in scope, diversity, and
complexity constitutes the major efforts of the

. Lilly Research Laboratories. It is a massive effort,
involving more than 2,600 people-that's almost

nine 'times as many people as are in this room
today-and requiring well over $100· million a

year.

Obviously, such an undertaking must be guided

by some basic principles and strategies. Let me
briefly mention what we think are the important

guidelines in our research program.

The starting point ..is superior people, They
must combine. intelligence with technical training,
initiative with perseverance, ingenuity with cau

tion, personal enthusiasm with scientific conserva

tism, and intellectual freedom with organizational
needs. Underlying all of this, of course, weencour
age a fierce and personal sense of scientific integ

rity.

With such people, we do not hesitate. to em

brace the strategy of attacking the truly chaljeng
ing problems'. The emphasis of Lilly research is
directed toward the solution of significant and per
vasive problems in human health and agriculture.
In such a strategy, we know that three basic condi

tions prevail:



pounds and, on .occasion,_ capitalize. on. pure
chance. One compound. originally thoughtto have
use against tumors in humans disappointed us in
this regard. Further screening of its activity, how
ever, rev-faled its ability to combat enteritis in
swine, a use for which it is now being extensively
tested.

. New research.techniques, of course, are vital to
new research accomplishments. One new tech
nique, called recombinant DNA, or genetic splic
ing, has stirred considerable controversy about the
riskscompared to the benefits-not unlike the con
troversy that has centered around the experiments
of scientific groundbreakers from Louis Pasteur to
Jonas Salk.

Genetic materials-chromosomes and genes-are
composed of DNA, which almost all living things
use to store their hereditary information and di.
rect all their normal life processes. Man now has
the actual ability to recombine this genetic materi
al in some bacteria and thetheoretical ability to
recombine hereditary characteristics of plants and
animals. This presents the ,great hope of altering
organisms to the enormous benefit of mankind.
Certain risks are attendant to the process, but we
believe, them to be quite low. We b~l~eve the ,risks
are assessable as the technique evolves and that
they are manageable by competent, conservative,
scientific techniques. We support in principle the
guidelines established by the National Institutes of
Health and follow them meticulously. It would be
unfortunate, indeed, to have restrictive legislation
on this research, as it would on other. research.
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Basically, of course, what scienceis looking for
is. knowledge, and man's progress:for twenty cen
turies or more has been built on the acquisition
and proper use of new knowledge. To eliminate a
field of research because of the-possible (and
widely exaggerated). dangers of knowledge would
contradict the very purpose and value of scientific
research.

Perhaps now you have. a better understanding
of all the talent; time, effort, money, and techno
logical systems that fuel. the Lilly research effort.
As shareholders, you may also be wondering about
the practical results of such a massive program.
Before making any comments about results, let me
remind you again of the unpredictability of 'SCi
ence and the long odds against test compounds'
becoming marketed products. At this point in
time, we have more than thirty new compounds
being evaluated by carefully controlled use in hu
man medicine and agriculture. The new drugsfor
human medicine are undergoing clinical trial usage
in patients. Some of them are being evaluated for
their effectiveness in the treatment of major dis
ease problems, such as heai:t disease and arthritis.
Others are being tested for use in significant, but
not Widely occurring, medical conditions, such as
psoriasis. As they have been for decades, new anti
biotics are an important part of our clinical testing
program.

In the field of agriculture, the new agents for
use in crops and animals are being evaluated in
realistic conditions outside the laboratory. For
crops, thesetests range from the rice paddles of



RECOMBINANT DNA RESEARCH:

A New Frontier
in ,Biological Science

An interview with

Irving S.Johnson, Ph.D.

vice-President, Lilly,Research, Laboratorie
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April,1977
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Introduction

A new frontier has opened in biologica.( SCI:

enee. Through a seriesof spectacular developmen~

that aete trom. the, breaking of the genetic code in

1953, man now has the theoretical ability, to re
combine the:genetic meterisl from .different spe
cies of plantsand,animafs., This presents the great

hope of altering these organisms.inways thatare
highly beneficial to mankind. Yet it also raises the
question of risk, of the potential for negative ef
fects from scientific procedures that have such far

flung application.

The possible risk from such research seems to

vary greatly with the type of experiment Thus, in
1974, leading American biologists called a mora
torium on certain genetic recombinations until
safety guidelinescould be developed. The two-year
moratorium ended last June, when· the National
Institutes of Health issued their recommendations
on the subject.

Concern and, inevitably, some misunderstand·
ing continue, however. Thus, Congress is now
holding legislative hearings on genetic recombin&:
tions, and, in recent months, the news media have
often discussed the benefits and possible risks
from such research. To provide shareholders with
background information on the general subject
and also to explain Eli Lilly and Company's own
work in this area, the company presents th.e tot
lowing interview with Irving S. Johnson, Ph.D.,
vice-presidentof Lilly Research Laboratories.
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How is foreign DNA inserted into a bacterium?

Scientists have recently discovered a whole
new class of enzymes that can cut and splice the
long DNA molecules in specific ways,. The com
pounds work with genetic. material from. any
source. They are used to attach foreign DNA frag
ments to-the DNA of either bacterial viruses or

plasmids. The latter are bits of DNA that exist
apart from the chromosomes in certain bacteria. '

Under the right conditions, plasmids. and viruses
have the capacity to enter me. bacterial cell and
then reproduce themselves once inside. When
linked appropriatelv to a piece of foreign DNA,
they will carry it into the. cell and reproduce it

along with their own genetic material.

What do you.gain from this?

Suppose, for example; that .me. foreign DNA
fragment was the gene that codes for a specific
hormone, such as insulin. You might eventually
develop a new strain of bacteria that could synthe
size it directly. This could be much more efficient
than the current system of extracting the hormone
from the glands of animals. At the very least, it
would supplement the supply' available 'from ani

mal sources.

There's a whole range of other possibilities, of

course. Certain soil bacteria, for example, can con
vert atmospheric nitrogen into nltrcqenous com
pounds that plants can. use as food. If the gene
group responsible for this precess could be Inccr

porated into wheat or other crops, they might

eventually be able to pull their own nitrogen ferti

lizer out of the air.

~e practical benefits sound fantastic. Does the
technique have any applications in basic research?

Yes, and they're tremendously important. Re
combination techniques, for example, can be used
to map the chromosomes of an organism. This
means to locate the specific gene or genes responsi

, ble for various functions, such as photosynthesis
or control of cell replication. When 'the gene of
interest has been located, the same techniques can
then be used to produce it in quantity for addl
tlcnal studies. The mapping of chromosomes will
lead, almost inevitably, to new btcchemtcet infor
mation about disease processes of all kinds.

DNA recombinations can also' help us learn
how cells turn' their genes on and off in' producing

the endless array of compounds needed by the or
ganism as a whole. Knowledge of this kind; for
example, will probably be necessary before we can
actually transfonn bacteria into little' production

units for antibiotics or hormones. The important
point here, however' is the synergism that comes
with new basic information.' A, clarification of

gene-control mechanisms, when combi':led with ex
isting knowledge, could easily generate a totally

new lead or insight in another area.

Greatl. But how about safety? Do the NIH guide

lineS, really give adequate protection?

The majority of biologists teet that the guide~

lines, though conservative, are reasonablegivelJ. the



The safety procedures sound elaborate. But what
are Lilly's currant research interests with recom
binantDNA?

We're attempting, among other things, to use
the new techniques with entlblotlc-produclnq mi
croorganisms. Our .objective is tei create modified
organisms that can either synthesize new and bet
ter antibiotics or produce an existing one more
efficiently. This kind of work isn't entirely new.
Lilly and many other laboratories have be.enmodi·
fying organisms with chemical and physical agents
for years.

Lilly also hopes to use DNA' recombinations
to produce hormones and other medically useful
proteins. Some of the compounds we havein mind
are simply not available in any significant quantltv .
at the present time. With others,' our main cbjec
tive will be to produce them more efficiently.

In closing, Dr. Johnson, could you mention a few
of the long-range possibilities from research with
recombinant DNA?

O.K~ But remember, the time frame on such
things is impossible to predict. And many develop
ments may never occur even though, from our
present viewpoint, they seem almost inevitable.
Scientific revolutions somehow never seem to pro
duce a.lI that's expected of them in theirinfancy.

Probably the most significant thing about
DNA recombination is the enormous increase in
basic knowledge it can provide. Eventually, for ex-
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ample, it could lead to a complete understanding,
in strictly chemical .terms. of pathologies such as
cancer, heart disease':rnalfunctions of the immune
system, and even. the ,aging process-itself.Knowl
edge of this kind; obvlcustv, is our best hope for
real progress in all these areas.

How about some of the more tangible benefits?

The theoretical possibilities-and, remember,
that's all they are at present-sound like pure sci
ence fiction. Some of the things most frequently
mentioned are: tailor-made microorganlsms for en
ergy production and pollution control; plants that
are resistant to diseases, pests, and drought; a
whole range of hybrid plants, such as a "pcmato"
with tomatoes above ground and potatoes on its
roots; beef cattle, swine, and poultry designed for
taste and efficient production; completely new
species, of plants and animals; and, finally, cures
for genetic diseases through replacement of the de
fective DNA.

None of these things is [ust around the corner.
Some may not even be possible. Society as a whole
may eventually find others undesirable. Nonethe
less, it is time-in my oplnlonc-to begin a cautious.
exploration of this revolutionary research technol
ogy that science has provided. The potential bene
fits are enormous and the risks, though somewhat
indeterminate, can be assessed and managedby re
sponsible scientists.
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He retumed 10 corporale headquarlers and
held po.itions in s.Ies, lndWltriairelelions,
""d merchandising. He w.s elected
VIce-presidentof market developmenl in 1965
and to lhe Board the following year.

Suboequenl positions he held were
vice· president of •• Ies, vice-pre.ident of
m.rketin·g development and planning, and
vice'presidentof c0'P=te affairs, his
position.l the lime of hi. retirement.

Mr. Koffenbergor was a member of
Kappa Psi, professional pharmacy fralernity,
and Phi.Chi. phal1"!Ulcy honor sodety.

Survivors include his widow, DorOlhy;a
daughtor, Mrs. Ross Herrick, Jr.; and a son,
J.~es E., Jr.• a Di.t~ salesrepre.entativein
Illinois.

Born'in Cincinnali. Mr:
Koffenberger was
graduated from high
ochool there in 1934and
r"""ived a BachelorofSdence degree in
pharmacy from tho CincinnatiColk:geof
Pharmacyin 1938.

He joined the oompany in 1939as a sole.
representative in Covinglon, Ky. Following
duty in World WOT II, Mr. Koffenberger
served!n a hospit.l .peciaHy lerritory in
Cincinnali and in the.produot promotion and
sale. training department before being
~~;;~d.manaSer of lhe Memphis district.in

James E, Koffenberger
Jame. E, Koffenberger, retired vice-president
and.former member of the
Board of Directors, died
March 10 in Sarasota, Fla.
Mr. Ko/fenberg:er,60,
retired In 1974after
~~~:~ting a 35.year Lilly

Mr. B""k assumed numerOWl ovic, busine.s,
and edu""~onaI respoWlibililiesin addition 10
his ca.reerwith Eli Lillyand Cnmpany. He
was a member of the Park-Tudor Foundation
and was ohairman ofthe finance committee
"flhe LillyEndowment, inc., board of
director., He was presidenl of the F.irand
Rodeo ASSOciation of SonOita,Ariz.
Mr: Bed: met his wife, the former Beltie Ann
Putnam, of Cieveland, while bo~h were
.tudenlS at Cornell. They have lwo
daughters, Elizabelh Ann, of Indianapolis,
and Mm. TlmothyT. Tomlinson, of Seattle,

Be<:k wasbominIndianapolis).n. 31. 1918,
and attended the former Park School, where
he participated in football, basketball, and
track. He received aBa<helorof Arts degree
in psycholo,gyfrom Cornell University in
1939and jOlnodEliLillyand Company as a
train"" that same year. Hela\er worked 1ISa
time·study observer before entering the
United States Army in January 1942.

A baltery commander in the field artillery
wilh tho80th Infantry Division, Becks'w
action In France, Ansrn" and Germany.-His
decorations included the Purple Heart and
the Bron:<e StOT, He wa. discharged a>. a
major in eorly 1946and relUmed 10 the
company in April. Later thai year he became
lhe lirst commander of the EliLilly;md
Comp,ny Americ:>nLegion PO.l.

Beck's fir.;iassignmenlO afler the war Were
chiefof placemenl and wase studies end,
laler, chief of incentives and job evaluation.
He was promoted 10 ."istanl man.ger of
melhod. and standards in 1948.nd became a'
staff assiSlanl to the vic..... president of
produclion in 1951.The following year he
was named executive direcior of personnel
and public rel,tions.
Mr. Beckbe<:ame.vke'president of indu.triaI

Riohard D. Wood, Lilly
Board chairman, said:
"Burton Beck was a
man of great taIenl.nd energy. He combined
'trong motivation and hard work wilh .n
unusual. skill in working with people to
ma""ge.ch.,!ge in agr,?wing worldwide
business.~· '.., ,

Former officers Beck andKaffenberger die
Burton E. Beck relations in 1958.A year later he was elected a Wa,h, A third daughter, Sarah)ane, died in
Burton E. Beck. a member of lh. Board of men:ber of th•.B~rd of Dir.~lors and became 1966.
DireOlorsand [ann.rUlly president died presld.n~ of EliLillyInternatiO.nal. Mr. Beok's father. Earl Beck. alsoa
Sunday, March 27, in Haw.ii. C.orp,?ralio~.He played an actiVe,rolem long-service lilly employee, was executive

Mr..Bc~. 5?, was p~.sident fromApnll969, ;~r~~~\l;~~;::;',','.~~~:r-:~e·~~~~~~! ~9~./r""denl at the time,ofhisdeathin
unlilh,. relirementm . '. comp.niesabroad,25ofthem, 01thai time. .
January 1972. H. was ,,,,'ie:, . ",. .
cledcd I;' the presidency ''j}i'::."%~ ~, ~0110Wll:g hi••x~.ri.ncewith Ihe
following lour years as ~~ ". . .... ~.... '....' mtemational bu,mes' of the company. h.
executive vice-president. (c" . . "';~ was n~ed group vke:presid,e~t of

~~~~e~,:~~~~~~e , ." ~~ri~~~~~~~~es~csub",d13ry
Sonoita, Ariz. " .' At the rime of his retirement. Mr. Beckw"" a

mcmber of the executive commHt"" of the
Board and was chairman of the managemont
boord for ElancoProducts Comp.ny. He also
wag a member of the board of directors of
LillyIntern.tional and was chairman of the
board of directors of Elizabeth Arden, Inc.

During the rime lhat Mr. Beckheaded the
company's.personnel activities, the Board of
Directors approved the Lilly.EmpIoyee
SavinI\" Plan, an improved retirement plan,
additional holidays, and a libe",li>;ed
va""lion program.

From his diverse experience, Mr. Beck
developed a broad view of the functions and
re.ponsibilities of a I.rge corporation. He
.believed:"A business is not just a creature of
production and profit. It providos important
social and work satisfactions for it.
employee•. It's a conlinuing source of new
products, new technologies, ond improved
living standards. Today, more than eve~
before, business serves the needs of.ooety
asawhole." .

Annual Report for 1975 receives international honors
Thecompany's 1975AnnUilIReport, "The reporlinthecompetilions. commerdaIs. The oompetitionis intem,tional
Firsl One HUndred Years," has been 0 t f lh . . in scope, open to all visoal professionals, and
displayed in two of lhe mosl prestigious .' C::. 0 ,~~sahnds of~n~JUd~d forihe seen by thou..nds of people. The1975
graphic shows in the country: lhe Chicago '76 . "ago . • ow, 0 , yare o.sen or Annual Report was one of 400 winners, all of
exhibition at the Chicago CivicCenter and dlsp~y. Ad"Pll:nce lntot~ sho,w" th'd d whim are published inArt Direction''-Annual,
Art Direcllon magatine's Creativity 76 aw~ ,an eac aceepte pIece-"'con" ere whioh is considered an indicator of eX<;ellence
oxhibitionat the Conrad Hilton in Chicago a Winner, in .dvertising.
andallheNewYorkHlUOn. Thereportwas EnlriesinlheCre.tivity76showindude I b th liti lh' d 1 kfo
designed by Design Associolesof calalogs, logos. book designs"promotional C~'il~ptompe;05ho~~a~~yo.ond r
India~polis, whidI enler';.d the annnal pieces, annual reports, and television producti~~~~':eU f.graphic de~ign.
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Dr. JOHNSON. I think that is a difficult and complex question. I will
try to answer it as explicitly as I can. I think the intent of the regu
lation of the bills pending before the Congress and the intent of the
guidelines is not really to restrict research, except for the forbidden
areas. Our problem, in terms of disclosure of what we hope to do in
great detail is the matter of patents on proprietary information. We
have no problem on disclosureand registration on a confidential basis.
We do this now in many of our endeavors, but particularly with the
FDA in terms of an investigational new drug filing. This informa
tion, however, in a highly competitive industry, if published in the
Federal Register, for example, does give information to our com
petitors and this is a highly competitive industry and that is what
we are primarily trying to avoid. ,Ye do not have any nefarious
schemes to do anything that is evil. We would like to be able to protect
an investment. And this is a very significant. investment.

Mr. THORNTON. Of course, isn't that what a patent is supposed to
do, to protect you while requiring a disclosure?

Dr. JOHNSON. That is correct.
And in terms of production, in my talk at the. National Academy

of Science open forum. I outlined some testing procedures which
I would advocate for any organism which might go into production.
We are perfectly able to assess, in our laboratories, the pathogenicity
of an-organism, its sensitivity to antibiotics-c-and we can easily assess
in the la~oratoryits ability to colonize the intestinal tract. We do many
of those things routinely. ,Ye do it with great containment and we
can do it with immuno-deficient animals, With germ-free animals and
we have a high capability to investigate any potential risk. ,Ve can
do so and if such a risk existed, we would have to ask very serious
questions about. risk versus benefit and we would ask people to par
ticipate with us in this discussion.

One other observation I might make about industrial work in this
area, while we are still discussing the legislation arid. guidelines, is
that in the United Kingdom, as I am sure you are aware, their regu
latory apparatus is already in place and operating. There they operate
under the Official Secrecy Act and industrial protocols are submitted
for approval in terms of safety. Patents have been applied for already
by United Kingdom companies. I am notadvocating that approach
necessarily. I am just indicating that it is already in place and operat
ing and that the United Kingdom has significant industrial capacity
in this area. I also understand that many of the WesternEuropean
countries intending to go to that type of organization, the so-called
GeMag organization. I have suggestedthat one of the primary areas
of industrial application of this technology is in the fermentation area.
Countries like Japan have a highly developed fermentation industry
and have no guidelines at all. I would have to assume that they are
proceeding in this area with great dispatch. .

Mr. THORNTON. I believe that the institutionalizati. nof the stand.
ards in England has resulted in some rather strict penalties being
attached to violations of the standards, as well.

Dr. JOHNSON. I spoke recently, within the last month, in fact, to a
member of the United Kingdom GMAG. Commission. He did not in
dicate any such thing to me, I do not know whether by omission or not.

Mr. THORNTON. It was related to us in earlier hearings that there
were some sanctions in the form of fines and other penalties.
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try, have made to anticipate and evaluate the hazards of the research
and take the proper protective steps as reflected in the Asilomar Con
ference and the NIH guidelines. But I have not been yet able to fully
satisfy myself that there is ongoing an extension of that process. What
we are sometimes describing are impact analyses and technology assess
ments that look into the future as to what will happen if we are
completely successful in what we do. And we do it very safely. And we
create whole new industries. We release whole new strains of new
bacteria, and we get to the point where we can affect the genetic traits
of human beings or higher mammals. Has there been that kind of
analysis-or maybe it is too much to dignify with the term "an
alysis,"~"speculation"might be better-in an effort to anticipate what
will happen 150years down the road!

Dr. .JOHNSON. I think your comments about assessment are very
pertinent in this admittedly very controversial area and an area that
has been highly polarized or politicized.

I do not think there has been any careful assessment by everyone.
I regret that, because I think one can make a careful assessment
And I think you can come out with a rather good feeling about it. Let
me give you a couple of examples.

There has been considerable concern when we first sent men to the
Moon that we would bring back horrible pestilences. My personal
assessment of that was that it was very unlikely. I considered the
fact that the Moon was operating essentially in a vacuum, that it was
extremely cold, there was no evidence of water and by assessment
as to whether life might be there, at least as we know it, was that it
was very unlikely. In spite of that, Mr. Brown, the Government spent
something like $40 million in trying to provide for that eventuality.
And I have to say I was amused as I saw the capsule come plunging
into the ocean, a Tubber ring was put around it, a frogman swam over,
opened the door, inhaled deeply, and said, "How are you! Are you
OK! That is not aseptic technique. In fact if these i!entlemen
brought something back, it was already in the ocean and in the lungs
of the frogman. As they got aboard the ships, their hands were clasned
and arms were thrown around their shoulders and so on and so forth.

I think you can make similar sorts of assessments in this area.
Mr. THORNTON. And then they put them into isolation.
Dr. JOHNSON. You are absolutely correct.
But E. coli, for example, which has been used for years in hundreds

and hundreds of laboratories, has not caused epidemics of diarrhea
and other things. It has been used as a tool for genetic research.

I have indicated that I think that the mechanism of antibiotic
resistance, if you make a careful assessment of it, makes it highly
unlikely that the insertion of a piece of foreign DNA would necessarily
give the ability to degrade antibiotics to E. coli. It still has to make a:
cell wall. I think you can make careful assessment of the probability
that this will occur.

In my talk to the National Academy of Sciences forum I indicated
a rather rigid series of tests that one might put such an. organism
through prior to its being submitted for any type of production.

Mr. BROWN; You are responding rationally. And it would be better
for people in this field to do so. The reaction of Congressmen which
are frequently neither rational or better informed--



genes from nitrogen fixing bacteria can be put into plants and
whether they will be able to function if that is done is unknown.
These things have not happened yet and I think that a great many of
these things in all probability will not happen. When some new tech"
nology develops its utility, usually lies somewhere between two ex
tremes. It is not as bad as the pessimists think and not quite as good as
the optimists think. Its utility, is usually somewhere in between and
I think it will be true of recombinant DNA technology also.

Mr. BROWN. You might just give us on behalf of your industry
your reflection as to what would be applicable 75 years---

Dr. JOHNSON. Let me say one other thing about the agricultural
area. To my knowledge the only research in this area is in the Depart
ment of Agriculture. I am not aware of any industry involvement in
this area at all.

Mr. BROWN. The National Science Foundation is supporting re
search in this area, very likely.

Dr. JOHNSON. I expect so.
Mr. BROWN. 1 just want to conclude by commenting that there are

many people, some in Congress, who feel that we do need to make
these kinds of future, analysis-type of projections, and we. have made
them in connection with some of our current developments. When we
initiated them a generation ago, .we might have structured the de
velopment a little bit differently.

Thank you.
Mr. THORNTON. Thank you, Mr. Brown; for a very excellent line

of inquiry, .
I think it might be useful, pursuing that just a step further, to

consider for a moment the difference between two possible utilizations
of this technique-c-and I believe Mr. Brown first brought this to the
attention of our subcommittee. One of these is where the recombined,
genetically altered microorganism is released and performs a function,
such as nitrogen fixation. The alternative is the one which youac
cented in your testimony, I believe, where fermentation or the growing
of yeast, or SOme such process, is used and the product of the process,
for example, insulin or an antibiotic, is separated from the organism
and the organism itself is never, at least hopefully, intentionally
released.

Dr. JOHNSON. It is destroyed in the process.
Mr. THORNTON. It is destroyed in the process. Do you think that

there is a significance between those two nses? And is that distinction
recognized in the guidelines?

Dr. JOHNSON. My personal view-and I am speaking primarily as
a scientist in this regard-is that there is a distinction and I think
that the gnidelines do not really speak to the matter of plant research
and agricnltnral research, in any great detail largely because there is
no experience as yet in that area. All of the experiencehas been essen
tially in putting a few genes from fruit flies or a few other organisms
into E. coli. Thetechnology, while it exists in theory, to do the things
you are asking about, Mr. Brown, no one has yet attempted to do. I
assume people are thinking about it. There are great technical diffi
culties associated with that and the techniques which have been used
so far and the amount of work that has gone on may well not be
applicable to the plant and .agricultural area, Different technology



Dr. JOHNSON. That is correct. There are several techniques that
achieve something like this which are not included in the guidelines
and my personal feeling is that they probably should not be either.
One is cell fusion, where one just chemically has the ability to make
two cells fuse and form a common genetic pool. What happens in tIie
laboratory in this case is that much of that information is lost because
it does not have any evolutionary advantage to the fused organism.
That organism normally does not divide and does not multiply. I have
mentioned chemical change by ultraviolet or X-rays Or things of this
sort. It is not covered in the guidelines, nor do I think it should be.
We have had many years of experience with it and again, you "Iter
native DNA by this technique and that is not a far cry in my mind
from inserting a piece of different DNA. The native DNA that you
have chemically altered is different, it is not natural.

In terms of natural combinations of DNA, I might also observe that
many of these do not really function well, for example, when you try
to cross species, you can cross lions and tigers though they usually
are not fertile. But when you try and cross species very broadly, you
do not get viability and you do not get multiplication. And I think
that is a good guideline which has been set up by some higher au
thority which seems to function rather well.

Mr. THORNTON. In that regard, I think this might also help me to
understand what is involved here. I had the idea, as I started these
hearings, that you were indeed making transpositions of a great
chunk of genetic material in one organism into another organism
and ending up with a higher organism of some kind which might look
like neither or both. The impression I am now getting is that the level
of achievement or research currently is that the parent, the main unit
which may be E. coli, remains an E. coli, that it does not change and
become something else, but it has some additional genetic information
added to it.

Dr. JOHNSON. That is right. lV'hich mayor may not function in some
way.

Mr. THORNTON. lV'hich mayor may not function.
Mr. BROWN. It mav be a blue-eyed instead of a brown-eved E. coli.
Dr. JOHNSON. I think, if you inserted the I(ene for bovine insulin,

for example, the E. coli, that you would not be able to extract milk
from it;

Mr. THORNTON. The next thing then I was a little startled yesterday
to learn that a gene, the information that we refer to as a gene, may
contain a number of bits of information drawn from totally different
parts-

Dr. JOHNSON. This is the overlapping information.
Mr. THORNTON. Overlapping or discontinuous information which

may be present to cause a particular function to occur.
Dr. JOHNSON. This is very new information and would probably

not have been recognized if research in recombinant DNA had not
been going forward. And there is bound to be new information and
new thouzhts as this work progresses. I think that it is compelling
that. thprtcontinue to be flexibil;'tv on l7ui(lpl ines and l'Pgll1ations based
on the information as it comes forward, which may lead us to be more
strict, which I doubt, or may well suggest that we have even over-



SCIENCE POLICY IMPLICATIONS OF DNA
RECOMBINANT MOLECULE RESEARCH

TUESDAX, MAX 3, 1977

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECB:NOLOGY,

SUBCOMMITTEE. ON SCIENCE, RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY,
Washington, D.O.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to adjournment, at 9 :10 a.m., in
room 2318, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon.Ray Thornton
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Mr. Ta:ORNTON. This hearing will come to order.
This morning the subcommittee is continuing its hearings on the

science policy implications of the DNA recombinant molecule research
issue.

Our subject this morning is going to beexamination of local actions
concerning this research, especially the action taken by citizens of
Cambridge, Mass., Princeton, N.J., and AmI Arbor, Mich.

We're going to consider both the potential correlation of these ac
tions with other State and Federal approaches to the regulation of re
search as well as the question of publicparticipation in scientific and
technical decisionmaking, DNA recombinant research will be the
focus of our attention, but we're going to keep in mind that this par
ticular case study is central to the broader consideration of these over
riding. issues.

We are going to ask our witnesses this moruin~to work as a panelin
order to assist our subcommittee in our consideration, Mr. Albert
Wheeler has yet to arrive, but we have Dr. Sheldon Krimsky, who is
with us, Mrs. Hessy Taft, and Dr. Jonathan King.

Dr. Krimsky is the associate director of the program in urban, social,
and environmental policy at Tufts University. We are very pleased to'
have you in attendance at our hearings this morning, Dr. Krimsky,
and at this time I would like to ask you to begin.

. [Biographical sketch of Dr. Krimsky follows:]
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leave if the research, were prohibited, members of the .review b"ard'
commented that redistributing the academic wealth might prove ben
eficial to our society.

There was considerable skepticism in having a "lay" citizen board
tackle a debate that divided majlY scientists, The Cambridge experi
ence showed that the process was possible, but not that it was general
izable. Conditions for replicating that process are complex. Replica
tion entails a choice of self-confident, unyielding citizens, who are pre
pared todevote substantial amounts of time; a carefully worked out
plan for educating the citizenry and some instrument for handling
the analysis of information. " • , .'

While the review process was probably a milestone in public par
ticipation for an issue of such a technical nature, let's not forget that
S citizens were willing to spend an average of S,to-10 hours per week
for 4112 months. I estimate it took 1,300 person-hours before a rec
ommendation was finally made. It's not every issue that will generate
this degree of dedication.

The Cambridge board likened itself to a citizen jury whose respon
sibility it was to examine the controversy within .the scientific com
munity. The board met twice weekly for 3-hour sessions. It established
a schedule whereby adversaries testified on alternate weeks. It drew
in testimony from outside the local community through open-line tele
phone conversations. It called upon scientists to explain technical con"
cepts, present simplified models of biochemical events and draw upon
analogies to foster understanding of the technology. In a 5-hour mara,
thon mock courtroom session board members served in a jurylike role,
while advocates on both sides of the controversy presented arguments,
cross-examined one another and responded to questions raised by the
citizen board.

THE OUTCOME

In ,a unanimous decision-s-which for the city of Cambridge is a
rare and short-lived phenomenon-s-the citizen review board voted to
permit P-3 recombinant DNA research if additional conditions were
adhered to beyond the NI:H guidelines. The principal concerns of
the board, which were reflected in its recommendations, and ultimately
put into a city ordinance, are as follows:

Stricter monitoring .requirements should be imposed under labora
tory conditions. Given the way that technology has turned against
us in SO many areas, it was quite a modest proposal to require that all
the assumptions made about laboratory safety such as the improba
bility of escape of laboratory organisms, the enfeeplement of E. coli,
protections against the use of antibiotic resistance genes and DNA
coding for toxic substances, that all these be validated. The hoard
also called for a registry of laboratory workers for Iong-term epi
demiolozical studies. It also requested thatr--

ifo agency should serve as both regulator and promoter of the
research.

Additional forums must be set up to examine the broader so
cial and ethical issues raisedwith the technology.

Monitoring of the, research should not be the exclusive responsi
bility of the principal investigator or the institutional biohazards
committee.
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thrut they would surely have ,their own tacitagenda, Twould enc"';lra~e
a pluralistic deeisionmaking model that is <likely to be more effective In

promoting public confidence in the process. .
I would like to say a few more remarks apart from my written

testimony.
Mr. THORNTON. Please go right ahead, Dr. Krimsky.
Dr. KR.IMSKY. We must, it seems.to me, as a Nation, begin facing up

to the social and ethical consequences of recombirutnt DNA technology.
It is not premature to establish a national dialog to consider whac, if
any, limits should be placedon the research and what, controls should
be placed on its industrial and clinical applications. Thus br, these
issues have been overshadowed by debates over imminent 'hazards.
Some of the more far-reaching applications are estimated to be within
10 to 50 years off. Some opponents of the research argue that there 18

a direct causal link between recombinant DNA in the 1970's and bane
fUl forms of genetic engineering in 2050.

I believe we have some options between the alpha and the omega,
but we must begin considering who is going to be accountable to, the
public for how this research is used.

Pharmaceutical companies 'are very keen to develop this technology,
as iIt may allow them to produce certain hormones cheaply, or scarce
blood factors, or odd combinations of plants and insects where species
properties are intercJul,nged.

Now all one has to do is to think back to the begioning of ,the petro
ohemieal industry. We know th",t almost anything canbe marketed.
The production sector doesn't simply respond to demand; it creates
it. Much of what has 'been marketed 'in the name of progress should
never have left the research laboratories: PCB's, HCB's, flame re
taedant carcinogens, DES.

In order to deal with issues of regulation and technology assessment,
the CambridgeExperiment..tion Review Board has 'recommended the
creation of two natdonalcornmissions. The first would be empowered to
establish guidelines, healltJh monitoring standardsand licensing pro
cedures for all institutions undertaking the useof recombinant DNA
technology. A second commission would consider the social and ethi
cal implicetions of the use of technology in research as well as its
industrial and clinical applicatdons.

We are most fortunate in "his most historical episode to have had
sufficient warningto address the full range of technical and social
issues.

Given that there may be potential costs in not doing the research
and potential risks in doing ,it, our first responsibility is to disclose
£ully ,the implications of the technology to the public, define and
empirically evaluate the unknown 'risks, and set up appropriate forums
for public participation. '

Mr. THORNTON. Dr, Krimsky, I want to thank you for a very
thought£ul presentation and for your reflecting on the problems iden
tified in thrut presentation.

You said th..t there might be some options available between alpha
and; omega. I wonder if in this subj<;"t matter we're. not dealing in
options between Scylla and Oharybdis, between Scylla of unknown
fears, and Charybdis of regul"'ting scientific research an area in which
a great many peopleare expressing concernsabout, ~ally, first amend-
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missions, credit and/or placement, as well as the development oj'
general science tests and science evaluation instruments on the ele
mentary and secondary school level both in this country and abroad.
I have a master of arts degree in chemistry from Columbia University,
and spent 8 years working in biochemical research laboratories prior
to my joining ETS. Last year, I was involved in a project for the
Federal Energy Administration that required holding hearings on the
status of energy education. I am currently a member of the Princeton's
Citizens Committee on Biohazardous Research, appointed by the gov
erning bodies of Princeton Borough and Township, whose charge it
is to consider the issues of recombinant DNA research in our com
munity.

My experience on the Citizens Committee concerned with recombin
ant DNA research in Princeton has left me with the unequivocal im
pression that our society can greatly profit from tapping the wealth
of resources that Iocal involvement provides. People who several
months ago knew nothing about the issue of recombinant DNA have
spent tireless hours of effort and dedicated study to familiarize them
selves with the complex issues at hand. Modern technology requires
that the gap between scientist and layman be considerably bridged
and study committees such as ours supplemented by local public hear
ings provide, I believe, an effective mechanism for this task.

However, some members of our committee have felt an incredible
. frustration by the realization that all our efforts are futile without
Federal legislation. It does no good to make sensible recommendations
in one community if flagrant recklessness were to go on unchecked in
a community 30 miles down the road. It is therefore with peat en
thusiasm that I welcome the present efforts of this subcommittee,

Our Government has long ago made a commitment to support basic
scientific research. The outcomes of such efforts have given us scien
tific world leadership and have become an integral part of our culture.
The pursuit of knowledge is an enduring human endeavor, but
methods of acquiring knowledge are infinitely varied and the pre
cept of free inquiry cannot be absolute. In principle, no sound intel
lectual premise can rationalize the concept of forbidden knowledge.
In 'practice, recombinant DNA is a technology where forbidden ex
periments have already been identified. In groping for viable solutions,
the public at large is faced with a profound moral dilemma that tugs,
on the one hand, toward encouraging unfettered scientific creativity
and, on the other, toward preventing accidents that could have ir
reversible consequences. The designation of a maximum of 10 national
centers designed to carry out experiments on the P, level of contain
ment is a wise step in the right direction. Such centers permit the
development of what may well be the most promising tool available
toward the study of how the genes of living cells are organized and
how these genes instruct the cells to carry out their different functions.
At the same time, it would minimize the potential hazards that arise
from the great number of uncertainties surrounding gene behavior
at the present time.

A solution similar to that for the P, facilities can and should be
equally applicable to research on the P, level of containment. at least
until we can better ascertain the present ill-defined risks. However,
this does not seem compatible with the needs of academic institutions,



10-liter flask-the upper limit usually allowed by the NIH guide
lines-contains' 1,000 times as many. One wonders at what point the
low survival probabihcies often quoted become significant.

It is my perception that the NIH guidelines need to 'be somewhat
amended before they are adopted as law. It is not wise to allow any ex
changes of a level of biological containment for one of physical con
tainmentat the, present time since the former is a 'better safeguard
against human error. Nor is there reasonable justification to permit
shotgun experiments with 'an:y: private DNA--<le~tainlynot below the
P. level of containment-e-untid we establish a broader base of knowl
edge. Furthermore, it would be prudent to install autoclaves in every
P, facility. These restrictions have been incorporated in the guidelines
set forth by Princeton University and in that sense I consider the doc
ument an improvement over that of the NIH.

The NIH guidelines are the result of ,athorough and extensive study
prepared bv dedicated scientists who are also concerned with human
welfare. Sucl1efforts are highly commendable, But the notion that the
people 'actualjy involved in the work are the same ones drawing up the
rules and enforcing these rules among themselves is contrary to any
system of checks 'and balances which is so fundamental to our way of
life. The cosigners of the Berg letter to the National Academy of Sci
ences may well have shown an unprecedented sense of public con
sciousness but, as a result of the rapid proliferation of appropriate fa
cilities, large numbers of people arebeooming associated with this
technique. The implication that scientists can monitor themselves by
"peer pressure" only 'and need no law-enforcing mechanism is both
arrogant and naive. Therefore, I have some very serious concerns re
garding enforcement of Federal regulation as it appears to be stated
in the H.R. 4759 bill. Inspection of a laboratory for mere physical
compliance with the regulations is simply not 'adequate. The require
ment for the use of nontransmissible plasmids, for the accurate screen
ing of che purity of DNA before cloning for certain experiments, and
for the use of crippled bacterial strains that comply to the biologi<lM
containment described in the NIH guidelines form the very essence of
the powerful means that reduce the potential hazards associated with
DNA recombination among more WIdely differing species.

The NIH guidelines make provisions for site inspection by NIH
staff for facilities at the P-4 level of physical containment. Yet there
seems to be no provision at the present time for inspection by scientists
at the lower levels of containment. The safeguards mentioned above are
the easiest restrictions to circumvent-s-because bacteria are not visible
to the naked eye-and are the most likely precautions to want to dis
pense with-e-because experiments will be considerably more difficult
to carry out with crippled bacteria. Therefore, it seems crucial that
Federal inspection be accompanied by specific scientific procedures
that test for compliance with biological restrictions both within and
outside the laboratory. These matters deserve our meticulous attention
regardless of whether they appear cumbersome or slow down certain
experiments. If there is any sense of urgency regarding research with
recombinant DNA molecules, it must be directed toward a feasibleand
practical implementation of such enforcement procedures.

The Princeton Citizens Biohazards Committee is considering various
aspects of such controls, but we are faced with such overwhelming



"DNA is going to have a tremendous impact on a, very wide range of products
and processes," he' said. '

DNA has the potentiaLfor significant advances, Mr. Johnston points out ... t

and he noted that:
The prospect of developing products through recombinant DNA techniques

has attracted "quite a. btt". of interest 'and enthusiasm among investors.

It is thaJt sort of thingthat prompts me to urge Federal legislation
toa significant extent.

[The full article referred to follows:]

[!roin the Princeton Packet, Apr. 27; 1977]

LOCAL SEEKS -To CREATE PBIvATE DNA STUDY.FIRM

(By Tom Lederer, Staff Writer.)

DNA: 'the name means deoxyribonucleic acid. For years it meant the fundamen
tal molecule of life, the agent for transferring the language of heredity.

LatelY: it has symbolized 'a new and highly controversial form of research in
which pieces of DNA from different organisms are spliced together to create new
species, .unknown in the onuone of years of natural evolution.

'Now DNA is beginning to mean something else : profits.
Whlle Princeton University awaits final community action on its proposal to

build two gene-splicing laboratories on campus, another Princeton organization
is attempting to put together the money and experts to create a private research
firm to conduct similar DNA research, probably in the Washington area.

The issue of recombinant DNA research is loaded With controversy. The new
field has generated equally 'strong hopes and fears for the future. Paralleling
those feelfngaare equally passionate proponents and enemies of that form of
science.

On the one hand the new artificial organisms could lead to incredible advances
in the fields of medicine, agriculture and in basic research. On the other hand
there is the posstbnttv, however reinote,tJhat a new form of disease, perhaps an
"Andromeda" strain,could escape from a DNA lab and wreak havoc on the hUM

man population'
'Johnston Associates, 'headed by Robert Johnston out of hls Pretty Broo-kRoad

home, is,pl.lrsuing that delicate issue in tne interest of making, significant profits
for investors.
'~. Johnston describes himself as a venture capitalist, a middleman attempt

ing to combine those with risk capital to spend with others with the scientific
skills and business savvy to run a private gene-splicing laboratory.

"Ourbusiness is raising money for young, high technology companies. We
have been ;}Dainly in the medical instruments business but now we are moving
into the Microbtologtcal field;" M,r. Johnston explained rtllis week. .

'''DNA is going ,to have a tremendous Impacton a very wide range of products
and processes," he said. .

:DNA has the potential for slgntflcant advances, Mr. Johnston points out, noting
particularly the synthesis o-f insulin as well as the' production of vaccines and
hormones that are currently extremely expensive to o-btain. .

The prospect of developing products through recombinant DNA techniques has
attracted "quite a bit" of interest and enthusiasm among investors.

He compares that interest to the excitement generated by the burgenlng mini
computer business about 12 years 'ago. Minicomputers are the small computers
that began selling for less than $50,000 and weighed less than 50 pounds. They
represented the first attempts toward reduction in the size and cost of eompu
ters.

In a recent issue of "Science" magazine, Mr. Johnston placed an add seeking
an entrepreneur to Ret as the president of the new company. So far he bas had
trouble finding someone with talents both in DNA recombinant techniques and
in business.

"we've had a fair number of responses. Unfortunately not enough meet our
criteria. Most -of our respondents have been university people who have little
experience in commercial enterpri-ses."

Investing in DNA research is more risky than the normal venture, it appears.
A major uncentatntr will be the legislation now under consideration by Congress.
Mr. Johns-ron says. He also expects the difficulties in developing the new products
to be much greater than predicted.
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2. 1970-1974: On leave from untversttv to serve as director of the Department
of Christian Service, Catholic Archdiocese of Detroit, Mich.
Some major civic acUvities dUring past 10 years

1. Current.-Mayor of city of Ann Arbor, 1975 to present. Member:. Steering
committee of human resources committee, National League of Cities; housing!
community development policy committee, U.S. Conference of Mayors; and ex
ecutive committee, Southeastern Michigan Council of Governments.

2. Former.-First chairman, National Campaign for Human Development,
1970-1973; Member, Michigan Advisory Committee to U.S. Civil Rights Commis
sion, lOO7-present j and president, Michigan Conference of NAACP Branches.

STATEMENT OF ALBERT WHEELER, MAYOR, CITY OF ANN ARBOR,
MICHIGAN

Mr. WHEELER. Hon. Ray Thornton, chairman, and honorable mem
bers of the House Subcommittee on Science, Research and Technology.
I am Albert IL Wheeler, mayor of the city of Ann Arbor, Mich.
I wish to express my gratitude for the opportunity to appear be
fore you today to discuss various aspects and implications of recom
binant DNA research 'and local government 'actions. Because of the
overwhelming significance of this subject to the.future of mankind and
because of my awareness of the :fre<;tuently cited potential benefits and
risks inherent in genetic engineering, I approach this with a deep
sense of social responsibility and ethical responsibility.

I have given you a written statement, 'and sub~uently I have modi
fied that to some degree. I will not try to read thIS whole report here
because it's just too long. ,

Mr. THORNTON. If you would like to have your prepared statement
made a part of the record, without objection, it will be done.

Mr. WHEELER. Yes. Thank you, Mr. Chairman,
[The prepared statement of Mayor Wheeler follows:]



We refer to Ann ArbOr as the Research Center of the Midwest, not
solely because of the significant research activities within the University,
but also because it is the type of business and industry which we like to
attract. Three examples of such existing research facilities that, now or
in the future, may have special interests in some aspects o~ DNAreCOmbinan~

research are the federal Environmental Protection Agency, the Great Lakes
Environment Research Laboratories and the Parke-Davis Pharmaceutical Research
Laboratory. AnnArbOr is one of five cities being considered for relocation
of the Regional National Institute of occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH)
Center.

The non-white minority population of Ann Arbor is between eight and
nine percent, most of whom are Blacks. A significant part, possibly a
majority, of this minority popUlation is below the community medians for
income and years of education completed. Yet, compared to mang other
cities in Michigan, itis probablg true that a higher percentage'of"the
minoxi ty population is ,,,,ither enrolled in post high school education
and/or recipients of college arid post-graduate degrees.

The ,Mayor and City councilmembers are chosen through politically
partisan -elections, are not full-time and, except for the Mayor, serve
without compensation. In recent years, the votes have been divided rather
evenly. The present Council is composed of six RepUblicans and five
Democrats. Last 'month, I defeated my Republican opponent in the City-wide
election of the Magor by one vote.

Another significant local characteristic that should be considered
is the question of who, in the community, is performing, planning to per
form or likely 'to be engaged in any DNA recombinant molecule research,
or associated activities, and the varied legal relationships between local
government and these agencies. Within our corporate City limits, the two
most obvious institutions are the University of Michigan (including the
University of Michigan Hospital) and Parke-Davis pharmaceutical Research
Laboratory. The veterans', Administration"Hospi tal, wi: th close operational
ties with the university of Michigan, is another likely 'site of such re
search activities. This facility presents a unique local problem not
only because itis a federal agency, but the fact that it is 'located on a
township island with.1.n the coporate City limits.

The University of Michigan is an agent of State government that is
governed by' a Board of Regents which is elected in' a statewide referendum.
Through the State constitution and State statutes, the University is an
almost autonomous, agency which is capable of setting its policies and
establiShing its programs independently of local government. In certain
obvious situations, such as streets, water, sewage, fire and police services,
it is necessary that the University and City work together. On the other
hand, when the necessity for such cooperation is not so clearlg obvious,
or traditional, as in the case of DNA recombinant molecule research, the
University may, and on occasion, does, proceed without direct, official
communication with the City Council.



B. The Scientific Public - I see at least thre'e or four scientists to
be considered as involved in any issue of: the 'DNA recombinant mole
cure , nuclear fission, space exploration, laser technology, newly
discovered microorganisms which are highly fatal ~nd communicB.bl~.

1. The expert in the field who not or'ly possesses the knowledge
but also engages in the activity.

2. The scientist who is an expert ina closely allied discipline
but who uunot: directly involved in the specific research under
cOnsideration. Such a persOn can critically analyze and evalu
ate not only the methodology, but also the basic skills needed
by the research,et cetera in conducting the proposed activity.
For example, a microbiologist who understands aseptic techniques
ena . the safe handling 'of microbes , who is not an expert in DNA
recombinant research, could be a valuable asset to the bio
chemist, geneticist, physician or graduate student who, is pro
posing to engage in this research but who has not had such train
ing or experience.

3. The scientist in a field unrel~ted to the basic research issue
but whose expertise should be utilized in the design of the
experiment or the facilities. For example, an epidemiologist;
or an engineer thoroughly familiar with the roles of air, water
and sewage in the transmission of infectious or toxic agents;
or an environmentalist who wotildbring other knowledge.

4. The scientist" in a field -totally unrelated to the basic issue
bu-t who is familiar enough with scientific design and processes
that he/~he could make critical observations of these mat-ters.

II. Local Ini tiati ves:

A. What Organizational Process Exists Or Seems To Be Evolving To Deal
Deal With Science Issues of Public Policy Importance.

1. In'the City ~ no 'special,formal. process has existed in the past
and none exists at the moment tor. -the specific purpose of dealing
with this type of science issue.

In -the paet: , the City had an: active Board of Health and a modest
Health Department staff which worked closely with the County
Health Department. However, the responsibilities of both the
City and County Health Departments were those common to such
agencies in most other communities. If any policy decisions had
tzo be made this was a responsibility of the city Council with
advice from the Ci-ty and/or County Board _of Heal tho

What seems to be emerging: The DNA issue has been a catalyst
to me and some other Councilmerohers to give serious -thought to
our responsibili ties to the general public and to mechanisms
for meeting those responsibilities.



The details. of the decision-making- process are too lengthy
for inclusion in this report: However, if you do not have
them already, I believe that the Subcommittee should iequest
this information from the University. Iam not certain that
any interested party is completely satisfied either with the
process or the final official. decisions. Nevertheless, a
workable compromise was reached, at least for the present,
and the process could serve as one model. which would be a
valuable resource to the Subcommittee as it deliberates on
the question of public participation in science pOlicy
decision-'-making.

A few of the many commendable a,spects of the University
process, from my perspective, are as follows:

a. the initial recommendations regarding the more flinda"';'
mental issues of Recombinant DNA research at the univ~rsity

were made by an eleven member Committee of University
faCUlty, df whom only four could be classified as oio
10gists, medical scientists or health scientists, as
these terms are generally interpreted. The most basic
question was whether or not Recombinant DNA research
should be permi tted wi thin the Uni versi ty. One
Commdttee member cast a firm dissenting vote, there~

mainder concurred that the research should be permitted
but under physical conditions, guidelines and controls
whiCh, in many respectsiare more stringent than the· NIH
guidelines.

b. the conduct of an open forum at which highly respected
proponents, opponents and critics of .the research pre
sented their views and debated issues and where attendees
voiced their opinions.

c. the University Board of Regents set aside time for con
cerned parties from the general public and the university
community to present their respective concerns and re
commendations.

d. the appointment ,of a [line meinber Biological Research Review
Committee consisting of sever.al experts in microbiology,
virology, epidemiology and Recombinant DNA research; a
senior lciboratory technician wi th microbiology laboratory
experience; a professor of Chemistry; and, a local pastor
with no University affiliation, who was selected from.a
list of people recommended by the Mayor. A major res
ponsibility of this Commdttee is to monitor all aspects
of Recombinant DNA research activities on campus. It
meets regularly and frequently. Copies of its minutes
are sent to the Mayor's office and from there to the
City Clerk's office for public review. .
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However, the State should not preempt the prerogatives and
initiatives of loca:zg;;t;;r:nment. Therefore, there needs to
be a significant dialogue between State arid local officials
to define their respective roles.

2. Also there needs to be similar dialogue between the ultimate
governing' bodies of local communities, state and federal
agencies and private institutions proposing to conduct the
research in a local community.

I, for example, will not abdicate my responsibilities as
Mayor of the City to any federal, state or private insti
tution within our political jurisdiction~ Just as scientists
must re-examine the whole question of the academic freedom and
the right of inquiry,so must the various' units, of government
re-examine their respective roles and relationships~

C. Have Local and State Actions Been Successful In Satisfying All
Parties That An Acceptable Compromise Has Been Reached

1. It is my understanding that the State government is studying
its role in this DNA research issue, but Iam unaware ':of'any
covert role that it has played, to date.

2. My understanding of the University of Michigan process and
ultimate procedure is that most concerned parties are either
partially satisfied, temporarily inactive and/or in a wait-and
see posture. It is probably true that those who were completely
and vigorously opposed to the' research proceeding under any
circumstances have not been satisfied.

It is probably equally true that a majori ty of those who are
immersed deeply in the discipline and research with the DNA
recombinant molecule may strongly endorse the established
regulations regarding the physical environment but fewer may
be satisfied with some of the procedures (or the potentials
of more stringent lay control in those procedures) dealing with
research limitations, mOnitoring and evaluation:

D. What Effects On National Policies If Evaluations At Local Levels
Produce Contrastin5LGoverning,Policies

DNA recombinant molecule research is an exci ting, revolutionary
and infant discipline in which new data and new potentials are
being developed at any unanticipated rapid rate. This information
is being generated at different localities and under different
local regulations, guidelines and relationships between the re
searchers and local governments.
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3. Comprehensible data which local officials could utilize for
self and public education regarding the. major issues related
to DNA. recombinant molecule research,and also concerning various
public health and environmental issues related to this research.

Ultimately, as the public becomes more aware of the potentials
inherent to this research, it will be necessary to have candid
and believable answers for ,some of the more sensi tive questions
of undesirable potentials of genetic engineering.

~«.--.
Albert H. Wheeler, Mayor
City of Ann Arbor, Michigan
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political reasons, their very existence or the nature of their existence
may rest in the balance.

There are ethical, moral, and legal questions involved and general
societal questions, and, therefore, in public participation these voices
should be represented.

I think that they have a right to have a voice in a decisionmaking
role. .
. The scientific public, I think there ought to be several types of scien

tists involved, and one is, obviously, the molecular biologist,who is an
expert, and probably a proponent, and worker in the field.

There also ought to be that scientist who is in a related field, for
example, microbiology, where there has been training and experience
in accepted techniques, the safe handling of animals and materials,
and so forth, so that their input is represented in this whole decision
making process. For example, chemists, physicists, and other scientists
who ultimately may become involved in this discipline may have ab
solu,tely no concept of how to handle materials in a safe manner. Some
where along the line that training has to be done and that voice has to
be present,

Then there ought to be a scientist, or scientists, who are epidemiolo
gists, for example, Or engineers, because there will be serious ques
tions of both the good and bad effects on the health and welfare of the
community. So the epidemiologists ought to be involved.

Then there is the whole question of safety of facilities and the en
vironment, which engineers and environmentalists can certainly deal
with.

LOOAL INITIATIVES

In the city of Ann Arbor, there is in the city no special, formal proc
ess now nor in the past, to deal with public policy on important science
issues such as recombinant DNA.

What seems to be emerging is that some of the city council members
and I have been stimulated to look into this question, to determine
what our responsibilities are and how we must carry them out. We are
exploring a number of ideas such as:

(1) To reactivitate our city board of health, with their charge prin
cipally recommending to the city government what steps should be
taken; how we should proceed in certain areas on this important

.question; . .
(2) 'The establishment of a policy level committee that is composed

of the various units of government within a community. For exam
ple, there are State and Federal Government agencies; and then there
is the local government. There should be some sort of partnership at
the beginning of this process so that then one begins to work in an at
mosphere of cooperation rather than in distrust and hostility.

I think that if private industry is involved in recombinant DNA re
search or production, they too should be a part ofthis process of policy
level communication. '

(3) What else is emerging, I propose to put before my council this
month of Mayan ordinance or resolution saying that anyone who in
tends to engage in any recombinant DNA activities shall provide the
city with a notice of intent, specifying the type of research that is
planned; the types of facilities to be utilized; that, as a minimum, the
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Mr. THORNTON. I had already noticed the word, and was wondering
if you were going to raise another area of inquiry.

Mr. WHEELER. No. .
. I am not aware of any overt actions or activities by the State at this
time, except that they are planning, I believe, to determine what they
should do.

You asked if the resolutions that were reached in our community
were satisfying to all parties,. and I suspect that my answer is "No." I
think that they are at a peaceful state of coexistence at the present
time, and that everybody 1S a little bit unhappy with what came out.
Very often that's what happens with compromises. But at least the
compromises created a.position were decisions could be made that cer
tain activities could be carried out at specified levels of risk and speed.

What effects on national policies if evaluations at local levels pro
duce contrasting governing policies !

The research 1S going to be done in different local communities, and
it's going to be done under different guidelines and regulations except
perhaps for very broad Federal or State umbrella laws.

It seems to me that we cannot avoid differences between things that
occur in different local communities. I am not so sure that we want to
avoid them, because different experience will occur in one community,
or another commuuity,or another community, and if there's a mecha
nism whereby such varied experiences come to the appropriate official,
then they could be used in terms of refinements and revisions of exist
ing policies and regulations.

The question: How can Congress use local information more efi'ed
tively in evaluating Federal science policies!

The first obvious answer is, I think, we need to have some knowledge
of what kind of information you think youwant, and what you don't
want.

Secondly, we ought to have some mechanisms whereby that infor
mation is communicated from local 8'0vernments to the Congress, and
one is, obviously, direct communications, It seems to me that there are
existing agencies that could beuseful, such as the Mayors Conference,
the Governors Conference, and the National League of Cities, Coun
ties or Townships, andso forth. These may be appropriate forums for
discussion-and the assimilation and compilation of information that
can be made compatible with the needs that the Congress defines. This
could be then directed to the appropriate. agency of the Congress, or
designated by the Congress.

The question: What significant local issuesare now inadequately
addressed at the nationalleve!!

I presume this question applies to local, county and State levels,
and my concern is: What about institutions or persons who may wish
to engage in any sort of recombinant DNA activities, who are not re
quired legally to perform under at least the existing NIH guidelines!

From my getting around and talking with individuals in different
areas, there is a suspicion that some of this work is being bootlegged,
and I think that the local community has the right to know what is
going on. So I think there have to be soon those guidelines that regulate
private adventures in this area.

Secondly, I think we need a method or a mechanism, Which may
have to be worked out at the local level, of dealing with the various
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have been essentially excluded from the inner circles of the decision
making on this issue. We have, therefore, been forced to go outside
the scientific channels, to our local communities, in the hopes of pre
venting essentially the covering up of what should be a major public
policy decision.

In the controversy over gene transplantation, recombinant DNA, I
believe that local action has been instrumental in the protection of
public health-s-it is really in the protection of national hcalth-e-from
a new class of biological hazards. The Cambridge experience also pro
vides a model for the role of public input into science policy; particu
larly given the absence of a coherent national biomedical research,
policy. We do not have a focused, well defined national research policy
that has priorities that can be criticized or examined for their
applicability. .

Now, just to back up a little bit, let me review; recognizing the
unprecedented biological dangers inherent in reshuffling the genetic
heritage of hundreds of millions of years of organic evolution, a small
group of genetic researchers moved to set policy in this area. The 150
scientists who met at Asilomar in California were attempting to act
responsibly within their limited professional context, and they should
be applauded. They took an important step in the necessary direction.

However, the reality was that a rather unrepresentative group set
de [acto national policy, completely sidestepping the normal decision
making processes in a democracy. 'I'he Asilomar group:

First. Represented a very narrow sector of the biomedical research
community;

Second. Did not include representatives of the public health; occu
pational health, environmental protection, or other professional
sectors.

Third. Had no mandate from any body of elected officials; and .
Fourth. Had no accountability to the general public, whose safetyit

was supposed to protect. .
Now, when the National Institute of Health moved into official

action, they appointed a set of the Asilomar people as their official
Government committee, and simply assimilated the position on genetic
engineering developed .at Asilomar, which to move ahead with this
technology, essentially as rapidly as possible. I think this is a natural
position from a group of people who make their living by and are
brought up, like myself, doing research, but it's still a position of
questionable wisdom.

Prior to the Cambridge City council hearings, the only opportunity
fur public input----and here under public I include opposition scien
tists-into policyma.king on genetic engineering was a. meeting in
Washington before the Advisory Committee the Director of the NIH,
in which a few hours were set aside for public testimony. The groups
active in Cambridge, Science for the People and the Boston Aroo
Recombinant DNA Group and 'a. group in Michigan managed to get
together enough money to send down these people to Washington.

By the w-ay, the fact that they didn't pay expenses kept technicians
and glassware washers and people 'at that level from going. That was
a week's salary for them to take a day off and fly to Washington.

Not surprisingly, none of our very sharp criticisms were accepted.
In fact, the Director's Advisory Committee was just that, an advisory
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3. They raised the critical question of accountability and enforce
ment, without which safety means nothing.

No", I'd. like to give an example of something that I believe the
City Council understood that the National Insttiute of Health did
not understand;

The City Council was able to learn much more about the realities
of lab safety because they took testimony from those who actually
worked there, and this reveals the nuts and bolts of the problems. For
example, the absence of any health monitoring of laboratory workers;
the pressure from supervisors to get experiments done as rapidly as
possible, in absolute conflict with safety needs of being slow and care
ful; the absence of worker representation on the local biohazard com
mittees; the absence of any grievance procedure if you feel something
is being violated; the intimidation of lab workers who complain
openly about safety standards-bear in mind that though supervisors
may have job security, technicians do not have job security, graduate
students do not have job security. They're often very nervous about
speaking openly about violations of procedures; the infestation of
laboratories with ants and cockroaches; the absence of a lounge to
smoke acigarette or have coffee in, resulting in the necessity of people
smoking and drinking in laboratories, because they get tired, and they
can't do a careful, demanding procedure without stopping for a cup
of coffeeor a cigarette. If you don't have a lounge there, you do it in the
lab. Now, the DNA :Molecule Ad.visory Committe doesn't know whether
or not my Microbiology Department has a lounge or not. All these,
and there are much more thorny procedures.

One very good example, I think, is the setting up of the local Biohaz
ards Committee in Cambridge. Why did they set up a local Biohazards
Committee! Because they understood that the accountability of the
Institutional Biohazards Committee was to the presideritor provost of,
for example, in my case, MIT, that that committee's real accountability
is to make sure that research funds keep flowing into MIT, and where
they get in trouble is if something comes up and stops the flow of funds.
Now, if there is a problem that has been identified, this is a productive
mechanism. If there's a safety problem that's been publicly identified,
that committee has to move to correct that problem because other
wise research funds will stop flowing, and so they're progressive.

On the other hand, there is a tendancy to overlook Ornot to dig too
deeply in looking for things that haven't yet come to light because, <me,
this will result in the holding up of funds, and, bad publicity.

If you really want to protect people from harmful organisms, sure
veillance and enforcement must be with those who will be the victims,
and not with those whose interests are in carrying out research.

In the local Cambridge community they understood this. You have
to have safety in the hands of people who are worried. You cannot
make a safety committee a group of people who say, "Oh, there's noth
mg to worry about." It's just a blatant contradiction.

The letter of invitation speaks about compromise. I don't think
there is such a thing as a compromise on safety. That's like having a
compromise on a nuclear explosion. Either the bomb goes, or it doesn't,
and there are no half-explosions, In order to prevent that there be an
explosion you have to take extraordinary precautions, just because
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set up a cancer registry for the citizens of Cambridge; we have never
conducted an infectious disease survey of the community; we have
never examined the classes of degeneracy diseases present in the popu
lation to see if any of them were due to identifiable pollutants in the
community, some of which might be spewing out of industrial or even
out of university effluent into the community.

Not that we could solve these problems directly. But the NIH has
published a cancer atlas, which gives the incidence of each kind of
cancer in each county in the United States. Who is to say that in
Middlesex County, in Cambridge, if the local biomedical scientists
were to put a little attention there that we could not identify what it
is in Middlesex County that's giving people liver cancer l :
. Because of this, we scientists were out of place when we laughed

at our mayor, Mayor Velluci, for asking the chairman of the Harvard
Biohazard Committee whether they dumped chemicals into the sewer
system. The mayor and the city council understood quite well that
the local citizenry was far more likely to suffer the side effects of
biomedical research than accumulate any of the benefits. Because they
had seen the separation of the scientific community and the lay pub
lic, they understood that there was no mechanism to couple the work
of research scientists with the real problems of health in the
community.

Now, we need to establish a means b:y which those who.suffer from
ill health can communicate those realities to those of us who are paid
for, in the long run, to improve the national health.

Now remember that national biomedical research policy was for
mulated in the late 1940's and it represented a substitute for national
health insurance and for national health policy, but it was a back
door to get money into the health care system.

We have to bring biomedical research back so that it is intercon
nected with the national health policy. We cannot have research
scientists denying that there should be 'a connection between biomedical
research and a health policy, by saying, "Oh, this is only pure re
search. We're just pushing back the frontiers of knowledge." Fine.
But not with the taxpayers' money. Do that on the side, or do that
to a limited extent, but not as a basic priority.

Just in terms of one concrete proposal, in the training of Ph. D.
scientists like myself, which is paid for almost entirely from the public
coffers, there is no component of the educational process that connects
us up to health policy problems, and yet training grants are awarded
competitively to universities on the grounds of what kind of training
they can provide to their biologists, biochemists, microbiologists.

I don't see why the National Institute of Health, in looking over
these competitive applications, can't expect a university to have a
graduate course on, for example, the relation between biomedical re
.search and health policy. Why shouldn't molecular biologists, biolo
gists like myself, know something about what people in the country
are sick from! What kind of a disaster could that be if we just took a
couple of courses over 5 years in studying ill health in the country !
Why shouldn't we have studied those cases where biomedical research
was successful in solving health problems and in those cases where
it failed!
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Then I looked at who was on this committee, and Ifound that Pat
rick Haggerty, the chairman of the board of Texas Instruments, the
chairman of the board of Turner Construction Co., and president of
the Digital Equipment Corp., et cetera, et cetera, were on the com
mittee, and I looked for representatives of environmental groups. No,
they weren't on there. I looked for representatives of consumer groups.
They weren't on there. I looked for representatives of labor unions, of
the people who were getting poisoned in plants. They weren't on there.

Then I understood why our policy on chemicals and health Was a
total whitewash, that the conclusions said something about regulatory
procedures, and balanced regulations, balanced"decisions, and bal
anced regulatory action, rather than calling for a major attack on
chemicals, ill health, and the environment.

Now, I don't think there has ever been a congressional discussion
that said,

These are the problems of health in the United States. We have a major prob
lem of in health due to chemicals. Therefore, we are going to- identify this as a
problem, do biomedical research, and reassess 5 years from now, and the major
thrust should be in that direction, et cetera, so that yon could have a defined pol
icy, get arguments on it, get input on it, vote against your representative because
you could vote he took an unproductive stance on research policy, et cetera.

We just have a policy that says, "Go ahead with research." Butgo
ahead with which research j

Mr. THORNTON. The point is, I think, that you are saying that the
national research policy which is in place now needs to be modified or
changed, rather than that there is no policy.

Dr. KING. Yes, that's right.
Mr. THORNTON. I wanted to clarify that.
I also would like very quickly to brush past one point you made,

which I think might also deserve some additional discussion:
You said that there was no such thing as 'a compromise on safety,

and perhaps in an ideal world that might be correct, although I am
not sure that attaining a world in which complete safety existed would
be an ideal world. I think that, subject to some question as to what is
the ideal world, there is, in fact, compromise in the real world.

The balancing of risks against benefits is what we must actually do,
in a practical sense, from day to day. Sometimes those balancing proc
esses do not lead to the conclusions which I would like. For example,
.the American public has balanced risk against safety in tobacco smok
ing, and I didn't mean to illustrate this by referring to any members
of the panel, but still the acceptance of that ri~k is a judgment on the
part of the people who are involved.

Do you have any further comment with regard to that, Dr. King j
Dr. K,NG. Yes. I would like to make two points.
One, tobacco, and I would like to be very explicit about that. If you

pick up the list of public advisory groups 'at the NIH, which the GO'V~

emment Printing Office publishes every year, you can look up the
Committee on Biology, the Committee on Genetics, and you can look
up the Tobacco Research Council, and this Committee is charged with
research policy on lung cancer and cigarette smoking,' and if you look
at the panel, that is one of the few panels in the NIH in which half the
members are representatives of the tobacco industry.



There was a time a couple of years ago when there was a water
problem in Los Angeles when I was living there. There's still a water

. problem in Los Angeles. At that time I was working for the National
Science Foundation on a microbiological expedition in the Antarctic,
as a matter of fact, and there were a bunch of scientists who decided
that they would turn their fancy training to the water problem, and
they said, "Look, up there in the Arctic there's all that ice. All that
water is going to waste, while down here in Los Angeles we're bone
dry. Why don't we blast out a few icecaps, a few icebergs, and float
them down to southern California and we'll have a water supply 1"

They understood that this might have climatic effects, so they did
a whole bunch of calculations, and they concluded that it wouldn't
change the heat balance of the Earth to get rid of that white stuff
that reflects the sunlight. It's very importsnt in keeping the Earth's
temperature steady. They said,"'WeIl, let's do it," and some of us said,
"No. We don't want you to do it." They said, "What are you, against
progress!" "OK. Let's do it. We'll show you that there's no prob
lem,". and we said, "We don't want you to do that because if you're
wrong there's no going back. We'Il just be happy; we'll stay a little
dry."

I think ~!,etic engineering is the same thing. If the other side is
wrong, we re in trouble. If I'm wrong and if Mr. Wheeler is wrong
that we should slow and even hold off, it's no great disaster. Going
slow is safe, but going fast can be disaster.

Mr. THORNTON. Mrs. Taft.
Mrs. TAFT. I would like to support the statement made by Dr. King

just a few minutes before about investing our resources in appropri
ate channels.

I find it rather irreconciable to think that we are spending valuable
money and time and energy to develop bacteria that will eat up the
oil spills, instead of just preparing reasonable tankers that won't
spill the oil. .

Mr. THORNTON. You are aware, Mrs. Taft, that it was not recom
binant DNA research that produced those bacteria, but that the bac
teria had been selected through ordinary genetic means other than
produced with recombinant DNA techniques are younot!

Mrs. TAFT. Yes. Natural, "in vivo" recombination. I mean it involves
recombination, of DNA among different strains of a species.

Mr. THORNTON. I just thought the record should make it clear.
Mrs. TAFT. Absolutely. But the fact is they are now in the processes

of testing these organisms as to what effect they would have if they
survived in seawater and their effect on the environment, and all that
energy and testing their survivability and effect.

Mr. THORNTON. If I may interrupt!
We were advised earlier .that experimentation on that had been

stopped. Can you comment on this point! .
Mrs. TAFT. There was a lecture at Princeton this week which dis

cussed this issue.
Mr. THORNTON. Our subcommittee was advised earlier during the

hearings that this particular experiment had been stopped because
of general concerns which had been expressed, which I share. It was
speculated that these organisms might get of of control and we might
wake up in the morning and find the automobile tank full of petroleum



people of varying backgrounds, interests, and concerns are involved
in making those basic recommendations and policies, then it some
times becomesa farce. There are self-interests thatoperate.

I'll take one of the fears that's expressed-and not too many people
express it because most don't know what the recombinant DNA poten
tials are, Or what it's all about. This fear is that there are some people
who, because they are poor or because they belong to a minority, spec
ulate that sometime in the future, not next month or 6 months from
now, but some years in the futtrre.a conscious decision may be ,made,
for one reason or another, genetic engineering will be used to manipu
Iate their lives. I feel that those people have a right to know and to help
in shaping decisions.

We're having all kinds of lawsuits now stemming out of various
drug treatments like diethylstilbesterol based upon the long-term
effects that were not anticipated, Furthermore, I think of ,an ex
ample that sort of keeps recurring to me as we talk about what can
and cau't happen. It's the whole field of antibiotics. I suspect we've
been having antibiotic actions foryears, and years, and years, both in
nature and III humans, and on plates that we cultivate in the laboratory.
But nobody knew it. That probably was going on unrecognized ever
since we everunderstood anything about microbiology, until one day
one scientist asked, "What in time is that!" Now, it could very well
have been not the beneficial thing that it turned out to be, but a very
harmful thing to society, that was going on year after year after year.

So I believe we have to reach compromises. But our basic concern,
and I think I hear Dr. King saying that maybe we shouldn't be doing
this research at all, therefore I doubt if there's a compromise possible
for him. It's more perhaps out of desperation, ignorance, or whatnot,
but we have to admit, genetic engineering is here and' ask what do we
do with it !"

Mr. THORNTON. Thank you, Mayor Wheeler. " '
One of the anachronisms of our Federal regulatory pattern may be

noted in the varying actions of Government with regard to diethy1
stilbesterol-s-this particular hormone is being reexamined to, deter
mine whether it should be banned, as a feed supplement for cattle
because of a suspicion that it may be carcinogenic and because it may
persist in a very, very small quantity in the livers of the cattle which
is eaten by humans. The anticancer clause of the Food, Drug, and
Cosmetic Act prohibits the use of any substance which remains in
food and which is carcinogenic. And yet, the same hormone has con
tinued to be marketed as a drug for direct use by human beings. I've
never quite been able to understand that anachronism although I
recognize there are differences in risk/benefit analyses between drugs
and animal feeds. '

I also would like. to. comment, before asking Dr. Krimsky if he has
any comment at this time and before turning to other members of the
panel, on your suggestion that because of the stage which the research
capability and knowledge has now achieved that it is possible that
regnlation, unless it is at least national and probably worldwide in
scope, might result in a kind of Gresham's law by which unrestricted
research would drive out the restricted research, and the areas of the
world with no research. regulations would continue to perform the
experiments restricted in the United States.
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have not been the resources available to really control and investigate
this whole problem.

Mr. DORNAN. The reason I ask is that 'all of you have expressed
a concern about regulation being recommended by those who weren't
worried about the regulation and see no need for it. I think this is
one of the principal problems here in the Congress of the United
States; deciding whether the networks should regulate themselves,
or whether the motion picture industry should regulate its own level
of Sex and violence, whether or not the oil companies should regulate
themselves, whether oil tankers should decide their own safety laws.

And if the public is so apathetic about an epidemic, where we know
the cause, and it isn't scientists just sneezing in labs doing research on
gonorrhea or syphilis, then I see real danger here for the public being
totally bored with this-DNA research. If there isn't some inside con
cern by scientists who are worried about this, then there won't be any
regulation at all if it's coming from people who just say, "Plunge
ahead. Push back the frontiers. Who cares!".

Mrs. TAFT. It's going to be very difficult because the people whoare
'actually working in it have an inherent resistance to regulation. There
is this very nasty picture of 'a Federal inspector coming in and snoop
ing around a laboratory without really knowing exactly what is going
on, and it is true that you can't just send somebody who has a list of
things that he has to check. There needs to be checking for the use of
the nontransmittable plasmids, which are ruled in the NIH. You
have to check that enfeebled bacteria are being used where they ought
to be. Without it, we have no safety. It becomes a risk, even by defini
tion of the drafters of the NIH document. There is going to have to
be scientist involvement in the enforcement procedure by other scien
tists. Perhaps one could envision the Federal Government being in
volved in assiguing different laboratories to check other laboratories
and siguing a Federal statement to the truth, to the effect of that.

But if people understood a threat to them, I think that they would
become awake from their dormancy,as I think has been the case in
the nuclear developments.

Mr. DoRNAN. May I ask Dr. King a question, because again, this is
certaiuly a major problem. .

Where do the regulators come from! I sit on another committee,
Merchant Marine and Fisheries, where we have observers going out to
the fishing boats, and they're certainly not fishermen and they're cer
tainly not seamen generally, and it's not a Federal job requirement,
but they think it would be fun to go out on a tuna boat, and the captains
deeply resent it.

But then there seems to be a need on some boats for an observer.
~at is i~, Dr. King, that impels one scientist to develop this awe

of this particular field, of DNA research, where he would be going
agamst what I would think would be the normal 'scientific impulse to
push back the frontier, that curiosity that compels a young "man or
young woman to go into science in the first place. What causes one
scientist to say, "Look, go slowly here," and another scientist to say,
"Well, let somebody else worry about that. I'm pressing ahead just as
fast es Lean in my brief lifetime,"

P:· KING. I think it comes o.ut of previous experience, and I think
this IS very relevant to thequestion of regulation.
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clear to me that the Secretary of HEW should not have the power
to regulate recombinant DNA, that it should be in EPA, and yet I
don't know how to prevent the war between those two agencies. That,
I think, Congress has to deal with.

Mr. DoRNAN. We've certainly moved into a generation of science,
and I think it's going to have to come from the scientists themselves,
this role of leadership on how to move very slowly in these dangerous
areas.

As fascinating a person as Adolf Hitler is for a psychological study,
and you can't get very far into DNA discussions without touching on
the German experience, I've never found him as fascinating as scien
tists and doctors of mature, middle years who use that period to engage
in diabolical experiments on other human beings, and many of them
have just disappeared into the woodwork after the regime collapsed,
and it appears that, after a trip to Washhigton, D.C. 2 years ago,
when I witnessed a panel of doctors, one of them literally pounding
on the table for the right, as he called it, to strip the flesh of living
fetuses and use it in bird research, I realized that we're not very far
from the middle 1940'8in scientists demanding unlimited rights to do
whatever they _decide is proper at any given moment.

So I appreciate scientists corning forward, and I wish in other areas
that we had oil men with the same concerns and fears about tanker
spills because a tanker spill may be tolerable, a small one, in a horrible
energy period, but a sneeze of a scientist coming out of a laboratory
in this type of research is totally intolerable.

Thank you very much.
Dr. KING. I was asked by people at Cambridge to bring a few re-

quests here. _
One request was that financial support be made available to those

groups who are trying to put together material for this research.
[The material supplied by Dr. King is as follows :]



The Genetics and Soclal Polley Group was formed in
response to recent attempts to trace societal problems to
the genes of individuals rather than to inequities in
society itself. The group successfully challenged research
on the relationship between chromosome abnormalities
and "deviant" behavior at Harvard Medical School and
elsewhere.

The group has been concerned_with the health hazards
of DNA-recombinant work since the beginning of the
controversy. Articles, position papers, press releases,
criticisms and suggestions have been distributed to both
the scientists, who have been maldilg the decisions con
cerning t~is work, and the press. On a grass-roots level
the group has attempted to help organize clerical work
ers, lab technicians, custodial staff, graduate students
and other people at risk into safety committees, which
can confront the dangers to health that DNA~recombin
ant and other laboratory work presents.

Experimenters claim the ultimate justifications for this
work are potential applications in agriculture, industrial
processes, and medicine; inserting nitrogen-fixing genes
into non-leguminous plants so that they would no longer
require nitrogen fertilizers, constructing novel strains of
bacteria to eat up oil spills, and correcting genetic
deficiency diseases. These rare genetic defects such as
hemophilia, thalassemia, sickle-cell anemia, and ai
kaptonurla might someday be correctable by genetic
surgery, although we doubt the wisdomor-desirability of
such eugenic therapies. The role of genetic arguments in
distracting attention from the much. more important
social and environmental determinants of ill-healths is
described elsewhere.B] Here we simply note that sci
entists are pursuing these'geaetic technologies primarily
for reasons unrelated to public health or other social
needs. In the past allowing scientists the freedom to
pursue the experiments they chose has not been a great
danger to human health, but. this may constitute just
such a danger in the future.

Before describing the dangers, we will briefly discuss
the elements of gene transfer technology. Genes to be
implanted in E. coli are first cut from the whole DNA
molecule (a gene is a stretch of the DNA) by purified
"restriction enzymes" and are then added to a test tube
containing a solution of a small section of E. coli DNA (a
'plasmid'). Because of their molecular properties the
donor implant gene and the E. coli plasmid DNA loosely
associate into a new continuous chain, whereupon
another added enzyme chemically seals the implant in
place. The result is a new E. coli plasmid DNA molecule
indistinguishable from its initial state except for the
addition of the newly implanted gene. This new plasmid
is absorbed by the bactaeria, the genes are "expressed",
they multiply, and they can be transmitted from bacteri
um to bacterium.

The group has also written pamphlets (Genetic Engin
eering and Race, I.Q., and Genetics) and magazine
articles for Psychology Today, New Scientist, Science
Teacher, and Science far the People.

Correspondences concerning this pamphlet, the Gene
dCII and Social Polley Group, or ScleDce for the People
can be directed to the Science for the People main office
at the following address:

SESPA/SltP
16 Union Sq.
Somerville, Mass. 02143
Tel. (617) 776·1058

Cover picture: Electron micrograph of a male and
female cell of E. Coli connected by F. Pili (possibly
exchanging DNA). Photograph by Lucien Caro ',,46,
200).

In this pamphlet we will focus on the public health
hazards of creating these unnaturally altered organisms
that transgress natural species boundaries and the
powers of evolutionary control. Because only a fewpeople
stand to benefit from gene implantation, although many
are at risk, we need an adequate amount of time to assess
the risks. Any social benefits of gene implantation which
may arise will be of equal value whether they arrive in 25
versus 20 years, or 105 versus 100 years. For five or ten
years now a slow, thoughtful research-based approach to
limit the hazards makes sense.

HISTORY OF THE CONTROVERSY

Before describing the dangers it is worth reviewing the
form the controversy has taken. A small group of
molecular biology research directors in July, 1974 ad
dressed a letter to the scientific community and explicitly
asked that all research on "recombinant DNA" mole
cules (gene implantation) stop until the risks involved
and safeguards necessary to conduct the research were
evaluated. These scientists acted laudibly in displaying
concern about possible undesirable consequences of their
research. Scientists have rarely accepted responsibility
for the destructive consequences of. their work.

A-group consistaing predominantly of research dlrec
tors was expressly invited to attend a meeting at
Asilomar, California, in February, 1975 where these
questions were discussed. A resolution representing the
consensus of the .meeting was adopted suggesting re
search guidelines and calling for the establishment of a
committee under the auspices of the National Institute of
Health. This committee would be empowered to draw up
a system of safety and containment procedures, and of
recombinant DNA recipient organisms. to be used in
these dang~~us .experiments.
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at the U.S. Army Biological Laboratories at Ft. Detrick,
Maryland, alone. What wiIJ the casualty list look like
when there are hundreds of laboratories conducting such
experiments?

In the next most stringent class of physical contain
ment facilities there is already evidence of inadequacy. A
research director reported that within a year all workers
in his laboratory exhibited a 'positive reaction for the
biological agent that was supposed to have been con-
tabled. '

Physical containment standards should be more than
just sufficient. In the real world apathy, carelessness,
pressure,' and faulty or inadequate apparatus lead to
breakdowns in containment. Most scientists agree that a
physical containment system should be secondary to a
"foolproof" biological containment system. Although the
probability of the crippled bacteria escaping from the
laboratory is small, it is not zero. In theory only those
bacteria which have an outside survival probability of
less than one in 100 rnlllicn could be used as gene
implantation recipients. But a one quart laboratory cul
ture of E. Coli may contain from 10-100 million bacteria
(the amount of E. Coli that one laboratory worker might
use in one day). On this basis, thousands of bacteria which
are capable of existing in the outside world already exist
in that culture! It is possible, through positive adaptation
and preferential selection, for the survival potential of a
bacterium in culture to be radically increased by a single
mutation in its DNA.

A further complication is the possibility of genetic
exchange from the crippled bacteria to-stronger, healty
strains which can survive in the outside world. This could
happen for example on laboratory surfaces in the event
of an accident, or similarly in the human body following
ingestion or inhalation, or by contamination of the crip
pled culture with faster-growing healthy strains. More
over there is evidence that genetic transfer could occur
even after the death of the crippled host. In this instance
a dead bacterium m_ay be almost as dangerous as a live
one. Although such events.are unlikely, over many years
they become a distinct possibility.

E. COLI CAN ALSO BEHAZARDQUS TO YOUR
HEALTH

Forthe two reasons stated above, (1) that E. coli freely
inhabit humans, and (2) that these bacteria are extremely
adept at the exchange of genetic material, possibly the
worst choice for a recipient of gene implants has been
made. E. coli has been chosen because of convenience to
experimenters, not public safety; Another recipient could
be developed which is much further Irom the human
biosphere than is E. coli. If the committee truly had the
interests of the public at heart it would have insisted on a
recipient much more remote from humans:

The cold facts remain that the proposed safeguards
have not been validated. In view of these uncertainties it
would seem safe and prudent to proceed with only what
are generally agreed to be the less dangerous implants. If
the containment facilities prove satisfactory, then per
haps more dangerous experiments might be attempted. '
This is just good scientific practice. As the guidelines
now stand, however, virtually any recombinant DNA
experiment can be performed.' This reckless assumption
that all experiments should be possible at the present
time seems to contradict the spirit of Asilomar as
exemplified by the statement of committee chairman
DeWitt Stetten, -. that if something had any
probability at all, it would in all likelihood occur; and
that this should be a guiding principle of our delibera
tions."

What then are the real dangers of these artificially
constructed bacteria? The answer is somewhat rhetoric
al as well: we don't really know. This along should be
cause for trepidation. It would be easy to construct
horror stories about bacteria gone berserk, or powerful
biological toxins implanted into the genes of ubiquitous
human-inhabiting bacteria thus constructing novel blo
lobical bombs, etc. This is not unheard of, one only n~d
recall the -1972 London smallpox outbreak, which
oraiginated in a research laboratory. For every fairy tale
which ends with, "And they lived happily ever after," an
equally disasterous scenario can be painted.

It would be highly desirable, lor example, to construct
a bacterium in which the genes, for insulin biosynthesis
had been implanted. Such bacteria could supply insulin
cheaply in virtually unlimited amounts. However insulin
in greater than minute amounts is a deadly poison, and
were E. coli harboring an active for insulin biosynthesis,
to gain admittance to human intestinal tracts,the results
could swiftly be fatal. Here then is a highly desirable
candidate for gene implants, all the more so being a
potential financial boon, which could easily have en
desirabled consequences. The pharmaceutical industry
would be extremely interested in constructing an insulin
producing bacterium. However containment problems
on a large industrial scale are compounded enormously.
Industrial-vats will replace ,academic test tubes. His
torically. the .health and safety of the American worker
have ~ot been of prime concern to American industry,
nor ~n~clldemic o-r scientific cir~les for that matter. Will
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SUBSCRIPTIONS TOSCTENCEFOR THE PEOPLE AND MEMBERSHIP IN SESPA

SESPA is defined by ita activities. People who
participate in the (mostly local) activities consider
themselves members. Of course, there are people who
through a variety (If ckcumstances are not in a posi
tion to be active but would like to maintain contact.
They also consider themselves members.

The magazine keeps us all in touch. It encourages
people who may be isolated, presents examples of ac
tivities that are useful to local groupe, brings issues
and information to the attentinn nf the readers, pre

_sents analytical articles and orrere a forum fnr dteeue
sinn. Hence it is a vital activity ofSESPA. Itis also the
nnly regular national activity.

We need to know who the members are in order
to eontteue to send SCIENCE FOR THE PEOPLE to
them. Please supply the fnllowing informatinn:

1. Name:

Address:

Telephone:

Occupatinn:
(if student nr unemplnyed please indicate)

2. LocalSESPA chapter or other group in which I'm

active. (If none, would you like us to help you
staft one?)

3. I am enclosing nioney according to the foliowing
scheme:
A. Institutional subscription·US for libraries

and others._
B. Individual memberships: (1) regular memo

berships.$l2, (2) indigent membersbjp-less
than $12, (3) alOneot or dedicated eevotu
tionary membership·more than $12, 14)corn·
pletely Impoverished-nothing, (5) I have at
ready paid._

4. I will sell_magazines. This can be dnne on
consignment tn bookstores and newsstands, to
youre(}ownrkers,.atmeetings. (Ifynu want to give
some away free because ynu are organizing and
<:an't pay fur them, let us know)

. 5. I am attaching a list 01 names and addresses nf
people whn I believe would be interested in the
magazine. Please send them cnml'limentary
cnpies.

Please add any comments nn the magazlne or
SESPA or your own circumstances. We welcome
cr\l.icism.advice, and would like to get tn know you.

SEND CHECKS TO: SESPA 16 Union Sq., Somerville, Ma:Q2143
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BENEFITS OF GENE TRANSPLANTATION RESEARCH
--~-' . ,

In order to evaluate the risk-benefit equation for gene transplantation research.
it Is important to determine just what the real benefits are likely to be. and to
whom these benefits will accrue. Since it is society at large that provides the
funding and runs the risks. it is clear that benefits accrueing to the general
public are needed to justify this research. If the benefits to society are small,
then this research should not proceed. The proponents of this research seem to
recognize this, and do indeed promise great rewards for mankind. Is this promise
likely to be fulfilled? And, if 80, who Is to decide that these benefits are
worth the risks?

The proponents of gene transplantation researchsuggeat benefits to the general
public in several different areas: cheaper biologically active chemicals (e.g.
insulin and antibiotics) for the treatment ofdiseaaeB, increa8edfood production,
and a greater understanding of disease processes. Let us assume that the tech
nique can be usefully employed in each of these threesreas and ask who benefits.

Cheaper Blologically Active- Chemi'Cs-ls for Treatment' of Disease

When one speaks of the promise of cheaper insulin and cheaper antibiotics, one
is making the assumption that these materials are now expensive to produce. But
that is not the case; these drugs are already being produced at only a few cents
per dose. Of course, the consumer pays much more, but this reflects not the
difficulties of drug production, but rather an industrial structure in which
second~ry costs such as extravagant packaging, advertising, and profits to the
few inflate the price to the consumer. Is it being seriously suggested
that if these same companies are given a method of produci~g drugs at a slightly
lower cost they will pass on significant price reductions to the conaumer?

Increased Food Production

The insertion of the genes for nitrogen fixstion into non-leguminous plants or
in~o the bacteria normally associated with the roots of non-leguminous plsnts
ia said to mean more and cheaper food. Eere also there are unstated assumptions.
It is assumed that food costs reflec~ the high cost of nitrogen containing fer
tilizers and that the scarcity of food, especially" in the underdeveloped world,
reflects the inability of the farm sector to keep up with demand. However, the
world-wide shortage of food would seem to reflect more the deliberate restraint
of production in order to keep world food prices high than the world's inability
to produce sufficient food. The results of the Green Revolution are enlightening
on this score. In that circumstance high yield rice strains we~e developed and
distributed, but it was only the already well-to-do who could afford the addi
tional costs of the cultivation they required, and the end effect was to worsen
the plight_of the subsistence farmer.

Greater Understanding of Disease Processes

Finally, who will benefit most from a greater understanding of cancer and genetic
diseases? What the general public needs, much more than a detailed understanding
leading to cures, is an understandina leading to prevention. The path to·preven
tion of cancer is already clear: "eliminate our exposure to environmentalcarcin
ogens in the workplace and home ~hl~~;a~e the direc~ cause of the vast majority
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p~ and p4 LeYele at Co~t.t~nt

P3 and P4containment are as equally if not more so deceptive in terms of
what they actually contain. In truth, they represent psychological containment,
i.e., they are a continual reminder of the dangers involved to the laboratory
worker. In truth also, they in no ~ can guarantee containment of micro
organisms. This is the case despite negative pressure facilities, limited
access laboratories. air locks. etc. It is well documented in the report written
in January 1976 by Dr. A.G. Wedum, M.D•• entitled. "The Detrick Experience as a
Guide to the Probable Efficacy of Microbiological Containment Facilltiesfor
Studies on Microbial Recombinant, DNA Molecules." This report. based on 30 years
of containment experience at Fort Detrick, states that neither P3 nor P4
facilities can guarantee absolute containment. It further concludes and
suggests that for such potentially dangerous research two conditions should
first be met: 1) a safe (noninfective strain, one which cannot infect or
transfer genetic information in the human population) strain should be used;
and, 2) a vaccine against this strain should be made. No vaccine is being
prepared presently and this in itself is almost an impossibility (beCause every
newly transplanted gene can affect the properties of !. coli and therefore make
it resistant to any vaccine; thousands of different and uncharacterized genes
from hundreds of different organisms are now being genetically transplanted
into §. coli). With respect to the first sugges t Lon-o- the construction and use
of a safe 'strain-- no such strain exists at this time. Efforts have been made
to construct one, but it has not been so certified and will not be so certified
in the near future. Furthermore, this effort to construct a safe strain, which
has not succeeded, is only an effort directed towards making a theoretically
safe strain (i.e., an EK-2 strain). The Wedum report spoke of another .variety
of safe strain-- one which has been·tested in humans (i.e., an EK-3 strain)-~

and this is at least another 5 to 10 years off in construction and testing.

Considerations Concerning Dispersal of E. coli

It can therefore be concluded that at present, ~ facilities eX~8t which
can guarantee absolute containment of work with recombinant DNA molecules. It
should also be noted that the major vector for the .spread of this work will be
the laboratory personnel themselves. They will surelY be contaminated with the
genetically manipulated !. coli they work with. And 'they will most certainly,
despite air-locks, negative pressure facilities, etc., etc., carry these
organisms out of the facilitiea either in their gdt; or pha'rynx or on their skin
and clothing. The organism hoat in question, E. coli, infects all warm-blooded
animals. It is also found in the gut of insects, birds, and fl~ It also can
be found in rivers and oceans, on grass and on vegetables. It is airborne and
can also be spread in water. !. coli is an incredibly sexy organism-- it carries
on the conjugal act for over two hours, and it can exchange genetic information
with all other species of!. coli and some non-coliform bacteria. It matters
not whether the organism,will lyse in the gut or colonize the human gut.
Transformation of naked DNA has been known for many many years and attachment
of genes to plasmid only increase the likelihood that the newly implanted genes
will be spread to anyone of an almost unlimited number of eventual hosts. '
This Ln turn is only compounded for the worse since there is absolutely NO !!!!.
!2.~ for the escape of these microorganisms or their genetic imp.lants -.
Furthermore, there is no way to even predict where .rhey wiJ.l end up, w:hat their
expression will be, or how long this will take. .
Two out'ot,'!;every 1000 .. patients who enter Boston hoapitais die f'rom. §.; £2!!
infections (~ew England Journal of Medicine, 1976).~ Are we to .add to this to111,
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BIOLOGICAL CONTAINMENT

The propoeed NIH Guideline. (January 1976) are a ,.t of propol.Is that
attempt to contain bacterial hoets and/or viruses carrying implanted foreign
genes by a combination of different levels of physical and biological contain
ment depending on the particular experiments to be performed. Biologicsl
containment refers to the use of genetically modified or "weakened" strains of
the human gut bacterium Escherichia coli as hosts for the introduction and
propagation of foreign genes. This strain (which the Guidelines refer to as
EK""2). it ae hoped, will" •••not permit survival of the cloned DNA fragment in
other than especially designed and carefully regulated laboratory environments
at a frequency greater than one in one hundred million (1/108). n (1) In
practice. the difficulties to obtain and assess a particular level of biological
containment a,re many.

Dr. Roy Curtiss III and eight co-workers at the University of Alabama in
Birmingham have worked for the 'past l~ years on the construction of a weakened
strain of !. coli. They have recently presented a thorough and candid account
of their observations of that strain to the NIH Committee which is presently
considering it for certification as an EK-2 atrain. Curtiss' group has pointed
out that the reduced survival of the strain they have constructed cannot assure
reduced survival of the strain carrying a foreign DNA fragment. In general,
in order to inaure reduced survival of the atrain carrying a cloned foreign DNA,
the number of atrains to be tested would be enormous given the number of
different DNA fragments possible for implantation into E. coli. In particular.
it would be only logical that the Guidelines demand that every strain carrying
a new DNA fragment be tested under the most stringent conditions of containment.
at considerable e~pense both in terms of time and money.

nbetecLee 'to, Containment

Other obstacles will diminish. and not unlikely, eliminate the' possibilities
for the biological containment of any E. coli strain:

1) The occurrence of genetic exchang~om the constructed "safe" host/
vector to~ strains of !. coli commonly used in the laboratory. Bacterial'
and viral contamination of laboratory cultures is very common in microbiology
laboratories. despite extreme precautions taken to prevent contamination.
Implanted DNA could, by virtue of genetic exchange, find itself in.a bacterium
that is able to survive under much more varied conditions than its original boat;,
Considering the converse situation, a routine laboratory culture of !. coli
contaminated by the "fail-ssfe" organism harboring a DNA implant could provide
for entry of the foreign DNA into a large bacterial population. This situation
ia not far-fetched, considering that "routine" cultures are ordinarily discarded
into open sinks.

2) It is a common experience that multiply marked strains (strains carrying
~ variety of~ mutations differing from the wild-type bacterium) ~ very
difficult to maintain. It is, hard to imagine that every laboratory worker using
the weakened strain willinsure,prior to each experiment. that the particular
strain being used maintains the original 13 or,so mutations that, say. the strain
constructed by Curtiss and co-workers contains. The thoroughness demanded of
any experiment in microbial genetics, let alone foreign gene implantation. would
require testing' for, the 25 phenotypic properties that the above mutations confer
to the' strain. .

3), Given how little ~ know about the ecology of ubiquitous E. coli. JIle
will involuntarily ignore many Situations in which this bacterium could be
tested for survival. The number and variety Qf. natural ~JJ~ironments the.t can
be tested is only limited,for one example. bY' the different compoaitiona'of
the sewers receiving effluents from 'the hundreds of inst~tutions in which DNA

..... '\. .
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there Is no comparative epidemiological study that assesses the incidence
of gastrointestinal infections and urinary tract infections (in men as well
88 1n women) among people working in microbio~ogical laboratories versus
groups of people outside of laboratories. To our knowledge; there is no
study that has assessed the incidence of meningitis and infantile gastro
enteritis In young families of laboratory workers. To our knowledge, there
Is no epidem.iological study that has assessed the incidence of prematurity
and perinatal mortality in infants of women working in laboratories or their
close female associates.

Conclusion

Only formal and detailed epidemiological studies can fulfill this lack
of knowledge. Chemical pollutant studies offer sobering examples to this
effect. It has been recently demonstrated that a sample of wives of husbands
who came in contact with vinyl chloride had twice as many miscarriages and
still-births 8S the wives of workers who did not come in contact with the
material (3). This occupational health hazard probably would go unnoticed
were it not for the depth of the study conducted, which was made imperative
in light of the discovery that vinyl chloride is carcinogenic to humans;

Proposal

General concern about the potential health hazards of DNA implantation
techniques (not only to people, but also to a wide variety of other species)
would demand postponement of this line of experimentation until at least the
above uncertainties, as well as. those concerning physical and biological
containment, are experimentally resolved. This would involve a substantial
redirection, of effort of the biomedical research community into detailed
study in the areaa of occupational and environmental health and safety.
An agreement among the scientific community not to make use of the potentially

·threatening technology o£ DNA implantation into microorganisma would circum
vent this problem. We should seriously consider the use of alternative
technologies which might be considerably less costly and disruptive of daily
laboratory life than the construction, maintenance, and monitoring of P3
and P4 facilities and "safe" hosts. An alternative approach to gene implantation
would also eliminate the process of decision to continue genetic engineering
research based on benefit versus risk calculations, simply because the risk,
at least as it has been posed by the molecular biology community at large,
will be negligible.

Proposed alternative approaches will not interfere with the attainment
of knOWledge that DNA implantation seems to promise. It may slow the acquisi~

tion of that knowledge; however, most likely it will introduce the kind of
patient wisdom into the process of scientific research that large segments of
society are beginning to demand. It remains an open question whether scientists,
left' to their own devices, are capable of the collective restraint which is
a prerequisite to that kind of wisdom.
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r. INTRODUCTION

1. Position of Science for the People

This paper represents the position of the Group on Genetics and Social

Policy of the Boston Area Science for the People. For over three years our

group has been active in raising questions about the social implications of

research in genetics~ in genetic screening, and in gene implantation.

2. I am newly conscious of pOlitical responsibilities

I speak as one newly awakened to the responsibilities and privileges of

scientists. I should say reawakened, because somewhere in the back of my

consciousness lay the memory of personal but barely articulated guilt about

the construction of a bomb.

My parents suffered froms major ambivalence: having worked on the

Manhattan Project, they felt personally defensive about the horrors wreaked by

the results of their research; but this concern was not sufficient to overcome

the notion that the scientific endeavor is the main avenue for the pursuit of

knowledge and that, therefore, scientists have special privileges.

3. The responsibilities of scientists: Pure research and the choice of research
projects

There is a common belief that scientists are not responsible for the

repercussions of their work. This follows from the belief that sc Ient Iat.s s houLd

follow their research wherever it leads them. and that they should be free to do

this. The rationale for this belief is that pure research could lead to great

and useful discoveries, that outside controla would inhibit progress and turn

science into a poli~ical tool. and that, since scientists are made pure by their

commitment to the pursuit of knowledge, such control should be superfluous.

Though this sounds a bit simplistic, we know that many scientists and much

of the rest of .society would like to believe it. (In fact, I myself.believed

it until very recently.) Neve~theless, the directio[ of our research is already
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taiuly be so now. I have wondered at what seems to be the light-hearted

att~tude of so many respected biologists about the prospect of transplanting

genes across species barriers (3, 39. q41).

The results of our research have direct bearing on the public welfare.

It has been pointed out that there are both potential hazards and potential

benefits. The benefits are often painted in such an exaggerated fasbion that

many of the informed) public and, indeed, many biologists have come to belteve

that this technology will save the world from disease and starvation. (Of

course, equally exaggerated scenarios of disaster can also be imagined.)

2. Scientists are not the appropriate judges of the legitimacy of this research;
the public is at risk

We as scientists may be best suited to calculate risks and to predict

benefits, but does this mean that we are best able to decide whether or not to

run the risks? It is here that the debate becomes one of public policy. A

small number of scientists in influential positions should not have the power

to shape the future. It is the public which is at risk, the public which should

benefit, and the public which should decide whether the benefits justify the

risks.

3. Anyone can understand the issue

With few e~ceptions, the public is not in a position to make decisions

about scientific matters due to the lack of social mechanisms to allow for

public participation and ,to the mystification of, the scientific endeavor which

pervades our society. This, in turn. is due to an elitist attitude promulgated

by academicians that only a few people are capable of higher learning. I do

not want, to debate this issue at length; however, my own experience is that

anyone can understand the issues that we are discussing here, and can ask
, . .

probing questions which are difficult to answer. Because 'this research has

such impact 90 society, it is our responsibility to ed~~ate the public and to
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cult. global problems raised by the research.

6. The Guidelines have not been available to the public, ;'

When the' Guldeline~'·'were released,·they were sent to major investiga-

tors. editors of scientific journals, and the 11ke. Especially in the light of

the public interest which had been displayed by news coverage and local city

actions, why was no effort made to make the Guidelinesacc:essible t.o the general

public? They should have been distributed, complete with e)l:planations and <;tD

expanded glossary, to every public library. At the very least, the Guidelines

should have been made immediately available to science libraries so that inter-

eated and informed individuals not directly involved in the research would have

easy access to them.

7. The environmental impact statement should. have come earlier

The handling of the environmental impact statement for the Guidelines

provides further demonstration of how public access has been limited. Publish-

ing a Draft Environmental Impact Statement before issuing the Guidelines would

have been in keeping with the spirit, though beyond the letter, of the National

Environmental Protection Act. However, it has finally emerged two and a half

months after the Guidelines. As required by law, time was allotted to receive

public response but a member of our group found that the month provided was in":

adequate even to. obtain a copy of the Draft on request.

8. The use of language is important

Even the language we use is important. Recently, I asked a friend who is

trained as a philosopher of science whether he would read an article in the,~

York Times about recombinant DNA. He doubted that he would, but said he would

certainly read about Transplanting Genes which, after all, is what this· is all

about (8).

93-4810-77 - 36
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Whe.u Dr .'Fred:dtkson of the. NIH speaks of the potential danger a and the

promise of great benefits (39. qI2 ), the bias of his viewpoint is clear. It

is not clear t? us that the beuefits are any more like~y to be realized than the

dangers. What: is clear is that, since there is potential: danger of a disastrous

and irreversible nature. the decision to c.ontinue this work is not: the scientists'

alone.

9. The c.onsequences of this work are not predictable

An enlightened view held by many people has been well articulated by

Prof. S. E. Lurfa:

1 personally believe that not all research is le~itimate:

its legitimacy has to be. judged in ceres of its clearly

predictable. ccnsequencee (23, q2.4).

We WQuld go a st~}) further. One c.annot predict with confidence the consequences

of research in Gene Implantation. Under such circumstances, what is needed is a

careful analysis of the possibilities. Even when one cannot easily assign prob

abilities to the projected consequences, if significant hazards can be projected

it becomes absolut~ly necessary to open up the decision-making process to the

public;:'W"f must not:,all0101 the natural bias of those involved in the research to

predetermine the decision to proceed or not. Since it is impossible to be free

of bias,·the~onlyway to allow the public to make balanced decisions is to make

our biases knDWn and,explicit.

10. Ye cannot be free of bias

We do not mean tp imply that it is only when the scientific questions

cannot be answere.dthat the public need be involved. 1t1s often true that,

even when .the scienti~ic implications are clear, there are 'moral and political
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make the decisiotl'a shared one.

4. The debate has not been public

It is often said .t.hat; an attempt has been raade to open' the debate to the

public. The examples that are generally given are the Asilomar Conference,

which was reported in many newspapers, the NIH hearings in February of this

year. which were called "Public Hearing". and the NIH Guidelines. which are

supposed to open. to public scrutiny and criticism. We question the publicna

ture of these forums. The fact that the Asilomar Conference was convened ,by

inviting a group of prestigious individuals without extending an open invita

tion to interested persens from the gener a'l. public' is ,indication enough of the

sem.l-public nature of this fcr~m (44).

5. The e~erts should not be only molecular biologists

There are obvious problems involved in making the NIH both the fundfng

agen~y for the research as well as the body responsible for its regulation. In

addition, .whywas the NIH Guidelines committee so heavily staffed by molecular

biologists (41, ,q3, 4,)1 It is quite true thst there were important technical

questions tbat needed to be addressed io order to propose. the Cuf.deLf.nea, Some.'

of these. involved the details of how the experiments would be done and, i~ this

regard, the molecular biologists planning to do the experimantswere ~ndeed the

appropriate group of experts to be consulted. But the much thornier,. and more

important, scientific questions are. those of danger to public health and to the

biosphe.re. Evolutionary.biologists, ecologists, epidemiologists, infectious

disease experts, aud public health officials ,should bave been on the committee.

in force in order to deal adequately vr.cb. these aepec ca of the application and

repercussions Qf the research. Remember, too, that not all of the questions

raised by Gene I~platltation research are scientific i~·nat~re; there are moral

and social dilemmas to be. confronted as well. Philosoph~rs and historians of

science should have been present to assure careful.consideration of ~hediffi-
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guided 'by outside pressures: the limitations of the budget, the priorities of

the funding agencies, and the constraints "imposed on' them by societal interests

such as public health, and by social and ethical considerations such as the

restrictions on human exPerimentation (5, 23, 36).

How can we claim that scientists can choose what to study when it Is clear

that the granting agencies, variously persuaded In Congress. do a large part

of the choosing'? Also; professtonal pressures encourage us. to investigate cor-

rently fashionable SUbjects; not to do so would jeopardlze,our chances for suc-

cess Bnd more grants.

Most scientists seem to believe that science some-bow hovers abOVE: rna social

fabric.; but, if science is at a~l pure, it is only itl the search for new kuovledge.

As long as eeeteev uses t.he 'products of science. science cannot be. neut.ral because

social actions are always 1lIOral issues (23, q24). There is no value-free science.

Though scee vreesctence as entirely objective, lllany asscc tace only a positive

value cc science, and see res applications through rose tinted glasses. They do

not: recognize that, without careful planning and forethought, science can lead to

disaster as easily as to advantage. 1

11. POLITICS AND PUBLIC DEBATE

Let me ask bluntly: Should we pursue the study of recombinant DNA? If we

should, under whaz carcueseancesz And who is to decide?

1. Many biologists are not w;orried a.boot inter-species gene transplantation

We are indebted .to Professors'B~rg':endBaltimore and to the rest ot: the

Asilomar Conference organizer,fi. for having first pointed out the need foi caution, ....
Irideed.-so much valuable time has been spent in dis-

cussing this issue that, had I not been concerned to begin With. I should cer-e •
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There 1e considerable evidence that E. coli, under certainaets of
presently il1-def1ned c.onditions {in certi'1nc.ases"when c.snying cercetn
extrachromosomal genetic element9cal1ed plsemids).can be a psthogen to
hUlll8na and other animal species, and 1s more pathogenic _to _younger members
of these 8'Pec1es. Much of -this evidence has been gathered only recently.
To quote a 'recent review, I'DuTing the past approximat.ely au years. the.
recognized role of enterotoxlgenic E. coli in producing human diarrheal
disease has expanded to encompass a wldCclinlcal epecerun, ranging from
mild travelers ddarrbee to a severe cholera-likeillnes8 and involving
essentially all age groupe. f't'om the nursery to geriatric populations." (1)
Diarrheal disease is one of the main cauaes of death in children under five
years of age in developing countries and is au important cause of adult
morbidity in the same areas (1).

Inlndustrial cou~trie8. E. coli can slao be harmful. Little 1s known
about the mechanism of its pathogenicity as well as its mode of infection.
Infections of the urinary tract are common in women of any age and are
especially common during pregnancy (2). Infection during pregnancy leads
to increased incidence of prematurity and perinatal mortality. Furthermore,
!.~ is responsible for about one third of the cases of meningitis
(inflamation of the nerve and brain linings) in neonates. Premature children
are particularly susceptible (80-90%) to this infection (2).
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ON ESCHERICHIA COLI AS HUMAN AND ANIMAL PATHOGEN
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Colonization St~dies

Proponenta of gene implantation utilizing the strain E. coli Kl2 as
host have often argued that this particular strain is known nO'tto colonize
the h~man gastrointestinal tract. However,this strain was originally isolated
for human ·faeces close to 50 years ago. It has been maintained in the labora
tory, and presumably, according to optimistic opinion, has been divested or
its capacity to colonize the human gut. Bowever, this opinion ignores the
observation that in most experiments on human volunteers. ingested ~. coli
stralns(of a variety of different types) were either not recovered at all.
or perslated in the bowel for only a short time (2). Little 1s known about
the dosage of coliforms which must be ingested to significantly influence the
population dynamics of the faecal flora. In other words, it is extremely
difficult to know whether E. coli K12 does or does not colonize the human
intesdne. FUrthe~thefact"ouenabling E. collKl2 survival ana:
maintenance in the human urinary tract are not-kn~ These uncertainties
8uggest that Ye cannot derive comfort from the negstive reusults of the
tests involving the administration of massive doses of E. coli K12.
Drawing from the field of plant pathology. it is some.timesvery difficult
to experimentally obtain infection of a plant with large doses of an isolated
microbial agent. even though the agent is known to disperse -throughout a crop
under natural conditions. -----

Lack of Thorough Epidemiological Studies

Finally, thecla1rn that E. coli K12 (let alone,an equivalent strain
conta~ning foreign implanted genetiC information) is not a pathogen under
any circumstances bas.!!9!. been put to a rigorous test. 1'o'o~r knowledge.
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implantation technology Is proposed to beutiliaed.

Concluden

The above considerations lead to the conclusion that the experiments
assessing ~he properties and survival of the weakened st~ain (or foreign
DNA carrying de~ivatlves) will unavoidably be incomplete. Furthermore these
assessments will not have been repeated by independent gToupe, 8 normal
procedure before a crucial experiment 1a accepted by the scientific community.
Clearly, the task to gain certain assurance of the efficacy of the biological
containment of an!. coli host/vector syatem 18 staggering. and the dedication
of enormous funda to test the wide and complex variety of conditione in which
g. coli naturally finds Itselfwould border on the absurd.

Proposal

A calm analysis of the above uncertairities facing genetic engineering
research in general, and biological containment in particular, would prompt
us to consider "alternative tecnnologies", which are potentially less disruptive
of microbial life in our pursuit to understand how genes. function in higher
organisms. It has been repeatedly maintained that the latter objective can
only be Bcheived through the techniques under consideration. However.~techniques

other than cell DNA implantation already exist that have allowed the isolation
of the genes coding for rabbit hemoglobin (2,3,4) and the gene coding for the
silk protein of an insect (5).

Larger amounts of initially minute quantities of a particular DNA sequence
could be obtained by the use of appropriate in vitro systems (for example,
enzymes (polymerascs and ligases) stably immobi~ to solid adsorbents to
allow for long-term continuous use) to achieve the replication of an initial
DNA copy. A promiaing spproach for the isolation of a large 'variety of genes
starting with the isolation of their corresponding messenger RNA's is offered
by the technique of immuno-precipitation. This method involves the precipi
tation of the messenger RNA-nascent protein-ribosome complex away from other
cell-components by use of antibody specifically directed against the native
protein. Once the messenger RNA has been fractionated from the above mixture
a complementary DNA copy can be elicited by incubation with appropriate
available enzymes.

Techniques of this kind which will be pr-esumabIy , at first, not as "easy'
as those offered by insertion of foreign into bacterial host/vector systems
could be coupled with a decision by the scientific c.otllI!l.unityto' focus on the
study of a few genes from higher organisms. This enterprise would offer the
kind and depth of detailed knowledge scientists wish to obt,sin earlier eben
under the present state of affairs, where, it would seem. every group MS ita
"own" eukaryotlc gene to study. There is precedent for an agreement of this
kind. Seventeen yeara ago the molecular biology community and the g~anting

agencies decided to concentrate the study of the'regusltion of gene expression
in bacteria to the genes coding for the lactose utiliz.ing enzymes of !. £.2.!!.
A similar initiative, utilizing alternative techniques to'those offered by
gene implant-a.tion technology, will permit oar understanding of eukaryotic gene
expression to progress without risl<;ing "biological pollution" in its deepest
s~~. ~
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Ecological Implications

from "The Ecology·of !. coli" by Dr. Stanley Falkow

''From the specific standpoint of the detection of ! . .£2ll host strains
used for recombinant DNA ~leculesand their dissemination serotyplng
appears at present to be of no significant value"--i.e. they cannot
be monitored !
"The natural habitat of !. coli is the alimentary tract of man and
wa-rm blooded animals."
"On the other hand • antibiotics used in therapeutic and eubeherapeut fc
doses may have a profound effect on the normal flora, rendering the
an1ma!suscepttble to infection by pathogens and enhancing plasmid
transfer." The same conclusion, even more so. would hold for patients
undergoing immunosuppressive therapy,
"From the standpoint of recombinant DNA molecules. the documentation
of the effects of plasmid-mediated determinants on pathogenicity must
be viewed as one of the most cogent arguments for the potential
biohazards associated with this research."
"The I indigenous I plasmid flora of !. coli would represent (at least
in theory) a' ready body of vehicles to mobilize and recombirie with
the laboratory constructed molecules under proper circumstances."
"It is also clear from out studies that a carried plasmid may have a
profound effect on the survival and carriage ofE.coli K-12. As
noted earlier. many E. coli can be converted int~pathogenic form
following the infection with Ent andK antigen p.Iastnfds ;" What effect
will the thousands of unknown genes from hundreds of different organiSms
have on the pathogenicity or nonpathogenicity of !. £21! or any other
bacterial strain which these new gene implants are transferred to??
"Yet, it DlSy not be too far fetched to suggest that some DNA r.ecomhinatlt
molecules could profoundly sffect the ability of this !. coli
strain to survive and mulitply in the gastrointestinal tract."

2.

3.

,.

6.

7.

4.

Some quotes for thought
(1976) :

1.

Conculsions

It; is'imP0rtant to keep in mirid, while reading the above quotes, that
the Wedum repOrt (commissioned by the NIH) states that the microorganisms
in question cannot be contained wi~h anrtype of physical containment.
Keep in mind also, that as you read this atecement thousands of unknown
genes fr~m hundreds of different organisms are being genetically transplanted
into !. coli. And this 1s the very same !. coli K-12 which will sooner or
later be ingested or carried out of the containment facilities to be spread
over the biosphere. No matter how remote the danger--there must be some
real question of an actual danger. If this was not so there would never have
been an Asilomar ,conference. a moratorium on research, millions of dollars
.unsuccessfully spent on attempting to construct safe bacterial strains,
guidelines for this research, guidelirie committees, and hundreds' of hours
spent studying this very question.

The!=e has never been Ii potential fora global d1Sasterof this order of
magnitude. There i8 no predicting where .eheigene tmplant will end up .snd
wha~ itB~ventual expression will be. The one .certain fa,t ·is thst'it .

..cannon-be contained. This work .haa been espoused to have ~ny potentiaI
benefits for mankind. Will the cure be worse than the Idfeeesef -.,\
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of hulll8n cancer. 'rnese same chemicalB tMt cauae cancer are powerful UlUt8.geoa
and are tb~sht to be increaaing the 10.4 of genetic d1&&.s.s 8S well. Thi9 ~p

proach would clearly be very expensive to industry, requiring el1~inat!on of
industrially important chemicals. greater aafety precautions and more extensive
pollution controls. It would also not result in major financial return to bio
medical induatries and the medical profeSSion. Since resources for research are
limited. proceeding along the gene implaneation road detracts from more produc
tive avenues. Thus. viewing. our increased understandin~of these disease pro
cesses 8S 8 benefic of gene transplantation is spurious and only serves to focus
attention on the afflicted individual rather than on the scedecaL cecees of the
diseases. Furthermore. we already have the capacity to treat the ills Which
cause the greatest amount of pain to mankind (e.g. malaria, intestinal parasites.
malnutrition). but we do not use this capacity. We are unwilling to commit the
necessary resources to those areas of treatment and prevention.
Wby tbe~ do ve wish to concentrate on these relatively exotic sreas of medicine?
P~rhap8 it is because it is here that there i8 a great deal of profit to be made
by tbe medical establishment. The abovementioned cOIlIfI\on df.eeaeea ace easy and
inexpensive to treat, but the diseases for which gene transplantation offers
either a tool for understanding or a method of treatment will be very expensive
and consequently profitsble to treat. The benefit in tMs· case vould seem not
to be realized by the great majority of the sick, but by the industry which
cures.

Conclusions

me above diScuss.ion points out much discrepancy between. what is ·prom1sed snd
what ls likely 'to be delivered. We thus return to ·thequestion of who is
at risk and who reaps the benefits. The benefits are there for the scientific.
community arid for the biomedical establishment. But the re~ards to mankind
have p-roven to be much harder to find. If the public were fully aware of this
situation would they be willing to take the risks that are being requested of
them? They would probably be unwilling to accept even a much lower level of
risk. And so, the hope of proceeding quickly with gene transplantation research
seems to depend either on the public being kept out of the deciaion making
process or being lllisled by the scientific community about the risks and
.benefits involved.

PHYSICAL CONTAINMENT

Physlcalcontainment is necessary, but deceptIve~ Four levels of physIcal
containment have been proposed, PI through P4, in increasing levels of contain
.ent.

Pl and P2 levels oJ; Conta:btment

PI and PZ basically eeeeeeeee standard mierobiologleaLpractices. It ie.
well known that biologists have a terrible safety r~cord. Under PI and ?2 con
tainmentdoors.are unlocked t entry to the laboratory is wide open. and labora~

tortes are not located ioregians of 11mitedaceess. No :negative pTe.SQUre
system or. air-filtration system exists. The major dif.ference between fland P2
is that under the 'latter conditions a small af.gn , stating ','Biohazards" ,is put
in the area of the experiment, and then removed at its colllpletion. Philip
Handler, President of the National.Academy of Sciences, pest described this
situation: "I don't think PI and P2 contain any thing." 1 tt is our feeU.tlltbat
Pl and P2 ~ateaori~swere set up to make P3 and P4aRPe~t .ore 8tr~~ent.
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it be possibleto maintain a lowlevelof risk in largescale
Industrial operations? Wh.o will write and enforce the
guidelines? the National tnstitutes of Health guidelines
apply only 10 academic reseorca, yet private industry
stands to profit greatly.

We must also face the possibility that some of the
defense budget'", 64 million dclters for chemical and
biological warfare research might be used for the devel
opment of novel killing agents using genetic manipula
tion techniques.

BIOHAZARD REVIEW COMMITTEE Arm LOCAL
SAFETY COMMITTEES

Decisions about research. projects which are to be
pursued and the safety measures to be taken by
researchers should 'be matters of public policy, These
decisions should be overseen by a biohazard t\'.view
committee.This committeecotlldfollowthe effortsof the
National Science Foundation to involve the publlc in
these kinds of issues. The provisions of the National
Science Foundation Authorization Act of 1976 directs
the foundation to involve citizens' groups and scientists
in the resoluticn ct public }lolides and sciencrtc matters.

The Genetics and Social Polky Group of SftP feels
that the following points should be included in this
biohazard review system:

(1) Biohazard decisions should be a matter of public
record, including the arguments for and against the
decision.

(2)Grant applications. should include a Biohazard
Impact Statement. Th.is would de~ribe not only local
hazards to laboratory personnel but also possible danger
to the general public including possible long term effects.
This statement ,,(ould serve as-a. means of self-educe
tion for the in'lestigator, and should be readily accessible
to people in the laboratory to encourage discussion of
safety issues.

. (3) The biohazard safety committees should also
include substantial membership from populations at risk
who are not the practitioners.

(4) Reports on bionazards should be included in the
programs of scientific meetings. Courses in the general
area of tbe social and biological impact of biomedical
research should be rapidly Incorporated into educational
curricula.

(5) Local safety committees, like the new Biology
Workers Health and Safety Committee at MIT [n which
the Genetics and Scclal Policy Group of SftPhas been a
participant, should be organized and should include
laboratory technicians; custodial people, and clerical
workers. The formation of such committee.'! is mandated
by the National Institutes of Health guidelines them
selves.

Unless the worakers organize themsdves, these com
.mittees will probably be composed entirelY of research
directors, who under the competitive pressures of scien
tific research, will tend to ignore matters of safety. It is
up to each and every one of us to insure that our rights
ate observed;
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It would alsoseem important to establish procedures
that will assure contlriued epidemiological monitoring of
people (and their families) in places where DNA recom
bination experiments are peformed. The Neticual insti
tute of Occupation Safety and Health (NIOSH), which
under the Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA)
of 1970 was charged to determine the potential dangers
of hazardous chemicals in the workplace. appears to be
the appropriate agency for this task

CONCLUSIONS

Scientists have written much abeut acadermc Ireedom
which allows them to pursue scientific interests wherever
they may lead. However they forget that their-research Is
mostly financed by public tax money, spent to improve
public welfare, not to indulge the whims of scientists. As
population geneticist Richard Lewontin says, "Scientific
research by its very nature has outside implications and
consequently there is no inherent right to do anything a
scientist damn welt pleases."

Senator Kennedy of Massachusetts is ccnvenlag a
public hearing of the Senate health subcommittee on
genetic research and bioetnics whifh will hopeful1y
discuss and propose legislation aimed at precisely the
'questions this pamphlet raises. We hope the American
taxpayer gets a fair hearing at this conference, and that
in the future all such public welfare decisions cease to be
closed to only ranking professionals in their exclusive
fields.

The Genetics and Social Policy Group of SUP notes
the ironr of the current situation, In the name _of
impnwing human health, newer and more potent threats
to human health are. being de~eloped. It is unc1eaf that
these. genetic technologies have been develOped in
response to national needs or whether they are simply the
interests of professional scientists who make their livings
with such developments.

-c-written by a committee from-the Genetics and Social
Pclicy Group of Science for the People.
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The ReCombinaniDNA Molll~iik'ProgratnAdvisoI)'
C0ltlmitteewhich was drawn up consisted of fifteen
biomedical research directors, most of whom were
directly involvedwith research on these new recombinant
DNA molecules. They were asked to draw up regulations
governing researach. In July of 1975 this committee
issued its report The report essentially ignored all the
warnings whkl\ had previously been issued, even the
relatively mild concern expressed at AsUomar. The
Genetics and Social Policy Group of Sftpt4]andagroup
of geneticists meeting at Cold Spring Harbor, New
York.jl] severely criticized this report, both for the
content of the report as well as the composition of the
committee. As a result of this criticism the committee
withdrew its report and began writing a second one.
However the compositien e/ the cemmittee was not
altered. We and others insisted at that time· that this
committee was primarily serving the interests of those
scientists directly involved in recombinant DNA work;
they were clearly looking for tbe most watered-down
guidelines, Nevertheiess on December 4 and 5, 1975, at a
meeting in La Jolla, California, this committee issued
another similar report which will in !Ill likelihood be the
working guidelines.

The moratorium on active research, the considerations
of risk involved, and the establishment of guidelines for
such research which others have·dubbed unprecedented,
we consider to be publicly misleading. Such actions
appear to hllve been taken to ensure the welfare oflhe
general public, yet the public was neither informed,
consulted, nor educated. The research directors have a
vested interest and Involvement in their own experi
ments. Can they be expected to .act responsibly by taking
full responsibiiitjt? If these experiments were to be put on
trial, why then were experimenters allowed to acr as
prosecutor, judge, and jury? Commenting on the role of
~ientists and their self-regulation Senator Edward
Kennedy stated, "It was inadequate because scientists
alone decided to impose 11 moratorium, and scientists
alone decided to lilt it. Yet the factors under considera
tion extend far beyond their technical competence."

In their zeal to answer fascinating scientific questions,
the research directors failed to open debate. Experts in
such related fields as epklemiotogy and public health,
occupational health and safety, and mocrobial ecolQg:I,
who might naye contributed to discussions of dangers
inherent in such experiments were not consulted. Neither
were the laboratory workers. who actually performed the
experiments allowed to participate despite the fact that
they are exposed to the greatest risks. The general public,
neither informed nor consulted, is also exposed to the
risks involved in recombinant DNA experiments and
should not have been allowed to abnegate responsibility.
And it is precisely because such experiments are being
conducted in the public interest with public money that
the public should be educated about the pros and not
deluded about the cons. Technologies sueh as diethylstil
bestrol, asbestos, thalidomide, Yinylchloride, and diel"
drin, which appeared completely beneficial at the time of
their introduction have become. intentionally or ec-

cldentally destructive of"human lii'e and the enVironment.
Molecular biologists are in a position to benefit from the
lessons of our technological present and not contribute to
the inventory of tragic results of the past,

E. COil: FROM TEST TUBE TO INTESTINE

One ?f the primary areas of. concern is that the
bacterium E. coli is being uwe as the redpient fer the
recombinant DNA molecules. In 1l'S much as E. coli is a
normal resident of the human intestine, pharynx, alld is .
also II human pathogen, its choice as. a recipient
organism for gene implantation from foreign species
seems reckless. Some strains of E. coli are pathogens and
are the primary cause of diarrhea and other enteric
diseases in hurnaM. These strains can be responsible for
death via secolldary septiceraias in otherwise diseased
patients. With its universal, intimate relationship with
humans, E. coli presents a. fundamental ecological
u.Muitability .for recembinant DNA experiments.

If the potential {or such a serious problem exiSls,why
is the current research being done with E. coli? Simply
because the technology for employing E. coli has been
developed and experimenters are unwilling to accept any
further delays. If other bacteria were to be used it might
require several years to sufficiently develop an equivalent
genetic syst~m whkh could ad Mrecipient for gene
implantation.

The practitioners', have attempted to deal with these
problems by developing physical containment systems
and by constructing.bacteria that cannot live outside the
test tube (biological containment). The practitioners
maintain that: 0) the containment apparatus will not
allow the escape of the Implanted bacteria into the
environment, (2) even if some escape, they have been so
extensively crippled .that they are unable "to persist
outside the laboratQ\), and (J) these bacteria are unable
to exchange genes with other bacteria, as normally
occurs, so that the implanted genes cannot be transferred
to healthy bacteria. These ideas are not supported by
research into the physiology and ecology of bacteria and
their plesmlds. We{41, and other qualified scientlsts[5J,
feel the dangers are sufficient to warrant extensive tests:
to ensure that unwanted, foreign genes don't end up in
the bowelsof unsuspecting passers-by.

CRiTIQUE OF THE SAFETY PRECAUTIONS AND
THE PROPOSED GUIDELINES

Because some experiments are tett tc be inherneUy
more dangerous than others, different levels of physical
and biological .containment will apply to different
experiments. It has been assumed that the physical
containment facilities will he adequate although there
has been no mention made of thoroughly testing them
before the more dangerous experiments are attempted.
In fact the number of reported infections in laboratories
with special containmenf facilities of the most stringent
type have been around ~650in the.last 3D years. There
have been 423 cases of infection and 3 deaths hi.25 years
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A PAMPIILET WRITTEN BY 'THE GENETICS AND SOCIAL POLICY GROuP OF SCIENCE FOR

THE PEOPLE DISCUSSING THE HEALTH HAZARDS OF DNA-RECOMBINANT WORK.

Recent breakthroughs in.the field lifmolectihirgene.
tics have improved greatly our understanding of how
genes carry information from one generation to the next
and of the role they play in specifying biological develop
ment and function. Associated with this new knowledge
are powerful new technologies which allow the linking of
genes from one organism to the next. Molecular geneti
cists have utilized newly characterized bacterial enzymes
to couple genes from various living organisms to the
common intestinal bacterium, E. coli. Theoretically any
organism could act as recipient for such gene implanta
tion.E. coli are now being employed because they permit
easy, critical measurement of the technique's success.
However, gene implantation technology also constitutes
potential health hazards to both people working in the

laboratories as well as the general population. For
example one area of concern is ancer causing virus
genes might be implante' . coli or other recipients.
These hosts might es ape the laboratory and infect the
public.

For these and other reasons the scientists involved in
these experiments decided to lnstitute a moratorium on
all such research in 1974, a commendable action. But the
practitioners of gene implantation have recently been
criticized from both within the scientific communityjl] as
well as the genera.lj1ubl.ic[2).Questions have been raised
not only concerning how these experiments should be
conducted, but also what they hope to achieve. Some
scientists even question whether the experiments should
be done at all.';' '
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For myself, I can give you three reasons how come I came.. for
example, into opposition.

One,I had been involved in a case where there was a genetic research
on humans, male infants, for an extra Y chromosome, and I had the
experience of talking to many medical people. When asking them,
"Why do you want to tell the parents of this kid that he has a chromo
some abnormality, when we don't know that it's going to do any harm,
and even if it does, what can you do about it at the chromosomal level I"
and these people said back to me, "Well pretty soon we're going to have
the genetic engineering capacity to take out this kid's extra Y chromo
some." So, one, from being out in the hustings, one has learned that,
gee, the stuff wasn't so theoretical.

Second, I myself was not originally trained as a laboratory micro
biologist. I was afield biologist. I had done microbiology out in nature,
and from my professional background I have some sense of the
extraordinary distance between the limited reality of the bench, where
if you can't control it you don't study it,and you only study those
things you can understand, and the realities in nature, where there's
a million different organisms which are interacting in supercompli
cated ways. That's one thing.

The third thing is understanding-from membership or our own
biology worker's health and safety committee-the tremendous
distance between 'a professor's view of conditions in a laboratory and
a glassware washer's view.

I have often been in public debates wherescieritists are horrified
that I wonld suggest some form of regulation of their activity. They
feel they should beable to pursue whatever they want, and yet their
glassware washers can't say, "Hey, I don't want to wash this glass. I
don't want to do this. I want to work onsomething else now." So there's
a big difference.

When you talk about regulation, you have, for example, in the
Environmental Protection Agency people who are also microbiologists
whose conception of the world of microbiology is different from the
laboratory biologists, They just have a different viewpoint.

It's natural for them to worry about bacteria in the environment
because they've seen that as part of their education and training. So
the EPA scientists, when they came into this thing-I recently read
their finding on this-s-thsy thought that the NIH had not proceeded
responsably because their scientific background is a little different.

I heard Dr. Finklea at the National Institute of Occupational Safety
and Health testify on this question, and his testimony, coming from
actual concrete experience in trying to regulate safety in laboratories,
wa~ very different from the NIH, and he had a list of about 15 problems '
which he felt were totally unattended to because his concrete experience
had comeout ofsafety problems.

So I think the way you get organic regulation is to develop those
areas of scientific apparatus whose formal concern is with the environ
ment, whose formal concern is with public health, whose formal con
cern is with whoever's health, but also to find a situation where NIH
doesn't seeEPA as the enemy. and that I don't know how to do; I mean
people like myself, sooner orlater we have to quiet down. Our fund
ing- comes from the agencies that we're criticizing; and you're not
going to survive. You have to pay the rent, like anybody else. It's
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Mr. WimlLER. That's why I'm concerned aboutthe whole private
arena in terms of what ,do they do and what controls do they operate
under.

Mr. THORNTON. That is the reason you suggested extension of the
NIH guidelines to the private section, as modified in accordance with
the input from the public, is that correct1

Mr. WHEELER. Yes; as an interim step. You may need more, de
pending on the problems that they have, But as a, minimum.

Mr. THORNTON. Dr. Krimsky, did you have any comments' with
regard to this Itrea1 ' '

Dr. KRIMSKY. I would like to reaffirm the issue that was intimated
by several of the ,Panelists.

I think, as a CItizen, I am very eager to see th..tall this research, at
whatever level and no matter who is doing it, be disclosed, exactly
what is being done, what is being transplanted, because we face situa
tions now where extraordinary properties can be introduced into
microorganisms that may be exceedingl:)' dangerous. Do we want,
for example, to create new biological pesticidesthat if escaped might
create tremendous hazards to our ecosystems1

We have to make sure tha,t whatever research is done, whether in
the private sector or the public sector, it is made known to the public
so it could be scrutinized carefully.

Mr. THORNTON. Thank you.
Mr. Dornan.
Mr. DORNAN. Mayor, I notice ill your, biography bllmt you have

done some microbiological work or immunology work on syphilis.
I recall in 1968 that various counties 'around the" United States

would have their couuty health officers declare an epidemic; 1968
was the first time I heard this frightening word used m reference to
syphilis, and then gonorrhea, and the word was used again in 1969
and 1970, while you werestill doing research, 1971 'and 1972, and
then I lost track of it.

I just wondered, with all of the advanced, sophisticated concepts
we're discussil1g here, if this country still has an epidemic of syphilis
and if it has been around at epidemic levels for so long that the society
in general is sort of anesthetized to the horror of the word "epidemic."

Mr. WHEELER. The whole question of syphilis is one which I think
over the last 10 years there has been a leveling off in terms of the
incidence and so forth, of disease.

But indeed, gonorrhea, is perhaps the most prevalent and the most
common .infectious disease in this country, and I'm not sure I would
exclude the common cold from that list. .

We are developing antibiotic resistant strains. There Me ways of
trying to play with that to get around it, but it is an epidemic in this
country, and it affects young people, 9 and 10 years of age and the
highest incidence probably in the 15 to 25 age group. Bat it is aprob
lem, and it's one of those social problems that for a host of reasons
people are unwilling or unable to discuss in a very sophisticated public
manner.

Again, looking at oth"r aspects of this, I think the Federal Govern
ment has,been remiss in recognizing the seriousness of these problems
and the breadth of the problems in the country because-and I am
not pitching for research money, because I quit doing research-s-there
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inhabitinglJacteria Instead of. gasoline, or a similar contamination
of fuel might occur in an airplane in flight.

Mrs. TAFl\ It's just an example which I wanted to bring out about
where we should put our priorities, and to me right now it's important
that we make sure that priorities are placed where the money can be
assigned to checking the fact that. at least these NIH guidelines can be
enforced. It's very difficult when you're working in a laboratory, and
you might have someonecoming in and checking up to see what you're
doing. It's not the normal procedure of the way laboratories work or
the way people who are accustomed to working in institutions operate.
I think later on this week you will hear People who have serious con
cerns about that, from Princeton, too.

But I believe it's very important that we find ways that can be ef-
fective without necessarily hampering the work. ..•.

Mr. THORNTON. I certainly agree withtbat, and I think your com
ment is a very valuable contribution. There is a need to assess priorities
in research and not go of!' in directions which are nonproductive or
overly hazardous. I thank you for that comment.

MayorWheeler, did you have a comment 1
Mr. WHEE~ER. Yes, Jll[r. Chairman.
I didn't indicate to you that I happen to be by training a

microbiologist.
Mr. THORNTON. You're a professor of microbiology 1
Mr. WHEELER. Yes, sir, and I sit in the very peculiar position that

I happen to work in a department where the center of activity and
advocacy for the recombinant DNA occurs in the university.

I have not discussed this communication with my department, Mr.
Chairman. I will give it to him when I go back, because that's the way
I think I have to operate.

I have just one question, I am concerned with how fast we go, what
we do, and how it's done. But I have a question that if the knowledge
now exists that somebody, either under regulation or clandestinely,
is going to be doing this research. If the knowledge were not there and
if 15 or 20 years ago a decision had been made that we would not
permit-however we made such a decision-such research to occur,
it might have been an appropriate time to have stopped it and said,
"Let's put a moratorium On it." But it's here. It's not only here in our
laboratories and our universities, but it's here in foreign universities
and foreigu laboratories, and at this point there is some voluntary com
munication and discussion of guidelines. But I hope the research is
gomgtol):oon.

Now, m the committee that the university created to make the
original decision, a compromise was impossible with one member of
that committee, because that member felt that this research should not
proceed under any circumstances. The. other nine members reached a
compromise in terms that it should go on, but under very defined and
controlled conditions and facilities, and soforth.

So I guess the whole question of compromise depends upon whether
the compromise is that we're not going to do it at all-s-and some peo
ple will not compromise that issue-or that it will be done and done
under certain specified conditions.

The other question-c-snd I want to strongly support what Dr. King
has said in terms of national policy-yes; we have policy, but unless
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Now, I do not believe that the American public knows that their
Nffi Committee for funding research on how tobacco causes cancer

. is operating that way.
Furthermore, I believe that the American people that are able to

read an article which says,
This.OO"IllpoIient, tetrahrdrate, domiciled in cigarette smoke causes cancer be

cause it damages the villae cells of your ducts and it keeps them from sweeping
up the par-ticles back out of your lungs.

If they had discrete knowledge I think they would be much better
armed and able to make a choice.

As a matter of fact, there is a woeful-I won't say suppression-
but a woeful underdevelopment of information of biomedical re
search on exactly how tobacco causes cancer, and I think as a result
of that the American people have not been able to make an intellil$'ent
choice of risks versus benefits because the policy on research on how
tobacco causes cancer has been under the control of the wrong people,
and not, for the benefits 'and hazards to be under congressional scru
tiny.

Mr. THORNTON. I should think that if you were to advocate a risk
free society we would have to ban tobacco smoking, ban saccharin, and
right on down the list;

Dr. ICING. I'd like to back off on that, because! didn't advocate a
risk-free society. Organisms are not like oil spills. They grow and re
produce themselves. You can't wipe them up once they get out. That
means the issue of genetic engineering is qualitatively different from
all of the pollution issues. If you make a mistake and an organism like
E. coli getsout, you cannot clean up E. coli from the environment, so
that accident is irreversible.

Mr. THORNTON. Assuming that the E. coli is not limited itself or
biodegradable.

Dr. KING. Right.Supposethere's been an error in assessment. Let's
say the biodegradable. ones are biodegradable, and we'll talk about
those experiments done in the ordinary strain, which has been around
for millions of years, and we make no assessment of that and we know
it can survive because that's where we got it from.

Now, if we slow up research and, let's say, God forbid, we close
down the laboratory at Princeton University from doing just this
technology, not from doing scientific research, not from asking any
questions they want to ask, just from one route to.the answer, will the
pipettes go away! Will the scientists drop dead! Will the journals
disappear from the library! Will scientific progress stop! Absolutely
not.

We aren't talking about freedom of inquiry. We're talking about
irreversibly altering. the environment, the manufacturing of new
organisms.

I can ask questions I want to about blood clotting, but the moment
I want to cut off your ear to see if there's sufficient blood clotting fac
tors to stop the flow, it's a different question.

Mr..THORNTON. That's where yon get to the National Commission
for the Protection of Human Subjects.

Dr. ICING. Right.
Let me conclude with au example from another area.
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Scientists tend to cry bloody murder if you suggest that there's
any such thing as an incorrect priority in basic research, and yet
these same scientists would never dream of saying to one of their
graduate students, "Just do any experiment that comes to your mind
in 'the lab. Any experiment is as good as any other experiment."
They're not. Tney set priorities, at My level they set priorities, and
then assess them. We should set priorities on biomedical research pol
icy because if we don't we're going to find ourselves in a situation
where the scientific community, rather than solving the problems
of ill health that we have, are just generating a whole new spectrum
of new health hazards because there's no coupling between the
research policy and providing health to the American people. It's
like chemical companies who, in the name of progress, synthesize a
whole variety of new chemicals, none of which we need, and most
of which we are eventually going to get poisoned from, and dump them
out into the rivers and, onto the ground and say, "This is 1'., rogress."

The same thing will happen to the scientists, unless we get connected
to the public so that we don't end up on opposite sides of the fence, and
that's going to involve legislation which says that research is part of
health policy; we need prevention; we need to preserve health in this
country; and not just push back the frontiers of understanding.

Thank you very much. I'm sorry for going on too long.
Mr. THORNTON. Thank you very much, Dr. King, for your testi

mony.
I would like to open the questioning with a general inquiry as to

whether it is correct to say that we do not now have a national research
policy.

It seems to me that an argument can be made that we have a policy, a
national health policy, which seeks to minimize risk and to provide
certain guidelines for the acceptability of risks. This policy deals more
with the production and dissemination of biological materials which
are produced commercially or institutionally. But the national re
search policy is to promote scientific research, within certain limits,
such as those recommended by the National Commission for the Pro-
tection of Human Subjects, and it is appropriate, I think, to set such
limits on research.

. .Dr, KING. It seems to me that that's like saying, "Our foreigu policy
position is to promote foreign policy."

We have the problem that there's only limited national resources;
there's only a limited pool of money that we spend on research. Choices
are always being made. If you put a lot of money into genetic engineer
ing, that doesn't help you identify carcinogens in the environment.
That's the choice that you make to develop knowledge in one area, and
that means the underdevelopment of knowledge in another area.

I remember a couple of years ago I was very upset about spending
by the National Cancer Institute, and I wauted to write to my Repre
sentative, about his vote on this issue, 'and then I discovered that there
hadn't been any vote. on that issue. So I went to the library and I
found that there was a policy, and it was articulated in the report, the
Chemicals and Health Report of the President's Science Advisory
Committee. As far as I could tell, this had never been discussed on
the floor of Congress.
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a little .bit of an explosion is not a tolerable compromise, and we have
the same situation here where you're talking about the release of
genetically altered organisms in the environment.

Now, many people have talked about the problem of educating the
public. Those Cambridge City Council hearings educated the public
like nothing else in the scientific community has ever done before.

Now, why was that' It's because of something on which participa
tory democracy is based, which is that if people can have a say in some
thing they will find out about it. You cannot ask people to learn about
the details of genetic engineering if they know there is nothing they
can do about it, that some decision is being made in a closed committee
in La Jolla, California or in Woods Hole, Mass. But if they know that
their city council, in which they can have a voice, is taking up the
issue, they will find out about it, and the 400 or 500 people who sat
silently intense, taking notes at those city council meetings, they were
going to educate themselves about genetic engineering because for the
first time there was something they could do about it.

I do not believe that it is possible to have a democracy without
an informed electorate, and I do not believe you can ask the electorate,
to inform themselves about something and then give them no power to
speak about it.

Local action on these things is the best way to develop a real partic
ipatory, democracy.

I think we desperately need a national commission to look into
this. But why shouldn't we also have a Massachusetts Commission'
Who's to say that the Massachusetts Commission wouldn't come up
with some better ideas and a better set of guidelines than a national
commission' When you have a pleuralistic society, why go through
monolithic modes, really unnecessarily'

So I would like to second Dr. Krrmsky's point about the multiple
inputs.

I would like to cometo what I originally brought up.
I think that local preemption on this issue is an absolute necessity

because that's where the knowledge is. It's locally that people know
whether or not students walk in or out of the lab; they know whether
there's a union representing the laboratory workers; it's locally that
they know whether the conditions are safe; it's locally that they know
whether the custodians working the night shift are always going; into
the lab when nobody else is going into the lab. Those things are critical
in understanding the 'health monitoring process.

Let me close with the question of biomedical research policy in
general.

Most of the ill health in the American population has its origin
in local conditions, whether it's exposure of the factory worker to
toxic solvents, the paint workers to heavy metals, little children to
lead poisoning;' tenement dwellers to infectious disease due to over
crowded living conditions, or the unemployed to malnutrition, or
hospital patients to infections that are acquired in the hospital.

Now, Harvard and MIT are great universities, but there is no
connection between biomedical scientists in these universities and the
people in the surrounding communities who are" sick and ill,. even
though we are all supported by the National Institute of Health, paid
for by the taxpayers, including those in Cambridge. We have never
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committee. They made a number of sharp criticisms of the guidelines,
all of which were in substance rejected by the committee, who quite
fiercely resisted tightening the guidelines.

I would like Do note that at this time the construction of genetically
altered strains of organisms was about to proceed, and yet there had
been no substantive congressional proceedings at all. That is, there
was no way by which a concerned citizen or scientists could have any
meaningful input. National policy had been made that we would go
ahead with genetic engineering lIS a tool of biomedical research, with
out ever having any review of discussion by the elected representatives
of the people, and let me tell you, some people were really actively
frustrated. Something was going on that we were scared about, and
there wasn't a damn thing we could do. Some people, like myself,
who 'are in a very privileged position, could attempt to spook out
because we have the credentials, but even so, it was difficult.

Mr. THORNTON. We're attempting to provide that avenue of
communication.

Dr. KING. Right, and I'm very appreciative of it.
Given this ~kgroundof the lack of democratic process, the Cam

bridge City Council call for public hearings was a critically important
event, not just for the people of Cambridge, but for the whole coun
try. This was the first time the taxpayers, who support the research,
in whose name it is done, and who bear the substantial risks, were able
to speak.

Now if I may make a comment on protecting public health!
If there are accidents with new organisms, the accidents occur lo

cally. They occur in some physical laboratory where a graduate student
may be splashing when he shouldn't splash, and there is 'an aerosol and
it gets in his nostrils, 'and he walks out of the laboratory and he
sneezes, et cetera, or a professor who's trying to w;t some results
quickly because he has a paper that he wants to publish moves a little
too fast and sidesteps ordinary procedures and breaks a flask, et cetera.
Those are the way the accidents are going to happen. That is, the
people who work there are going to be the carriers of any infectious
agents. That means that when we protsct them it's 'altruism. We
protsct them to protect us. If we can't keep people in the laboratories .
from picking up these organisms we can't prevent transmission to
ourselves. So therefore it's very important thart the safety procedures
be tight locally because that's where the accidents happen.

Now, you might ask what could the elected officials of Cambridge
accomplish that the National Institute of Health Recombinant DNA
'Molecule Advisory Committee could not!

They could accomplish a great deal, and they did:
1. They invited testimony from the opponents of the research, since

they were primarily concerned about hazards. It was in their interests
to bring out, rather than suppress, this testimony. That's very import
ant to bear in mind.

2. They took testimony from laboratory technicians as.to the actual
conditions in research laboratories. Now, to my knowledge, neither
the NIH Committees nor the Congress have yet taken testimony from

.these people, the actual people who work there, .who. carry on the
labor.
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STATEMENT OF 10NATHAN XING, DEPARTMENT OF BIOLOGY,
MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

Dr. KING. Thank you.
First, I'mvery pleased to be here..
I would like to apologize to the committee for not having a prepared

statement. I prepared one and then I learned of changes in the pending
l"lrislation and I scrapped it and wrote new testimony,

Mr. THORNTON. You have permission to amend and modify your
testimony at any point up until the time that you say it, and then if
you have clarifications later on we will be pleased to accept them.

Dr. KING. Thank you.
l\fy name is Jonathan King. I reside at 136 Williams Street, Boston,

Mass. I am employed as an associate professor of biology at MIT,
where I do research and teaching ill molecular biology. My professional
training includes a bachelor of science in zoology from Yale Univer
sity, a Ph. D. ill genetics from Caltech, and postdoctoral training at
the British Medical Research Council. My area of research isin the
genetic control of virus structure. I also teach a course in social issues
in biology, and have been actively involved in a number of issues con
cerning genetic research on humaris, and I was a member of the Gene
tics Group of Science for the People, which was a citizen's advocacy
group that operated in Cambridge around this issue.

I might say thwt Time magazine recently referred to the Science for
the People as a radicalgroup, Science for the People is radical the
way the Sierra Club is radical to people who want to cut down the red
woods. It's just a group of people involved in science and technology
who have been concerned about the misuse of science, and it's about as
radical as the Sierra Club is.

I'm very pleased to be invited here to testify concerning the role of
local communities in science policy. There is some irony in ... profes
sional researcher testifying on local involvement, rather than on the
scientific aspects of the genetic engineering controversy. This reflects
the fact that people like myself, who believe that gene transplantation
is extremely dangerous, and who have proper scientific credentials,
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relationships, the relationships between various units that may be
engaging in the research and .local government. That's, again, the
Federal, State or private industry activities and local government.

The final point that I wish to stress in terms of what we may need,
is comprehensible data in this area which local officials can under
stand and utilize for their own education and for public education ,"
regarding the major issues related to recombinant DNA research. We
also need solid information concerning the public health and environ
mental issues related to that research. Such comprehensible informa
tion is essential for the education of the elected public officialsand for
the general public because there are people with all sorts of limited
knowledge and fears, and which may be real or 'unreal in terms of the
terrible things that can happen from accident or even from conscious
manipulation in this arena.

I think I'll close this by saying that ultimately, as the public be
comes more aware of potential risks and misuses inherent in this re
search, it will be necessary to have candid and believable answers for
the more sensitive questions of undesirable potentials of genetic
engineering.

Thank you.
Mr. THORNTON. Thank you very much, Mr. Wheeler, for a .very

thoroughly prepared statement and a very fine summarization. We do
appreciate your oral outline of the high points of your prepared
statement. .

Of course, you have focused upon one of the very real dilemmas
which must be addressed by policymakers, and that is how do you go
about establishing standards, which, if we have been told correctly,
must be national in scope and perhaps adopted worldwide.

Also, how do you reconcile the national need with the need to have
communication and input from the local communities, which are, as
you point out, most directly involved, or most immediately involved,
perhaps I should say, in the activities.

We will be looking for some proposed answers tothat question as
we go further.
. Mr. Hollenbeck, we've been following the suggested procedure by
requesting each of the panelists to make their presentation and then
asking questions, but if either you or Mr. Dornan have any questions
of clarification which you would like to ask at this time we'll take
them before we proceed with our last witness.

Mr. HOLLENBECK. No. I'll wait.
Mr. THORNTON. Mr. Dornan.
Mr. DORNAN. No. Thankyou, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. THORNTON. Fine.
Our next witness, Dr. Jonathan King, of the Department of

Biologr, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, is a very notable
authorIty in this field. I had the privilege of 'hearing Dr. Kmg- par
ticipate in a debate sponsored by the National Academy of Sciences.
I'm not sure that it was a debate. It was an experience. I did enjoy
listining to the proceedings of that forum.

You're welcome to our committee. We'd like to ask you now to
present your prepared statement and then we'll open the panel to
questions,

[Biographical sketcli of Jonathan King follows:]
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,,:ork will proceed under existing NIH guidelines; and that high level
risks, such as P-4, and so forth, will not be permitted, at this time, in
our community. I trust that such an ordinance can be adopted.
. The univer8ity com'l11lUnity. I've given you in my prepared report a
brief reference to the University of Michigan approach to this type
of research. I also suggested that perhaps one should address the Uni
versity of Michigan for detailed reports on the process that has oc
curred there. Indeed, during the course of a year or so, through a
number of university committees, and, most importantly perhaps, the
first one, which was composed of about 11 people, all university affili
ated, but only about 4 of that 11 could, by any stretch of the imagina
tion, be called bioscientists in the usual interpretation. The question
was: Shall this research proceed on the campus of the university i
And the ultimate decision, I think after 6 months, was that it should,
but that it should under certain defined and constrained conditions.
ThCJl from there, the university proceeded to follow up .those
recommendations.

The only one followup that I would mention at the moment is that
there ultimately was appointed a nine-member committee called the
Biological Research Review Committee, composed of nine people,
eight university and one nonuniversity affiliated person. That non
university affiliate was recommended by the mayor in a list of three
or four nominees.

I've spoken of some of the problems and some of the virtues of that
process at the university, as I perceive them.

You've asked: What new mechanisms would be desirable and
implementable?

I think that we have to look at the question of licensing, and I am
not at thispoint of a fixed mind in terms of whether that should be
a Federal license, or a State license, or a local license. I don't want
there to be too many licenses, but I think there has to be a license, as
I think we do in some of our other areas of interest in research activi
ties. But I think perhaps a State license might be a useful one. I at
tempted to come up with some legislation that would control things
in my local community. Then suddenly it occurs to me that a YA hos
pital is not in my community, and there are other activities going on in
the townships around us that are potentially affected. So whatever
we did as local government would not affect those outside the city
Iimits, therefore, perhaps there ought to be a State regulation. ...

But I think it's also very important that the local goverllment's
prerogatives should not be usurped, either by the Federal Government
or by the State, because it's our community in which the activities will
be occurring, and it's our people who will probably have the greatest
risk.

I think we have to reexamine whether or not the Federal Govern
ment can retain the power to say to the citizens of Ann Arbor that:

We're going to do this research at the Veterans" Hospital, or any other Federal
facility there, and we really don't care what you think about it.

I think that relationship has to be examined and changed.
I want to make a correction on page 8, if I may. In C, part 1, I have

on the third line "covert role." I meant "overt," obviously. The State,
as far as I know, has not played any overt role.
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Mayor WHEELER. Looking at the role of local governments, it might
be important to know something- about the background of the various
communities where debate and discussion may be occurring, and so I've
given some basic information about the city of Ann Arbor, and I will
not go into any details on that.

There are a couple of things, however, that I would like to mention
to you, which I think are significant in this question we are discussing.

There's the question of who will be conducting DNA research or any
related activities. At the present time in our community, within the
corporate city limits, we have two institutions that are prime targets
for such research and activities. One is the University of Michigan,
where research is now moving ahead, and the other is the Parke-Davis
Pharmaceutical Research Laboratory. A third institution that I think
has a very good likelihood of getting into this business sooner or later
is the Veterans' Administration hospital, which is unique in t'he sense
that it is a federally controlled institution. Furthermore, while it's
within the corporate city limits, it's located on a township island within
the city, an occurrence that may not be unusual in many communities,

. and maybe we ought to keep such factors in mind as we look at this
whole issue.

I would just state that the University of Michigan is itself, by State
constitution and statute, ahnost an autonomous agency. It is not re
quired to discuss its plans and its programs and policies with the city
of Ann Arbor. In some instances they do, and in some they don't. Some,
it's obvious they must discuss, like streets, fire, sewer, water, and so
forth. Others, are not necessarily discussed with us.

I point out on page 3 of my prepared statement that it's my under
standing at the present time that there are no specific regulations and
guidelines, however, they are being formulated, to cover the pertinent
activities of private industry. To my knowledge, private industry in
the interim is neither prohibited from engagmg in this specific re
search nor legally mandated that such research be performed under
existing NIH policies and guidelines. .

I think this is an issue that must be addressed.
In terms of public participation, the general public has a.right to

know. I think they are endowed with this right, and they should know
beforehand what the basic nature of the research act.ivity is, and if it
poses a potential threat to the health, safety and welfare of the
eommunity.

In matters of a scientific nature such as these, t'he nature of the ac
tivities and the potential risks, whether they're real or imagined,
short-range and long-term risks occurring should be given; and there
should be proposed regulations regarding the control of the risks.
These things should be done, 'as often is not done, in language that is
comprehensive and understandable to the average citizen.

Special attention should be given to informing and involving those
communities or segments of the population who, for a variety of either
factual or emotional reasons, may feel especially threatened by the
activities under consideration,

In the case of genetic engineering, it is not unreasonable to antici
pate that in different nations of the world, including our own, certain
groups may fear that in a future decision to achieve racial purity, for
example, or maximum human productivity, however defined, or .for
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The following generalizations therefore appear reasonable to me:

1. That these new discoveries will mandate a continuing review
of policies and guidelines and ~propriate revisions, at:
frequent intervals.

2. While it is necessary to have federal policies and guidelines
that apply universally to certain. aspects. of 'DNA activl ties,
there will be the conduct of these activities under varied
state and local conditions. It is my jUdgment that such
variations of·policies and regulations, under the broader
federal umbrella, could·be very valuable in the refinements
that will be needed in federal policies and guidelines.

D. How can Congress Use LOcal Information More Effectively In Evaluating
Federal Science Policies

1. The first obvious answer is that the Congress should establish
a list of minimum information that it would desire, with pro
visions for additional information.

2. The. Congress. should suggest several mechanisms. through which
local governments, agencies and organizations could report
their information.

FOr example, the Conferences of Governors and .. of Mayors and
the National League of Cities (Counties and Townships) could
be requested to establish procedures with their respective
units to serve a liaison function.

3. A mechanism should be established through which organizations
~ith special interests (ethical, religious, legal, racial, sex,
et cetera) Could communicate their concerns arid recommendations.

4. Finally, a federal body (possibly NIH) or a broat!ly represented
body of citizens responsible to the Congress or an appropriate
federal agency could analyze and evaluate the varied local in
formation. arid prepare recommendations for the Congress Dr its
designated Commdttees.

E. What Significarit Local Issues Are Now Inadequately Addressed At
The National Level

1. The most obvious one to me is the absence of offic;ial policies
and guidelines for research and/or development activities by
persons or institutions not covered now by existing NIH guidelines.

2. Mechanisms for defining and dealing with questions of respcmsi
bilities and jurisdiction that may arise between. local governments
and federal or state agencies operating with such communities ..
One important issue of this nature concerns fiscal responsibility
for community harm that may result from DNA research and develo:tr
ment.
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e.a demnstration that open and candid debate between in
dividuals (orgroupsj with strongly differitlt] opinions
on important fundamental issues can be c~nducted in a
manner that can reach a workable compromise, where a
eompronUse is 'possible.

SOme of the problems that I see in the process as_carried out,
are as folloWs:

a. that Citggovernment was not invited (nor did it request)
to become involved officially with the Board of ~egents

as a deci.sion-making partner. I believe that the value
of such a partnership is that the, approximately seventy
thousand local residents, not directly affiliated with
the University, have important rights, considerations,
and Obligations that shC:JUld be protected ,in an atmosphere
of cooperation.

b. ther.e- is no minorit:!lrepresentation "oh' the Review Commi ttee,
either from within or outside the university, arid except
for the female representative of the laboratory technician
group, there is no .ceeer female Comrni eeee member.

c. the number of non-university-affiliated members of'the
Review Commi.ttee should be increased. An- alternative
would be to speed up the establishment of a _general
overview COJnmittee, with an approximate even distribution
of university/non-University affiliated member~.

B. What New Mechanisms WOuld Be Desirable and rmplementable

1. Because the DNA recombinant molecule research and developnent
implications' and risks extend beyond any local community
boundar~es, it appears that many activities and concerns must
be on a ,nationa1 and/or sta,tswide ba.sis. Perhaps a state
license should be required, but the application should be
forwarded through local government. ~ minimize conflicting
basic policies, regulations and guidelines within the State,
perhaps -a, broadly representative State -Commission should be
established to deal wi th the issues raised in your communication.
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Some spepific ideas that: I a~ exploring to 'offer to our citg
Coui:wil are as follows:

a. reactivation of theCitg Board of Health and charging it
with the duey of recommending policies and procedures to deal
wit:h this issue, including recommendations to establish ad
hoc commit:tees to deit..J. -with special issues.,

b. to request formation of 'a policy level committee including
representatives of the Ciey and those agencies engaged in
or preparing to engage in such research.

c. 1:0 request our City Administrator to review policies and
procedures of certain City departments and to recommend
any changes or addi tionsneeded for communi t9, protection.

d. specifically, I was prepared to submit-to our Cit:yCouncil
two resolutions dealing with DNA recombinant molecule re
search, but did not for the following reasons:

1. unable to get prior bi-partisan support for onere
solution calling for an environmental impact.statement.

2. my own realization that a proposed ordinance to establish
legal requirements on the·conduct of non-University
sponsored research within the City would be ineffective
because some of the research could be done in contiguous
areas outside the City.'s jurisdiction Where our rules
would be unenforceable.

e. itis my specific intention within the month of May 1977
to introduce an ordinance or resolution requiring any person
or iristi tution to notify the ci ty of an intention to under
take DNA research, the type of any research that may be in
progress and to require that, until new federal guidelines
are promulgated, any such research must be conducted under
existing NIH guidelines. Further, research at the P-4 level
'h'ou1dbe prohibited at- this time.

2. In TheUnversi tg communi tg~' for the better part of a year,
major issues regarding RecOmbinant DNA research were studied
and discussed by regular and special ad hoc University
ccesueeeee under the immediate purview of the Vice President
for Research. The resulting findings and recommendations were
forwarded to the President or tne. Uni versi t9 for his review
and then for action by the elected governing body of the
Universit9~ 'the Board of Regents.
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Additionally, for reasons given above, the Veterans Administration
Hospital could undertake this particular research (and other) without
direct,offid.al contact wi th t:he ci ty. Council.

It is my understanding that specific regUlations and guidelines are
being formulated.,to cover 'the Pertinent activities of private industry.
But, to my knowledge, priva'te industry, in the interim, is neither pro
hibi ted from engaging in this specific research nor legally mandated that:
such research be perfo:rmed'under existing NIH policies and gtiideliiJes~

With this background, I will comment on those issues which are raised
in your letter regarding publicpartic1pation and local actions in scien
tific and technical decision-making, using DNA recombinant molecule research
as a case study.

I. Public ,Participation In Decision-making:

A. The General Public - the public at-large is endowed with the right
to be informed beforehand of those actlvitiesunder consideration
in the COTf1I[Iunity,; which activities may pose a potential threat to
the peace, safety, health or security of the individual and/or the
community.

1. In matters of scientific endeavors, the essential nature of the
activity and its Potential, real or imagined, benefits and
risks (enumerated on the basis of long and short range pro:"
babi1ities) and proposed regulations regarding risk controls
should be prepared as concisely ,as feasible and in language
and- style that make the critical issues understandable and
comprehensible to the average citizen. --

2. Special etxeneson should be given to informing and irivolving
those communities or_segments of the population who, fora
variety of factual and /oremotiona1 reasons, may feel especially
threatened by the activities under consideration.

In t~e case of genet1.c engineering, it is not unreasonebl.e to
anticipate that in dif~erentnationsof thei.ror1d, J.ncludiIigour'
own, certain groups may fear that in a future decision to achieve
racial purity or maximum human productivity (however defiTJed)
or for pol EtiiceI. reasons, their very existence or the nature
of their existence may rest in the ba1ance~

3. Because of th,f'! fundamental ethical , -mra1, 18ga1 ani:!_ gt:mera1
social implications of many scientific undertakings, special
attention should be g1 ven to insure that these concerns are
appropriately represented from the general public.

4. The _above informed members of the general public -should have a
meaningful voice in decision-making and also in the continuing
monitoring and evaluation of the actiVity.
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CITY OF ANN ARBOR MICHIGAN

100 No"h Fifth Avenue,P.O.Box647, Ann Arbor. Mldllgln 48107

Phon. (313) • 994-2766

May 3, 1977

OfficI of the Mayor

Honorable Ray Thornton', Chairman, and
Honorable Members of the House
subebd!ftli.ttee on Soience,Research and Technology

I amlllbert-H. Wheeler, Mayor of the city of Ann Arbor,Michigan~ I
wish to express my gratitude for the opportunity to appear before you to
discuss various aspects and implications of local actions cOnoerniil.g, DNA
Recombinant molecule research. However, because of the overwhelming
signifioance of this research to the future of mankind and because of my
awareness of the frequently cited potential benefits" and -risks inherent
in genetic engineering, it, should be, added that I ,am participating in this
meeting with an unusually deep sense of ethioa1 andsooial responsibility.

It should. be noted that· dIne Constraints did not .permi t -prior con':"
su1tation wi thor review by the. Ci ty Councilor. other ,Ci ty officials.
Therefore, this is my personal statement as Mayoi. I will share it with
other City and university officials.

We all recognize the,diffioulty. of an in,-depth..C:overage of even.«
very limited aspeot of this important subjeot in, the allotted ten minutes.
Therefore, at this time, I will conoentrate more on the policy-implications
of the actions rather than 'the actions themselves,i'thich transpired in. illy
oommunity regarding the conduct: of DNA ·reoombinantmo1ecu1e research-at
the University of Miohigan. Perhaps in response to some of your questions
and assuredly in additional written submissions to the Subcommittee, I
will aesoribe the process and procedures in lOOre detail.

In the belief that your analysis and evaluation bf actions in different
100al communi ties will be enhanced by some understanding of these LoaeLi:ties,
I will give a brief overview of a few important onereaterietiics of Ann Arbor
whioh have influenced and/or 'wil1 influence local policies.

'Ann Arbor is a community of about 105,000 peop1ejof whom approximately
35,000 ere University of Miohigan ecuaent:s , The median family income is
estimated between $17,500 and $19,500.

The University is not only the major employer in the City, but its
faculty, staff, students and its obvious publ i c mission contribute signi
ficantly in shaping community mores. One important community objective
and characteristic which, in large measure, has its strongest-initiative
and support from within this University community is the maintenance, as
far as is feasible, of a safe, clean environment. Consequently, there are
no heavy manUfacturing industries or factories within the City.
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Mr. THoRNTON. Your latter statement does relate to one of the issues
to which our subcommittee is giving some attention, namely, the dis
tinction which mayor may not be drawn, and we're addressing the
question of whether it should be drawn, between research and com
mereialization of the products of that research. This is a very interest
ing and fundamental question which must be addressed in any deter
mination of these issues. .

We do thank you for your statement.
I would like to mention very briefly one element of your statement,

and ask if any other committee members have any clarifying questions
before we proceed to the other panel members. I was struck by your
suggestion that you take a position similar to that which is required
at an intersection with a flashing yellow light: slow down and proceed
with caution. I wonder if you would give us that same advice, those of
us who are called upon to make a determination on this very funda
mental and important issue. Is it appropriate for us also to gather as
much information as possible, to slow down and proceed with caution,
so that we do not through haste make error in our determination.

Mrs. TAFT. I think, from speaking to Dr. McCnllough earlier, that
you have already embarked on that procedure. So I believe youare
on the right track; the fact that we are here today points to that.

Mr. THORNTON. I just thought that your analogy was appropriate
perhaps notonly for the scientific research but also for the determina
tion of the basic societal issues with which we are dealing.

Mrs. TAFT. Yes, definitely.
Mr. THORNTON. Thank you very much, Mrs. Taft.
Mayor Wheeler, we are delightedto have you join our panel now.
We are proceeding on the basis of asking each of our panelists to

make a statement, and then we will open it to questions addressed to
all the panelists.

But before doing so, I would like to ask Mr. Dornan if he has any
questions at this time.

Mr. DORNAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Not.at this time.
Mr. THORNTON. Thank you.
Mayor Wheeler, then I would like to recognize you at this time to

proceed.
Mr. WHEELER. Thank you very.much.
[Biographical sketch of Albert Wheeler follows :]

ALBERT H. WHEELER

Birth: December 11, 1915, se, Louis, Mo.
Home address : 234 Eighth Street; Ann Arbor, Mich.
Business address: Department of Microbiology, -MedicalSclenceBuilding No.

2, Michigan Medical School, Ann Arbor, Mich.
Mayor's office: City Hall, l()O North Fifth Avenue, AnnArbor, ~.c-h.

Education
A.B" Lincoln UniversitY,Pennsylvania 1936.
M.S., Iowa State College (Bacteriology) 1957.
M.S.P.B., University.of Michigan (Public Health,l988).
Dr.P.H., University of MichigiUl (Public Health and Microbiology) 1944.

Employment
1. (a) 1944 to present: University of Michigan Hospital and Medical School;

(b) Currently: associate professor of microbiology. University of Michigan; (c).
major current responsibility-teaching; and (d) 1944--1970: Principal research,
serodiagnosis and immunology of syphilis.
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Two small- West 'Coast "firms are already In the speeflised field. Cetus Corp. of
Berkeley MaRS its consultants professors at Stanford University, including No
bel Prize winner Joshua Lederburg. The other firm, _Genentech, headed by
Herbert Boyer of the University of oauromia at San Francisco, is currently at
tempting to synthesize human insulin with gene-splicing techniques.

.A leading opponent of recombinant DNA research, Liebe Cavalieri of the
Sloan~Kettering Cancer Poandatlon, recently t-old the Princeton ctttaen's bio
hazards eommtttee that such private firms as Cetus represent the greatest hu
man threat because of the lack CYf controls over the research conducted, and the
vUsl,1 for quick results. _ , __ "

'Should Mr. Johnston be successful in putting together his project it would
appear to be the third .sueh -prtvate firm dealing exclusively in DNA recombinant
research, and tlIe first in the Eaf;'t.

He pointed out that there-was no intention to Ioeate in the Princton area. The
most likely sites were near Washington or Boston.

'Washington is an ideal site because the attitude toward the research is better.
"Research is already going on there and there is some degree, of tolerance," .he
said.

His plans are for a moderately hazardous P3 laboratory to be established in
eight to nine months. The proximity of a,P4 laboratory, conducting the most dan
geroua research, is another plus for the Washington .area, he noted.

Ft. Detrick in Maryland,once used to develop biological warfare weapons, wtn
be converted for the most hazardous types of DNA research by the National
Institutes of Health. The facility may be accessible to private researchers who
need to do part of their work at the P4 level, Mr. Johnston indicated..

Despite the fact that drug, eompantes are' setting up their own DNA' labora
tories, Mr. Johnston maintains that there is still a place for a small, private,
specialty firm.

"Because. of the political and, emotiOJial implications of such research, many
firms will not set up their own labs for a period of time. Many do not want to take
t.he flack of explafnlng their intentions to a local community.

"Imagine the difficulties if Princeton University itself is having a tough time.
People would trust the university before a.eommerctal company. Those companies
instead will be willing to buy a product from, XYZ little company which would
be willing to take the flak."

He drew a parallel with the Dow Chemical Company's troubles when it manu
faetured napalm during the Vietnam War.

"They finally figured it was not worth devoting the time and effort to manufac
turing it and it ended up under manufacture elsewhere," he noted. Dow campus
recruiters found themselves the subject of protesters across the nation during the
war because of the manufacture of napalm.

The controversy surrounding DNA research will probablY prevent the.new firm
from going public.

"There are enough factors to' contend withand regulations to comply with with
out having problems with stockholders," Mr. Johnston pointed out.

He said Cetus's annual report came in for considerable criticism at a recent
meeting in Washington on DNA research sponsored by the National Academy of
Sciences.
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problems as who should do the inspection, who shall pay for it, and
other issues thrut, again, can only be handled effectively by national
policy.

Lam of the opinion that much can be gained by some continued in
volvement on the local level, or "from the ground up," as Senator
Kennedy has stated. In connection with the proposed bill H.R. 4759,
I believe it is important that local communities retain some option of
issuing ordinances that wonld inelude some members of the community
on the institutional review committees required under section 471 of
the bill. These public members could serve as a useful liaison between
institutions involved in recombinant DNA research all ~ both local and
Federal Government. I do not believe that State regulation can be
particularly effective; citizens' interest lies in the community; the need
for uniform public policy requires Federal control.

Finally, I would like to urge this committee to consider refining
somewhat the specifications for the people who would serve on the
advisory committee to the Secretary of HEW as mentioned in section
479 of the proposed H.R. 4759. Of the eight members of the proposed
committee that "shall not be engaged in or have financial interest in
recombinant DNA research projects," I believe it is important that a
significant number should be actively involved in some scientific en
deavor so that recommendations made by those involved in this.re
search itself shall not remain unchallenged by those who feel they
must defer to the more knowledgeable.

In both the intellectual and practical sense, recombinant DNA tech
nology spells access to enormous power. It has raised searching scien
tific and societal questions. Let us be prudent-let us use this power
wisely.

I have one other small item that I would like to present before this
subcommittee.

Mr. THORNTON. Please proceed, Mrs. Taft.
Mrs. Tm. Thank you.
A few weeks ago, the AprilS issue of Science Magazine carried an

advertisement which you may have seen, and if I may read it! It says:
Entrepreneur: Wanted, the president for a new company. creating products

utilizing recombinant DNA techniques; prefer background in this technology and,
in business. Contract Robert Johnston at--.

And the phone number is given-for Johnston Associates; Petty
Brook Road, Princeton, N.J. .

This gentleman was contacted by one of the people on our com
mittee, and we were told:

Oh,don't worry, Idon'tplan to do any of this work In Pzlnceton. It would be
done either in Cambridge, Mass. or in Washington.

This weekthere was an article in our local newspaper about him and
I'd like to read just a couple of paragraphs from it.

Johnston-Associates. 'headed by RObert Johnston out of his Petty Brook Road
home, is pursuing that delicate issue in the interest of making significant profits
for investors. . ... .

Mr. Johnston describes himself asa venture capitalist, a middleman attempting
to combine those with risk capital to spend wbth others with the scientific skills
and business savvy to run a private gene-splicing laboratory;

- "Our business is raising money for young, hlgh technclegy companies. We have
been mainly in the medical instruments business, but now we are moving into
the microbiological field," Mr. Johnston explained this week.
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much less with those of, the profit-oriented regions of a competitive
economy.

I therefore take It position similar to that which is required llJt an
intersection with a flashing yellow light: slow down and proceed with
caution. I can support research with recombinant DNA molecules
throughout various sectors of our society only if some additional pre
cautions can be taken and if the provisions of the NIH guidelines and
their modifications can be legally enforced in an effective and practical
manner.

'In. the meantime, the public debate must continue to confront the
larger societal issues that have philosophicaland ethical implications.
Does the insertion of genes from higher organisms-as an example,
mouse genes-into lower organisms-as an example, the 'bacterium E.
coli-in itself constitute a dangerous breach of evolutionary barriers!
Assuming that the genetic manipulations of human beings becomes a
practical possibility, can we arrive -at sane decisions that will protect
the right of every individual to be different! .

Our citizens committee has attempted to tackle questions such as
these, and the answers to them are not quantifiable, The responsible
citizen then turns to the experienced scientist for some reassurance on
more technical questions. But it is not very reassuring to he confronted
by conflicting statements from among the experts themselves-sta·te
ments that leave wide gaps in a logical argument. For example, the
public is to gain confidence from the fact that mutant strains of the
bacterium E. coli will be prepared that, among other factors, survive
best at 30° C and would therefore not survive well if they found their
way to a human host with a body temperature of 37°, C. At the same
time, we are being told by some that certain bacteria that live in the
soil would not be good 'alternate host organisms to E. coli for carrying
out these experiments because tampering with the bottom of the food
chain might lead to greater threats to our biosphere. The next logical
inference, however,points to the realization that .a mutant E. coli
strain that survives better at 30° C than 37° C is in fact better adapted
to survive in the soil. Thus we may be faced with the self-defeating
process whereby eliminating one problem creates another still larger
problem. As another example, we are being told that mutant bacterial
strains that might be released into the environment would have such
difficulty in finding an ecological niche that, according to Darwinian
theory of natural selection, they would not survive in the environment.
Carrying this argument to its extreme would lead to the conclusion
that evolution does not occur, which is, of course, contrary to scientific
evidence. The difficulty in 'accepting the argument above lies in the fact
that Darwinian natural selection is dependent on a pa-rticular environ
ment. I have little confidence in society's ability to maintain an invi
ronment constant enough to protect a wild strain of a particular species.
The large increase of antibiotic resistant bacterial strains arising from
the excessive use of antibiotics in recent years lends validity to this
argument.

One can begin to recognize the magnitude of the uncertainties. To
assign a probability value in order to evaluate danger my be 'better
than no estimate at all, but to treat this as a meaningful number can
only serve to give the public a false sense of security. A 10-miJ1iliter
sample of culture contains an -average of about 10 billion bacteria. A
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moot freedoms. If we have freedom of speech, does that, not entail
freedom of thought! .~~

r would hope that, most people would generally follow the practice
of thinking before they speak, and this does raise some interesting
legl1lquestions I1S well as scientific ones.

r do want to commend you for your statement, r also would like to
concur in your views that 11 diverse panel would be 11 more appropriate
vehicle than 11 science court to resolve those issues which must be re
solved.

The problem with I1n adversary proceeding is that it develops upon
the premise that one side is right and the other side is wrong, and
does not permit the possibility that both sides are partly right and
partly wrong.

Aga.in,I would like to come back in more detail-with some questions
following the presentations by the other panelists, I'm looking forward
to 11 very constructive dialog.

·We will next ask Mrs. Hessy 'I'aft of Princeton, N.J. to present her
testimony,

[Biographical sketch of Hessy L. Taff follows:]

BESSY TAFT

I was born in Berlin, Germany, lived in France-and Cuba as a child, im
migrated to the United States in 1948 (age 14) and became a naturalized U.S.
citizen in 1954.

I graduated from Barnard College witba major in chemistry and I hold an
M.A. degree in ehemtstry from Columbia University.

For eight years I worked 'in biochemical research laboratories at the Down
state Medical College of New York, at the Rockefeller Insti-tute and at the Rutgers
University Institute of Microbiology and Medical School.

In 1967, I joined Educational Testing Service where I have major responsibility
for the development of chemistry tests for eollege admtsstons, credit and/or
placement as well as the development of general science tests and science evalua
tion instruments on the elementary and secondary school level both in thisconntry
and abroad. In 1976, I was involved in a project for the Federal Energy Ad
ministration that required holding hearings on thestatus of energy education.

Since 1965, I have prepared abstracts from recent research articles In bio
chemistry (in English, French, Spanish, and Italian) for publication in "Chemical
A bstraats" for the American Chemical Society.

Other publications include:
19~ournal of Bwlogiaal ChemJ,stry,239.404i (1964). "Metabcllsm of In

organic Pyrophosphate."
1977-Energy and Power Journal, March 1977. UAnalysis and Interpretation of

Jn-Sehool Energy Education."
Professional affiliations include the American Ohemfcal Society, the National

Science Teachers Association and the American Association for the Advancement
of Science.

-I am currently.a member of the-Princeton Citizens'Committee on Btohazardous
Research appointed by the governing bodies of Princeton Borough and TownI.
ship, whose charge it is to consider the issue of recombinant DNA research
our community;

STATEMENT OF HESSY TAFT

Mrs. TAFr.Thl1nk yon, Mr-Chairmnn.
I welcome this opportunit.v to appear before this subcommittee and

to participate in some manner in the legisll1tive mechanism that pro
vides for such direct dialog between the citizens of this country and
the elected representatives in our democratic system.

r 11m employed by Educational Testing Service, where r have the
responsibility for the development of chemistry tests for college I1d-
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TheJ5Oij;rcl called for the creation of a local biohazards com"
mittee comprisedof the Commissioner of Pnblic Health, the chair
man of the City Health Policy Board and three citizen members.
This committee is responsible for reviewing all proposals for
recombinant DNA research to be conducted m the city for com-
pliance with its regulations.. .. '.

The Cambridge Review Board did not see .ts work as preempting
the enactment of nazionaf leg'islation. On the contrary, it recommended
to Congress that uniform Federal gilidelines be established to regulate
all phases of the use Of ,the technology. The board W3S clearly dis
satisfied with the extent of Federal initiative in evaluatdng some of
the potential risks. Prominent among its recommendaeions was that
~gencies funding recombinant DNA research require a health moni
toring program designed to determine that survival and escape of
laboratory organisms.

BIG:NIFICANCE OF THE CITIZEN REVIEW PROCESS

The Camhridg'S Review Board ,tried to capitalize on tll.emetaphor of
a citizen court. It enabled citizens to raise dssues abouz where justifi
cation Tests, whether there lis a presumption of danger, whether the
controversy was over a conflict of rights, that is, the rigihts of scientific
freedom of inquiry versus the rights ofa community to protect 'ts
health and welfare, or whether a cost-benefit assessment was 'appro
priate.

But the potential for embodying ,th..t metaphor into a structure was
not fully exploited. A citizen courtlike process could have worked more
effootively if:

(1) The process of educating members of the board were carried
out more systematically. As it turned out, the education of board
members was carried out concurrently with the inquiry 'Process and
without careful forethought. The Board's education of the 'technical
issues was, for the most part, a aesponsibility of each member.

(2) The citizens made more extensive use of the adversary model
for discovering the locus of the controversy. It CQ,uId have benefited
from more direct interchange between scientists.

(3) There were surrogate questioners who were skilled ·at eliciting
information from technical people giving testimony and if these
questioners were technically competent in the field ill question.

There has been some discussion in science policy circles of a science
court ,that could render a judgment on <echnicaJ controversies th",t bear
upon public policy. On this court would sit a select group of scientists
who bear no vested interests in the outcome of the debate. Such a
court of scientific elites wonldbe responsible for sorting one the value
and policy issues from the factual disagreements and offer their as
sessment to J??licymakers. lit is my contention that this would have
been impossible to carry out in the recombinant DNA controversy.
There was no single body of fact or theory relevant to the assessment
of risk th",t all scientists agreed upon. There was divisiveness on the
repfu:wbiJity of expel'i;nents, the interpretation of data, the adequacy
of criteria, the potential for emergence of novel properties and what
information W3S relevant to resolve controversialareas. Given that a
group of scientists could not divide up the issues of fact and value, and
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Dr. Krlmsky served on the Cambridge Experimentation Review Board from
August 1976 through January 1977. The citizen board was established to review
the potential hazards of having a P-31aboratory facility in Cambridge for dolng
recombinant DNA research.

STATEMENT OF DR. SHELDON KRIMSKY, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR,
PROGRAM IN URBAN, SOCIAL, AND ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY,
TUFTS UNIVERSITY

Dr. KroMSKY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am pleased for this opportunity to share with you some thoughts

I have about the significance of a unique experience in citizen par
ticipation and local initiative. From August, 1976 to January 1977 I
served on the Cambridge Experimentation Review Board, a citizen
committee created to advise local officials on whether recombinant
DNA research should be permitted in the city. My brief remarks this
morning will bedirected at three areas:

1. What the process was like;
2. What the outcome was; and
3. What the significance of that process is to other areas of

citizen involvement in scientific and technical decisionmaking.

THE PROCESS

From my vantagepoint the city would never have challenged the
universities on the appropriateness of a P-3 containment facility in a
densely populated area were it not for a small vocal group of socially
responsible scientists and technicians. These people, like so many
other advocates of a minority position regarding public welfare, were
prepared to accept ridicule from their colleagues and superiors and
possibly setbacks in their careers.
If we want to insure that future controversies of this type get a pub

lic airing, we must encourage dissident scientists to speak out, not
just to their colleagues in specialized fields but to a public forum.
It's not comfortable for many scientists to accept that role. We must
continue to remove the obstacles that inhibit people of good will from
speaking out about their fears of certain research or the inadequacy
of laboratory safety standards. Two things that come to mind in this
area are: (a} decentralized science, since science that's hierarchical
would provide an additional impediment for encouraging scientists
to speak out; and (b) education, the promotion of curricula in the early
training period of scientists that explore issues of scientific responsi
bility to the public. Moral deliberation of such issues should not
await the time scientists are in a compromising situation.

A Cambridge experimentation review board was authorized to study
recombinant DNA research when the deep divisions in the scientific
community were reflected in the city council. The city manager selected
a group of citizens who had no formal ties to the universities proposing
the research. Furthermore, the citizens had no special expertise in the
field.under review. As a result the "empathy factor" that is, the con
cern that the institutions proposing the rese,arch might lose valuable
funds or that qualified researchers would leave in the event of a ban,
was never an Issue in the deliberations. When a newspaper article
quoted a Cambridge scientist as saying that the best talent would
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reacted in our strictness. That is to be preferred, I think, until knowl
edge comesalong to suggest otherwise.

Mr. THORNToN. Dr. Johnson, I want to thank you again for your
excellent testimony, and Mr. Holt, for your attendance here. To the
earlier witnesses, let mesay that we appreciate your contribution to
the hearings of this subcommittee.

We will resume hearings at 9 a.m, on May 3 in hearing room 2318
for the purpose of discussing local actions concerning DNA recom
binant molecule research. Thank you very much. This hearing is
adjourned.

[Whereupon, at 12 :10p.m, the subcommittee adjourned to reconvene
at 9a.m., May 3, 1977.]
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might well have to be developed to even take a 'look at this sort of
thing. I think the NIH really was not in a position to speak sub
stantiallyin this area because there is no experience and a lack of
technology. '

Mr. THORNTON. Of course there has been a lot of genetic engineering
going on in agriculture.

Dr. JOHNSON. Absolutely, hut not using recombinant DNA
technology.

Mr. THORNTON. That gets to the next point that I would like to get
some further discussion on the record about. The different tools of
research, that to me as a layman all look very similar, although maybe
some of them occur naturally and some of them can occur only in a
laboratory, might have the same effect. For instance, isn't one tool of
recombinant DNA research to use a virus as a vector to go into one
organism and over a period of time, to pick up genetic information
there to be transferred. Then that altered virus is inserted into
somethipg--

Dr. JOHNSON. A gene is extracted from it and inserted into the virus,
and the virus goes back to the host.

Mr. THORNTON. The virus penetrates the wall ofthe cell !
Dr. JOHNSON. That is correct.
It is really the same approach as in the bacterial work that has

been going on so far, when they may USe a phage which is a bucteria
virus as opposed to an animal virus.

Mr. THORNTON; The ability of the virus to pickup genetic informa
tion, from one host and then transmit it to another would seem to me
to occur naturally as well as under laboratory conditions, am I mistaken
about that!

Dr..ToIINSON. I do notthink yon are mistaken in theory.
I think the 'evidence for whether it has in fact happenedis not

documented, but in theory I think that is quite correct.
I think, for that to happen very frequently, there would have to be

some evolutionary advantage, probably, for the virus to pick IIp that
information. I am not aware of good documentation of that, but in
theory I think it is quite possible. ,

Mr. THORNTON. By contrast with that, there are direct insert.ions,
I believe. by breaking down the cell wall and separating the ,maIec":"
ular information, the DNA chains, and then inserting a plasmid into
that chain.

Dr. JOHNSON. Yes.
Mr. THORNON. This is more of a manipulative type of operation, it

seems to me.
Dr. JOHNSON. Correct; the results, if you assume in the formor cnse

that it happened, the result would not be radically different, which is
what !think you were gettingat.' ,

Mr. THORNTON. What I am saying is that you achieve about tho
Same results.tnsinrr a differPllt fool of TPsrn.rch;'Ve were told cnrIicr
in these hearings that one of the experiments which had caused a grC'tt
deal of concern, the develonment of an oil-eating bacteria, was not a
recombinant DNA research item at all.

Dr.•TOHNSON. That is correct.
Mr. THORNTON. Was it a totally different process which would tech

nically not be included under the NIH guidelines on recombinant
DNA!
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Dr. JOHNSON. I hope you will not ask me.to comment on that..
Mr. BROWN. You should have been here last night-s-the reaction of

the Congress and the general public is going to be basically different,
because they are going to see--

Dr. JOHNSON. I experienced that at the National Academy of Sciences
Forum, actually.

Mr. BROWN. Because they are going to see this task as operating on
the verge of man's knowledge. They are going to give much more
weight to the uncertainty and lack of knowledge than to what we
really know.

Dr. JOHNSON. But my point is that you can make careful assess
ments based on what we know. And we know a great deal about E. coli,
and we know a great deal about antibiotic resistance and its mecha
nisms and we know a great deal about how to assess pathogenicity.

There are subjects being introduced in this controversy which, in
my opinion, have nothing to do with recombinant DNA in scientific
discussions. These include classing; people. But there is certainly no
intent to do that and if that sort of thing was ever to happen, I would
be in the trenches and on the ramparts with everyone else, because
I think that is an unreasonable thing to do.

Mr. BROWN. There are a 16t of people who think that we have a gene
that gives us knowledge of good and evil, and if we get the wrong
kind of research going on, it will transmit that gene so that it does not
recognize good but only does evil.

Dr. JOHNSON. I think you have to examine the. incentives and the
reasons for doing some of this research. In industry our reasons and
our incentives are pretty well defined. It is to make a useful product
and I just do not think that some of these projects are particularly
pertinent to this subject... .

Mr. BROWN. I do not want to belabor this. But T mentioned to the
earlier witness about the possibility of developing a strain of nitrogen
fixing bacteria that could be attached to corn or various other things,
thus fixing directly from the atmosphere a good part of what the
chemical industry now provides in nitrogen fertilizer. This does two
things. It has a pretty serious impact on the chemical business, and
it may even destroy it, and favors the pharmaceutical business which
makes these new kinds of nitrogen-fixing bacteria.

On the other hand, it introduces a mutant strainof bacteria into a
very complex ecologv with the soil bacteria. Do we have the capability
to know what will happen when we introduce mutant strains into a
complex ecology? Have we tried to assess this?

In the kind of problem that I am trying to speculate about, how much
knowledge has been gained?

Dr. JOHNSON. I cannot really speak to how much analysis has been
made. I certainly share your concern that the impact on the environ
ment and on evolution and things of this sort should be seriouslv
considered. I come back to the point, I think that it can be assessed
very carefully, that you can make rather accurate predictions of
probabilities. . .• •

I would also say that manv of the thinzs that have been associated
with possible recombinant DNA research have not been attempted.
All the work that has primarily gone on so far, any place in the
world, has been with bacteria in the laboratory. And whether, in fact
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Dr. JOHNSON. The question I asked a member of the GMAG Com
mission was whether they were receiving industrial protocols and
whether industrial research was going on. .

He indicated that they were and he did uot see auy problem withit,
He did not mention the matter of sauctious to me.

Mr. THORNTON. I think perhaps the road that they took was to go
forward with standards aud to encourage work, but in addition, to
assess rather strict penalties for noncompliance.

Dr. JOHNSON. That is inherent in this policy, that is correct. I was
unaware that any sanctious had been applied, however.

Mr. THORNTON. I am relying entirely, as it turns out, on my recol
lection of witnesses' testimony at earlier hearings.It may not have been
England that had adopted those sanctions, but it is my recollection
that it was.

Mr. Brown, do you have any questions!
Mr. BROWN. Justa couple, Mr. Chairman.
I also want to commend Dr. J ohnsonon his statement.
I note your descriptiou on page 3 of the efforts that you made to

involve your employees and the public iu the fact that you were moving
ahead in this area. We have grappled with the problem here in Con
gress of how to get public iuvolvement and participation in certain
kinds of decisionmaking processes.

I wonder if your effort was a conscious effort to develop this involve
ment as a means of attempting to alleviate future problems. Do you
have a specific plan or reason in mind for this rather elaborate effort
to inform your company employees and the public as to what you were
doing in this case? .

Dr. JOHNSON. I certainly think we had a responsibility to inform
our employees and within limits of proprietary interest, to inform the
public. We were certainly stimulated by the controversy over this
area. I would not be candid if I did not admit that.

Mr. BROWN. At some point in the organization you decided to do
this. In discussing it, did you say to yourselves:

If we do not do this, we may get a reaction in the communit.y like they had up
at Cambridge, and we ought to take this positive action to alleviate that kind
of a problem?

Dr. JOHNSON. I do not think that was really our motivation. We
were certainly aware of that. We keep our employees, for example,
informed about what we are doing at all times, within certain limits.
And we have always had extremely good relationships with our com
munity and we have never hidden what our intents' were in any of
our areas of research, again within the limits of proprietary informa
tion.

Mr. BROWN. This is a very common, geMric kind of a problem.
Dr. JOHNSON. I understand that.
Mr. BROWN. I am interested in the responses. For example, the

chairman sometimes fails to tell me what he is planning to do.
[Laughter.]
Dr.•JoHNSON. Do you think that is a conscious plan, Mr. Brown!
Mr. BROWN. I wonder. There is another generic aspect of this

problem that I wonder if you could comment on. I have been frankly
impressed with the considerable effort that scientists involved in the
field, whether employed in Government, universities, or private indus-
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Mr. THORNTON. I want to thank yon for a very well-organized and
well-prepared paper and testimony, and to express my appreciation
for the additional material which you have related to us as yon went
through this statement.

Our distinguished minority member, Mr. Hollenbeck, had to leave
just as you completed your statement in order to take his son to catch
an airplane. He asked me to commend you for the statement and to
request that he be given an opportunity to submit questions in writ
ing to you to be answered.

I would like to extend that request on behal£oJ' myself and other
members of the committee as well. Would you be agreeable?

Dr. JOHNSON. Certainly.
Mr. THORNTON. At the risk of overstepping slightly, I notethat our

earlier witnesses are still in the room, and I wonder if they would he
agreeable to responding to such written requests as may be. addressed
to them by the committee.

Dr. ADAMS. Certainly.
Mr. THORNTON. I think it might be appropriate a little later, after

we have analyzed a couple of points in this testimony, to provide some
opportunity for an exchange of views among all of the witnesses here.
H Dr. Adams and Mr. Brennan are intending to remain on hand, we
might ask them to come back up to the table a bit later.

I was concerned about what I trust was an inadvertent omission of
your participation in the Asilomar conference. It. does seem to me that
it is important to any consideration of scientific research and pros
pective regulation of that research to recognize that some of that
research is carried on in our university, and is under Federal assistance
programs. But it is also carried on by the private sector, and all seg
ments should be involved, along with the general public, in makiug
policy determinations.

Dr. JOHNSON. I do not want to overstress my concern about that
matter. Events in those days were moving very rapidly. As I indi
cated in my testimony, I may well not have approached it properly
and I approached it on an informal basis to a member of the organizing
committee.

I should have perhaps done it more formally, and I should perhaps
have approached more people. I did not.

Mr. THORNTON. As I indicated, it may well have been inadvertent,
and just a chance happening.

Dr. JOHNSON. I think that is very possible. I mentioned this to Dr.
Simrer and she indicated that Dr. Berg was actually seeking independ
ent industrial participation. We were not approached or invited,
however.

Mr. THORNTON. I think it mirrht be very useful for you to provide
us with some help in establishing what different leg-al principles,
guidelines, policy considerations mig-ht be applicable to the utilization
of research, or commercialization 01 research products, as contrasted
with the conduct of basic research.

Dr. JOHNSON. Production as opposed to research, is that the question?
Mr. THORNTON. I am trying, not necessarily to put them in oppo

sition, but to distinguish between them. H you would tell us how you
perceive the proper role of regulation and restraint with regard to
those elements.
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RESCREEl. & 'SQUARE HAlFTOIl:ES

Johnson discusses PNAresearch
(ru,,,,,,urdfro"'I'"X,'l)
10jump the species barriers and recombine
n'lu,.llyo<:<urring DNA in virtually any way
they choose.

Most of the work thus far has involved the
insertion of foreign DNA Into bacteria. In
theory, however. scientist. could introduce
DNA from any source into cells from any
plantoranim.1. Genetkn'Combi"ations in
the labor.lmy aren't entirely new, of COurse.

~~~;h~a~~~"~lr~:~~~fs~CI~~~~~~~:a~rli:dS
celliusion.

How Is foreign DNA lnS<'rted·into a baderia?
Seicr.tists have recently dl'cave'red a whole

new class of cn~ymes that con cut and splice
the long DNA mulecule, m specific ways.
The compounds wurk with genetic material
from .oysou"",. They a,.., used to attach
foreign DNA fragments to the.DNA of either
ba,lcrial viruses Orplasmids. The latte' are
bil. of DNA lhale,isl apart from Ih..
chromosom..s in cerlain bacteria. Und ..rthe
righlconditions, plasmids and viruses have
Ih. cap.city to enter Ihe bacterial cell and
Ih..n reproduce th ..m.selw. one<!inside.
When linked appropriately 10a pl..ceof
loreign DNA; th ..y will carry it into the cell
and repmdue<! it along with their own genetic
material.

What do you gain from thts?
Well SUppose, {or e,ampl., that the foreign

DNA fragmenlll'", the gene thai codes for a
specific hormone such as in.ulin. You mighl
..venlually develop a new .train of bacleria
Ih'lcould .ynthe.izeil directly. This could be
much ",ore eHicienl th.n the cUm'nl system
of eXlracting the hormone Irom the gland. of
animals. At theveryle"l. il would
supplemenl Ih.. supply avail.ble from animal
sources.

There's a whole range of other possibiliti ..s,
ofcour..,. Certain .oil bacteri., forex.mple,
can convert atmo.phenc nitrogen into
nitrogenous compounds thai planls Can u.e
os food. Ifthe gene group responsible for this
proccs<could be incorporated mto wheal or
other crops, Ihey might ..venlu.lly be able to
pull their OWnnitrogen fertilizer out of the
.ir.

The practical ben..fits .ound fanta.tk Doe.
the teohnique have .ny applle.lions in baoic
re..,arch?

Ye•. And th"y're tremendou.ly important.
Recombination techniques, for example, can
be u,ed 10 map Ihe chromosome' of an
organism, Thi. me.nS to locale the specific

~~~::n~eS:":hr:~~Ohn;i~~~~~::i~~~onlrol
01cell replication., When the gene of inter•• t
h.s b""n localed. Ihes.metechnique.can
the~ be used 10produce it in 'iuantity for
.ddllioroalsludie•. Them.ppmg of
chromosom..~ will lead, almoslinevilably, to
new biochem'cal inform.tion about dise.se
processes of all kind •.

DNA ....combin.li"ns ""n .1.0 h..lp u. learn
how cells lurn their gen ... On and offin
producing the endless array 01compounds
ne..ded by Ihe org.,ni,m a. a whole.
Knowledge oflhis kInd. fore"ample, will
prob.bly be nec.....ry before wecan,actu"lly
Iran.f~rm bacteria ",to little productian unils
foranllbiotics Orhormones. Theimporl.nt
point here, howe,'ct, i.lh .. synergism that
comes "ith new basic informalIon. A
darW""eon of gen~ control mechan'lSm.,
when combined wllh existing knowledge,
could e~.lIy g..nerale a tolally new lead Or
insight In anolher area.

Greal. But how aboul safety? Do the NIH
guideline. really give adequale protection?

The m.jorily 01biologi.ls feel thai the
guideline•. thongh conservalive, are
reasonable giv ..n the present .1.1.. of our
k~owledge. Thi.i. the consensus among
Lilly scientIst. also. We lhinkconserv.h.m i. a
good approach wilh research a' basic and
revolulionary a' Ihe Arst recombination. of
genetic mal ..ri.l. The restriction. will
probably be moderaled lateras e"peri ..nc..
proves the potenlial dangers have been
e""Meraled.

Whal &Or!of dangers are people worried
abOUl?

The accidenl.l crealion and escape of new
life fonns Ihat could harm either man or Ihe
environm..nt. Most of Ihe concern centers on
virulenl mIcraorganism. for which there
would be liltle or no immunity a,nd Ihal might
also b.. resi.l.nltocurrenl.nlib,otic•. Some
people also fear an increased survival
Caracily in the new org.ni.m. whiCh, on
e.cap", could ~lIow them 10gradually
de.lray."ther hie forms and thus dislurb Ihe
environmenlalb.lance. The vast majorily of
.cientisls, however, Ihink both scenario. are
very improbabl.. and leel, in any ..vent, that
Ihe guidelin... will provide adequale
prolection.

N..edle.s to say, Eli Lilly and Company fully
.upport. lhe lell ..r and splnt of lhe
guidolincs. We've had years of e"periencein

~~~:~d~n';'~~tua:~~~~;i~o°:S:r~i~;f~l~n'~i~~..t
DNA recombination.

Could you give u. a quick .ummary of the
guideUn"? .

Yes. Theircoreobjeclive, ofco~rs... i.lO
keep Ih.. recombin.nt molecules ,n Ih..

~~~~~~r!~n;~iI~~:~ti~~~dp~~~~~h'~~~he
second biological. The greater the Iheoretical
risk 01 lhe e"perimenl, Ihe moreslringent the
rules of conlainmenl.

The level. of physicol containmenl range
from Pllhrough P4 wilh Ih.. latt ..rrequiring
Ih.. mosl restnclive proc ..dur .... P1 calls,fnr
slandard blok'gical practice •. P2prohiblls
maulh pipethng and the creation of aerosol•.
P3 requires safety c.binet. for all handlIng.
neg.tive air pressure in the laboratory to
prevenlairborne esc. pc, .nd
decontaminatian of lab e"hausts. P4 specifi ...
air-tight ch.mbers {orall handling, .pecial
dothing for labaralory personnel. and bOlh
airlock. and deconl.minalIon proc ..dur ... for
anythingl..aving Ihe lab.

Biological conl.inmenl i. achieved pri~arily
Ihrough the use of ho.1 cell. thai have IntI.. or

no cap. city I,".urvive ,ouI.ide the ~,boralory.

The morere.triclive procedures requir .. cell,
mad~ genelically d..pendenl on special
nulnentsrarely found in nalure. The
gUideline ••pecify the physical and biolo';:;;cal
con.lraints thai must be implemenl..d wilh
various combinalion. ofhosl cell, virus Or
plasmIdcarrler, and for..ign DNA.

Certain type; of ""perimenls. of cours .., ore
'orbiddenallogether. These include Ihe
"an'.fer of foreIgn DNA Ih.1 produces to"in.
'nd the, introduction of gen.s lor drug
re.i.lance into microorgani.ms nol known 10
acquire them nalurally.

The .afety procedur....ound elabor.le. But
whal.re Lllly'. curr.nl ....""rch intere.ts
wllh recombinanlDNA?

W..'r .. attempting, among olher Ihings. 10
use the~ew lechniques wilh
antibiohc.producing microorganisms. Onr
objective i. In create modmed org.ni.m.lhat
can ..llhe, .ynthesizo n..W .nd beuer
antibIotics or produce an e'isling on. m","e
efficienlly. This kind ofworki.n'l entirely
new. Lilly and manyolhcrlaboralories h.ve
be..n'modilying,organism. wllh chemic.l and
phy.ic.l .gent. forye.rs

LiIlyrn,ohope; 10 u'seDNA recombination<
to produce hormone. and olh ..r m..dicall~
useful prolein•. Some of the compoundswe
have In mind .re .imply nolavailable in any
significantquanlily allhe preSenllLme. W,th
olhe .. , our ma'" objeclive will be 10produce
them more efficienlly.

'In dostng; Dr. Johuson, could you mention a
few of thdong-r.nge po.sibililie. f,om
mean:"- viilh re<ombin.uIDNA?

Okay. Butremember, Ihe lime frame 0"
.uch thing. i. impossible to predict. And .
many developm..nt< may never occur "Ven
though; from ourpresenl "iowpoint, thev
seem almost Inevitable, Sciemlfic revolutinns
somehow nev ..r .eem to produce alilhal";
expecled ollh.m in Iheir infancy.

Probably the mo.t .ignificant thing aboul
DNA recoinbination i. the enormou, incre ....
in bask knowledge il can ,provide.
Eventualiy, foreMmple, ,t could l..ad 103

compleleunderstanding. in .Iricllychemical
terms, of pathologic, .uch ascancer, hcart
disease. malfunclinn. of the immune system,
and even theagirig pro",ssitsell. Knowledge
01this kind, obviously, i. Our best hnpc for
real progr .... in allihesear.....

How .boul.om.. of Ihe more tangible
benefit.?

The lheoretical pos.,ibilitie. - and.
remembor, Ihat'.all they oreat p",sent
snund like pur ...cienee fiction. Some of Ihe
thing. mo,I frequ ..ntly menlloned arc:
lailor-m~de microorganism. for energy
productlOn and pollution conlrol; planls thai
orere,i.tant to disea •••, p.<l., and droughl;
• whole range of hybrid plant ••uch a' a
"pom.lo" with tomatoes above ground and
poloto.s on, ils root.; beef CMll., s,,:ine, and
poullrydeslgned for I..teand efficlOnl

~~ta~i~~~;<~:t;;~..1liy~::r?%i..~co~!ti~~IS
d,...a.e.through replac ..ment of Ihe defectwe
DNA.

Nono of th.... thing. i. just around the
comer. Some may not evon be pos.ible.
Sociely ., a whole may ev..ntually find otilers
undesirable. Non,ethelcss~il is timo- in my
op.'nion _to begma cautlou. exploration of
th,. revolulio""ry re,earch Ic,<hnology Ihat
.cience h.. pro,·ided. The polenlial benefits
are enormous and the ri'ks, though
.omewhat indeterminate, canbe ..",.se"
.nd ma",'ged by m,pon.ible sdentisls.

F,ciug !",~,., DNA u"~,~,,k - ,rr .,Ii,/". '''''''1''·
April 1977 I 3
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attribute of Nallan and other propionic acid
derivatives i. their ability to relieve arthritic
pain, reduce infiammation.•nd inorease
mobIlity with Ie.. ""ana: of prodUcing lhe
seriou. sIde effect>; oommo:>lyassociated

:~ta~fenfo;:~c;:~:~r;,e~~:~~:~~id
ar/hriti. and oSleoarthritis. In most patienlo
with o.tenarthritis Nallon has been shown to
relieve arthritio pain after the fu.~ few do,e•.
Patients taking Nalfon far a.lang as three
years have demonstrated thatll is weU
loleraled

AnthonyS, Ridalfo, M.D.. head of research
in arthritiS and oonneotive tissue diseases at
the Lilly Laboralo!)' for Clinical Research,
emphasizes the importance of a physician's
Involvement in the management of an
.rthritie's diseas~, "lti. Important!hat
perOCln~wilh arthritis know that treatment by
a phys,cian aflen can bring rellef and reduce
or prevent disability:' he says,

Nalfon was discovered and develaped in lhe
eompa·ny. research laboratories in
IndIanapoli•.

There Is 'ome nalural exchange of genetio
material l>atwO<!n differenl'pedeS cJ
microorganisms. This rarely happens among
higher nfe forms, hawever, except on a very
limited haSlS be!ween dosely rel'~ed spades,
The import. nee of the new techniques in
molorolar biology is that they allow scientists
(ronti"utd 0" pog'oJ

Osteoarthritis is lhe milder - and more
oommon _fann olthe disease. Haffeots an
estim.ted 40.5 million Americans, or 37 out af
every 100 adlllls, A""ofdingl<> TheArthritis

~~~dof~~~:~;~a:n~~~~~~~pleover 60
osteoarthritis. This r:'rm of th~ d,sease often
begi", relatively early in life _ in the early
'lOsis typIcal _ and earlier anse! is nat
uncommon, Each year rheumatic diseases
claim 250,000neW victim. in this <auntry.

Nalf~n~, the anti·arthritic prescription
med,cation marketed by Dista Producls
Company, has been approved by the Food

~~t~~ri~~~~:o~au~~ ;~rl~h:ti::I~:enl of

States in Febru'ry ]976, N.lfon p!'<'viou.ly

~~u~:~~ ~~lJ~~,the management of

In the United Stales, Nalfan i$one of a new
generation af non_.~eroidalarlhritis drugs
known as "pro/ens"·or "propionio acid
derivatives" lhal has been deared for use in
patients with osteoarthritis. The major

Jroi>lg S.lo/m'on
lhings, ",ilh the ""ception af certain viruses,
u""DNA 10 bothstoretheirhercdilary
information arid direct all af their normal life
processes. Irs DNA, forex.mple, tha!makes
a horse. horse inslead of a man, a bulterfiy,
Or'n oak tree. Snghl chemIcal variations in
DNA also dIfferentiale indIvidual. wUhin a
given species.

A new fronlier has opened in biologic.1
science. Through a ,orie. of speclacular
developments thaI date from the bte.:lking of
the genche cod.,n 1951, man now has lh.
theoretkal ability to recombine the gencHe
material from diff• ...,nt spede, of plants and
animals. Thl' presenl' the great
hope alaltering th••• organisms in
way. that are highly beneficial to mankind.
Yet it also rai'es lh. question of risk" 01 th:
poten~iaJ for negative effect. from 'Gonlil",
procedures that have ,uch far-flung
application

The po.sible risk from such ",,"",en Seems 10
vary greatly with thelypeo( experiment.
Thus, in 1974. Americ.n biologists CJlIeda
moratorium On cert.ingenelic
recombinations unhl s.rety guideline. cauld
h. develaped. The two-ycarmaratarium
end<Kilost June when the Nation,1 Institutes
of HQ.nh issued its recommend.tians on the
subject, Concern and. inC"itab],-, somQ
mlSunderslandingcontinue, howe"er, Thu,
Cangress is nOw holding legislative hearings
ongenelic tec<>mbinati<>nsand,in recenl
monlhs, lh~ newS rnedi. have often
discussed Ihe b~nefils~nd possible risks from
such research, To proV1d~ employ~e, "'ilh
background information On the g~ner.1

.ubjoc! ,nd al~o loexplain the<:ompany"'
~wn r~.e.rch In lhis A!'<'a, LIllyNCU5 presents
'.hofollawing interview with IrvingS
:ahnson, Ph.D" vice.pre.iden~afUny

Research Labor.torles.

As a start, Dr.JOhn'on, <auld yau give us a
gen ....1 idea of what'. lnvalw,d In Ihi.lype
<>fre.ean;bl

Well.first of all, genetic materials_
dtromo.omes and th~irb•• k subunils c.lled
genes - are composed of deoxyribonudeic
acid, otherwi.eknownas DNA. AJllivIng

More common form of diseaseaffects40million

Nalfon approved for use in osteoarthritis

LILLY
N:EWS":VOLUMETWENTY-ONE,NUMBERTHREEI APRrLlm'

Research with genetic recombinations
generates promise and controversy
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Dr. Johnson recentfy:discussed··recombinant
DNA research before a public forum in Washing

ton, D.C., sponsored by the National Academy of
Sciences. He has communicated similar informa
tion to -Lillyemploytiessddhas also been a fre
quent ,spokesman on the subject for newspapers,
radio, and television. Ali active scientist for twen

ty·four years,he haspublished somesixty research
papers in fields raliging from cancer chemotherapy

and virology to heart cell function and the tissue
culture production of insulin.
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As a start, Dr. Johnson, could you give us a general
idea of what's involved in this type of research?

First of all, genetic materials-chromosomes
and their basic subunits called genes-are com-

o posed of deoxyribonucleic acid, otherwise known
as DNA. All living things, with the exception of

certain viruses,use DNA both to store their heredi
tary information and direct all of their normal life
processes. It's DNA, for example, that makes a
horse a horse 'instead of a man, a butterfly, or an
oak tree.t Sllqht chemical .vertatjons in DNA also

differentiate individuals within a given species.

There is some natural exchange of genetic ma
terial between different species of micro organisms.
This rarely happens among higher life forms, how
ever. except en a very limited basis between close
ly related species. The importance of the new tech
niques in molecular biology is that they allow sci
entists to jump the species barriers and recombine
naturally occurring DNA in virtually anyway they
choose.

Most of the work thus far has involved the
-s.lnsertton of foreign DNA into bacteria. In theory,

however, scientists could introduce DNA from any
source into cells.from any plant or animal. Genetic
recombinations in the laboratory aren't entirely
new, of .course. They've actually been-done for
several years now through a less-precise technique
called cell fusion.



the Fat Elas~ to the wheat fields ofCanade. and
from .apple orchards to vineyards. A major part of
cur animalwrnk includes, as it has for many years,
new co-m~Ou:rtds (oi'Amproving the efficiency with
wm;h beef cattle-utilize theirfeed,and antibiotics
for controlling infections in poultry and swine.

Much 'further behind in the long sequence of
research steps . are jdeas and projects that offer
little mor~ -ttiim_interesting possibltnes at the
moment, but they do illustrate the imagination
and diversity With which our scientists tackle their

work:

* Interrupting jhe molting cycle of insects by
inhibiting their Internal production of cer

tain enzymes

* The isolation and reproduction of living
heart cells for testing cardiac drugs

The .relatfonship of humoral (circulatory)
and cellular-immunity in the body's natural

defense against disease

* The role of metabolites in a drug's ability to

actin the body

* Preventing the degradation of amino acids in
the rumen of cattle to increase the animal's
utilization of the protein in feed

* Influencing the brain's secretion of sub
stances known to affect emotional state
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* Increasing the production and "turnover" of

cellsin the,~,~t~r~~yers of the skin

* The physiology of the metabolic processes
related to obesity .

* Shortening the required growing season for
crops by speeding up their growth or delay
ing the maturing of crops to increase yields

* Speeding antibiotic production by improving
the growth characteristics of the organisms
that produce antibiotics.

I hope these few minutes have given you some
insight into our research,activities. Lilly scientific
research is a singularly complex human endeavor.
It means thinking things that have 'never been
thought before, doing things that have never been
done before. It means building knowledge, step by
laborious step ,using the powers of intelligence,
technology, and organization to move from the
hypothesis of the laboratory to the reality of bet

terhea1th and more food.

Research is more hard work than sudden lnspr
ration, more questions than answers, more failures
than successes. But the sweet taste of success Is a
powerful stimulant. As many Lilly people know,
there is nothing quite like the special feeling that
comes with a significant contribution to medicine
or agriculture. I am confident that members of the
Lilly research staff will experience that feeling as
often in the future as they have in the past.



Also we routinely screen virtually all com
pounds for several types of activities; even those

quite different from original intent. Thus, in a year
wewill screen 8,000 compounds for possible effec
tiveness against a's many as seventy-five blologlcial
targets, including such varied ones as malignancies,

Viruses,bacterial infections, insects, and weeds. We
also check many of the same compounds as
growth stimulants for animals or plants and
growth retardants for· other plants. Tt adds up to
something over 150,000 individual screening tests
per year. In short, we have set up the machinery to
make a gross evaluation of large numbers of com-

'" The time, effort, and expense required are

the greatest.

'" The potential benefits to society are the
greatest.

'" The potential financial returns to the com
pany are the greatest.

We balance this long-range strategy with impor
tant and complex, but shorter-range, projects reo

lated to modification of existing products, im
provements in production yields, treatment of .
waste materials, and uncompromising quality stan
dards;

Time and continuity are also essential ingredi
ents of successful research. Progress should be
measured in decades, not years. We test 8,000 ex
perimental compounds before we flnd a market
able product; and it, of course; takes much longer
to rule out the 7,999 than to find the one. This
means the perseverance of scientists must be
matched by the pafienceiof shareholders! Time
also creates continuity, which gives a research or
ganization the vital, but intangible, characteristics
of experience and teamwork.

Our final guideline concerns the systematic or

ganization of effort. We believe that nothing is as
precious or productive as the brainpower of an
individual scientist. But coordination is a must,
and for this reason we. rely heavily on research
project groups. There are more than 120 such
groups. Here is a partial listing:
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Animal Physiology

Animal Science Field
Research

Antibiotic Resi,tance

Antimicrobial Growth
Promotion

Atherosclerosis and
Thrombosis

Bioavailability and Drug
Absorption

Cardiovascular Research

Central Nervous System

Cephalosporin Process

Cyclic Nucleotides

Drug Metabolism

Endoerine Research

Fermentation Products
Microbiology

Fermentation Products
Screening

Gram Positive/Antifungal
Antibiotics

Herbicide Research

Immune Function and
Connective Tissue
Research

Infectious Diileasc-
Host Defense

Insulin Biosynthesis

JoriophOre lksearch

Metabolic Efficiency

Mutagenesis/Carcino
genesis Screening

Pancreatic Physiology

Parasitic Helminths

Plant Genetics

Plant Growth Regulators

Psoriasis Research

Radioimmunoassay

Recombinant DNA
Research

Rhinoviruses

Rumen Fermentation

Somatostatin Analogues

Systemic Parasiticides

Veterinary Research

Vinca Modifications

VInIS Chemotberapy
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Baseball's famous manager Casey Stengel once
observed that the chief shortcoming of his star 300·
hitter was that 1fe gentleman failed to do anything
useful sevenout of every ten times he came to bat.

I hope you won't be disillusioned when I' tell
you that research scientists at Eli Lilly and Com
pany-or anyplace else-> would happily settle fora
batting average only one one-thousandth as effec
live as Casey's star batter. The simple truth about
our scientific research is.that prodigious amounts

.of effort, money, and time are required to make
satisfactory progress. The brilliant "break
throughs" desired (and rather routinely expected)
by the public are. usually the culmination-of
thousands of failures and a Jew. successes, over
many years. We in research have never been quite
so smart as nonscientists believe us to be.

Another bit of lore about research scientists has

them .constantly ,see~ing·the answers to baffling,
but well-defined, questions. Once again,please
don't he disappointed when youIeam that good

research scientists spend as 'much-time trying to

decide the right questions as they do looking for

the answers.
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November 2. "1976

.
Donald S•.s.Fr.edrick.on. M. D.
Db-ector
National Institutes oC Health
Public Health Servi.ce
Department o'fHealth, Education. and W.el£are
Bethesda, Md.

Dear. Doctor Fredrickson:

The Iof lowing comments aee prcvtded in response to the notice publ i s hed
on July 7. 1976. FR (41) 131 entitled "Recombtnant DNA Research
Guidelines" by the Department oJ Health. Education. and Wclfal·e.

As you know. the Pharmaceutlcak Manulacturers Assoclation presented
testimony before tl~e Health Subcommittee of the Senate Labor and Public
Welfare Committee on September ZZ, 1976. A copy a! that testimony is
enclosed. Also enclo sed is-a copy of our "lette":". "dated September 29.1976.
in response to' your request of September 7. 1976, lor comments on patent
policy considerations pertinent to government sponsorship of eeccmbtn.. nt
DNA research.

The general purpose of this-leHer is to-reiterate-our statement that PMA
member Jlr ma support thesph'itand intent of the Guidelines. As noted in
our testimony, we believe that in tha caee cf non-govexnment suppor-ted
research some modification will be .nece s sar y l-egarding(l) pr crecttoo or
intellectual property rights and (2) volume restrictions. It is OUl" con
sidered opini.on that such modification can be achieved wi.thout harm to the
purpose or effectiveness of the Guidelines. SuchmodiIication should be
general rather than specific, and should provtde for negotiations between
ncn-goveenment supported sponsors o£ such research and appropriate offi
cials of your office.· .

-r,
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One further exampleo! indu13try's experience and capability is the production
of mutant strains of bacteria and other microorganisms by X-ray and other mu
tagenic techniques in research designed to increase the yield of antibiotics and
other drug substances produced by fermentation.

One must conclude from these examples and from the excellent safety record of
the industry in research and production of other potentially btonaear-doue ma
terials that it is well aware of the risks involved, and that it has the capability
to avoid contamination or injury to its employees and to the environment. For
PMA's part, we will exert every effort to keep apprised of our member firms'
involvement in such research, and will encourage cooperation with the scientific
community and other peer groups, including government agencies in adopting
necessary controls. '

It is too early to know the ultimate' outcome of much of this research which has and
will be undertaken. We might predict, however, that recombination of DNA in a
host bacterial cell could produce quantities of medically needed natural products
such as hormones and other important drugs by fermentation processes rather
than by extraction of such raw materials as pancreas or other tissues of animals
and plants.

Bacter Ial or other'cultures ofsuch recombinant DNA fragments could be'main
tained and propagated to serve as a constant and reliable sl)urce for production.
New recombinant molecules might also serve as bases for ne,w antibiotics or as a
means to increase yields of eXisting antibiotics much in the. same way now em
ployed in the use of mutarr etretns , The application of this technology to i)asic re
search of the disease process - more specifically to genetically induced o,r aseo
dated disease - offers great promise.

The potential risks of recombinant DNA research and 'its commercial application
are well recognized. It is perhaps unfortunate that the term has become synony
mous with "genetic engineering", a concept which is most frequently associated
with the manipulation of human genetics or withfhe deliberate creation of highly
toxic or vtr-ul ent-new species of plant and animal cells. It is important, we be
lieve, to emphasize that the present state of the art and the. provisi?ns of the NIH
gutdeldnea militate against research and development that would pose such a threat
to society.

In the case of the drug industry, it is highly unlikely that research and develop
ment would involve organisms in Classes 3, 4 and 5 as established by. the Office
of Biosafety of the Center for Disease Co~trolofthe p.E;. Public .Hea.Ith Service
in its publication entitled "Classification of Etiologic Agents on the Basis of
Hazard" or that adequate biological contai1l;lll:ent,procedure,s ,WOUld not be available.
Many of ,our rnember-firms ncw r-cuttnel y use P,l -an~ P,? physical containment
fa.;;ilities in their research operations and.it is not uncomrnon ro find facilities in
the drug industry that correspond very closely to the specifications for I)~3 levels
of containment. At least one of our firms is now constructing a P-4 facility.
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Statement on ·Recombinant DNA Research
On Behalf Of The

pharmaceutical Manufacturers Association
Before The

Attorney General
State of New-·York
OctoberZl,' -1976

I am John G. Adams, Vice President of the Pharmaceutical Manufacturers As
sociation, an organization composed of '130 member a that-dt s cover , develop,
manufacture and market-most of the prescription drugs' arid a large percentage
of the diagnostic reagents and medical devices avetjable In the United States.

My testimony will be brief,. but I hope responsive to your inquiry into the in
volvement of PMA member-firms in recombinant DNA research. It will outline
our views on the guidelines recently published by the National Institutes of Health.

The subject of today's hea,rings is one which is recognized by all elements of the
biomedical research community as a major breakthrough along the frontiers of
science. As an institution engaged in biomedical research, the drug industr,y is
acutely aware of its scientific, moral and social responsibilities in this new field
of research and development. It is for this reason that we are pleased to appear
before you today and offer comments in support of a developing public policy that
hopefully will maximize benefits and minimize risks •

.1 haveatfempted, in preparing for the hearings, to assess the extent of the ac
tivityof our member firms in this pioneering area. The responses revealed that
all of the major research-oriented pharmaceutical firms (about 30) are very
much interested in it but that only a few are now actively engaged in recombinant
DNA research.

I am sure it will be clear from my remarks that the: drug industry endorses the
spirit and intent of the guidelines recently proposed by the National Institutes of
Health. With some minor modifications, it is our opinion that the drug industry
should and will accept 'the guidelines as an affirmative and constructive approach.

As you know, the prescription pharmaceutical industry is very heavily involved
in general and biomedical research. Our member firms have demonstrated a
high level of sophistication in their research and development programs as their
record of innovation and accomplishment clearly shows. It is not surprising,
therefore, that scientists in the drug industry are generally well aware of the pte
neer work in DNA research which led to the discovery that DNA fragments bear
ing dissimilar but important genetic information, could be recombined in a host
cell to create hitherto unknown genetic species.
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In:additiou; we support the concept developed by the Department
of Health, Education, and Welfare of providing the first option to
ownership of inventions.made in the performance of government ~esearch to
those nonprofit orveducatdonak institutions having demonact-aued technology
transfer capabilities. The HEW's Institutional Patent Agreement has
proved to be an effective.means of encouraging commercialization of the
results of Govermnent-funded research. Therefore, we believe the IPA con
cept will assist in recognizing both the incentives of the United States
patent system and the capabilities of the private sector in commercial
iZing the results of Government-funded research. We recommend the continued
full application of this concept to Government-funded activities in the
area of recombinant DNA research. We see no valid reason for instituting a
separate set of rules for such activities. Any potential safety factors
associated with such research can adequately be addressed without alteration
of the basic arrangement of private ownership of incentive subject matter
under the limitations outlined in the IPA.

Your letter raises the concern of ....hether reliance upon the
United States patent system may discourage the rapid exchange of research
information ~ithin the scientific community. In our view, the opposite is
true -- that is, elimination of the patent system in this area of research
would serve to discourage rapid dissemination of information, either through
private sector reliance upon trade secret protection or a reluctance"by
Government grantees to make full disclosure in reporting research results to
the Government. Continued reliance upon the incentives of the United States
patent system, through the mechanism of the Standard Institutional Patent
Agreement, will encourage prompt reporting and the dissemination of informa
tionon research activities in the field of recombinant DNA. Therefore, we
agree with the conclusions of your patent experts to the effect that there
will be no undue burden on disclosure due tO,reliance on patent protection.
In fact, we feel, that the greater the reliance on the patent system the
greater will be the incentive for prompt dissemination of private and Govern~

ment-funded research results.

Your letter lists five options which may be appropriate means of
allocating invention-rights to Government grantees. In our view, the first
three options are unacceptable in that patent incentives would not be
utilized-to an appropriate extent. We recommend that the Department continue
to permit qualifying institutions to exercise the first option to ownership
under the IPA. However, the Department should request that IPA grantees
license only those institutions which are willing to conduct their DNA
research activities in a manner consistent with Federal Government guidelines
governing such reseecch, Thus. we recommend a modificat:<.on of your options
4 and 5 under which the grantee institution would license only those concerns
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Report of The President's Biomedical R'esearch Panel'

The,Congress has already investigated the problems of protecting propri

etary information under the "trade secrets" exemption of the Freedom of Infor

mation Act [5 U.S.C. 552 (h) {4}]. The unpredictability ofpratection of pro

prietary information under the "trade secrets" exemption was discussed at length

during consideration of the amendments to H.R. 3474, the Energy Research-and

Development Administration (ERDA) authorization bill for fiscal year 1976

[Congressional Record, H 12374-81]. Of special importance is the agreement

arrived at between Congressmen Goldwater (R. California) and Moss (0. California)

as set out on page H 12379, the essence of which appears in paragraph (6):

We agreed that, in light of the apparent state of unpredict
ability of protection of proprietary information under Exemption
(b) (4) and the need for ERDA to provide such predictable protection
in order to ensure the full cooperation and participation of the
private sector, Congress could conclude that there was a legitimate
national interest in ERDA's having the specific authority to pre
dictably protect proprietary information. Further, Congress could
strike a reasonable and acceptable balance of that national interest
and the national interest in freedom of information and create a
(b) (3) exemption for ERDA for that purpose.

In December 1975, the congress amended the Federal Non-nuclear Energy Research

and Development Act of 1974 to provide positive and predictable protection for

trade secrets and other proprietary information. In commenting on the proviSio~,

Senator Fannin. (R. Arizona) stated (congressional Record, H 12374) :

The conferees took this action because . . . under existing
law, pr~marily the Freedom of Information Act, court holdings have
made. government protection of trade secrets and other proprietary
information completely unpredictable . . . Our action here is
intended to remedy that situation for ERDA. Our national energy
research and development efforts are far too important to allow
such an impediment to exist.

The Panel is not in a position to determine whether the existing law~ as

interpreted by the courts actually do, in effect, narrow congressional and court

interpretations of the constitutional safeguards to intellectual property rights.

13



improves \l'Iieight gains in poultry and swine, and con-.
troJs a number of other diseases in cattle, swine. poul
try, dogs, and cats.

Cordran®-Cordran. a COrti~os'teroid for external appli
cation, alleviates itching and inflammation associated
with various skin diseases.

Drolban®-The se~ond anticancer agent introduced by
Lilly is a synthetic steroid for the treatment of ad
vanced breast cancer.

1963 Dymid®_A selectiw herbicide of major value totoma
to growers, thiS product of LiIlY'discovery permit,
mechanical harvesting_ It also is used to control weeds
in peppers, potatoes, peanuts, and several other crops.

Oncovin®-The second "anticimcef agent to be devel
opad from the periwinkle plant, ooecvm is usad for
the treatment of acute leukemias in children. It is one
of more, than 40 alkalOid' obtained by Lilly phvto
chemists from the flowering shrUb.

Treflan®-The discovery and dlNalopment of Trallan
gave the American farmer his first dependable wead·
control'agent.'Treflan led the way to a new method of
herbicide application for more than 40 crops induding
s:>ybeans and cotton.

1964 Dymalor®-This oral sulfonylurea drug was discovered
and'developed for use in the s.table, maturity-onsat,
nonketotic type of diabetes not controlled bY diatary
regulation alone.

Ketr.n®~An antibiotic of low toxicity, Keflin was the
first agent to be developed from the cephalosporin
family of antibiotics pioneered and developed by the
company. Its synthesis 'wa, possible after a Lilly break
through in chemistrY that provided a, "raw material"
the nucleus of the British--discowred ,antibiotic cepha
losporin C.

Aventyl® HCI-Aventyl HCI is an effective agent for
tl'>e treatment of mental depressions.

1965 Balan®-Discovered and developed as a season-long
herbicide, Balan is used widely in the Unite<lStates on
lettuce, peanuts, alfalfa. tobacco, and other crops.
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1967 Zonal Gradient Centrifugation-The first commercial
application of the zonal, gradient centrifuge for the
purification of viral vacci~es was pioneered by th~ lil_
tv compenv in preparing influenza vaccine. The ultra
high.,;peed centrifuge separates out most of the vaCcine
impurities, reducing the,side effects_

1968 Proinsulin-Discovered by Steiner, of the University of
Chicago, and firsi is~Iated in 'the Lilly Research Labo~
ratories, proinsulin-the precursor, Or forerunner, of in
sulin-::is, converted by body enzymes, to insulin itself.
The first determination of its chemical structure was
an achievement of Lilly research.

1969 L-Aspareginase-Lilly scientists isolated and crystal
lized pure L-asparaginase, an enzyme found to be use
ful in the treatment of certain types of leukemia.

1971 Keflex®,-Keflex was the fourth antibiotic of the ceph
alosporin family to be approved for marketing in the
United States. It is an oral product used for treatment
of respiratory, urinary-tract, skin, and soft-ti,sue toree
tlcns,

Coban®-The company discovered and developed Co
ban, ,a unique anticoccidial agent for broiler ,chickens_
Added to the feed, this fermentation product provides
a truly new coccidiOSis preventative to the poultry in
dustry. CoCcidiosis is a disease caused by infection
.....ith protozoan parasite,.

1972 Paarlan@l~biscoveredend developed by LillY.Pallrlan
is a pre-emergence herbicide for season-long control of
weeds and grasses in flue,cllred to' .cc.

1973 Kefzol®_Kefzot was the fifth cephalc, nrin antibiotic
to be marketed in the United States by· -e company,
" is en Injectable product used for treatment of s!!Veral
types of serious infections including thosa of the res
piratory tract, genitourlnary tract and the skin'and soft
tissues.

1974 Surflan®_Surfian is a surface-applied herbiCide used
for soybeans.

spike®-Spike ;,s a Lilly--developed, surfece-applled pre
emergence and postemergence herbicide for lOiall.'ege
tatlon control. This product has proven to be ex
tremely useful along railroed rillhts-of........ y and On in
dustrial sltas.
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1934 Cyanide Poisoning Antidote-The standard treatment
for cyanide poisoning was developed.

1928, liver Extrac't-Pernlcious anemia was a fatal disease
uriiH liver extract was developed ·by the company 'IIl
association with' Minot and Murp'hy.

1933 Metycliine®-This enesihetic, developed by Lilly, has a
more prompt, intense, and lalling effect than anesthet·
ics previously available. II was the lim anesthetiC used
for continuous spinal block for laborpaln,

1942_Wartime Accomplishments-During World War II, the
1946 Lilly firm was one of nine pharmaceutical manufac

turerS chosen by the faderal government to manufac
ture peniCillin for the armed forces. In addition, the
company participated in,a cooperative program on
the determination of the structure of penicil·
lin. . . '. Also in the war years, Lilly SCientists were
deeply involved in the government-sponsored program
concerned with ~he preparation of dried blood plasma
and blood p,otein fractions to be used as blood ex
tenders.

Nicotinic Acid---.:Discovery of the use of nicotinic acid
for treatment of the diet-deflclency disease pellagra
was an accomplishment of Lilly research.

cians were handicapped by the instability ilnd variation
in potency of the ergot extracts available for their use.
Ergc;trate provided them with a stable drug inducing a
predictable re,ponse.

1947 Methadone-A potent analgesic andentitussive was
marketed by, Lilly under the trademark Dolophine0
Hydrochloride. In March, .1973, methedone wasap'
proved for heroin detoxification.

1936 Seconal®-Seconal, a short·acting barbiturate, is pre·
scribed for general sedation.

1939 Angiotensin~ln"cooperation with ,investigators from
Argentina, Lilly Scientists discovered, an,.otensin" a,
powerful pressor factor, which has an important role in
hypertension.

1937 Protamine, Zinc & lIetin@-The addition of protamine
and ,zinc to insuflll leMthened and controlled its ac
tion, permitting,certain diabetics to reduce the number
of daily injections required. In later years. other im
proved, modified insulin!, including NPH and Lente®,
were investigated and marketed.

Accomplishment

1925 Amytar®~More than 100 barbituric acid derIvatives
were synthesized in the LIlly Research Laboratories to
bring to' the medical profession Amyta! and Amytal®
Sodium, which became especially important in surgery
and Obstetrics, These were the first of e series of oor
biturate sedatives and hypnotics.

1930 Merthiolaie®..:.An antiseptic, Merihiolate is particu·
larly distinguished by its'demonstrated low toxicity. It
provides sustained activity against COmmon bacterial
and fungal pathogens, is relatively nontoxic and noni,_
ritating to body tissues. and maintains activity in high
dilution.

Vear~

1923 Ihltin$-The first commercial insulin praparation for
the control of diabetes was made available bY the LIllY
company after Banting and Best, of the' University of
Toronto, discovered the hormone insulin's role in the
disease, With insulin, diabetics lead normal and pro
ductive lives,

1926 Ephedrine-WIdely used for the treatment of allergy,
ephedrine was first introduced by the LIlly firm. It was
derived from the stems ot mahuang, a plant that had
been used in China for its therapeutic value for more
than 5,000 years.

1935 Ergotrate/IDMaleate-Ergot has been used for centuries
to induce labor and control postpartum bleooing. Be
fore Ergotrate wei developed by the ccmcanv. phy,i·

"For new product', year is that of U.S. inirOduction. For
scientifiC research achievements, year given ;s that of suc
cessful completion.

1948 Penicillin PriicurSors-A significant 'achiilVementaft,;,
penicillin's discovery came when Lilly biochemists
found thatth~ addition of chemical compound, to the
pen\cili\ri' fermenfation greatly increas,;dthe' produc
tion ,of ~enicillin G:.Ultimately, thiS led Lilly Scientists
to prOduce other new penicillins.

DuraCiUin@A.S.'"'-Afier numerous attempts were made
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Interagency TaskForce recommendations, we feel research projects

should be registered. We do no~ feel they should bes~~j~ct to

priorapproval-.

The legislation should further provide for the issuance of

r~gulations. These initially would be the NIH guide~ines with

necessary amendments. The legislation should also provide for

inspection of facilities, for reporting requirements, and, as

noted above, for the protection of confidential data.

In our view, the results of recombinant DNA research should

not be subject to special patent restrictions. ;Itis our under

standing that the Committee will examine patent questions associ

ated with this work at a later date, and we will forward comments

to the Committee in conjunction with that hearing.

We trust the foregoing comments have been of assistance to

the Co~ittee and will be glad to respond to questions.

Respectfully submitted,

ELI L,ILLY AND COMPANY
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(4) The work we,hav~ been engaged in at Lill~ involves

organisms which do not produce disease in man, such as

streptomycetes.

(5) Work with disease-causing agents has been forbidden by

the guidelines, and we feel these guidelines have 'been

followed by the scientific commuriity. There appear to

be no practical benefits or medical reasons to'work

with organisms in those categories prohibited by the

guidelines.

(6) Adherence to the guidelines should result in safe

procedures. We feel ,the 'guidelines are rather,con~

servativ8.and we think it desirable and prudent to be

conservative in our approach to recombinant DNA research.

Protection of Proprietary Information

Questions exist undet both the NIH guidelines and under

several bills pending before the Congress regarding the con

fidentiality of information available to the government in com

pliance with inspection and reporting requirements for recom

binant DNA research.

w~ recommend that any measure enacted by the Congress con

tain provisions protecting proprietary information. Such pro

tection is essential to developmental programs and facilities' to

bring to the market the benefits of recombinant DNA technology.

Universities 'and- private 'industry rely onth~-;incentives

afforded by the patent system to make the results of their re

search available to the public.
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DNA techniques in insulin biosynthesis. A detailed summary of

these proceedings was -later submitted to and published by the

Nucleic Acid Recombinant Scientific Memorandum, a bulletin dis~

tributed by NIH to recombinant DNA -scIentists.

It is rather obvious that the company has not made any

setretof its interest in this significant new field of bio

logical research.

Industrial Research ,and Safety Considerations

Industrial pharmaceutical research personnel have worked for

many years with toxic materials, viruses, and pathogenic bac

teria. Scientists have been ablete sllccessfullyand safely

conduct research with these materials because they have the

requisite technical training, they follow safety procedures, and

they have the appropriate laboratory facilities for such wo~k.

Industrial medical research organizations are better 'equipped and

trained than most laboratories to work with the organisms in

volved in recombinant· DNA technology. Such work should involve

no greater risks than those currently encountered in biomedical

research. We recognize that there has been substantial contro

versy regarding this aspect of recombinant DNA research. How

ever, we offer the following observations concerning this activity:

(1) The organism used in recombinant DNA research -- that

is, E. coli -- has been· the major organism for genetic

research throughout the world, and no evidence of

pathological problems have developed as a result of

its widespread .use •. Further, it and other org.anisms
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research and safety programs; and the need for protection of

proprietary information developed in academic institutions and in

industry. We will also provide comments on certain aspects of

the legislation now pending in the Congress to regulate recom

binantDNA research.

Lilly Recombin~nt DNA Research

Personnel in the Lilly Research Laboratories' are engaged in

an exploratory effort in which several scientists are looking at

potential applications for recombinant DNA technology. This work

involves two principal lines of inquiry.

Our scientists are attempting to use recombinant techniques

with antibiotic producing microorganisms. Through these proce

dures, we might create modified organisms that can either synthe

size new and better antibiotics or produce an existing antibiotic

more efficiently. Although recombinant DNA technology is rela

tively new, Lilly and many other laboratories have been modifying

organisms associated with fermentation procedures by chemical and

physical techniques for a number of years.

It is also possible that DNA recombinations may produce

hormones and other medically useful proteins. The biosynthesis

of insulin is one possibility. In some instances, we may be able

to produce significant quantities of materials as a contingency

measure to prevent future shortages. In other instances, we may

obtain therapeutic agents which are commercially nonexistent

today.
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(6) Adherence to the guidelines should result in safe procedures.
We feel the guidelines are rather conservative in terms of assessed
danger, and we think it desirable and prudent to be conservative in
our approach to recombinant DNA research.

I would like now to make a brief comment on the protection of pro
prietary information.

Questions exist under both the NIH guidelines and under several
bills pending before the Congress regarding the confidentiality of
information available to the Government in compliance with inspec
tion and reporting requirements for recombinant DNA research.

We recommend that any measure enacted by the Congress contain
provisions protecting proprietary information. Such protection is
essential to developmental programs and facilities to bring to the
market the benefits of recombinant DNA technology.

Universities and private industry rely on the incentives afforded
by the patent system to make the results of their research available to
the public.

The possibility of premature disclosure of research programs and
accomplishments with a possible loss of patent rights in the United
States and abroad will discourage industrial commitment to the new
recombinant DNA technology...

In an organization such as our laboratories, incentives are impo.rtant
to encourage participation in research programs at that point in time
when new technology develops.

For example, Lilly's early involvement in tissue culture allowed us
to participate at an early stage in the development of poliomyelitis
vaccine.

Other examples could be cited such as our activity in the develop
ment of anti-tumor agents. vVc had a somewhat broader program and
a different approach than the program that was advocated at that time
hy the National Cancer Institute and it allowed us to detect and even
tually to market drugs that would not have been detected under the
NCI program.

'Ve trust that the Congress will carefully evaluate the need for con
fidential treatment of proprietary information resulting from private
research activity. We might note that the interagency task force that
Dr. Adams previously referred to, considering recombinant DNA
legislation also recommended that proprietary data be protected.

I would like now to make a few brief comments on pending Federal
legislation.

As noted earlier in this statement, Lilly supports the enactment of
a Federal statute in this field. 'Ve feel such' an act should place the regu
lation of recombinant DNA research under the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare, The act should provide for licensure of all
facilities engaged in recombinant DNA research with appropriate
authority for exemptions from licensure requirements for those activi
ties that do not involve public health or environmental hazards. Con
sistent with the interagency task force recommendations, we feel re
search projects should be registered on a confidential basis. 'Ve do not
feel they should be subject to prior approval.

The legislation should further provide for the issuance of regula
tions. These initially would be the NIH guidelines with necessary
amendments including provisions for the institutional or facility bio-
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proceeding and this was accompanied by interviews on our interest
while the cameras were filming.

I also participated in the recent puhlic discussions conducted by the
National Academy of Sciences on recombinant DNA technology.

I might also note that in May of 1976, Lilly convened an interna
tional symposium on the possihility of utilizing recombinant DNA
techniques in insulin biosynthesis.

At that time by letter I invited the editor of the AAAS publication,
Science, to assign a reporter to cover this meeting and report the con
ference. He did not do so.

A detailed summary of these proceedings was later submitted to and
published by the Nueleic Acid Recombinant Scientific Memorandum, a
bulletin distributed by NIH to recombinant DNA scientists.

It is rather obvious that the company has not made any secret of its
interest in this significant new field of biological research.

I would like now to comment on the nature of industrial research
and some of the safety considerations. I might comment that we have
established a recombinant biohazard committee with broad repre
sentation. While it is in place, industrial pharmaceutical research
personnel have worked for many years with toxic materials, oncogenic
viruses and pathogenic bacteria. Scientists have been able to success
fully and safely conduct research with these materials because they
have the requisite training, they follow safety procedures, and they
have the appropriate laboratory facilities for such work. Industrial
medical research organizations are better equipped and trained than
most laboratories to work with the organisms involved in recombinant
DNA technology. Such work should involve in my view no greater
risks than those currently encountered in biomedical research.

That is a view which I think is shared by Dr. Rene Dubos,
We recognize that there has been substantial controversy regarding

this aspect of recombinant DNA research. However, we offer the fol
lowing observations concerning this activity:

(1) The primary organism used in recombinant DNA research
that is, E coli-has been the major organism for genetic research
throughout the world for many years and no evidence of pathological
problems have developed as a result of its widespread use. Further,
it and other organisms pathogenic for man have been used in the fer
mentation of therapeutic agents on a production scale-as for example,
pseudomonas.

In mv discussion at the National Academy of Sciences I described
some characteristics of E. coli strains which produced, L
asparag-inase----

Mr. THORNTON. I did not understand the word that you used.
Dr. JOHNSON. L-Asparaginase. It is an enzyme which is produced

by E. coli, but not a modified E. coli, which is used in the treatment
of malignant diseases.

Mr. THORNTON. Thank you, Dr. Johnson.
Dr. JOHNSON. In the example I gave at the forum, I showed some

studies that we had made of four strains of E. coli. One was a clinical
isolate which had been associated with human disease and the other
strains were selected for their ability to produce L-asparaginase, the
enzyme which I mentioned.
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secretary and general counsel of the company's pharmaceutical di
vision.

Mr. Chairman, as a scientist 1 would like to commend you and the
members of this committee for the very careful and thoughtful man
ner in which you are approaching the subject of recombinant DNA. We
feel that the 'Jongress should consider the imposition of controls on
this area of research with great care. Excessive Government controls
can have a detrimental effect on innovation and the development of
new knowledge and its dissemination. Well intentioned legislation and
regulations may give rise to situations comparable to some of our
current controversies such as our concerns over artificial sweeteners.

Freedom of scientific inquiry is very precious and efforts to limit the
pursuit of new knowledge can be very harmful.

In establishing specific statutory requirements for recombinant
DNA research, responsible and reasonable concern for protection of
the public health and the environment must be balanced against the
possible benefits to human health and nutrition derived from this
new technology.

Lilly has been engaged in the research, development, distribution,
and production of pharmaceutical products for many years and of
agricultural and cosmetic products for a nmuber of years.

The company has a strong commitment to research and has at pres
ent in excess of 2,600 scientists and technicians involved in its research
programs.

Their activities have made possible a wide variety of products which
have benefited both human health and agriculture.

Lilly supports the enactment of legislation to provide appropriate
public health and environmental safeguards for recombinant DNA
research. In this regard, Lilly endorses the views of the Pharmaceuti
cal Manufacturers Association as expressed by Dr. Adams and Mr.
Brennan in the Association's testimony today.

Our purpose in appearing is not to provide a commentary on re
combinant DNA research technology. The committee has had excellent
testimony from Dr. Maxine Singer and others on recombinant tech
niques. We will comment briefly on Lilly activities in the recombinant
DNA research field; the nature of industrial research and safety pro
grams; and the need for protection of proprietary information devel
oped in academic institutions and in industry. We will also provide
comments on certain aspects of the legislation now pending in the
Congress to regulate recombinant DNA research.

I would now like to comment briefly on our own efforts in this area.
Personnel in the Lilly Research Laboratories are engaged in an

exploratory effort in which several scientists are looking at potential
applications for recombinant DNA technology. This work involves
two principal lines of inquiry.

Our scientists are attempting to use recombinant techniques with
antibiotic-producing micro-organisms. Through these procedures, we
might create modified organisms that can either synthesize new and
better antibiotics or produce an existing antibiotic more efficiently.
Although recombinant DNA technology is relatively new, Lilly and
many other laboratories have been modifying organisms associated
with fermentation procedures by chemical and physical techniques
for a number of years.
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Mr. DORNAN. But it was a new Government regulatory list that it
was gOIng on ~

Dr. ADAMS. Right.
Mr. DORNAN. I could only concur with his statement that night. I

thought to myself, it is about time.
Dr. ADA"S. It is a scheduled drug. Because there probably has been

some abuse of it.
Mr. DORNAN. Thank you,
Mr. BROWN [presiding]. Gentlemen. I hope that you understand

that there is a connection as Mr. Dornan indicated between the question
of regulating recombinant DNA and the general attitude about the
drug industry. If you lose the support of people like Mr. Dornan in
this area, you may be in real trouble.

Mr. BRENNAN. We do not have any information that we will have a
loss of that kind of support, Congressman, we think we can make a
good record on the questions he is talking about.

Mr. BROWN. I am sure you can.
I am sure it will be of benefit to other Members of the Congress, also.
Gentlemen, I think this is all that we have right at the moment.' We

appreciate your cooperation, and hope that we can continue to com
municate with you on these matters, and hope that this will aid the
Congress in coming- up with some rational framework in this field.

Mr. BRENNAN. Thank you.
Dr. ADAMS. Thank you very much, Congressman.
Mr. BROWN. One of the firms which belongs to the Pharamecutical

Manufacturers Association is Eli Lilly of Indianapolis. We have Dr.
•Johnson here, vice president of the Eli Lilly Co., and he is accompanied
by Mr. John Holt who is secretary and general counsel of the com
pany's pharmaceutical division.

'Ve welcome you gentlemen. Mr. Thornton and hopefully other
members of the committee will return as soon as they have voted. But
first let us take a very short recess.

[Recess.]
Mr. THORNTON. The subcommittee will come to order. 'Ve are very

pleased to have you with us today, Dr.•Johnson and Mr. Holt, and we
would like to ask at this time that you proceed with your testimony.

[Biographical sketches of Dr. Johnson and Mr. Holt follow r]

DR. IRVING S. JOHNSON
Birth date: June 30, 1925.
Birth place: Grand Junction, Colo.
Marital status: Married.
Children: Four.
Education: Westminster College (Navy V-12) , 1943--44: Cornell University

(US~R Midshipman School), 1944; Havard University (USN Communications
School), 1945; Duke University (Marine Biological Station), (summer), 1951;
Washburn Municipal University, 1946-48. Degree: A.B., major: Chemistry,
minor: Biology. University of Kansas, 1948-53; Degree: Ph. D. major: Zoology.
Minor: Bacteriology. Northwestern University (Institute for Management), 1964
(School of Business).

Professional positions: 'Washburn Municipal University-Assistant Instructor
in anatomy and physiology, 1946-48. University of Kansas-Assistant Instructor
in embryology, parasitology, and general zoology, 1948-50 Research Assistant on
ONR Project No. 164-013. Serological Ontogeny of proteins of heart muscle in the
chick embryo, 1950-53. Eli Lilly and Company-Bacteriologist (1953-58);
Senior Bacteriologist (1958--60); Research Associate (1960-63); Assistant Dl
rector (1963-66) ; Director, Biological Research Division (1966-72); Executive
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And that is one of the things that gives me this very liberal reaction
toward regulating the hell out of the pharmaceutical business, par
ticularly when they move into something as sensitive and with the
inherent dangers of this DNA research. Will you comment on that!

Dr. ADAMS. Congressman Dornan, I do not know where those sta
tistics come from.

Mr. DORNAN. CBS and NBC generally kick them around.
Dr. ADAMS. I know they have been kicked around. But it seems

to me that it is rather difficult to make a flatout statement that three
times as many drugs as are needed are made by the pharmaceutical
industry. Prescription drugs are prescribed by physicians, so whatever
drugs are used in the practice of medicine, as a matter of fact, are
being prescribed by them.

Mr. DORNAN. Let me clarify that. That statement meant that some
of the major firms were shipping drugs to Mexico to store in large
warehouses, and then this came back in as illeg-al drug traffic. I think
we all know that the bIggest Illegal traffic IS operated out of the
family medicine chest by young ,People and others. There are people
sharing their pills and prescriptions without the benefit of what the
doctor might give them. They are sharing medicine, I know. I think
this is probably the biggest area, although undoubtedly some of this
may be exaggeration. But is there some sort of trafficking in the over
production of pills that do not go necessarily through the legal
route of a corner pharmacy and a doctor's ball point!

Dr. ADAMS. I think the example you are referring to was the entry
of those drugs into an illegal channel of distribution into the United
States.

Mr. DORNAN. Yes.
Dr. ADAMS. It was not because the drug was overproduced, it just

wound up with the wrong people who then were moving it illegally
into the United States.

Mr. BRENNAN. Congressman, let me offer a comment. in this area.
I think you referred to drugs generally and then drugs with a potential
for abuse. On both questions, the U.S. Government over the period
of the last decade has had any number of hearings and enacted, we
think, a pretty sound law in 1970, the Controlled Substances Act. The
''Vorld Health Organization and the appropriate U.N. committee, the
U.N. Committee on Narcotics has discussed this matter both politically
and scientifically over the same period and has determined that there
are certain substances subject to abuse, and put a very rational control
on them. And in the situation where there is the greatest potential for
abuse, and evidence of abuse, it actually established quotas for produc
tion.

But they have steadfastly avoided-and these are not just scientists
but also politicians-putting controls on the substances, that is, putting
quotas on the substances we have a less potential for abuse. And they
determined to do that because they felt that there was not any real
documentation of the kind of overproduction and overprescribing that
you are talking about. There may be some. It is hard to judge whether
a doctor is overprescribing, an individual doctor. But on the basis
of the evidence, either in the United States or the appropriate world
health organizations I would not go that far.
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insurance problems that it would create, it could discourage a company
from getting into the field at all.

Mr. BROWN. Wouldn't this be true of some of your current research,
if you had known what the liabilities were?

For example, we had the thalidomide problem. That involved a very
large settlement. And I do not know that anybody could be held to
be criminally liable, but they were civilly liable in that situation.
That may be a very mild example of what can happen under these
circumstances in DNA research.

Mr. BRENNAN. We are not suggesting some statute to limit the lia
bility, it is just that the statutes that we are talking about in our
testimony expand the liability for DNA research, they essentially say
that if there is an injury, that the person owning the research labora
tory, in our case the industry, would be strictly liable. There would
be no chance of proving whether there was negligence or lack of due
care, they are ex)?anding the normal liability. We are ready to accept
the normal liability for what we do in our research laboratory or any
other project.

IVe feel that the companies that insure us understand what that
liability is and can relate to it in fixing premiums. If we expand the
liability to some strict liability concept, we are afraid we will run
into what we did in swine flu, and the insurance companies will say
to us, we will not insure you, and that is what the problem is there.
We were ready to go ahead and were actually producing hundreds of
millions of doses of product while we were waiting for some resolu
tion of the liability problem. Our insurance companies had told us, we
are sorry, but we are cutting you off on that.

Mr. BROWN. I am not an expert in matters of liability any more than
I am in most other things. But could you just very briefly tell me what
the difference is between the term "strict liability," that you used and
normal liability ?

Mr. BRENNAN. Since I cannot do it rather briefly, Congressman, I
will tell you that it is much broader. It eliminates a large area of proof
and a large area of consideration by a jury. In the normal case the
jury is given a set of facts and can then determine whether, in our
case, the manufacturer has violated the standard of care that is neces
sary for his activity. If he has lived up to that standard of care, then
there would be a "not guilty" finding, or no award of damages.

In the strict liability situation, you do not get a chance to argue
or discourse about that standard of care, if there is an injury, then
liability follows immediately.

Mr. BROWN. Is there an element of liability in the swine flu vaccine
situation?

Mr. BRENNAN. Partially, but not entirely. In the swine flu situation
it was the universe, the potential universe of injury, or lawsuit, I think
really for the insurance company. The expansion of the thing was so
enormous and they were quite worried, as I recall it.

There was testimony in the lawsuit that if 200 people were given
shots, the day after a certain number of people who got those shots
were going to wake up with a fever and probably blame it on the
swine flu shots, and a claim would be made and the insurance company
would be unable to assess it. I think that was a little different but the
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Dr. ADAMS. It has never been a distinct question but I do not think
there would be any problem in the appointment of nonscientists or
members of the community on institutional biohazards committees.

Mr. HOLLENBECK. To take that one step further, we have heard
varying suggestions and varying proposals for the potential makeup
of any Government-created regulatory body to deal with DNA.

And we had proposals that have gone to the extent of suggesting
that the overseeing committee or body be made up entirely of mem
bers of the lay public, labor unions and so on, with the only scientific
representation from that part of the scientific community not engaged
in DNA research.

I wonder if you could comment on that in particular, aud on the
whole concept of public participation on a regulatory body generally,

Dr. ADAMS. As a scientist, I would object to that procedure. I think
the input from the expert is necessary. I feel that there should be
representation of nonscientists as we have indicated in our testimony,
representatives of the legal profession, bioethics and others, and lay
members of the community, who are necessarily professionals. But :r
do think to make the wisest possible decision that there must be ex
pertise on that committee from the scientific community, and I think
expertise in the field of recombinant DNA. It seems to me that that
is really the democratic way to pursue the guestion.

Mr. HOLLENBECK. Now, you mentioned in your statement that the
industry has had some long experience in handling biohazardous ma
terials and that your safety record is ample. What type of records,
what kind of checks does industry maintain to ascertain whether
there is a good safety record!

How can we be sure that that is the case!
Dr. ADAMS. Let me say that there has never been a major spill of

a live virus in production of vaccine. I am certain that there would
be some record of an unusual number of cases.

Mr. HOLLENBECK. I am talking about smaller instances-maybe
an accidental release or something of that nature.

Dr. ADAMS. The point I am making, Congressman, is that if there
had been a spill in a community where a pl ant is located, there would
have been an unusual incidence of, let us say, poliomyelitis or influenza,
as the case may be.

That has never been reported and I am certain that our firm would
be aware of this. By virtue of precautions that they take in this kind
of activity, whether it is research or production, it is very unlikely
that these live viruses or bacteria would escape from the plant.

For example, I mentioned in our testimony that our people are
rather sophisticated in the field of safety precautions. Many of them
use P-3 facilities right now, glove box operations and are rather close
to fulfilling the requirements in some cases for a P-4 facility. Now,
they don't meet the requirement now, but they are close to it in their
P-3 activities.

Mr. HOLLENBECK. I do not want to infringe on the next witnesses'
time so I will stop here and ask them the same questions later to get
at their particular experiences. .

Mr. TrrORN1'ON. Mr. Brown.
Mr. BROWN. If I might just raise a couple of questions, I want to

compliment you on your statement, Dr. Adams. I think It ISa very clear
and rational presentation.
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ciation would make changes from time to time as additional study
and reflection on issues occur. Did you feel that there was a mis
characterization of some change or something1

Dr. ADAMS. Yes, sir, there was a serious misinterpretation that
occurred at the meeting called by Dr. Betsy Anker Johnson of the
Department of Commerce. We had made our statement on voluntary
compliance before Senator Kennedy's committee earlier, and in the
meeting with Dr. Betsy Anker Johnson I repeated it. But in an article
which appeared in the Washington Post it was made to appear that
we had changed our position when in fact we had not. I do not know
whether it was a semantic problem or not, but it did lead to a very
large number of inquiries directed to my office or elsewhere about
whether or not we had changed our position.

We stated earlier that we thought some changes were needed in the
NIH guidelines, and we still maintain in our testimony before your
committee that these would not affect the safety provisions of the
guidelines but were primarily concerned with the administrative
features of the guidelines.

That was changed from minor modifications to important changes
and that is a big difference. So that we felt that our position was
being misinterpreted. And I know that the subject came up at hearings
before this committee and I understand that the record was straight
ened out on that issue by Dr. Cape and also by Dr. Gartland.

Mr. THRONTON. I noted one possible change in position which is not
major, but on which it might be useful to get a clarification.

Mr. Joseph Stetler, testifying before the Subcommittee on Health
and Environment on March 18,stated:

Our principal objections to H.R. 4759 relate to the licensure requirements and
restrictions on P--4 facilities. The bill would require that every project involving
recombinant DNA Research be licensed under regulations to be promulgated by
the Secretary of HE\V, subject to review by the advisory committee.

Further. the bill would require tha t all P-4 research and possibly P-3 type
research be confined to ODe of 10 centers to be designated by the Secretary.

In your statement today you said: "We support licensing and inspec
tion of facilities, registration of research projects and mandatory
submission of reports."

I think it might be useful to clarify the ground here.
Dr. ADAMS. I would be glad to, Congressman Thornton.
In our testimony before Congressman Rogers, we objected to the

licensing of projects. tVe endorse the concept of the licensing facilities.
We also endorse the registration of the project but not the licensing.

So that our objection in the testimony before Congressman Rogers
was to a licensing of individual projects but we have always endorsed
the concept of registering those projects.

Mr. BRENNAN. Congressman, the reason for that is that a licensing
authority is obviously a preclearance. And if the Federal Government
or any other Government agency is licensing the project, it essentially
means that the head of NIH or the Secretary of HEW is just directing
all the research in the country.

Mr. THORNTON. Mr. Hollenbeck.
Mr. HOLLENBECK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Can you speculate when 'industry may be ready to move into pro

duction-level operations 1
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Mr. BRENNAN. Congressman, if I can add something, I think there is
a great deal of current concern in a number of localities across the
country because no one seems to have yet come to grips with regulat
ing this subject. I think if the Federal Government does enact legis
lation which would establish the kind of standards that are appro
priate, that a good deal of that concern would be diminished and and
I think that likewise our concern with local regulation would be
diminished:

Dr. ADAMS. Congressman Thornton, I think that once Federal lel{
islation is passed and the public is assured that safety problems have
been very thoroughly considered by scientists, academic scientists and
industry scientists and by people who are expert in the field of bio
ethics, there would be the assurance that is needed and I think the
clamor for local options would pretty much be dissipated.

But until that legislation exists, I think people are concerned about
voluntary compliance with guidelines.

Now, we have indicated, as outlined in our testimony, that we are
committed to voluntary compliance with those guidelines. But I do not
think the public is willing to accept them. I think they are going to be
much more reassured when there is legislation on the books that will
impose Government standards, the violation of which obviously would
present rather serious consequences.

Mr. T":ORNTON. I think what I am trying to get at is not to question
whether It would have these consequences, because I do understand
your position with regard to preemption. You do not think that State
and local governments should have the authority to promulgate, on
their own, higher or stricter standards than those which are nationally
acceptable, assuming that national standards are made effective. I
understand that.

Dr. ADAMS. Let me state it this way, I would have no objection. I
think a community should have some voice. I would hope that they
would not have to 'impose more rigid standards, that the standards as
they are finally promulgated at the Federal level will be adequate. I
do not think there is any way in which that can be overcome.

Mr. BRENNAN. I think that what we suggest, Congressman, and it
has been outlined in some of the pending legislation-is that there be
a screening by the Secretary of HEW or the designated health author
ity of requests for regulation of a more stringent nature, and that
there be some flexibility in that Federal official, that is, that we mayor
may not grant the local authority the opportunity to impose a stricter
regulation, rather than be required to do so.

Mr. THORNTON. In order that I may understand the suggestion,
which is what I am really seeking to understand, I'll give you a
hypothetical situation to try to arrive at it. What if a community
north of San Francisco were to pass an ordinance prohibiting the con
struction of a high containment facility at or near the San Andreas
fault, out of some concern, whether real 'or imaginary, that they might
be subject to phvsical damarre in that area? Under the mechanism
which you are referrinrr to, that action would be referred to an anneals
decision at the Federal rezulatorv level, whereupon a determination
would be made whether such a waiver or additional restriction was
"reasonable and should be approved or granted. Is that what you are
suggesting?
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. 5. Information in our files does not indicate the level ot
risk assoclated with the research in which our member
firms are engaged. II: is fair to assume, however, that
such research is being conducted in compliance with the
NIH Guidelines.

Please let us know if we can be of further assistance.

Sincerely yours,

John G. Adams
JGA:ga

Ene.
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from constructing their own P-4 facilities. Once the Congress estab
lishes the ground rules for this type of research, they should be applied
equally to all qualified parties. Designating approved centers and lim
iting their numbers would amount to the creation of a Federal monop
oly on recombinant DNA research.

Two of the pending bills, H.R. 4232 and S. 945, provide for the
establishment of a new commission to study and evaluate recombinant
DNA research and technology. We agree that there will be a need to
review progress in this field periodically, in order to provide adequate
safeguards for the public and for. the.. environment; but expert com
mittees already in place are performing this function, including the
NIH Advisory Committee, the Interagency Committee and the Na
tional Commission for the Protection of Human Subjects.

We would not object to the creation of a separate commission,but
consideration should be given to the use of existing commissions or
committees for this purpose. tVe would endorse wider representation
of nonscientists on such advisory groups if, in fact, there is inadequate
representation of such persons at present.

And finally, the provisions of section 11 of S. 121'7 concerning em
ployee discrimination are excessive in our opinion. This proposed
system for handling cases of employee/employer discrimination com
plaints seems to be unnecessary. Currently, there is a related but less
punitive procedure available under section 11(c) of the Occupational
Safety and Health Act of 19'70 (29 U.S.C. section 669(c»). We recom
mend that any provision in recombinant DNA legislation intended
to proscribe reprisals against employees be consistent with those
provisions.

There are other provisions of pending legislation that will require
amendment in order for the Congress to enact the best possible legis
lation in this field. We have exerted considerable effort to assist in
that process and will continue to do so. Government, industry, aca
demia, and the public have a responsibility to fully examine all of
the issues involving recombinant DNA research in order to construct
legislation that will protect the public and environment, dispel baseless
anxiety and emotion and encourage important basic research. We are
pled,ged to continue our efforts to facilitate that process.

This concludes our prepared statement, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Brennan
and I will be pleased to respond to your questions.

Mr. TH<lRNToN. Thank you very much, Dr. Adams.
I appreciate your testimony.
Could you provide for l.lsi'arIist of the 129 firms that are members of

the association, just for our record.
Dr. ADAMS. I will be pleased to.
[The material referred to above follows:]
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Dr. ADAMS. We have stated in every hearing or meeting in whichwe
have participated that member firms of the PMA will voluntarily
comply with the NIH guidelines. Since the guidelines were written
primarily, if not exclusively, for research sponsored by the Na
tional Institutes of Health, some clarification of their application
to industrial or other non-NIH-sponsored research is needed. I would
like to emphasize as strongly as I can at this time that the necessary
modifications will in no way compromise the biological or physical
containment provisions of the guidelines. These provisions are the
operative part of the guidelines and we have not, and will not suggest
any change in them. Our concerns relate to administrative features of
the guidelines that in our view can be readily and safely modified
to assure their applicability to non-NIH-sponsored recombinant DNA
research. It is of interest to note that the Interagency Committee
recognized the need for modification and its March 15 report recom
mended one of the major changes we suggested.

In our public statements, we have pointed to the need for some
provision in the smidelines to protect the confidentiality of information
submitted to the Government in compliance with the requirements
for inspection and reporting.

In our testimony and comments on proposed legislation we have
suggested that such protection be incorporated into. any bill that
may ultimately be enacted. Amendatory language to accomplish this
purpose has been submitted to the Health Subcommittees of both
Houses of Congress and is attached to this testimony as an appendix.

In effect, the amendment would provide such protection under the
exemption provisions of the Freedom of Information Act, and would
be reinforced by the provisions of the Non-Nuclear Energy Research
Act of 1975. This safeguard for industrial property rights was recog
nized as a necessary incentive for research in the report of the Presi
dent's Biomedical Research Panel and in the report of the Inter
agency Committee on Recombinant DNA Research.

A very minor point in our earlier testimony concerned the restric
tion in volume of cultures containing recombinant DNA molecules.
We pointed out that in any commercial scaleup, if indeed commercial
development ever becomes a reality, 10 liters would probably not be
adequate for purposes of developmental pilot plant operations. The
point is somewhat academic at this time, but it is a consideration which
will be necessary with advancing technology. I hasten to add that
compliance with other provisions in the guidelines, for example, the
biological and physical .containment requirements would preclude
the commercial development of any recombinant DNA material that
would pose a threat to the public health or environment. We are
confident that clarification on this point will be forthcoming in pend
ing legislation and the regulations promulgated thereunder. In the
meantime, our member firms are committed to voluntary compliance
with the guidelines.

As I am sure you are aware, PMA advocates legislation and regu
lation in this field of research. ,Ve have cooperated with officials at
NIH andother Government agencies, including Members of Con
gress, in seeking the statutory and regulatory controls which we and
they deem to be necessary.
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VI. !,LC~~~l-~JY.Q.~A.T1.QI.!

SEC. 1175. (a) If the Secretary finds. after reasonable

notice and opportunity for a hearing to iI, person 1icensed under

this part to conduct' recombinant DNA, research. that

such person --

(1) has been guilty of misrepresentation in

obtaining such 1tcens'e ,

(2) has failed to' comply with the terms and conditions

upon which such license was issued or renewed, or

(3) has failed or refused to permit an inspection

authorized by section 474,

the Secretery may revoke the license of such person for: the

r-euainder of its term or may make such person ineligible to apply

For a license under this part 'for such period as the Secretary may

prescribe, or 'may take both.such actions.
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v. INSPECT lOiJS

SEC. 474. (a) For the purposes of .enforcement of the

1 i cens i n9 requt rements of this part. offi cer-s , emp1oyees, or agents

designated by the Secretary, upon presenting appropriate credentials

and a written notice'to the owner, operator or agent in charge, are

'authorized to enter and .inspec t at reasonable times, in a

reasonable manner and within reasonable limits any establishment

licensed under Section 472 or in which recombinant DNA is present

or is being produced. Such an- inspection may extend only to

pertinent records,files , -papet-s, facilities, equipment and other

items in the establishment that are directly related to such

1i cense , possess i on 'or. product ion to determi ne:

(1) whether the establishment conforms to the

requirements for obtianing or holding a license under

section 472; and

(2) whether the estab1 ishment conforms to any

applicable standards established pursuant section 471.

(b) Upon completion of any such inspection and prior to

leaving the premises, the officer, employee, or agent making the

inspect i on sha 11 give to the owner I opera tor, or agent in charqe a

prel tnrimary report which sunmartzes any conditions or practices

observed by him which, in his judgment. indicate a violation of

the licensing requirements of this part • Heshall also prepare a

written' final report of his fjndings and send it to such owner,
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I II. .lUJNSES

SEC. 472. fa') Effective- one hundr-ed and eighty' days after

the date of tne anectment of this part, any per-son who owns or

opera tes an estab 1i shment which engages in recomb; nant DNA

research must hold a license issued under this part authorizing

such person to engage in such research.

{b) A 1icense to authorize a person to engage in

recombinant DNA research shall be issued only upon an application

made by such person in such form and manner as may be prescribed

by the Secretary. An application for such a license shall include

an agreement that the eppl tcant will comply with the standards

promulgated under section 471 and such additional information as

the Secretary may provide.
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11. STMIDAROS

PART I -- REGULAT IOII OF RECOMB WANT DNA RESEARCH

OEVELOPMEIIT OF STAIIOAROS

SEC. 471. (a) Within one hundred and eighty days of the

date of enactment of this part, the Secretary shall promulgate

as standards regulations to:

(1) prescribe physica1 and biological containment

requirements for recombinant DNA research",

(2) prescribe requirements respecting laboratory safety

techniques to be followed "by personnel tnvol ved in .

reccnof nant DNA research.

(3) prescribe requirements respecting the establishment

and operation ofinstitut-ional.review committees for

recombinant DNA research projects.

(4) prescribe requirements establishing safeguards for.

the transportation of host/vector systems containing

recombinant DNA.

(5) prescribe requirements respecting reports to be

made by persons engaged in recombinant DNA research, and

(6) include such other provisions as the Secretary

.de temri nes to be necessary for the effective administration

of- the requirements of this part.
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RELEASE OF PROPRIETARY INFORMATION

. Add thefol1owin9 as a new Section:

"Any infonnation reported to or otherwise obtained by the

Secretary -or his representative pursuant to this Act which

is exempt from disclosure pursuant to section 552 of Title 5,

United States Code shall be considered confidential and shall

not be disclosed. Upon a showing satisfactory to the Secretary

by any per.sonthat any information, or portion thereof obtained

under this Act by the Secretary or hi-s representative either

directly or indirectly from such person, would. if made public,

divulge (1) trade secrets or (2) other proprietary information

of such person, the Secretary or his representative shall not

disclose such information and disclosure thereof shall be

punishable under section 1905 of Tith~ 18 U.S.C. 1I
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EMPLOYEE PROTECTION

1. Amend Section (b) as follows:

"(b) (1) Any employee who believes that the employee has

been discharged or otherwise discriminated against by any

person in vtc'latton-of-subsect tcn (a) 'of this section may,

within 30 days after such alleged violation occurs. file

(or have any person fileontheempl oyee I s behal f) e. com

plaint with the Secretary of Labor {hereinafter' in this

section referred to as the "secretary") alleging such

discharge or discrimination. Upon receipt of such a com:"

plaint, the Secretary shall notify the.person named in

the complaint of the filing of the complaint, and shall

conduct an investigation of the violation alleged.

If upon such investigation, the Secretary determines that

the provisions of this subsection have been violated, he

shall bring an action in any appropriate United States

district court agains~ such person. In any such action

the United States district courts shall have jurisdiction. for

cause shown to restrain violations of paragraph (a) of this

Subsection and order all appropriate relief including re·

hiring or reinstatement of the' employee to his former position

with back pay.

(2) Within 90 days of the receipt of a complaint filed under

this subsection the Secretary shall notify the complainant

of his determination under paragraph 1 of this subsection."

2. Delete current Sections 11 (b) (I) through 11 (e).
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his findings and send it to suchowner-, operator, or agent

within thirty days of the completion of the inspection.

(c) No officer, employee. or agent designated by the
. " -',: ." .

Secretary to enter an establishment: and conduct an inspection

pursuant to ''this s'~cti'on shalf"be req~ired'to-:bbtain'a s'e'ar~h

warrant' from 'any judic;'al officer prior to entering' any

establishment and conducting any'inspect"ion which is' authorized

by this section.
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REGISTRATION OF RESEARCH P~OJECTS

Amend Section 6 as follows:

Any person who is responsible for undertaking a project
+~e See~e~afys~a~~ ~e~$ste¥ aRY ~~ejeet$Avelv4A§

involving recombinant DNA shall register the project
l"ee81H"tflafl'l: 9NA.:j.fti'le seeeess. ~&I" l"e§tstl"aHeR: $5
with the Secretary and shall provide
i€e~~~aR;ee By 5uch;nfqnmationas the Secretary may

prescribe concerning recombinant DNA activities, which

are part of thatprojeet.
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MANUF.I\CTWRERS

. r:/;:JI"I"r;//r;,//
1I~5 nFlc.~:I·nh a-rom.r. t'

W/>,SHII·IG:TOI·I. D~. '00("

....""',, GO,,.· ..,, .1')-· '''''0

April 13, 1977

The Honorable Edward M. Kennedy'
Chairman, Subcommittee on Health

and Scientific Research
United States Senate
Washington, 'D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Kennedy:

During t'he course of our testimony before the Health
Subcommittee on April 6 concerning S. 1217, 95th Congress.
we suggested a number of amendments. We are enclosing
specific amendatory language which would implement our rec
orrmendations.

Of particular concern to us is the potential confl ict
in those porti6ns of the bill relating to licensing of facilities and
registration. After hearing the testimony of Secretary Califano
and Dr. Frederickson, it was' apparent to us that there are some
drafting effors in the bill. The testimony of the HEW witnesses
made it clear that the intention of the administration was to
have the concept of licensing apply only to facilities. There-
fore, we have incorporated amendatory language in the attached
list of recorrmendations·which would give effect to, the principle
of the licensing of facilities and the registration of research
projects.

We realize that our suggestions may raise questions from mem
bers of the Subcommittee as well as your staff. We would welcome
the opportunity therefore to further .discuss these suggestions at
any time.

Sincerely,

C. Joseph Stetler

Enclosures

Representing men ufectu r-er-s of prescription pharmaceuticals,
medical devices and diagnostic products
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ESTABLISHMENT OFA FEDERAL'ROSTER OF PERSONS AUTHORIZED TO ENGAGE

IN SUCH RESEARCH.

4. BREACH OF STANDARDS - GROlINpS FOR ReVOCATION OF [ ICfNSE

WE AGREE WITH THIS POINT. OUR READING -OF SECTION-5 OF THE BILL

PROVIDES NECESSARY AUTHORITY.

5, I ICENS!JRE CONTINGENT ON AOFQIIATE SAFETy STANDARDS

~IE AGREE,

6, E§rh~UHgc~TIIDY OF ETHICAl, SOCIETAl AND r EGA! IMPlICATION OF

WE AGREE,

7. PUBliC RIGHT TO KNOW WHO. WHERE ANp !lNDER WHAT CONDITIONS

WE AGREE,

8. FIINDING ANp STAFFING

IMPOSSIBLE TO ESTIMATE WITHOUT ADDITIONAL DETAILS.

9, I {MIT ON NUMBER OF FACILITIES

No,

10, ENVIRONMENTAl IMPACT STATEMENT

SHOULD BE REQUIRED.
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~fR, CHAIRMANj' THAT;CONClUDE'S:OUR TESnMONY. :We::'WH.;L BE PLEASED

TO SUPPLY THE CoMMitTEE WITH SPECIF'IC AMENDATORY LANGUAGE COVERING

THE SUGGESTIONS WE HAVE MADE. We WILL ALSO BE PLEASED TO RESPOND.TO

ANY QUESTIONS WHICH YOU MIGHT HAVE.
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WHICH THE INDUSTRY ALREADY HAS IN DEALING WITH THESE AND ,OTHER SUBSTANCES

IN RESEARCH ENDEAVORS.. WE FEEL THERE IS NC' EVIDENCE TO SUPPORT THIS

TYPE OF REQUIREMENT. PERSONS INJURED AS A RESULT OF RECOMBINANT DNA
RESEARCH WOULD CLEARLY 'BE COVERED UNDER EXISTING INSURANCE PROGRAMS,

THIS WOULD SEEM TO BE TRUE ALSO IN ACADEMIC INSTITUTIONS. FINALLY; WE

QUESTION WHETHER A,PROVISION OF THIS SORT SHOULD BE ENACTED IN VIEW OF

THE VARIETY OF STATE STATUTES AND DECISIONS WHICH WOULD PROVIDE RELIEF

UNDER LIABILITy CIRCUMSTANCES.

$( 945. q5rHtoNGRESS

THE RECOMBINANt DNA'STANDARDS ACT OF 1977 J S.945J TAKES ASOMEWHAT

DIFFERENT APPROACH TOWAFm REGULATI'ON. THE BILL' WOULD A'uTHORIZE THE

SECRETARY OF H8~ TO PROMULGATE STANDARDS RELATING TO SUCH RESEARCH.

IT WOULD ALSO AUTHORIZE'HIM TO CONDUCT INSPECTIONS IN ORDER TO DETERMINE

WHETHER A RESEARCH FACILITY WAS BEING OPERATED IN COMPLIANCE WITH THE

VARIOUS PROVISIONS OF THE' ACT ,AGAIN~ THE 'ATTORNEY GENERAL/'ON A

DETERMINATION BY THE'SECR'ETARY THAT A FACILITysRECOMBINANT 'DNA RESEAR'cH

WAS ENDANGERING THE PUBLIC HEALTH, COULD BRING SUIT TO ENJOIN THAT

ACTIVITY, THE BILL WOULD ALSO AUTHORIZE'INDIVIDUALSTO INITIATE

LAWSUIT FOR AN 'iNJUNCTION ON GROUNDS THAT THE CONTINUATION bF'RES~ARCH AT

A PARTICULAR FACILITY WOULD BE A SIGNIFICANT HAZARD TO THE PUBLIC HEALTH,

IF THE CITIZEN 'SUCCEEDED IN OBTAINING AN INJUNCTION, THi OFFENDiNG

FAC,ILITY WOULD BE AssEsSE:D ATTORNEY'S FEES, WITNESS j:EES~ "AND OTHER

REASONABLE COSTS OF LITIGATION,

WITH RESPEC{TO PENALTI ES:~ THE BILL PROVIDES THAT A'VIOLATION'OF'

ANY REGULATION' PROMULGATED UNDER THE ACT WOULD'BE A MiSDEMEANOR' AND

WILLFUL VIOLATIONS WOULD BE CLASSIFIED 'AS 'FELONIES,
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$, 621. 95TH CONGRESS

S. 52l} THE HDNA RESEARCH ACT OF 1977 H
J WOULD AUTHORIZE THE

SECRETARY OF HtW TO PROMULGATE GUIDELINES APPLICABLE TO EITHER PUBLIC

OR PRIVATE ORGANIZATIONS, THE BILL WOULD ALSO IMPOSE CERTAIN

RESTRICTIONS DNPATENTS BY LINKING THE GRANTING OF PATENTS TO ADHERENCE

TO THE GUIDELINES} AS WELL AS REQUIRING FULL OISCLOSUREOF INFORMATION

WITH RESPECT TO PROCESSES AND ORGANISMS. THE HEW SeCRETARY WOULD BE

AUTHORIZED TO ISSUE LlCENSESFOR RESEARCH AND TO SEEK ANINJlJNCTION

AGAINST A RESEARCH FACILITY BELIEVED ,BY THE SECRETARY TO BE A SIGNIFICANT

HAZARD TO THE PUBLIC HEALTH. FEDERAL AGENTS COULD CONDUCT INSPECTIONS

IN ORDER TO DETERMINE WHETHER RESEARCH FACILITIES WERE BEING OPERATED

IN COMPLIANCE WITH THE ACT, THE GUIDELINESJAND THE TERMS OF ANY LICENS~,

PERSONS DOING RESEARCH WITH RECOMBINANt DNA WOULDBE.HELD STRICTLY

LIABLE WITHOUT REGARD TO FAULT FOR ANY INJURY CAUSED BY SUCH RESEARCH,

fHE PRINCIPAL REGULATORY TOOL IN THIS BILL IS THE LICENSING SYSTEM.

WE BELIEVE ITS TERMS ARE TOO BROAD AND NEED TO BE REDEFINED. FURTHER,

WE NOTE THAT THE FEES TO BE CHARGED FOR SUCH LICENSES COULD BE UTILIZED

TO ENFORCE THE SECRETARY'S GUIDELINES. IF THAT WERE CONSTRUED TO MEAN

PAYING THE SALARIES AND EXPENSES OF INSPECTORS AND THE CENTRAL OFFICE

FORCE WHICH WOULD REVIEW ALL OF THE INSPECTION REPORTS, THE RESULTANT

HIGH LICENSING FEES COULD, IN EFFECT, BAN USEFUL RESEARCH BY SMALL

LABORATORIES.

Two OTHER PROVISIONS OF THIS BILL WARRANT COMMENT. THE RESTRICTIONS

ON PATENTS WHICH THE BILL WOULD ESTABLISH ARE UNNECESSARY AND COULD

WORK AS A DISSERVICE TO THE PUBLIC BY DISCOURAGING RESEARCH, WE ARE

GENERALLY OPPOSED TO SPECIFIC LIMITATIONS ON THE GENERAL PATENT LAWS,

SUCH AS THE ONE IN SECTION 6, WHICH WOULD PRECLUDE THE GRANTING OF A

PATENT UNLESS ALL GUIDELINES HAVE BEEN STRICTLY FOLLOWED, WE BELIEVE
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IS IN COMPLIANCE WITH FEDERAL STANDARDS AND IS MEETING NECESSARY

SAfETY REQUIREMENTS. To G'O BEYoND THAT t')INT AND REQUIRE PREAPPROVAL

BY THE SeCRETARY OF RESEARCH PROJECTS WOULD CREATE SUBSTANTIAL

IMPEDIMENTS TO THE CONDUCT OF THE ReCOMBINANT DNA RESEARCH. IN

EFFECTI IT WOULD PLACE THE ~ECRETARY IN THE POSITION OF DIRECTING ALL

SUCH RESEARCH CONDUCTEDWJTHIN THE UNITED STATES. As WE UNDERSTAND

THE RECOMMENOAttOlfS'OF THE FEDERAL INTERAGENCY COMMITTEE ON ReCOMBINANT

DNA ResEARCH AND THE TESTIMONY OF DR, FREDERICKSON BEFORE THE HOUSE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY ON MARCH 31. THE

ADMINISTRATION WOULD ALSO SUPPORT THiS APPROACH.

We DO NoT FIND ANY SPECIFIC PROVISIONS IN S. 1217 WHICH WOULD

PROTECT THE CONFIDENTIALITY OR TRADE SECRET STATUS OF PROPRIETARY

INFORMATION SUBMITTED TO THE SECRETARY AS PART OF THE REPORTING PROCESS

OR AS PART OF AN APPLICATION FOR LICENSE. THE PHARMACEUTICAL INDUSTRY

SUPPORTS THE SUBMISSION OF SUFFICIENT INFORMATION TO THE SECRETARY TO

DESCRIBE RESEARCH PROGRAMS WHICH ARE BEING UNDERTAKEN IN THIS CRITICAL

AREA, AT THE SAME TIME, IF THAT RESEARCH- IS TO BE GIVEN EVENTUAL

COMMERCIAL APPLICATION AND IF PRIVATE RESOURCES ARE TO FINANCE THIS

RESEARCH, THERE MUST BE SOME PROTECTION GIVEN TO TRADE SECRET DATA,

WE WOULD LIKE TO OFFER AN AMENDMENT TO THE BILL WHICH WE BELIEVE

WOULD pROVIDE THAT SORT OF PROTECTION AND NOT IMPEDE THE REGULATORY

PROCESS OR INTERFERE WITH THE SECRETARY'S UNDERSTANDING OF THE SCOPE

OF THE RESEARCH BEING CONDUCTED, UUR AMENDMENT IS MODELED AFTER

SIMILAR PROVISIONS IN THE FEDERAL NON-NUCLEAR ENERGY RESEARCH AND

DEVELOPMENT ACT,

SECTION 11 OF THE'BILL PROPOSES A SYSTEM UNDER WHICH AN EMPLOYEE,

WHO WAS DISCHARGED OR FEELS DISCRIMINATED AGAINST BECAUSE OF TESTIMONY

OR OTHER ACTIONS TAKEN BY HIM IN'A PROCEEDING AGAINST HIS EMPLOYER
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SINCE THAT TIME I WE HAVE CONTINUED r» WORK WITH STATE AND' FEDERAL

LEGISLATIVE AND REGULA~ORY BODIES AS THEY HAVE WEIGHED THE NEED FOR PUBLIC

INVOLVEMENT IN THIS FRONTIER FIELD OF SCIENCE. WE OFFICIALLY COMMENTED

TO THE DEPARTMENT OF HtW IN NOVEMBER ON THE NIH GUIDELINES AND REITERATED

THE INTENTiON OF PMA MEMBER FIRMS TO VOLUNTARILY COMPLY WITH THEM, WE
HAVE ALSO SOUGHT FROM NIH A CLARIFICATION OF THE CONFIDENTIALITY OF

INFORMATION ASPECTS OF THE GVIDELINES,

EARLY IN MARCH OF THIS YEAR) WE AGAIN SURVEYED PMA'MEMBER FIRMS TO

DETERMINE THEIR CURRENT INVOLVEMENT IN RECOMBINANT DNA RESEARCH, CONTRARY

TO SOME ALLEGATIONS THAT THE DRUG INDUSTRY IS HEAVILY ENGAGED IN SUCH

RESEARCH) OUR SURVEY fOuND THAT ONLY THREE PMA FIRMS ARE NOW SO ENGAGED

IN THEIR OWN FACiLITIES. THREE OTHER FIRMS ARE SPONSORING SUCH RESEARCH

THROUGH GRANTS OR CONTRACTS. ADDITIONAL DETAILS OF OUR SURVEY HAVE

BEEN PROVIDED TO NIH~ AND WE SHALL BE PLEASED TO MAKE THEM AVAILABLE TO

THE SUBCOMMITTEE IF YOU WISH.

ALTHOUGH WE ARE CONCERNED ABOUT CERTAIN PROVISIONS OF THE PENDING

PROPOSALS~ WE AGREE THAT LEGISLATION SHOULD BE ENACTED IN ORDER TO

PROVIDE ADEQUATE SAFEGUARDS~ ENFORCEMENT MECHANISMS~ AND RESEARCH

ENCOURAGEMENT. IN ORDER TO SATISFY THESE INTERESTS, UNIFORM NATIONAL

STANDARDS SHOULD BE ESTABLISHED FOR ALL HECOMBINANT DNA RESEARCH, WHETHER

CONDUCTED UNDER PUBLIC OR PRIVATE AUSPICES. INDIVIDUAL FACILITIES AT

WHICH SUCH RESEARCH IS CARRIED ON SHOULD BE REGULATED BY THE DEPARTMENT

OFHEALTH~ EDUCATION, AND WELFARE. THE SECRETARY OF HEW SHOULD ALSO

BE GIVEN AUTHORITY TO INSPECT THOSE FACILITIES FOR COMPLIANCE WITH

SAfETY AND OTHER REQUIREMENTS. WE ALSO FEEL THAT FEDERAL LEGISLATION

SHOULD REQUIRE THE ESTABLISHMENT OF INSTITUTIONAL REVIEW COMMITTEES.
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passage of legislation will, in our opinion, a s suz-e the avoidance of any unreason-

able risk to the public•. or to the envtronment. It is for this- reason that we

foresee no immediate cause for concern or involvement by the Environmental

Protection Agency. As experience is gained in the field, or at such time as

there are developments that suggest risks greater than are now known or an

ticipated, there may be need to consider additional controls. ~UCh case, we

feel the Interagency Committee, or a similar advisory body, woul'dbe an ap_

propriate forum for such consideration and that delegation of additional regula-

tory authority could be determined at that time.

It is the considered opinion of our experts in the field that the present

system of physical and biological containment as required by the Guidelines' of-

fer adequate protection of persons and the environment. Weare aware of the

controversy s urr oundi.ng the selection and monitoring of the presently available

host-vector systems but are satisfied tha.t with appropriate physical containment

the risks involved can be minimized or eliminated. We are hopeful that re-

search in the field will result in the development of even more enfeebled host-

vector systems but in the meantime. there does not ,appear to be any undue risk

in the appropriate use of EKI and EKl a yaterne , There may ~e a need to e scab-

Hsh markers for existing and new stratnu of host cells or of hcs t-vector ayseeme .

Whether there is a need for targeted r eaear ch in this area is a matter which

must be determined by experts in the field. Responsibility for such research is

. a matter that probably should be 'referred to an appropriate advisory body. It

will only be through such research that the necessity or feasibility of monitoring

can be established.

Mr. Chairman. this completes my brief statement. I shall be happy

to answer any questions you or members of the Committee may have.
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On all of these occasions, we have stated that member firms of our Associa

tion engaged in recombinant DNA research would v'oluritari.ly comply with the

NIH Guidelines. We did request some clarification of the Guidelines relative

to the protection of industrial property rights, and to the eventual need for mod

ification of the volume restriction should commercial scale-up become a reality.

However, we stated unequivocally our intention to voluntarily comply with the

physical and biological containment provisions. We have met wi.th officials of

the National Institutes of Health on several occasions in the interest of modifying

the Guidelines to recognize the need for protection of confidential information,

particularly in the case of industrial firms engaged in such research. We feel

that these meetings have been productive and that cur concerns were adequately

addressed in the Report of the Interagency Committee. Most recently, we have

endorsed the need for legislation and regulations promulgated thereunder to

provide additional assurances to the public.

I believe it is important for this Committee to be made aware of the

present level of Invojvement by industry. At the request of Dr. Fredrickson,

Chairman of the Interagency Committee, we updated an earlier survey of our

member firms. Contrary to allegations in the press and in recent Congressional

hearings that the drug industry is heavtly engaged, our survey showed that only

three firms are conducting recombinant DNA research in their own fa.c i.li t i e e ,

and that three additional firms are sponsoring academic research j n the field.

A similar survey was conducted by the Indus'tr i a l Research Institute and as. re

ported in the Wall Street Journal, three additional non-drug industry firms were

involved. Results of both surveys have been submitted to the Chairman of the

Interagency Committee.
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mittee on Human Resources, and by the Environmental Protection

AgencYd-d't' ti d . . f . d "t tIn a 1 ion, we par icipate In a meetIng 0 In us ry represen a·
tives and officials of the Department of Commerce in November 1976
and have met with representatives of NIH on several occasions. Our
purpose on each of these occasions was to state the position of the
association on recombinant DNA research which, contrary to some
allegations, has not changed since our first public statement in Sep
tember 1976_ I nelieve that it is clear on the record that the drug in
dustry has acted cooperatively and responsibly in seeking the best
possible solution to this most important public policy issue. Copies
of the aforementioned documents are appended to this testimony,
and we respectfully request that they be made part of the record
of this hearing.

Mr. THORNTON. ,Vithout objection, those documents will be in
cluded in the record of the hearing.

Dr. AoAMS. They were included in the copies sent to you.
[The documents are as follows:]
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The Drug Trademark on Trial -- An Omen for All Consumer Goods:
Proceedings, 95th Annual Meeting of the U. S. Trademark Assoc tatf on ,
San Diego. California (May 21. 1973)

How the Kennedy Drug Bill Could Affect the Physician's Practice, The
Journa" of Legal f~ed;cine (July/August 1974), -

Drug Substitution -- Boon to Consumers Versus Legal Trap for the
Professional, The Journal of legal Medicine (llarch1976)

Recent and Pending - Drug Regulatory Legislation _ Survey and
Overview: Proceedings, Management Science Conference for the
Pharmaceutical Industry; Purcue University, West Lafayette,
Indiana (September 20, 1976)
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DR. JOHN G. ADAMS

Born January 31, 1921, in Pittsburgh, Pa. Educated in Pittsburgh Public
Schools; B.S. in Pharmacy, Duquesne University, 1947; :M.S. (Pharmacology)
Dnlverstty of Illinois, 1952; Ph.D. (Major: Pharmacology; Minor in Medicinal
Ohemistry) Unlveraity of Illinois.

During world War II served with 80th Infantry Division,Third U.S. Armr,
E.T.O.,1942--45. Bronze Star, Distinguished Unit Citation.

Owned and managed Adams Pharmacy, Pittsburgh, Pa., 1945-48. Instructor,
School of Pharmacy, Duquesne University, 1947,.-49; Bristol Research Fellow in
Pharmacology, College of Medicine, University of Illinois, 1949-52; Assistant
Professor of Pharmacology, School of Pharmacy, Duquesne University, 1952-54;
Associate Professor of Pharmacology, School of Pharmacy, Duquesne University
1954-55; Professor of Pharmacology, School of Pharmacy, Duquesne University,
195fH)1; Assistant Dean, School of Pharmacy, Duquesne University, 1954--55;
Dean, School of Pharmacy, Duquesne University, 1955-61; Professor of Phar
macology, School of Pharmacy, University of Connecticut, 1961-65.

Joined the Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Association staff in 1965 as Director,
Office of Scientific Activities; Vice President, Scientific and Professional Rela
tions 1968 to present.

Married to Mary Margaret waxoner ; two daughters. Biographical data may
be found in American Men oj Science.

Member of Phi Delta Chi (honorary) and Alpha Zeta Omega (honorary)
Fraternities. Also member of Sigma Xi and Rho Chi Honor Societies.

Memberships are held in the American Pharmaceutical Association, American
Association for the Advancement of Science (Fellow) and New York Academy
of Sciences.

Member, Executive Committee, American Association of Colleges of Pharmacy,
1959-61; Vice Chairman, House of Delegates, American Pharmaceutical Associa
tion, 1960; Chairman, District 2 Boards and Colleges of Pharmacy; Vice Presi
dent, Rho Chi Society, 1963-65; National President, Rho Chi Society, 1966-68;
Chairman, Committee on Permanent Organization, American Pharmaceutical
Association, 1960-63; Committee on Curriculum, American Association of Col
leges of Pharmacy, 1956-1959, Chairman, 1957-59 ; Executive Committee, Penn
sylvania Pharmaceutical Association, 1955-1961; Committee on Predictive Tests,
American Association of Colleges of Pharmacy, 1959; Joint Committee on
Hospital Pharmacy, American Association of Colleges of Pharmacy-American
Society of Hospital Pharmacists, 1959; Committee on Student Chapters, Ameri
can Pharmaceutical Association, 1961; Committee on Selection of Recipients,
American Pharmaceutical Association Foundation Awards, 1961; Governor's
Advisory Committee on Civil Defense, Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. 1960
1961. Visiting Lecturer,American Association of Colleges of Pharmacy. 1963
1965.
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Dr: PIEOZENIK. I find that you can find scientists on either side of
any ISSue. Therefore, let the scientists lobby and let it be decided
by a representative of the public. .

Mr. THORNTON. If scientific fact is to be demonstrated by debate
before a lay public body, which then announces the decision as a jury
,~o?-ld announce a decision, then I am very concerned that the 'pos
sibility that the truth IS not represented by either side of the issue
may be overlooked. By characterizing scientific arguments as the
opposition of a right and a wrong position and deciding between those
two positions, if that is the basis for developing the field of scientific
knowledge, I am very concerned about it.

I think that is the way to develop dogma.
Dr. PIECZENIK. There is not a right and a wrong position. There

is a position of those that wish to do the experiments and these are
not scientific issues that are being questioned.

These are basically moral, whether the experiments should be done.
Since it is a moral, a political issue, let it be a moral, political body
that decides it.

Mr. THORNTON. I think, that insofar as these issues relate to moral,
political, and philosophical judgments, that all segments of society
must be involved. But I would be most hesitant to assume that those
people who are most knowledgeable about the subject matter should
be excluded from that process.

I find that very hard to accept. I think that we should review their
contribution with a great deal of care and concern, in view of the fact
that it might be biased, and to try to overcome the possibility of such
bias.

I did not mean to get into an argument with you about it. But I
was concerned about your suggestion that the people most knowledge
able should be excluded from the board.

Dr. PIEOZENIK. 1'1"ell, I question whether-I will accept that. The
question of knowledgeability in an unknown area-there is no exper
tise in an area that has. not been experimented in. Everybody's
opinion is as good as everybody else's.

Mr. THORNTON. Everybody is starting pretty much even.
Dr. PIECZENIK. At this stage, let's give the public a chance.
Mr. THORNTON. I see. .
Thank you.
Do any of you have any further comments? [No response.]
I want to think you. The response has been stimulating, way over

my head most of the time, and I think it has really given us some
material which our strong- staff can assimilate and report back to us
in language we can understand.

Thank you very much.
Dr. PIEOZENIK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. RYAN. Thank you.
Dr. CHARAOHE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. FORMAL. Thank you.
Mr. THORNTON. Weare adjourning to reconvene tomorrow at 10

o'clock in this room to discuss those aspects of this issue which are
of concern to industry.

We are now adjourned.
n'Vhereupon, at 12 :30 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned, to recon

vene at 10 a.m., Thursday, April 28, 1977.1
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Each country has its own plasmids and they work according to
guidelines under which they want to work. It is a logical constraint.
I do think for the nature of the experiments, they are sufficient.

I think one P4 facility can be built and all the experiments can
be booked there. This is much like you book a cyclotron. I think money
should be spent in other types of research.

Mr. HOLLENBECK. I see we are running late. I don't know what
everyone has on his schedule, but I would like to hear if anyone has
a final comment to make, or a comment on something someone else
has said, or something we may have overlooked in our questioning.
'Ve would welcome that at this time with the Chair's permission.

Mr. THORNTON. Yes; I think that is very appropriate. I did notice
that Dr. Ryan perhaps has a commitment for which he may already
be late. Therefore, I would invite you if you have any concluding
remarks to state them, and then you may be excused.

Then we will let each of the other witnesses have such remarks as
they may have. ,

Dr. RYAN. The only thing I would ask is a clarification. I assume
that by asking for a generalized and .lay review that you are not
excluding peer review in this process? In my own personal opinion,
you require both. I think you need somebody to make the judgments
on scientific ground and I think you theu need a broader committee
to make judgments on moral and ethical issues.

Dr. P,ECZENIK. Scientific judgment will be made by the committee
presenting the experiment.

Mr. THORNTON. Dr. Ryan, I have just been advised that the person
with whom you are scheduled to have a meeting is not going to be
available for that meeting right now. You may want to stay aboard
for awhile.

Dr. RYAN. All right.
Dr. CHA~ACHE. I have one comment on one of the points made by

Dr. Pieczenik. I think it probably would not be wise to require that
the responsible senior investigator be the one to wield the equipment
because a highly trained technologist can often do a much safer job
of it than perhaps the old scientists.

I think the critical thing here is a sense of responsibility on the
part of the scientific community and on the part of the people who
are insuring that the motives of the scientists are, in fact, met by
their practical approaohes,

Mr. THORNTON. r think that that is a useful observation.
Dr. FOIDIAL. I would just agree with that.
Dr. PIECZENIK; I disagree.. In England,· it is the senior scientist

that does the work. Brenner designs his vectors himself. Sanger
sequences. I think that tradition should be brought to this country.
On the other hand, in tradition where the experiment is left to a
technician, the freedom of choice is gone. I think he should have a
choice.

Mr. THORNTON. I rather doubt that this particular issue will be
addressed bv legislation, but it is a very interesting element of
public policy. I would hate to deprive science, though. of an indi
vidual's mental capacities because of his lack of physical' capacity
actually to carryont. certain thinking- processes. . .

I would assume that you would agree that such situations may
be possible-you would not?
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"clean hands." You don't enter the court having committed a crime
in the area in which you are suing-for justice,

I would like a clean-hands legal policy basically for the regulators
as well as the experimenters; meaning that there is not a clear or vested
interest that this experiment work.

That is eight personal, financial or for scientific reputation.
Mr. HOLLENBECK. I am very interested in your second topic. You

look to a lot of public input from different segments of the public,
whereas we have heard a lot of testimony so far suggesting- that the
GMAC consist of scientists who are engaged directly in this work.
I wondered why you have chosen that!

Dr. PIECZENIK. I believe in the people. The other thing- is that basic
ally science is tax money. It is people's money. There is no account
ability. Are we publishing paper monuments to our own research!
What is the accountability on the research! Let us say this does not
work. At what point do you say look, this has been a waste of money!
Or, what happens to the equipment that is given to researchers by
NIH after the researcher retires! That stays in various laboratories
and never gets recycled.

I am not sure whether there is a class of scientists. But in any case
those working in research receive public money and therefore there
should be public accountability. None of these issues are that complex
and if they are complex, if they are clearly understood, they can be
explained.

Mr. HOLLENBECK. I see some disagreement at this end of the table,
Dr. Formal.

Dr. FORMAL. I have worked for 25 years as a research scientist in a
Federal laboratory. During this time public funds for research have
increased tremendously. At the outset, we had few experienced scien
fist-administrators. Over the years, we have been fortunate to have
many capable scientists become experienced administrators. and as a
laboratory worker, I respect their achievements. A worker doing;
fundamental research is held accountable for his work, and I think
that most laboratory workers believe that we owe a great debt to the
public for supporting our endeavors.

As funds get shorter and competition for funds get more keen, that
accountability will become better also. I am really not discouraged
Over this. I think most of us feel certainly over the past 10 years a
great debt to the public.

Dr. CHARACHE. I would agree with that. I have seen this operating;
also in our own institution and at the National Institutes of Health
where a peer review concept is being explored for the work that is
done intramurally even though this is not formally required.

I think there is an increasing desire to be sure that the investigator
is accountable. I think the same is true in terms of the management
of the NIH guidelines. Not everybody on the committee of bio
hazards has anything to do with recombinant research.

Other people have responsibility to be sure that the scientists have
considered all aspects of the work. The responsible scientists have been
foremost among; those who wish to be responsible. They are the ones
at greatest personal risk.

Mr. THORNTON. Pursuing that line of thought for a moment, were
you as careful in this type of research before the NIH guidelines were
announced as you are now! Do you think that the mere presence of
NIH zuidelines. Avpn fnT' Qr>;c.n"~"''''''' _~J. " , ....... ~ •
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tern of about 200 nucleotides, The nonhistones protein might be
involved.

Ninety-nine percent of DNA is not coding at all. One can ask. the
question why! Ninety-nine percent of the DNA isn't even made Into
messeng-er RNA. We will be looking at a universe of DNA.

Mr. THORNTON. I wish you would have said that in the first place.
Dr. P,ECZEN,K. We are only looking at 1 percent or maybe 2 or 3

percent of what exists at the DNA level in terms of protein function.
Dr. RYAN. Suppose you did put in a piece of DNA and it wound

around the histone, would that DNA be expressed!
Dr. PmczENIK. In what, the eukaryotic systems!
Dr. RYAN. Yes.
Dr. PmczENIK. I would guess not. I would think that the transcrip

tion start siguals are quite different. The question of whether a pro
moter exists in these sequences is unknown. At the prokaryotic levels,
it is a contiguous set of siguals prior to the messenger RNA. It could
be ectopic DNA fibers that link various chromosomes together and you
activate them and several chromosomes simultaneously.

The whole question of that is completely unknown at this stage.
Dr. RYAN. What that would imply is that prokaryotic DNA got

transferred to a eukaryotic, it mig-ht not be expressed and might not
be as hazardous as you might first think!

Dr. P,ECZENIK. 'That is rig-ht. However, the sequences have a his
tory-thev still have "g-ill slits". Ontogeny recapitulates phylog-eny.
That is reflected in our development. These sequences might reflect
the same type of sequence.

These might be reactivated. There might be prokaryotic type se
quences in eukaryotic DNA. When you put them into prokaryotic
systems, they might be expressed. In fact there have been experiments
done where you can take prokaryotic messenger RNA and bind them
to eukaryotic RNA and it will recoguize the same binding sites as the
prokaryotic,

However, if you go the other way, take eukaryotic messenger and
give it to prokaryotic ribosomes, they will not bind.

They will not be recognized. So the signals may go in one direction
and not In the other.

Mr. THORNTON. Isn't the basic point here that you are dealing with a
subject matter which is so complex, where the potential combinations
are so immensely variable that the field of ignorance about the proc
ess is much larger than the field of knowledge at this stage!

Dr. PmczENIK. That is true. In research, the idea is to be at the
front lines and to be ignorant at all times. You should not know any
thing but you should understand everything.

It is not answering the question, it is first defining the problem. Once
we can define the problem, answering the question becomes simple.
The cure to cancer is a poorly defined scientific problem. That is why
we don't have an answer. The moment that problem is defined, then
there will be an answer.

Mr. THORNTON. I want to recognize Mr. Hollenbeck for some ques
tions. This has been a fascinating discussion, but I would like to give
him an opportunity to lead the discussion for a time.

Mr. HOLLENBECK. Mr. Chairman, I have a question of Dr. Pieczenik
which involves his suggestion with regard to regulation of recombinant
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Mr. THORNTON. Dr. Ryan, would you comment on this line of ques
tioning!

Dr. RYAN. My comments are based purely on what I have read. I
have no practical experience. It seems to me that they are adequate
as near as I can judge. I would say in response to the last question that
if somebody is going to deliberately misuse the guidelines, they a~e
going to misuse them, and there isn't very much you can do about It.

Dr. PIECZENIK. The possibility of doing the worst experiment can
be done for about $150. You can buy SV40 DNA commercially for
about $30. You can buy the plasmide for about $30. You can buy the
restriction enzymes for $55 and you can shotgun it into the colony in
about 3 hours.

So all the components are commercially available to do the worst
experiment.

Mr. THORNTON. I think perhaps one of the greatest inhibitions
against the selection of this particular technique by terrorists is the
fear that they might be their own first victim.

Dr. PIECZENIK. Given my perspective, it would not work anyway.
Mr. THORNTON. The hazard of self-destruction might be one. Then

I think some consideration would have to be given as to what other
tools might be available, having a more predictable result.

Dr. PIEOZENIK. Sidney. Brenner in Cambridge is trying to adapt
E. coli to live in an environment of heavy water, rather than a natural
ly occurring water. If he can adapt an E. coli in that manner, the
chance of that escaping and finding an ecological niche is very rare.
The refined approaches to the types of vectors used-but let us say
carefully and genetically designed vectors would be more appropriate.

Mr. THORNTON. If I may pursue the terrorist point to my next
question which concerns some inadvertent recombination might un
lease a catastrophic situation by developing an organism or a process
which is not yet known. I think your testimony is appropriate to that
discussion.

We have been told by other witnesses that this is a significant risk.
It is one we are concerned about. Would you address yourself to that
question!

Dr. PEICZENIK. At present I feel that as I said before, the possibility
of direct expression is unlikely in extreme species crosses. If you
design a vector or a virus carefully, and in time we will be able to know
how to design one, that can bypass or accommodate the intracellular
selection, then, the possibility of an artificially engineered virus that is
viable and can be used as a weapon or a tool becomes quite likely.

But I would say that this is 10 to 15 years away.
Until we understand the sequences and their advantages, we won't

be able to design it.
Mr. THORNTON. Are you saying it would not likely occur accidentally

but only through a long purposeful design!
Dr. PmozENIK. With purposeful design, I imagine it is possible.

Without design I feel it is unlikely. .
Mr. THORNTON. I think this is an area in which there is a good deal

of concern expressed and maybe disagreement as well. Dr. Ryan!
Dr. RYAN. One of the areas that is of great interest in endocrinology

today is the matter of gene expression and the role of steroid hormones
in inducing gene expression. This seems to be related in part at least
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fact that the host which is being used for this experimentation is a
variation of a bacteria which does exist within the human system.

I think I understand that the reason that this particular host is
the subject of experiments is because it is well understood and pre
dictable, and varieties have been developed which have low sur
vivability.

Still, how would you address the question of whether this is the
appropriate microorganism for use in this kind of research! Should
there be some thought given to perhaps selecting another organism!
There are a lot of lay people who might be more comfortable if
experiments were being conducted on nitrogen fixing bacteria that
infect plants rather than with E. coli.

Dr. FORMAL. Certainly other organisms could be used and of
course this possibility should be pursued. Nonetheless, geneticists have
had 30 years of experience working with this K -12 strain. I believe
that it would not be wise to discard these 30 years of experience.

Mr. THORNTON. I am not suggesting that that should be done.
Dr. CHARACHE. There is so much known about E. coli. It is often

safer to use what you know and understand than what you are guessing
about. When you can construct variants that will not survive outside
of the laboratory because of your knowledge of the organism and you
know what its stability is, it becomes much safer to use than using
something that you don't know about.

Dr. PmczENIK. Did it try K-12 with the plasmid containing anti
biotic resistance markers?

Dr. FORMAL. These experiments were done by Dr. Anderson using
E. coli K -12 strains carrying either transmissible or nontransmissible
plasmids which code for tetracycline resistance.

Dr. P,ECZEN,K. Has this bacteria been able to colonize in a patient
taking tetracycline 1

Dr. FOR'[AL. That has not been done.
Dr. P,ECZEN,K. Don't you think it would be able to colonize!
Dr. FORMAL. I do not know. It is an experiment which will have

to be done before one can get an answer. '
Dr. PmczENIK. Would not K -12 containing antibiotic, resistance sur

vivebetter!
Dr. FORMAL. It might, but that is an experiment which will have to

be conducted.
Dr. P,ECZEN,K. In the experiment, in which the bacteria was

possibly shown to contain mamma lian product, the bacteria should not
have been growing in the media. There was antibiotics in that

media. That means that the bacteria was resistant to the antibiotics.
Antibiotic resistant bacteria adapt, and they have quite a capability
to survive in our world. In fact, I would think the use of antibiotic
resistant plasrnines as a vector is uncalled for; because you give the
bacteria an environment that is already saturated with antibiotics.

Mr. THORNTON. I think that is a very useful observation.
The use of a plasmid containing other bnoreriolosrical resistance

would not be beneficial. However, I do think it is also interesting to
note. as has alreadv been mentioned, that genetic engineering of sorts
has been accomplished by growing bacteria in atmospheres which
contain antibiotics and thereby causing selected bacteria to develop
resistances to those antibiotics and to change genetically.
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than was the wild-type K-12 strain administered by Dr. Anderson to
volunteers in England.

Additional studies are required prior to concluding with confidence
that E. coli K-12 or derivatives of it such as 1776cannot multiply and
survive within human intestines and within other hosts. Nonetheless,
the complexity of this process predicts the necessity of a multitude of
genes, all functioning in concert, which confer upon bacteria such
ability for survival.

We know that a large number of laboratories have worked with a
wide variety of highly virulent and contagious micro-organisms which
as pathogens have this capacity to survive. On the basis of past ex
perience, there has been no evidence of spread of any disease to the
surrounding communities.

There is no reason to believe that laboratory altered strains of the
already weakened E. coli K-12 will escape from a proper containment
facility to the population at large.

[The documents referred to follow:]

TABLE. I.-DURATION OF SHEDDING FOLLOWING INGESTION OF E.COL! STRAIN HS BY HEALTHY VOLUNTEERS

Duration of
Dose (celiS) excretion (days)

]!!!j~!~j~~!:~![[~~[j~~!~-j-[~;;~~:[: j
TABlE2.-DURATION OFSHEDDING FOLLOWING INGESTION OF E.COLI K-12-SHIGELlA FLEXNERIHYBRIDSTRAIN

Duration of
Dose(celis) excretion (days)

Volunteer: lX101 __U~__ 0

!j~~j~:j-:jj~:~--~j~_1~:--,~:_: I
Dr. FORMAL. On table 2, patient 6 should be 10 to the 10. Thank you

very much.
Mr. TIIORNTON. It has been suggested that the lack of identifiable

spread from these facilities may be because insufficient records were
kept. Do you have any comment about that?

Dr. FOR,rAI" Spread of nonpathogens would be difficult to monitor.
However, scientists in the United States have worked, over the years,
with a wide variety of highly virulent and highly infectious agents.
Although laboratory accidents have occurred, infections of the popu
lation in the vicinity of these laboratories have not been reported.
Considering the ease which infectious agents can be detected, they
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we finish hearing Dr. Samuel Formal, Chief of the Department of
Bacterial Diseases, Walter Reed Army Institute of Research.

We are very pleased to have you with us today. 'Ve are looking for
ward to your testimony with anticipation.

[A biographical sketch of Dr. Formal follows:J

DR. SAMuEi:BERNARD FORMAL

Born: August 28, 1923, Providence, R.I.
Education:

Classical Hlgh Bchool, Providence, R.I., 1941.
Brown University, A.B., class of 1945.
Brown University,' ScM,·1948.
Boston University, Ph.D., 1952.

Military service: U.S. Navy, 1943--46-Lieutenant (junior grade).
Married: Rosamond Anne Martin (A. B. Smith, 1947, ScM Brown, 1949)

October 27, 1951.
Children: Christopher Stuart, born 1953, David John, born 1955, JamesMartin,

born1959.
Positions held:

Bacteriologist, Food and Drug Administration, 194&-49.
Microbiologist, Walter Reed Army Institute of Research, 1952-56.
Chief, Department of Applied Immunology, WRAIR, 1956:-76.
Chief, Department of Bacterial Disease, 1976-

Memberships :
American Society of Microbiology.
American Association of Immunology.
American Association for the Advancement of Science.
Society Experimental Biology and Medicine.
Sigma Xi.
Infectious Diseases Society of America;

Boards and Commissions:
American Academy Microbiology.
Professional Lecturer, Georgetown University Schools of Medicine and

Dentistry.
Editorial Board, American Journal Epidemiology, 1966-72.
Commission on Enteric Infections, Armed Forces Epidemiological Board.
WHO Scientific Group on Oral Enteric Bacterial Vaccines.
Editorial Board, Journal of Reticulo-Endothelial Society, 1974-
Project Director, U.S. Army Enteric Diseases Program, 1972-
American Academy of Mtcrobologr, Civil Service Subcommittee, 1972-75.
Board of Civil Service Examiners, 1968-

STATEMENT OF DR. SAMUEL FORMAL, CHIEF, DEPARTMENT OF
BACTERIAL DISEASES, WALTER REED ARMY INSTITUTE OF.
RESEARCH

Dr. FORMAL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am Samuel Formal of the Walter Reed Army Institute of Re

search. I was educated at Brown University and received a Ph. D.
degree from Boston University. I am a laboratory research scientist
who works on diarrheal disease.

I have been asked to discuss the potential of Escherichia coli to cause
disease. Organisms belonging to this genus are present in competition
with many other micro-organisms be'onmng to the intestinal tracts of
many animal species and of virtually all human beings.

The usual levels of E. coli found in normal human adults is ap
proximately 1 million to 10 million cells per gram of feces.

They are by no means the predominant organism in the intestinal
tract and make up less than 0.1 percent of the flora. Studies have shown
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like illness in man that is being extensively studied. Most bacteria
cause illness----

Mr. THORNTON. May I interrupt just fora question at that point!
Is the theory that the E. coli is modified by the introduction of a
plasmid in order to produce that type of illness by some natural means!

Dr. CHARACHE. Yes.
Mr. THORNTON. Thank you. Please continue,
Dr. CHARACHE. The type of disease produced which can cause either

a localized infection or a general systemic disease is in part a function
of the microbe and due to species characteristics of the organism, and
in part due to the individual patient and the relationship he establishes
with that microbe.

The organism can gain entry through a number of routes. They can
be inhaled. They can be ingested. They can penetrate the skin either
directly or through a cut or puncture. Laboratory accidents may in
volve any of these routes and, as you know from previous testimony
presented here, such accidents have occurred in a number of instances.

E. coli, although they have been among the most extensively studied
organisms have rarely presented laboratory problems either in the
research laboratory or in the clinical laboratory because it is so rarely
pathogenic to normal man.

Laboratory technicians in clinical laboratories such as ours at Johns
Hopkins will process tens of thousands of specimens of E. coli on
open benches under P 2 laboratory protective conditions, and, because
of the nature of the organism, we do not have an infectious disease
problem in the laboratory.

Healthy adultsbexposed to this organism in the laboratory setting,
have not had pro lems with it. Normal healthy volunteers who were
fed the virulent strains of E. coli have been shown to colonize with
this more virulent strain only if massive numbers of organisms are
ingested.

These strains have been shown to be usually shed by the people
who ingest them between 1 and 10 days after ingestion. In reviewing
a bibliography of over 1,500 laboratory accidents in which infection
was reported, I found one report in which E. coli was incriminated
and this was with a toxogenic strain. One case was reported of a worker
who developed a diarrheal disease associated with a toxogenic strain
1 year after this had been isolated from sometravelers.

The E. coli created to the recipient straius in DNA recombinant
research are being engineered to be variants that are far less virulent
than wild-type strains and they are designed to fail to survive outside
the laboratory,

I would like to emphasize that genetic recombinant standards are
not new, nor is genetic recombinance limited to laboratory experiment.
Twenty-five years ago, before DNA had been fully characterized, a
scmipurified DNA was shown to pass genetic characteristics between
organisms.

Twenty-five years ago, experimenters deliberately designed their
studies to require the use of safe biological markers.

It became recognized also that bacteria normally exchange genetic
information under natural, nonlaboratory conditions. Thus for ex
ample, wild-type spread of information ~etween bacteria has resulted
in major medical problems at the present time,
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Mr. THORNTON. 'It is very interesting how research in another area
could lead you to the field which is the subject matter of these hearings.
Furthermore, this resulted in your needing to isolate the product in
order to test whether the bacteria has the capacity of producing a
mammalian protein, to require the tools used in DNA recombinant
research in order to evaluate whether, or not that characteristic is or
is not present.

I think that is an interesting bit of information in itself, quite apart
from the resolution of the question before us.

Dr. RYAN. There is a point with respect to that that I would like
to make although it is somewhat irrelevant to this committee. It is
very difficult to predict where scientific discovery is going to come
from. I think one of the tendencies on the part of Congress has been
to' 'channel' money into rather highly specific areas like cancer and
various other diseases.vLthink one of the consequences that financial
support in basic areas of research where the serendipituous event is
more apt to occur, tends to be restricted. I hope that you and your
colleagues can bear that in mind.

Mr. THORNTON. When you speak of serendipity I think that often
we need to be able to discover what we had not expected. After all,
that is also a part of scientific inquiry, not only to look at the results
that were the major reason for doing the experiment, but also to
observe other things that happen and to ask why those things hap
pened. And maybe not to accept any particular theory as being

, unequivocably true in making, that kind of inquiry.
The thing that also struck me as I read and listened to your testi

mony was the question of mimicry which you alluded to. We have
had some good testimony in other hearings before this subcommittee
about surface phenomena, the properties of certain atoms and mole
cules that act as receptors to hold or to cause certain patterns to
develop which can then be used in various ways.

Do I understand properly from your testimony that a possible
theory is that such a pattern may exist in connection with this bacteria
which causes facsimilies of the mammalian protein to attach them
selves or to be produced?

Dr. RYAN. Yes, I think this is a possibility. You can think about it
in this way. There is a lot of diversity in nature, but probably nature
has a limited number of ways of doing certain things. For e,tample,
in these protein hormones that we have just discussed, there is an .
amino acid sequence that turns out to be identical to an amino acid
sequence that is present in cholera toxin and all of the serine protease
enzymes, We don'tknow the purpose of this common sequence in these
diverse proteins. It is conceivable that there are limited numbers of
ways in which a protein can interact with another protein or interact
with somerhinr- else 'ike a cell surface receptor and thus this common
sequence, mimicked. if yon will, in a varietv of proteins, may serve
a very common purpose. There may be limited numbers of ways in
which a protein will bend itself and it might require a common amino
acid sequence in order to do that bending,

Mr. THORNTON. Thank you. Mr. Hollenbeck?
Mr. HOLLENBECK. At page 2, you said you asked why these bacteria

have a binding site for a mammalian protein hormone. Are you sug-
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Despite this ,skepticism. there 1s one point with respect

to our data that ve cannot explain and sene additional observations from

the literature for wbich the data are icsufficient to offer an expLanatdo n ,

First. we have observed radioittmunoassayable heG activity in some batches

of culture media, even in the presence of protease inhibitors. Second,

there are no data to say that the explaDatio~~ offered above apply to

the organisms isolated by Doctor Livingston or Doctor Cohen.

We Eimply do not have conclusive proof that the PseudCll:.onas

mal tophilia organism has or does not have the DNA for making, the maemaLi.an

hormone heG. The same may be said for Progenitor crvptocoides or

epidermal staphylococcus. We have. therefore. begun studies to obtain

this proof. These studies take two forms:

1) A Pseudomonas maltophllia culture has been sent to Dr. Stuart Levy

of Tuft University who will analyze for the presence of

a plasmid. If a plasmid is found. it will be tested for

hCG production and hC~b1nd1ng activity.

~) Dr. Ronald Cox of our Department atY.ayo is preparing the

uUURA for hCG from placental tissue. He will then prepare

radioactive cDNA to the nllUiA. The bindin~ of the labeled

cDNA to Pseudomonas maltophilia DNA will then be tested and

should give evidence for the presence or absence of the

mammalian genome. The same cDNA can be used to test the

other organisms that have been reported to produce hCG.

It ehcukd be mentioned that hCG 1s 'not the only candidate

that may be implicated as a possible example of a natural recombinant D~A.

The heG binding site 1s also a possibility as are a .variety of mannnaLf.an

antigens found on bacterial surfaces (see ¥~rkowitz. Trends in Biochemical

Science !.161. July. 1976. lor a review).
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Doctor Cohen originally described this as a gr~-negative

motile rod that ~a5 not further classified. He has subsequently told me

'in a personal communication that the organism is the same as that

isolated by ,Doctor Livingston and is classl£iedas an epidermal

staphylococcus.

Our O'l;"I) studies on the culture media from Pseudomonas mltophilia

have yielded the following information:

1) Culture'media caused a dose-related decrease in. the

amount of 12Sr _hCG bound by antibodies to heG or the a subunit

of heG.

1) Culture media caused a dose-related decrease in the a~unt

of 125I_hCG bound by rat ovarian receptors for heG..

1) Cul ture media, at low doses. stimulated the rat ovarian

adenylyl cyclase enzyme 1n a manner slnilar to beG but at

high doses caused a loss of the. activity of this enzyme.

!y Culture :media clearly stimulated progesterone production

by immature rat ovaries. in vitro. on one occasion. On

other occasions the stimulation of progesterone production

has been questionable.

These observations prompted us to believe that the bacteria

were indeed producing anhCG ~olecule and led to two additional lines

of investigation. The first was an effort to isolate the molecule with

hCG activity from the bacterial culture media. The second was to deter-

mine if the bacteria contained maemalian DNA capable of coding for hCG

or hCG receptor.

Attempts at purification of the heG-like material from the

culture media were ~arked by a number of inconsistencies. First. there
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BAcrERB. A!m HU}%'{ CHORlone GOXADOTROP!N

Dr. Nancy D. Richert, working in my laboratory, undertook

a study of rat ovarian cells grown in tissue culture specifically to

determine their ability to-bind radioloclinatedluteinizlng hormone (LH)

or h~n chorionic gonadotropin (heG). These glycoprotein hormones

regulate specific ovarian cells and induce them to produce the steroid

hormone. progesterone, which is required for the maintenance of

pzegnency , A veeaeey of purified materials were added to the culture

media in an effort to maintain beG binding activity, but to no avail.

Crude mixtures derived from various biologicsQurces were then used

and one of these was ovarian follicular fluid. obtained from pigs.

The cultures contaiDing follicular fluid showed excellent binding of

heG even after being gro\.'Il in a flask for 5-7 days.

Subsequent examination of the follicular' fluid containing

cultures ~evealed that. xco binding was not to the. rat ovarian cells

but to a contaminating microorganism. The organism was isolated .and

identified as the bacterium. Pseudomonas maltophilia. Since'the binding

of a protein honnoneto a microorganiSm:had not been found previously.

we decided to study this phenomenon.

The results of this study were published in the March. 1977.

issue of The Proceedings of the National AcademY of Sciences, U.S.A.

These findings indicated that thebacteri~specifically,bound hCG and

hCG-like moleculeS with characteristics similar to. but not identical

with. ·hCG receptors (or binding sites) found in ovarian and testicular
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Is that a conclusion based upon the answer to the chairman's

last question?
Dr. PmcZENIK. It is a conclusion based on the concept that there is

a competition of molecules and also the belief that cloned DNA does
not have a competitive advantage over natural DNA in its milieu and
the observation, now, that no cloned DNA has had faithful expression
and extreme species crosses into a plasmid have had no expression. The
hemoglobin gene that was put in a plasmid did not make hemoglobin.
So far there is no evidence, and it has been 5 years of experimental
work, that there has been faithful or proper expression of the DNA.

That does not point out the fact that small polypeptides-small
functions that could have functioned once, isn't happening. Small
polypeptides seem to have powerful functions. Things that you don't
expect to be made, become the hazard, not the things you do.

Mr. THORNTON. I think it might be useful if we go ahead and
hear the other witnesses and then open the hearing to discussion with
the entire panel. Can each of you stay aboard for that schedule? I
appreciate that.

Next, I would like to introduce and call upon Dr. Robert J.Ryau',
of the department of molecular medicine of the Mayo Medical School.
Dr. Ryan has had a distinguished career andhas made some discoveries
which mayor may not-s-and I am not sure what the testimony will be
or the ultimate outcome will be with regard to that question-be
examples of natural recombinant DNA.

We are very pleased to have you with us. We look forward to your
testimony.

[A biographical sketch of Dr. Ryan follows:]

DR. ROBERT J. RYAN

Academic rank: Professor.
Mayo appointment ; July I, 1967. G.S. Status: B.
Medical field: 1.
Section assignment: MOLECMD 50 A.
Date and place of birth: July 18.1927, Cdnclnnatl, Ohio.
Retirement date : September1992.

College/medical school training with degrees and .institutions conferring them:
Xavier University, Cincinnati, Ohio. January I9.<l5 to October 1945.
Xavier University; Cincinnati, Ohio, February 1947 to August 1948.
University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, Ohio. l\LD., September 1948 to June 1952.

Internships : Henry Ford Hospital,Detroit, Mlch., July 1952 to. June 1953.
Restdenctes : "

University of Illinois, Chicago Hl.. July 1953 to June1954.
Resident and educational hospitals, Chicago, Hl., July 1954 to June ·1956.
Resident and educational hospitals, Chicago, Hl., Chief resident. July 1956
toJun~1957. .. '. ':., '. .' . __ ,

'I'ufts University, Boston, Mass..' July 1957 to September 1958.
Professional preparation/academic experience:

University of Illinois, instructor in I. July 1956 to June 1957.
Ijnlversl tv of Illinois, .asslstant professor of 'I,January 1958 toBeptem-

ber 1963. -
TJniverRity of Illinois. A~sociate proteasor- of I. September 1968 to July 1967.
Mayo Clinic, consultant in phvstcs. July 1967 to Januarv 1968
"lIfflyoGraduateSchool.:associate professor-of T. January 1968 to July 1971.
Mayo Graduate School. professor of 1. .Iulv l071,to,March 197;3.
Mayo' Medical School, professor of I, March 1973.

Intramural activities:
Research committee. vice ohalrman. 1972-.

. Building-committee. research liaison. 1974;
Molecnlar.medicine,chairman department, July 1974.....
Research committee, 1970-:1971.
Endocrine research, chairman department, Ndvembei'~July,1971-1974.
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Three: The background of members of the scientific advisory board

be investigated ~o makesure that they do not have a history of morally
repulsive experimentation. Nor should they, like Caesar's wife, zive
the appearance of wrongdoing. "

Four: In order to avoid coercion within laboratories I would suggest
a head of laboratory rule. That is, the principal investigator of the
grant have the legal and direct responsibility of doing the actual DNA
restriction, mixing, ligasing, insertion, and transfection if a plasmid
is used; of infection if a phage vector is used. This responsibility
should not be an assignable one. This will allow those that do not
want to do the experiment, the freedom to decline. The organizational
structure of funding at the present time does not allow the freedom
to decline. This will also force more careful thought in design of the
experiments and hazards.

In summary, my perspective of genotypic selection suggests that
the first experiments that should be done are those that test the in
trinsic mutability of cloned DNA and the fidelity of its expression.

These can be done without hazard or cost. Unfortunately, the
scientific establishment in the United States has the financial con
straint which makes it unlikely that the cheapest experiments will
override the more expensive; or the disposable experiment override
the capital intensive one.

However, this is, uniquely my perspective, based on a study of
naturally occurring- nucleotide sequences. The contemporary view
of all molecular biologists, especially those that have appeared as wit
nesses is that the expression of DNA is universal and passive. It is
to them a piece of instruction and its expression is unaffected by the
mechanism of expression. Time and more research will tell.

As a slight digression, if genotypic selection exists then Donald
Fredrickson is wrong and a magic bullet for cancer is possible, but
that is another story.

Thank you.
Mr. THORNTON. Thank you very much, doctor. This is the first time

that a witness has given a statement more rapidly than I could read
it. That is a new experience. I do commend you for a very scholarly
presentation. I would like to ask you, with regard to your statement
that evolution and not DNA is the basic dog-ma of life and biolog-y,
whether you are .tending to exaggerate thatby characterizing those
studies as dog-mao

I personally do not like to assume a dogmatic position. I think
that tolerance of views is necessary, that the difference betw~en t~e
Darwinians and the non-Darwinians may not reflect that either IS
wrong, but that both may be partly right, and partly wrong.

I wondered if you would likc to clarify ~hat statement to ~ny

deg-roo? Was it an overstatement, or do you think that It IS an article
offaith?

Dr. PIECZENIK. Yes. In biological research evolut.ion .isa~ article
of faith. You explain phenomena in biochemical observations in terms
of their adantiveness. That is why we can sav: ,Vhy does this molecule
exist here? ',Ve can ask why questions because we believe that there
is a dogma of evolution. . ... .

Otherwise we would ask questions of sodium chlol'lde, table salt.
One does not ask why do we have salt, But we can ask why do we
have collagen as a structural protein?
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We can now ask ourselves the same question about artificially in
serted DNA sequences, "Does the insertion of a foreign piece of
DNA confer an advantage or is it neutral to the ability of DNA to
replicate ?"

The data Darwin was working with was basically descriptive gross
morphology of organisms; the data Kimura worked with was protein
sequences, which he considered a phenotypic measure. Both however
would predict, but for exactly opposite reasons, that if one could
examine nucleotide sequences directly they would be random.

The Darwinian rationale is that t>e variant is a historical accident
that worked, as well as the observation that there are so many steps
between the mutation which is considered to be random and its
expression as an adaptive phenotype that essentially the complexity
make the relationship between nucleotide order and phenotypic
adaptiveness intrinsically nonpredictive and random.

The non-Darwinians believe that every mutation occurs randomly
and is expressed, if neutral, and survives in a population as a con
sequence of random drift.

Almost all molecular biologists, geneticists, and biochemists fall
into a spectrum betwcen these two VIews, depending on whether they
think about this question in the first place. Evolution is the basic
dogma of life. DNA sequences must find their proper place in evolution.
If Darwin had lived in this generation, he would have had access

not to finches on the Galapagos Archipelago but to DNA nucleotide
sequences. That is, if Darwin had direct access to genotype instead of
to phenotype would he have seen them as random! Or would he have.
seen patterns of similarities between species as well as variability of
sequences within species!

My contribution to molecular evolution was to study both the
Darwinian and non-Darwinian approach and to disregard their cer-'
tainty in the essential randomness of.nucleotide sequences and approach
nucleotide sequences as Darwin might have.

I was able to find evidence for various types of patterns at the
nucleotide sequence level. These patterns I called constraints or
restraints depending on whether the pattern was a consequence of
syntactical function or structural function. Examples of such patterns
are the simple symmetry pattern of palindrome-AUUAAAGUUG
AAAUUA-the internal terminator constraint, and the recently
published constraint on messenger RNA sequence as a consequence of
a postulated tRNA interaction which makes the genetic code a
partially overlapping triplet code.

The last constraint implies that though the genetic code is universal,
messenger RNA translation is species specific.

In order to explain the existence of these patterns at the nucleotide
level it was necessary to postulate the existence of a specific type of
selection which acts at the nucleotide level. Whereas natural selec
tion is predominantlv phenotypic, the existence of order at the nucleo
tide level suggests that there is a natural selection that is genotypic.
This I call genotypic selection.

In genotypic selection it is the DNA. molecules themselves which
compete for their substrates, their ability to be replicated, transcribed
and translated. This type of selection occurs in the intracellular milieu.

Genotypic selection imposes structural as well as syntactical con
straints on nucleotide sequences. That each sequence is derived from
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I am grateful to him that he came down here to address us and to the
university for permitting him to do so. I would like to welcome him
here today.

Mr. THORNTON. One of the colleagues of Dr. Pieczenik, Dr. Sidney
Brenner, has recently been honored and has been selected as one of the
15 foreign scientists who are designated as foreign associates of the
National Academy of Sciences.

Please proceed.
[A biographical sketch of Dr. Pieczenik follows:]

DR. GEORGE PIECZENIK

Born: December 19, 1944 in Havana, Cuba to Dr; and 1Hr8. Srul David
Pleczentk; .,';: C

Education: Phillips' Academy Audoner 1961; Harvard University A.B. 1965;
University of Miami M.S. 1967; New York Umv. Ph.D. 1972; Rockefeller Unlver
sity 1972-74; l\LR.C. Lab. of Molecular Biology, Cambridge University-'--l97D-l;
1973.1974.1976.1977. .

1975 to present: Assistant Professor, Departmentaf Blochemtstrv, Rutgers
University. The State University of New Jersey, New Brunwick, N.J. 08903.

Area of Interest: Genotypic Selection and nucleotide sequence analysis.

STATEMENT OF DR. GEORGE PIECZENIK, NELSON BIOLOGICAL
LABORATORY, RUTGERS STATE UNIVERSITY, NEW JERSEY

Dr. PIECZENIK. Chairman Thornton, Representatives Hollenbeck
and Dornan, members of the Subcommittee on Science, Research, and
Technology, I would like to thank you for inviting me to appear as a
witness before this committee. .

I also have with me my brother, Steve Pieczenik, Deputy Assistant
Secretary of State for Management.

Mr. THORNTON. We are pleased to have him at the hearing.
Dr. PIECZENIK. It is my understanding that the basic biology of

DNA recombinant molecule research has already been reviewed and
therefore I shall address myself to the scientific question ofl1lolecu.lar
evolution.

I willtry to demonstrate that DNA recombinaritmolecule research is
a form of artificial nucleotide selection nd therefore a question of in
'/)i'/)o molecular evolution.

On J ulvI, 1858, Darwin and Wallace presented a joint paper at the
Linnaen Society describing their concept.for the evolution of species.
Wallace derived his concept by fevered inspiration, Darwin arrived
at a concept of evolution of species by observing patterns of similarity
between species and variations within species..' .

'I'hesimilarity between species ledhimto the concept of descent from
a common ancestor: We have taxonomic similarity to other life forms,
because we all come froma common ancestor. .

The variation within a species led to the concept of competition for
resources and the survival of the fittest. These variants having com
peted and survived leave more progeny. These progeny carry .the
genetic characteristics that allowed their ancestor to survive in a par
ticular environmental situation. This process. Darwin called natural
selection as opposed to artificial section. .

At this point we can ask ouselves; if DNA recombinant research is
a form of artificial human selection of nucleotide sequences, is there a
natural equivalent process!
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many other cOdonswDuld be brought into playas these were demanded by mutation
in the original rather simple messages.

Returning for the moment to the family of codons of the type ~~~ notice that
the two possible out-or-phase readings of this class of message given the codon sets
~~~ and g~~. The former is related to the present start codons ~UG while the
latter includes the present stop codons which are U~~ if we ignore tryptophan
(VGG) as being a later addition. Thus starting and stopping codons may originally
have been evolvedwhen the copying of the primitive message, with its restricted
family of sequences, slipped out of phase. .

8. Messenger Synthesis

Finally, we should consider how this original message, of the form ... , RRY, RRY,
RRY, .. was synthesized. Apart from some repeated-slippage mechanism in the
replication process a less obvious possibility is that the mRNA wasinitially formed
using the anticodon loops of the existing tRNA's molecules as partial templates.
This would be especially attractive if, under appropriate environmental conditions,
there were a weak attraction between adjacent tRNA molecules and if tRNAs
(without amino acids) could shift easily between the FH and the hf configurations.

Thus all that would be needed to get polypeptide synthesis started would be a
single type of tRNA molecule to which a single amino acid was attached, though
this would only produce a repeating homopolypeptide, such as polyglycine, from
an equally simple message. By gene duplication and mutation (especially transitions)
new, slightly different anticodon loops would be produced to pair with related codons
and, hopefully, to attach to themselves new. amino acids. Such simple pieces of
chemical apparatus might well be enough to produce from a mutated message (or
one synthesised by the mechanism suggested above) a few primitive proteins an
occasional one of which might act to increase the accuracy and speed of the whole
process. Given replication, natural selection could do the rest.

9. Concluding Remarks

Theories of the origin of life are usually fairly speculative and ours is no exception.
The basic idea would be more credible if it could be shown that during present
day protein synthesisthe tRNA does indeed occur in both the hf and the FH forms.
At present the evidence on this point is weak and conflicting and so will not be
reviewed. here. If this flip mechanism turns out to be correct it may be possible to
achieve template-directed synthesis in contemporary test-tubes without. ribosomes
by using (unmodified) tRNA molecules with carefully designed loops and having
the appropriate amino acid attached to each one. This assumes that primitive tRNA
molecules were very similar to present-day ones. The theory is thus to some extent
open to experimental test.
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the triplet part of the anticodon being in italics. Note that this symbolism does not
imply that the message repeats exactly in groups of three but that the message must
obey the purine-pyrimidine restrictions shown. Written out in full this becomes,
for the mRNA

~~~ ~~~ ~~~ ......

and 3' UG~~UU for the anticodon loops where grepresents A or G, etc.
The base pairs allowed are always either A= U, G == C or G = U or their

reversals. The pair A - C is not allowed, not are A = G and G - C (see Crick, 1966).
Notice two points:
(I) This restricted base sequence although written with commas for convenience

of illustration, is comma-free (in the sense of Crick, Griffith and Orgel, 1957), that
is, a tRNA with any of the possible loops specified above cannot go onto such a
message in either of the two incorrect phases and make five base pairs whether the
loop is in the FHor the hf configuration. The advantage, at this stage of the
problem, in having a comma-free code is not just that Jhe message cannot then be
read in the two incorrect phases (which would only improve efficiencyby a factor of
three) but that a tRNA cannot go onto the message, out of phase, just ahead of the
growing point and either block the whole process or shift the phase ofreading. .

(2) The codons allowed are those found in the present code in the bottom right
hand corner (as the codon table isusually written) and stand for

GGg G~ AGg A~
gly asp ser asn

so that, for example, the anticodon loop for the glycine tRNA would be

3' UGCCGUU

This is encouraging as most people would be 'willingto believe that at least three.of
these (gly, ser and asp) are among the more likely primitive amino acids.

The assumptions of wobble in all positions produces an asymmetrical lack of
precision. Consider the two triplets coding for asn which are AAg. These will be
read unambiguously by th~ tRNA for asn having the anticodon

3' UGUUGUU

and by no other tRNA of this limited set. Thus AAg will code unambiguously for
asn. The other"three sets -of codons will be read with varying degrees of ambiguity
depending on how much wobble can occur in each.position. Thus, because of wobble,
the presumed anticodon loop for serine

3' ·UGUCGUU

will read not only the codons AOg but also, with Jess ,affinity._the codons GGg,
and thus occasionally insert serine by error into a glycine position.

These ideas should not be pressed too far. Our discussion is naive since we have
made no allowance for G: s, C pairs being stronger than A '= U pairs, nor for stability
being affected bystacking effects depending on base sequence. Further experiments
are needed to allow correctly for these and other effects.
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Fig. 2. Each vertical line represents a base. The dots on the messenger RNA show the phase in which
it should be read. The representation of the tRNA molecules has been greatly oversimplified. (A) The
tRNA in the FH configuration with the nascent polypeptide, Pn , attached, sits on the mRNA making
five base-pairs. (B) The tRNA carrying the next amino acid, A, goes onto the mRNA in the hf configura
tion, also making five base-pairs. (C) The polypeptide chain is transferred to the amino acid to give the
polypeptide Pn + I' (D) The tRNA carrying the nascent peptide flips to the FH configuration. The tRNA
which has given up its amino acid is now held by only three base-pairs so that it will shortly fall off,
giving a situation similar to that of Figure 2A but moved along three bases. These figures are purely
explanatory and show neither the correct scale nor the relative orientations of the components.
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been made into an ingenious game by Eigen (1973). It isthus plausible to consider
that in the primitive soup molecules existed not unlike the present tRNA mole
cules (though naturally without modified bases) many duplicate copies of which were
produced from a nucleic acid template by some unspecified primitive copying
mechanism.

3. General Requirements

There are a number of general requirements for a primitive system of protein
synthesis. These are all aimed to reduce gross errors in the process while not
necessarily removing minor errors. For example, the message must be read fairly
consistently in the same phase since if the phase slips too often during the reading
the resultant polypeptide will differ too much from the ideal one without any
errors. On the other hand an occasional incorrect amino acid will not necessarily
be unacceptable.

It seems likely that one such requirement is that, at any moment, the particular
tRNA molecule to which the growing polypeptide chain is attached is bound to the
messenger RNA by sufficiently strong bonds such that the two will not usually
come apart until the polypeptide chain is transferred to the amino acid attached to
the next tRNA. Otherwise polypeptide synthesis would be repeatedly interrupted
and, worse, would usually resume again at the wrong place in the message.

The tRNA attached to an incoming amino acid, on the other hand, need not be
bound to the messenger RNA so strongly and could perhaps come off and go on
again before receiving the polypeptide chain since this would only slow the process
rather than make a gross error in it. -A tRNA with no amino acid attached should
bind rather weakly, if at all, so that it will not interfere too much with the synthetic
process.

It is possible to devise several rather involved schemes whereby each primitive
tRNA was bound to the primitive messenger RNA by only the three bases of the
anticodon. Since such an attachment by itself is unlikely to be stable one must
invoke complicated interactions between tRNA molecules, adjacent on the message,
in order to get a stable complex and in order that the message be read systema
tically in one direction. We shall not consider such schemes further here but will
instead explore schemes in which the tRNA holding the polypeptide chain is held
by 5 'rather than by 3 base pairs.

4. Theoretical Assumptions

Our idea contains three main elements:
(1) That under the conditions then existing of temperature, salt, etc a tRNA

molecule making five base pairs with a messenger RNA (rather than the present
three) is stably attached for a sufficiently long time.

(2) That the anticodon loop of each primitive tRNA could take up two con
figurations. In the first of these (called by Weese (1970) the FH configuration
because it was.originally proposed by Fuller and Hodgson (1967)) the five bases at
the 3' end of the seven base anticodon loop are stacked on top of each other. In
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infectious DNA recombinant molecule should a laboratory accident
occur.

Our first witness this morning is Dr. George Pieczenik from Rutgers
University. I am going to call upon Mr. Hollenbeck, the ranking mi
nority member of this subcommittee, and Representative from New
Jersey, for the purpose ofmaking the introduction.

Mr. HOLLENBECK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Today and in the past
there has been concern in the public about this issue. As we begin
our second phase of hearings today on the science policy implications
of this area of genetic engineering, our study is going to be expanded
to include, I hope, relevant testimony concerning evolution and epi
demiology, subjects which have not been widely discussed before us
until now.

In this regard, I am very pleased to have the opportunity to intro
duce our first witness, Dr. George Pieczenik. He is a scientist at Rutgers
University, the State University of New Jersey. He has recently jogged
the scientific community with a researched and published theory which
questioned and challenged the entire basis for the current concerns over
recombinant DNA research and genetic engineering;

He has worked at the Cambridge Laboratory of Molecular Biology
for the past 6 years with such scientists as Francis Crick and Sidney
Brenner. Recently his position has been presented in the Journal of the
Origin of Life, and he has received reoognition for that in several
science publications and other publications such as Time magazine.

[The article referred to follows:]
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Food and Drug Administration regulations for the sale of anybio
logic material. FDA has current authority to inspect that material
and make sure it is what it's supposed to be before it's sold in the
marketplace.

Mr. BROWN. So there is a possibility-although we have many cases
of commercial exploitation-that there would be a minimum of hazard,
of introducing a recombinant DNA molecule into the environment,
assuming that our purification processes were adequate?

Dr. TALBOT. Assuming the purification process was adequate, the
only problem will be an accidental release of that organism into the
environment, just as in .laboratory experimentation.

This would not be a case where the company would want to delib
erately release the organism into the environment. They would want
to separate the insulin and release that.

Mr. BROWN. Well, I'm interested in this because I think much of our
thinking has been shaped by consideration of a situation in which the
actual recombinant molecule needed to be released into the environ-
mentin order to achieve the goal. .

For example, the nitrogen fixation situation would be in that class.
And maybe there are. others. I have no idea really. But these classes
pose two substantially different kinds of hazard questions to the public.

Dr. TALBOT. Absolutely.
.Mr. BROWN. The question I was going to raise is, what degree of

precaution would be necessary to be sure that a recombinant DNA
molecule contaiued in a bacteria or any other substance, once released
to the environment, posed no hazard to the biosphere! .

Dr. TALBOT. Well, the current NIH guidelines prohibit the deliberate
release into the environment of any organism containing recombinant
DNA molecules. . ,

Mr. BROWN. Right. But I'm posing the question in terms of future
commercial development which requires that this be done.

What processes would be necessary to insure safety? Have we in
vestigated this problem-because this is a much more complex prob
lem than merely insuring laboratory safety?

Dr. WHELAN. They've not been examined, and one can think of
good examples, in addition to the nitrogen-fixing gene.

I should say, before I forget, by the way, that insulin as synthesized
in the recombinant DNA scenario would be different from present
commercial insulin, because surely it would be human insulin that
would be chosen fo~ synthesis. Presently we rely on beef insulin, which
has a somewhat different structure from the human product. So, to
that extent, it would be an improvement.

But one could think of food proteins, single-cell protein, for which
there's a great need. I don't see how you could avoid distributing the
organism. You might be using the whole organism as the source of
protein, because you could presumably engineer an organism which
had the minimum nucleic acid which is undesirable in that type of
product and the maximum of protein with the maximum of the es
sential amino acids.

But there's a whole range of products where as long as the contain
ment facilities were good, there would be no disposal of the recom
binant DNA molecules. Part of the pressure that's coming from in
dustry is due to the fact that they see very well-and have for many
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should be extraordinarily careful about releasing the products of these
experiments.

On the other hand, I wouldn't like to be challenged too much on
this one, but if one of the hoped-for examples were to come about,
namely that insulin could be synthesized by a bacterium, and the
bacterium was one that was so crippled that its survival outside the
manufacturing organization was virtually impossible, then I would
say there's a good practical example. But that's conjecture.

It's very difficult to look more than a year ahead.
Chairman THORNTON. I think that's a very responsive answer. It

would depend entirely upon what the research showed.
You are suggesting that if research efforts were successful in devel

oping insulin, with a very weakened bacteriological agent producing
the insnlin, this might be the kind of thing that should have an early
release? .

Dr. WHELAN. Yes.
Chairman THORNTON. I assume that nitrogen-fixing bacteria for

agricultural uses might be another example.
I have a great deal of difficulty in knowing what part of the dispute

is really conjectural and what research is presently being conducted
in the research facilities.

We were told on Tuesday that the chromosome of a fish stretched
out might be 1 meter in length. You know, that's an awfully long
stretch ofgenetic information to be compressed in one cell.

And if I understand the nature of the recombination efforts that
are now proceeding, you're splicing just a very select set of gene in-·
formation, which might be just a fragment of that long pattern that
consists of the instructions for building a fish. You're dealing with
just one little fragment of that, and putting it into a bacteria.

Is that the present level of recombination activities? Can someone
help me on that?

Dr. GARTLAND. Yes, Mr. Chairman, in general that is the type of
experiment that is being conducted right now. Taking your example,
it would be taking a bit of the DNA out of that 1 meter of fish
chromosome DNA and putting it into a much simpler system, such
as E. coli, where one would be able to study that gene, and perhaps
how it functions, in a much simpler genetic background, which is the
type of experiment which would be very difficult, if not impossible,
to do on a whole fish.

Chairman THORNTON. And the E. coli with the fragment of that
gene information implanted does not become a fish?

Dr. GARTLAND. No, it does not become a fish. But this is the whole
crux of the controversy, namely can one convey to that E. coli any
properties that could cause ecological damage.

Dr. TALBOT. The E. coli has a few thousand genes, and at the most
you're putting in one or two genes, in this instance fish genes. You
still have 99.9 percent E. coli and 0.1 percent added DNA, so you don't
have a fish; yonhave an E. coli which contains a little bit of fish DNA.

Chairman THORNTON. Now, except for the fact that this is manipu
lated-and the word "manipulated" has the word "man" in it, that
it is man-caused, is this something similar to what happens when an
E. coli gene has a mutation that alters that structure somewhat? Of
course that mutation may not be an addition of a particular gene;
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As you know, the proposed risk assessment experiment by Dr. Rowe
at NIH has aroused some local concern. It's a P4 risk experiment.

I would like to ask, with regard to your statement, where those
organizations are, and who are the individuals or organizations that
are evaluating this kind of risk assessment!

Dr. WHELAN. The principal one that I have in mind is the European
Molecular Biology Organization Committee on Recombinant DNA
Research. ·We're in close touch with them, because the Secretary Gen
eral of ICSU, who is Sir John Kendrew, is the director of the EMBO
Laboratory in Heidelberg.

They are constructing a P4 facility there, and that is one possible
site for Someof the experimentation.

Chairman THORNTON. Can you tell me what kind of experimentation
is proposed!

Dr. 1'ITHELAN. They've discussed several. I think my colleagues here
might be more knowledgeable, because they've recently been in touch
with EMBO to share information.

Chairman THORNTON. Do we have a volunteer to expand further on
this question!

Dr. GARTLAND. Yes, Mr. Chairman. .
I can't speak specifically of the experiments which EMBO is pro

posing to conduct, particularly at their facility at Heidelberg, but in
this country the NIH is planning to sponsor within the next several
months a symposium on this whole question of risk-evaluation studies.

I think there's going to be quite a bit of discussion as to what kinds
of experiments ought to be done to assess the risks. It probably does
not make much sense for people to be going off in different directions,
doing different kinds of experiments, if there is not a consensus that
when you get the answers that people are going to agree that they
were well-designed experiments that provided useful answers.

So the approach the NIH is taking, with the exception of one experi
ment that Dr. Rowe is doing, is to have this workshop. And we are
p-oing to get input into that workshop from WHO, which has been
conducting a survey as to what types of experiments different scien
tistsin Europe think ought to be done.

Dr. WHELAN. I could give you, Mr. Chairman, for the record-written
statements of the experiments that are proposed, taken from the
minutes of the EMBO meeting, and also our own COGENE-pJanned
experiments. ' __-. L--- .-.

Chairman THORNTON. We will be pleased to receive those additions
to your testimony, if you will submit them.

Without objection, they will be received for the record.
Chairman THORNTON. Dr. Gartland, Dr. 1'ITald testified earlier this

week that industry had shifted its position with regard to the guide
lines.

Are you in a position to evaluate whether such a shift occurred, or
did you perceive 811(',11. a. sl:~ift in position ~

Dr. GARTLAND. No; I'm not really in a position to comment on that.
I have not perceived any great shift.

One of the problems is that industry in this country, specifically
with the recombinant DNA problem, has difficulty speaking with a
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Chairman THORNTON. We were reminded at an earlier set of hearings
that Mark Twain not only had comments about being talked to death,
but commented that IVagner's mnsic was not as bad as it sounded.
[Laughter.]

I 'wonder if we may be faced with that same kind of problem in
connection with the area in which are dealing. There are serious prob
lems to be considered, which require application of our best abilities
to think and to study and to evaluate the problems, not only as they
relate to one particular section, area, or city, but to all nations of the
world. We do thank vou for your presentation.

Do you have further comment with regard to that!
Dr. WHELAN. I think that a realization of the global nature of the

problem is coming, and I'm very encouraged by what I've heard in this
morning's testimony from Dr. Fredrickson. I know that they're very
anxious to take action at the international level. They have funds,
and we hope to work with them.

But I do wish that the temperature might drop a little, and I think
there's a good deal more fever in the United States than one sees
elsewhere. The mood elsewhere is calmer. It. is a question of taking
practical action to determine what are the risks, because one can go on
debating forever-and the analogy Dr. Fredrickson used about the
railway trains in Kansas is a good one. And it's time to determine
what are the risks, and hopefully remove some of the fears that people
have raised.

Chairman THORNTON. Thank you very much.
Mr. Brown !
Mr. BROWN. Dr. Whelan, I appreciate your statement. I think that

there has been a tendency to give insufficient emphasis to the interna
tional aspects of this problem, and you help us to focus on that.

You interjected a comment in your statement that we did not need
a crash progmm in this research, but a period of long and careful
development. The question that that raises is, how do we in this
country particularly, where there is substantial private sector interest,
as well as Government interest, bring about a carefully planned pro
gram of long- and careful development instead of a crash program!

I'm thinking here of a situation where a private research organiza
tion sees a promising commercial development and wants, and has the
capability, to devote substantial resources to it. And then of course
for commercial reasons they don't want to reveal precisely what
they're doing, and they make a breakthrough and they want to reap
the benefits of this breakthrough.

mat tools do we have available, in comparison to the more
controlled economies, to bring this into a pattern of long and careful
development instead of the possibility of sudden and rather dramatic
spurt in a particular--and possibly very narrow-area, but still an
important area ~

Dr. WHELAN. I am very sympathetic to industry's problems, and
I hope that their problems can be solved. If there are practical bene
fits from this research, one would like to see them put into practice,

mat I meant in saying that I don't agree that a crash program is
needed is that if one introduces legislation too hastily, legislation
which doesn't have sufficient flexibility. thi.s n).aYha,!,:p_er the possible
development of the practical benefits of this kind of research. It may
also hamper the progress of research in laboratories.
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(b) Initiatives at the European Level
EMBOStanding Advisory Committee, European Science Foundation, U.S.
Guidelines In Europe, Future developments in .Europe

J. Tooze

2. Report on the Activities of the Committee on Safety in Recombinant DNA Research,
Federal Republic of Germany

H.G. Zachau

3~ Reports of Activities Displayed in Japan in Relation to Recombinant DNA Research

Y. Taalma

4. Report on the Activities of the NIH Recombinant DNA Molecular Program Advisory
Committee, U.S.A.

R. Curtiss, ID

.5. The WHOSpecial Programme on Safety Measures in Microbiology

K. Bilgel

6. The Activity of the Commission fQr Experimental Genetics of the Swiss Academy
of Medical Sciences

W. Arber

Copies of the annexes are available to members of the ICSU General Committee and
General Assembly on application to Mr. F.W.G. Baker, ICSU Secretariat, 51Boulevard de
Montmorency, Paris, France 75016.,
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that an attempt should be made to require that-crfginal papers' published in scientific
journals contain an indication of the containment facilities used.

M.F. Singer gave an account.of the events which 'had taken place recently
in Cambridge, Massachusetts In relation to an application for the reconstruction of a
series of laboratories at Harvard University to provide a P3 facility. She explained the
need for scientists to be aware of such problems and to take appropriate acion to
ensure that the public were, better informed about the work being done and of the
risks, if any, involved.

U.S.S.R.

G.P. Georglev stated that there is at present no state- or sclentlflc
committee for ·theregulation of experiments. There is a national committee forming
under the chairmanship of A.A. Bayev with representatives of science, medical
science, and of the Ministry of Health. It can 'be expected that the NIH guidelines wiH
be followed, Some work would be carried out on mammalian genes under P3 and P4
conditions. A P4 facility was being constructed in his institute.

He suggested that it would be useful to-have one global committee, so as to
provide one set of international guidelines.

W.B.D.

K.B~gel.said that the WHO Sub-Committee on Safety in the Handling of
Microorganisms and Cells employed in Research had a major global responslbillty, but
was not concerned with technical detail. Information on benefits and risks would be
collected, synthesized and disseminated; the Organization has a special duty to inform
developing countries (see Annex 5).

There would be an expert group to advise WHO continuously on all
international aspects of laboratory safety and emergency services. A consultation
would also provide information on the benefits and applications of recombinant DNA
research in medical sciences.

He suggested that a number of fields relating to tropical parasitic diseases
had been neglected. He drew attention to some of the areas in which there might be
some overlapping between WHO and an ICSU group if formed.

SWitzerland

W. Arber (Annex 6) explained that the freedom of scientific _research was
maintained in the hands of scientists who made the decisions with regard to the degree
of risk and type of experiments allowable. In general the draft NIH guidelines were
followed, He indicated, however, that there were some problems with respect to the
industrial research using recombinant DNA.

France

E. Wollman summarized the situation in France -(see Annex I). Two
committees have been formed, one moral-ethical, the other a technical control
commission. All research done in the recombinant DNA field is submitted to the latter
commission which uses the dratt NIH guidelines. Research grants will not be allocated
untilafter the proposed research has been submitted to the commission which defines
the safety conditions under which it should be-conducted. Both the project leader and
the head of the academic institution in which the research is carried out have to agree
to follow the recommendations of the commission. A local safety committee ensures

12
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1. Reports on Activities of Other Organizations Studying Recombinant DNA

Buropean Molecular Biology Organization (BJIB) )

J. Tooze reviewed the situation in EMBO, which has a Standing Advisory
Committee on Recombinant DNA. This provides technical advice to research councils,
national groups, institutes, etc. The Committee will meet to reconsider the NIH
-guidelines and the report of the (U.K.) Williams Committee. As an interim measure
the EMBO Committee has recommended that the NIH draft guidelines be adopted.

The Committee intends to establish a voluntary registry of recombinant
DNA research in Europe.

J. Tooze had summarfzed the, situation for EMBO and of other European
committes in Annex 1.

Buropean Scleooe Foundation (BS1?)

J. Tooze explained that the ESF provides a forum for research councils and
.academies from '17 European countries. It has established an ad hoc Committee on
Genetic Manipulation with the tasks of surveying European initiatives relating to
recombinant DNA research and considering the scientific, social, legal and
philosophical implications of this research, so as to facilitate the development of a
common European attitude. Thlsed hoc'Committee cooperated closely with the
EMBO Committee, and had also suggested as an interim measure the adoption of the
draft MH Guidelines.

In response toa question as to what ICSU might do that was not being done
already, J.C. Kendrew suggested it could provide a useful function in (i) evaluating
guidelines and preparing a set of principles for workers in this field; (n) assisting in
ensuring the availability of suitable strains and materials; and (iii) helping in the
provision of training, especially to scientists from developing countries.

Federal RepublicoE Germany

H. G. Zachau indicated that the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft was the
main agency concerned in the BRO. There is a Commission which includes in its
membership scientists from various biological disciplines and, as guests,
representatives from ministries, industry and the lay public. For the time being no
legislation is being prepared. He, provided a written report (Annex 2). About40
questionnaires had been returned for the preparation of a registry. The next meeting
on 13 July would consider -among other things, the NIH guldellnes, There _is however a
Law on Contagious Diseases which might provide cover for some types of
experlrnent.Prcjects - would only be funded -if the guidelines were adhered to. He
expressed some _concern about the duplication, even triplication - of some of the
initiatives and suggested that if ICSU created a committee It _should bea global
technical committee and leave general questions to other national and regional groups.

J. Tocze drew attention to an application in .Germany.by a British company
for a patent involving recombinant DNA. There was a discussion on the question of the
patenting of the results of research on recombinant DNA. This showed that patents
had been applied for in several countries. M. Singer explained that some universities in
the U.S.A. take out patents to ensure either that the subject of the patent can be used
freely ,or that the money from patent rights can be utilized for worthwhile causes.
10
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Information services

This would require the recruitment in whole or in part of

the services of a qualified scientist and a secretary. Their

salaries plus the costs of collecting, maintaining and distribUting

information are estimated to be: $ 50,000

TeC!hn~caL Services

(a) Maintenance of a strain collection, including materials,

handling, part-time assistance, the cost of distributing

strains, plus a $ 2,000 Investment in equipment in the first

year would cost:

(b) Support of the doning experiments

Training and Bducation

$ 18,000

$ 15,000

20,000

The annual budget would provide for one 3-week training course

for 20.students, feUowships for 5 trainees to attend courses and

two 3-week lecture tours: $ 75,000

Total annual budget $ 167,000 

$ 172,000

,
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(b) Bvaluation of hazards

The hazards are at present conjectural and more information is needed

to evaluate them. It is therefore Important to stimulate Investigation

of the posslble existence and extent of such hazards and to distribute

information relevant to the revision of guidelines for the safe

performance of this research.

(c) .Ethical and legal issues

This research has evoked discussions on various legal and ethical

issues. Information on such debates occuring in one place should be

disseminated because of the possible relevance to discussions of similar

issues in other areas of the world.

(d) Phg$1cal, chemical and biological containment for safe conduct

of exper1ments

Information on guidelines and containment procedures should be made

available to the scientific community for. the, uniformly safe conduct

of this research.

(e) Sources of tec1micaladvice, equipmerit and materials

Research on recombinant DNA molecules is a rapidly changing area

of. scientific investigation wIth opportunities for development of new

technologies. Information on sourcesof technlcal advice, equipment,

enzymes.hcst-vectcr systems etc. should be made available through

a central archive,

(f) .f:aboratorles engaged in research on recombinant DNA molecules

A world-wide registry 'should be established of laboratories engaged

In this 'research, indicating the nature of the experiments beIng

conducted and the number of individuals engaged.

(g)Publication of research

The CommIttee should 'encourage the inclusion, in all publications

dealing with recombinant DNA, of a descrfpticn of the physical,

chemical and biological containment procedures practised, to aid and

assist others who mIght consider repeating the work.

6
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A PROPOSAL TO CONSTITUTE A SCIENTIFIC COMMITTEE

ON RECOMBINANT DNA RESEARcH (SCORDJ

I. PURPOSES AND OBJECTIVES

SCORD shall be a Scientific Committee of ICSU established for the following
purposes:

a) to serve as a non-governmental, interdisciplinary and international

council of scientists and as a non-governmental source of a~vice for

the benefit of governments, governmental agencies, scientific groups

and individuals, in respect of research on recombinant DNA, the practical

benefits that may be derived therefrom .and the need for such research

to proceed under appropriate and generally agreed safeguards.

b) to assemble, review and generally make available information on

safeguards, containment facilities and other technical matters.

c) to foster opportunities for the training of and international

scientific exchange between workers in the field.

d) 10 make itself available as a medium through which the many

national, regional and other international bodies with interests in

recombinant DNA molecules-may communicate.

e) to take note of the widespread concern overthe possible deliberate

or inadvertent dispersal of agents constructed by recombinant DNA

techniques, to be vigilant regarding such possibilities and to attempt

to foster public discussion of these situations should they arise.

II. MEMBERSHIP

The composition of SCORD should be as follows:

(a) One representative designated by each international union federated

in ICSU which desires to participate in the work of The Committee.

(b) Further members shall be appointed by the General Assembly in order

4
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functions under. the direction of the newly introduced DNA.

In the field of medicine this new technology operis up the possibility of
dealing effectively with genetic disease, and of using bacteria to synthesise molecules
of medical importance, for example human hormones and antibodies. In agriculture we
see the possibility of transferring to crop plants the genes of micro-organisms which
cause the fixation of nitrogen. In industry we see the possibility of creating
microorganisms specifically designed to synthesise food protein, and other important
natura! products.

The concern stems from the fact that at present we are not able to predict
in detail the behavior of new forms of life which are essentially hybrids between
species that do not normally exchange genetic information. This concern, shared by
the molecular biologists themselves, led to a self-imposed limitation on the
exploitation of these new genetic techniques, while guldellnes were drafted to regulate
the safety conditions under which this work should proceed.

The concern, which was first expressed in the U.S., was also shared by
scientists throughout the world. Numerous national, regional and international
committees have been established to monitor and control the conduct of this research.
Because of the global implications of recombinant DNA research it seemed appropriate
that ICSU should examine what role, if any, it should play. A meeting of experts was
convened at Schloss Laxenburg by the ICSU Executive Board and it recommended the
establishment of an ad hoc committee to carry out a study and to report. The
General Committee endorsed this proposal and the ICSU ad hoc Committee on
Recombinant DNA Molecules was established on 20 September 197.5 under the
chairmanship of W.J. Whelan (U.S.A.). The Bio-Unions and other bodies were asked to
recommend persons to serve on the Committee and -the other members appointed by
President Brown were:

W. Arber (Switzerland)
F.W.G. Baker (ex-officio)
R. Curtiss (U.S.A.)
G.P. Georgiev (U.S.S.R.)
J.e. Kendrew (ex-officio)
K. Murray (U.K.)

E. Reich <U.S.A.)
M.F. Singer (U.S.A.)
Y. Tazima (Japan)
J. Tooze (B.R.D., Secretary)
E.,' WoHman (France)
H.G. Zachau (B.R.D.)

In addition the International Cell Research Organization appointed C. de Duve as
an observer and the World Health Organization sent K. Bogel as an observer. e. de
Duve was the only person unable to attend the ad hoc Committee Meeting.

The ,terms of reference of the ad hoc Committee were to study and advise
on the following aspects of research on recombinant DNA:

(a) to observe the development of public opinions and governmental
actions in relation to research on recombinant DNA. To serve
as a support to national and regional scientific groups in
their efforts to ensure the, drafting of appropriate guide
lines for reseerca in this area. This may initially be
largely a ·watching brief·, depending, very much on future
developments- .in individual countries and areas. .z:t,ishoped
that"these developments will provide favourable precedents,
but if not, there might be a need for strong and authoritative
representation at the highest possible level.

(b) to collect information and to act as a central source of
information on the following 'topics:
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international scene; if others will do them, or if we can catalyze others
to do them, we'll certainly be happy. We have no wish to try to take
on everything.

But, first of all, in talking about the things that we'd like to see
done, given our premise that the research should continue, we would
like to help secure universal agreement to safety guidelines and to
assist in securing harmonization of guidelines so that there might
emerge an international code of practice, not so compromised by indi
vidual exceptions as to become a set of pious hopes.

We hope to act to link and bring together the many national and
regional bodies acting in the field, and be a means through which
they can communicate. We see also a clear and pressing need for
good training in safety measures to be available wherever the re
search might be carried out, and we hope to work with the World
Health Organization to this end. '

We also see a need for the wide availability of good training in
the technology itself, not just in North America and Western Europe,
and we will work with UNESCO and other bodies to this end.

I go along with Mark Twain that it's a terrible death to be talked
to death. I feel we have to move away from the present situation where
the main tools of debate are guesswork, intuition,prejudice, and con
jecture. We see the need to conduct risketesting experiments, designed
to examine the reality or otherwise of some of the alleged hazards.

We are in touch with organizations which are already planning
such experiments and we have our own panel of experts now planning
experimental protocols, for experiments which are not presently
planned by other bodies.

We also see the need for a thorough examination of theways in
which iudustry might use this technology on a large scale, with safety
and with,' due respect for industry's need to protect its discoveries.
I hope that COGENE will succeed quite soon in organizing a dis
cussion meeting in a representative international context. I already
have a potential financial sponsor and a potential national academy
to act as a host.

My own input into your deliberations then is to express the hope
that actions be generated at the international level, a relatively ne
glected aspect, I think, of the debate on recombinant DNA. I am
personally convinced of the. need in the United States for Federal
legislation that will give the NIH guidelines the force of law in
all laboratories and that there should he adequate public disclosure
and public scrutiny of the details of planned and ongoing research.

I hope that the iegislators will be sufficiently enlightened to build
flexibility into the regulations so that these may be changed with
the advent of new knowledge.

In this regard I'd like to refer to the ndmh-ablo report prepared
for you by Dr. McCullough. Looking there at a quotation from Dr.
•John Platt, 1'<1 like. to take exception to this comment, because he
seems to be callinlr for a crash program to provide solutions to some of
the problems. H~ uses the analogy for the need in World War II
for improved antisubmarine warfare.

I happen to have worked in that nrogmm in World War II, and
I think the analogy is wrong. Recombinant DNA research may trans-
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Nevertheless, the keen interest of so many of the member unions of
ICSU in recombinant DNA, and the proven effectiveness of ICSU in
coordinating scientific activities on a worldwide basis prompted, first
of all, a study to recommend or not recommend whether a committee
should be created. I was the chairman of that ad hoc group.

I would like to snbmit for tl-e record. Mr. Thornton, a copy of the
report of that group that proposed the formation.

Chairman THORNTON. Yes, we have that printed report as partof
the material which has been snbmitted to ns, and we will receive it for
possible inclusion in the report of these hearings, without objection.

Dr. WHELAN. Thank you.
It also refers to annexes, which are rather bulky, but which areavail

able, that to provide a verv thorough stndy of the state of the tech
nology and governmental actions around the world as of the middle of
1976.

Despite, as I have already referred to, the many committees already
in existence. this stndv g-roup felt that there was a need for a truly
international. interdisciplinary, nongovernmental. and apolitical body
that would help to solve some of the problems and would take appro
priate initiatives.

This recommendation was accepted, and when it was accepted the
general assembly of ICSU deliberately widened the terms of refer
ence of the committee to include g-enet.ic experimentation in general,
not just recombinant DNA research, taking the line that we are inter
ested in genetic experimentation in general. Often the different tech
nologies are simply means to a common end, and there would be little
point in having a committee, a separate committee, for each branch
of genetic manipulation. V{e begin with one committee which has
wider terms of reference, but certainly will initially concentrate on
the recombinant DNA aspect.

The members of COGENE come from the major nations involved
in recombinant DNA research and include representatives of seven of
the member unions of ICSU that have a close interest in the results
and applications of the research. Individuals who are members of the
committee inclnde: Paul Berg, whose name is wen known to you;
and someone who was also mentioned this morning, academician
Alexander Bavev, who is the chairman of the Soviet Committee.on Re
combinant DNA Research.

The potential nsefulness on the international scene of this new non
g'Overnment•Lcommitree is attested to by the fact that UNESCO,
FAO. and WHO have appointsed observers to attend the meetings of
COGENE, with the possibility of giving financial snpport to some of
the activities that we have in mind.
. In creating this committee. IOSU did not have it in mind to preside

over the banning of research on recombinant DNA. Rather, ICSU
wishes to see the research proceed, recognizing at the same time the
widespread concern at the potential hazards, and the compIex moral,
legal. and ethical issues for society that have. been opened up by this
new field of scientific endeavor.

I referred to the fact that I, myseIf, have not engaged in the re
search, but I hope I can help yonr scrutiny of the issne and, without
being redundant, if I pass on some information about what we hope
to do, making those remarks in the context of the impressions that I
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Is that correct!
Dr. FREDRICKSON. We are cognizant of that, and we certainly want

to present every opportunity for their involvement, and we will.
Chairman THORNTON. Especially with regard to this Program Ad

visory Committee, which is in the process of now revising the guide
lines. The public is involved in that, is that correct, sir!

Dr. FREDRICKSON. The Director's Advisory Committee meetings are
always open to the public. The meetings of The Technical Recom
binant Advisory Committee are also public.

Chairman THORNTON. Any questions, Mr. Dornan!
Mr. DORNAN' No questions, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman THORNTON. I'm going to invite MI'. ,Vydler, if you have

anyquestions- .
Mr. 'VYDLER. I have no questions, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate it.
Chairman THORNTON. Mr. Yeager!
Mr. YEAGER. Just one, Mr. Chairman.
May we have permission to request SOme further information for the

record!
Chairman THORNTON. I will ask, Dr. Fredrickson, if you would be

willing to respond to such written questions as we may submit!
Dr. FREDRICKSON. Most gladly. I'd be pleased.
Chairman THORNTON. In recognition of your schedule, we would like

to invite you to continue to remain onboard if you can do so, but if your
requirements are otherwise we will now proceed to the next witness,
Dr. W. J. Whelan. Perhaps your other companions may remain if it
is necessary for you to leave.

Dr. FREDRICKSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I regret that I do have
togo.

Chairman THORNTON. May I then express, on behalf of our subcom
mittee, our deep appreciation to you for your fine presentation and
your responsive answers to OUf questions. Thank you, Dr. Fredrickson.

Dr. FREDRICKSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman THORNTON. Our next witness is Dr. William J. Whelan,

chairman of the department of biochemistry, University of Miami
School of Medicine. Dr. 'Whelan helped to organize a very successful
symposium in January of this year, which was cosponsored by that
university and the Cancer Research Institute on the topic of molecular
cloning of DNA and genetic manipulation as it affects the cancer
problem.

'Ve've asked Dr. Whelan to appear today, since he also serves as the
chairman of the Committee on Genetic Experimentation, a scientific
committee established by the International Council of Scientific
Unions.

We hope, Dr. Whelan, that you'll be able to provide uswith informa
tion on foreign nations' considerations of the DNA recombinant
molecule research issue.We.eppreciete very much your attendance.

You may proceed.
[A biographical sketch of Dr. Whelan follows:]

Dn. WILLIAM "WHELAN

William Joseph Whelan, Ph. D., D. so., 52 years old, Professor and Chairman,
Department of Biochemistry, University of Miami School of Medicine; Miami,
Fla. Dr. -Whelan is the General- Secretary of the International Union of Bto-
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Could you give us just a quick answer to that, and maybe we could
follow it up in more detail in some other way?

Dr. FREDRICKSON. I believe that is absolutely essential. The NIH
guidelines, which, under the proposed legislation would be promul
gated as the preliminary or initial standards, contain a prohibition
against the deliberate release of any recombinant product into the
environment at this time.

Clearly the time will come in agriculture, if it works there-and
undoubtedly in other aspects of industry-when the decision point will
have to be crossed, when do you release f And we're goingto need an
extraordinary amount of wisdom in developing criteria which will
determine whether that should be done or not. It is not too soon to
begin to worry about how that form of regulation is actually going
to be handled.

Mr. BROWN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman THORNTON. Thank you, Mr. Brown.
Mr. Hollenbeck?
Mr. HOLLENBECK. Thankyou, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. Fredrickson, on the .subject of guidelines, certain groups have

claimed that the development of your guidelines represents a con
flict of interest on the part of some of the scientists involved in the
drafting because those same scientists may be later conducting the
research.

Can you address yourself to that accusation?
Dr. FREDRICKSON. A portion of the scientist members on the tech"

nical committee that put these guidelines together are actually en
gaged in molecular biology; some are not.

The content and substance of the guidelines is so extraordinarily
technical that it would 00 absolutely impossible not to have experts
who are engaged in the work themselves primarily concerned with
the development of the guidelines.

I think that our obligation is that the rest of us, who are in a sense
all lay people--even though we may have scientific backgrounds-but
lay people in this area of molecular biology, must take great care that
our opinions are 'as well informed as possible. There should be oppor
tunities for the public to have a view of the people who put the guide
lines together, because if we don't understand the substance, we can
very often judge those that put them together and the sincerity of
their determination to protect a broader interest than their own.

It was on this basis that we had a hearing, a widely announced pub
lic hearing, at the time these guidelines came forward. And it is why
we have responded carefully to a whole range of comments.

I think that from the beginning, we have engaged the public in
the opportunity to know the full basis of the construction of these
guidelines.

As you may know, the NIH took care to publish in this thick yellow
book [indicating] the complete hearing record of that public hearing
in February 1976, and all letters to me thereafter concerning the na
ture of the guidelines. And we shall do the same with the succeed
ing documents, so that there is availahle to all people, regardless of
what they think, a clear understanding of what was the nature of the
input on which these decisions were based.
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develop some of these scenarios, purely as a means of Sltimula,ting
further thinking about >this matter.

Dr. FREDRICKSON. Indeed, I agree with you, Mr. Brown. We have
engaged in that privately. ,Ve have refrained and resisted the tempta
tion to put too many of them into environmental impact statements,
simply because we have no way of assigning a,ny probability to those
scenarios.

But we hope that we can begin to develop a, basis for doing ,tha>t as
this information unfolds.

Mr. BROWN. This committee is really not so much concerned with
the regulation of recombinant DNA researohas it is with the broader
science policy issues involved. Toot is the reason for my question.
- Dr. FREDRICKSON. Yes.

Mr. BROWN. And, frankly, I don't know how we get ",t these issues
except to pursue Some rather simple procedures of using all of the
knowledge t;ha,t we haveand the best minds tha,>t we have, to avoid as
many futureaccidents, as well as present laboratory accidents, that
we can.

Dr. FREDRICKSON. I am quite sympathatic to the committee's position
in this regard,

Mr. BROWN. Thank you.
Chairman THORNTON. 'Thank you very much, Mr. Brown.
I do understand ,tha,t during the past Congress a, group of 25 or 30

Congressmen did petition the Office of Technology Assessment for an
assessment of the kind tlul;t has been described. I don't think thatthat.
work has progressed to the point of expressing any conclusions. In fact,
if I understand correctly, ,that they are still trying to decide exactly
what issnesthey can address in that, group.

Are you familiar with the OTA assessment procedure at.all, Dr.
Fredrickson! . . . '. ,

Dr. FREDRICKSON. I'm quite fa,mili"'r with OTA Mr. Thornton.
Chairman THORNTON. Are you familiar with this petition!
Dr. FREDRICKSON. I'm not familiar with whether they are investi-

gating this particular issue. .
Chairman THORNTO". Mr. Yeager!
Mr. YEAGER. I think they are in the situation, Mr. Chairman.rwhere,

as you mentioned, are simply trying to develop a proposal that would
make some sense of the areas in which they might conceivably make
a contribution. But that has not been developed to the point where it
has been brought before the Technology Assessment Board for the
Board to discuss, as to whether they should or should not do it.

ChairmanTHORTON. Thank you.
I would like, if I may, before recognizing Mr. Hollenbeck for ques

tions, to accept one quotation which is in the prepared statement which
you have submitted, and to call for such additional comment as may
be appropriate with regard to that. This quotation is from the interim
report transmitted to HEW Secretary Califano on March 15.

The Secretary in releasing the report on March 16th stated that,
and I quote:

Legislation in this area would represent an unusual regulation of activities
affecting basic science. But the potential hazards posed by recombinant DNA
techniques warrant such a step at .thls time.

He went on to say :
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This week "60 Minutes" had an example of a plant in Texas where,
if there were not deaths, there were severe illnesses. The Kepone situ-
ation is an example. . .

Is there a difference in kind between the hazards reflected by this
kind of research and the hazards reflected by recombinant DNA
research I

Dr. FREDRIOKSON. I suspect that the kind of definition you are
using, Mr. Brown, by that there are not great differences.

You ask the question in terms of "Can as much harm be done by the
introduction of a chemical, a single chemical, into the environment as
might be done by recombinant DNA techniques I" It is my informed
guess and a value judgment that the introduction of some chemicals
might be much more harmful or widespread in their effect.

Mr. BROWN. ·What causes the difference in our attitude toward
recombinant DNA and chemical R. & D.l

Or is there a difference I Maybe I'm assuming too much.
Dr. FREDRIOKSON. The difference is rooted in fact that you might

be able to create new organisms that would be dramatically differ
ent from what you would get through either mutagenesis 01' by breed
ing techniques, and that such a new organism might take up a new
niche in the environment. This type of thinking has led to great public
interest in recombinant DNA technology.

There are also romantic reasons why I think we are more concerned
about recombinant DNA techniques, because there is a confused and
mistaken public perception that the use of these techniques will lead
automatically to different kinds of so-called genetic engineering, to
the cloning of one species of man. These are truly romantic distor
tions of the capability of such techniques at the present time, and
have no relationship to the intent for which they're now being used.

I think that perhaps it is both of these things that have led to this
extraordinary degree of concern about recombinant DNA techniques,

Mr. BROWN. Modern science and modern man, in the pursuit of
efficiency and progress, have practically concentrated biological devel
opment on a very small number of food plants and other useful plants,
on the order of a few dozen out of thousands of plants that constitute
the genetic pool. .

There is some indication that this may pose future hazards for man
kind, that as we lose the diverse strains in the genetic pool and con
centrate on these genetically superior types that we have developed,
we may find ourselves running into real trouble sometime.

Now, there's no hazard involved in the kind of research that pro
duced these-at least none that I know of-in the laboratory, yet
maybe the future of man's health on Earth is threatened by it.
If the worst catastrophe were to occur and we were to lose the

genetic diversity that exists in the biosphere, what does this say to
your concentration on laboratory safety as the only factor to consider
in dealing with DNA, recombinant DNA research!

Dr. FREDRIOKSON. Well, I think you are quite correct. IVe've already
learned from the tragic experiments of a social sort in Germany in
the forties about the concentration on single genetic species, and we
know from many practical examples the virtues of hybridization.

I suppose from the laboratory standpoint, it is that the ability to
use recombinant DNA techniques that maximize the capacity for
hybridization.
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Dr. FREDRICll:SON; I quite agree with that. The presumed or hypo
thetical hazards of the 'use of these kinds of techniques do not know
any international bDml'd~J!ies, so what occurs in one part of the world
could easiIy j'ffect all parts of the world, and thus conformity and
uniformity' is extremely desirable. In fact it's necessary, if this is not
to becomea,ch¥Rde.

As I indicated before, I find-and so do many others-that there is
ample evidence throughout the scientific community of agreement to
a certajn set of standards, the willingness to abide by guidelines, to be
regulat€dt

I think that the steps that must now occur-toward progressiontoan
international agreement are wise and rational actions here in this
country, and in those other countries that are the leaders of the scien
tificcommunity that will offer effective and usable mechanisms that
could be adapted to every country. There will be some differences, of
course, within laws. "

This is now an exercise in international law which is far more diffi
cult to achieve than legislation within national boundaries. Nevsrthe
less, the adoption ofa sensible mode of dealing with this problem 'here
will have a dramatically helpful effect, in my view, on the albility of
other countries to persuade themselves, their scientists, their govern
ments,andtheir people that here is a mode of regulation which can
be used everywhere.

We are close to uniformity in the guidelines that are now extant.
Ouly a week ago, we established through continuing conversations
with molecular biologists in Britain and Europe a first meeting on
the definitions of physical containment that 'are so explicitly spelled
out in ilie NIH guidelines. Our aim was to begin talking: Can we
develop 'a completely common language so that one set of descriptors
will mean the same thing-in every laboratory around the world that
might employ recombinant DNA techniques?

We have some distance to go, as is common in seeking diplomatic
solutions, in coming to agreement. But I see encouraging signs that
agreement will be possible. And, while, this was a trial which involved
only members of the European Economic Community and the United
States in very informal discussions, I'm convinced that through the
WHO and through the International Council of Scientific Unions, we
have the capability for involving other countries.

I think it depends very much on how well we carry off this delicate
exercise here at home. .

Chairman THORNTON. Thank you very much for that observation:
Mr. Brown?
Mr. BROWN. Dr. Fredrickson, as Mr. Thornton has pointed out,

scientific effort to modify gene structures is not a new situation in this
country. It's reflected in hybrid corn -and high-yield wheat and race
Moos'and show dogs and a lot of llthert4il1g.;!.

Is this not correct?
Dr. FREDRICKSON. That's quite true, Mr. Brown.
Mr. BROWN. The difference between that and the recombinant situa

tion is what? The time scale? We can now do it immediately by the
proper gene manipulation?

Dr. FREDRICKSON. Yes; there is a difference in time scale, that is,
one may be able to do it on command within the laboratory setting.
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F~n~lly, I w,ant~ note t~at biomedical research is entering a new
era.In I~ relationship to society, as represented by the debate over this
legislation. Research is passing from an extended period of relative
privacy and autonomy to an engagement with what must be called
new ethical, legal, and social imperatives under concerned public
scrutiny. , '

The National Institutes of Healthhave responded to these concerns
b.y ";'luiri,:g the formati,?n of reyiew boards to oversee experimenta
tion involving human subjects, animal care, and most recently for over
seeipg DNAr~coml.>inalltexperiments. Similar bodies may soon have
to oversee other hazardous laboratory work. .'

These responsibilities are inescapable adjustments to the rising de
mands for public governance of science, though this need not-s-and,
inde~d, I think should not--go beyond what is clearly required fur
public safety, ,lest we, Inadvertently impede successful research, and
hamper creativity.' .' ' " "

In the main, .the progress of science will continue to depend on the
initiative and insights--eall it inspiration, if you like-s-of individual
scientists.

Thankyou, Mr., Chairman. Lshall be delighted to answer any fur-
ther questions you or the committee might have. .

Chairman THORNTON. Thank you very much, Dr. Fredrickson, for
your excellentpresentation, and for the longer presentation which has
been made a part of the record.

At the outset, I would like to ask one question which was addressed
to previous witnesses, and that is: What IS the rationale for drawing a
distinction in regulatory policy between recombinant DNA molecule
research and other forms of genetic engineering or genetic manipula
tion which, while 'they might not meet the precise scientific definition
of recombinant DNA research, could, if I understand it correctly,
result in many of the same hazards which are perceived by the public
as being consequen~upon DNA research?

I submit, for example, the General Electric experiments which in
volved the transfer of plasmids which had not been recombined into
other bacteria, and which did have an effect upon the gene structure
of the host bacteria, but was not, as I understand it, technically re_
combinant DNA research; yet it seems to have many of the same
consequences ~

Can you comment on how and why such a line should be drawn?
Dr. FREDRICKSON". Yes; that's an extremely important question, and

one which has been a matter of concern to all of us who both do science
and must be responsible for some of its administration.

I shall answer the question primarily in this way: As one deals with
the many aspects of genetic recombination, one comes to the realization
that there is almost no boundary to this problem. As you are aware,
there are techniques other .than recombinant DNA for changing the
genetic material in, species,' simple breeding between members of the
same species is 'one example. I suppose the most outrage.ous.example
is springtime itself" which is a fortunate, recurrent exerc:se IP. reC<?ffi
bination, which is almost beyond ~ont~ol, and clearly IS something
which is an example of the recombination which has resulted In our
being what we are today.
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(c) Whether .or not ,a strain of bacteria should be

sought and studied to .replace ~. coli as the

subject of most recombinant DNA experiments

before this work be allOtied to proceed.

(d) Whether -or -not -an "ordinary" or normal r non

hazardous gene from one organism might become

dange.rous· if'expresse.d in the wrong place and

wrong time in the wrong organism (this :important

question-was virtually ignored; by the ~dvisory,

committee) •

A legislative-type hearing conducted by 'HEW is the best

. forum for ~ll consideration of the issues raised by recombi

nant DNA research artdtech:nology. In effect, such a hearing

would amount to' a broad-based public revie..... of the existing NIH

guidelines and,would permit open debate cin'issues-given little

or no attention by the.NIH Drafting Committee or the office of

the directoJ;. Whether the activity is transpor:\:ation of

recombinant DNA materials, research, commercial production or

use in the environment, HEW has the authority to regulate

corporations and scientists whether or not they receive ;federal·

researCh support. Therefore" it is highly appropria.:te for HEW

to hold such a hearing.

B. Final Regulations Governing All Parties Engaged

Promulgation of the NIHguidel~nes reflects a consensus

thatrecomhinant DNA research and technology pose a sufficient

hazard to tile ptililic health and the environment to require the

prohibition of some· experiments and the. imposition of safety

63
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AI.though this meeting-t.,-as J10f:.. well p1ililicized, many

soientis±s, public interest groups and InymDn.were invited to
y

attend and to comment on t~e guidelines. Additional input was

sought from these same individuals during the two-month-period

f6110wingthis meeting. A consLdexabLe body of material. was:

received by commentators by the office .of-the Director of NIH,

and iss'innIrtari'zed,ln part;: in the 'necision of. the Director,

N~H,toReleaseGuidelines f.or Research on Recombinant DNA

~101ecules (~41Fed. ~. No. 131, pp. 2790.2-27911, .July 7;

1976) •.

Little .discussion .was -'dev'oted,tow:heth~~or not these .-experi

ments ought to be performed at all, . even tboughthe question was

,raised both by concerned laymen and by 'prOminent ,scientists.

That there is an intrinsic -and even-neceseary good in recombdnant;

DNA rEisearchhas been a tacit assuniptionon the part of the NIH

advisory commdtt.ee whdch drafted the guidelines from the onset

of its de,liberations~ We'believe that this is, at least in .part,

a· reflection of the fact that many ofthe:',·committee.membe'rs are

nowdoingredombinant DNA researeh and have a vested interest in

its ~uture;, In the public meetingh~ld on F,ebruary 9-10, 1976,

the reques~ was made that such· potentiallY hazardous research

should at least await the development ofa strain of bacteria

whicll. is not a ubiquitous inhabitant of the human colon. ~. ~

is the current organism of choice simply because a la.rg~ body of

genetic information exists~concerning this bacterium. This

'!/ A copy of the comments submitted byEDF at that time are
attached as Appendix 1 •.
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disease illus'trate -that the Secretary .has the authority under 5361

to regulate infectious' agents from any sQurce,transmittedby any

means

Because microorganisms produced-by recombinant DNA activities

may spread disease ,among 'humans, it hasal~eady beenrecogniz~d

that'regulations promulgated pursuant to authority unaer §361

control transportationaf DNA-materials. Section II-C afthe NIH

Guidelines (41 Fed.~Reg. 2.7914) states- that the shipment of

recombinant DNA materials is' governed by 42 C.F.R."§72.25 which

specifies safety requirements for ,the transportation of etiologic
. Y

agents. An "etiologic .aqe nt;" isdefin~d as " ..• a viable mi.cxo->

organism or its toxin which causes I or may cause, human disease."

(42 C.F.R.§72;25{a)(l) Recombinant research and the com~rcial

use of recombinant technology posean~ even greater risk that the
.~ .

'public will be exposed to infectious agents than does transp0J:"ta

tien. The same risk of 'communicable dise.ase which gives the

Secretary the. authority to regulate the ~ransport~tiono(recombinant

materials under §36l g;ives him the autho.ritYto re'gulate aLL xe

combinant.DNA, activities~

v. ~

By this petitio~EDF and NRDC. seek the following relief:

1. A legislative-type hearing to' develop a'policy on

recowbinant DNA research and tecllnology.

2. Regulations bindi~g on all parties conducting recombinant

DNA research orotherldseengaged in recombinant DNA -,technol.ogy.·

II §72.25 appliestb microorgan,isms Id.s t.ed insubsecHcm (C) which
Tnoludes most microorganisms used in recombinmlt DNArescarch such
as E. coli, Simian Viruses, Salmonella."

- ---- 59
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While EOF and NRDC commend the monUmental effort made byNIU

to regUlate this 'potentially hazardous branch of research within

lts.own·. .jurisdiction, weare disturbed by the fact that the

guidelines cover only NIH supported rese-arch, leaving large

segments of the scientific and industrial commUnities subject

to !l2. required safe.ty pxocedures , Recombinant DNA research and

~echnology is new being pursued and supported by private corpora

~ions, agenci~s of the Federal government, as well as scientists

at universities and private institutions.

General Electric is trying to develop a bacteria which can

degrade pe trro.Leurn and could be used to consume oil spil"is.

Imperial" Chemioe.L Industries Ltd. (rcr) of Britain is trying

~o develop a virus which produces insulin. (Janice Crossland,

"Handa on tlie Code"r Environment 18:6, S~ptember 1976). The

drug industry in the Uni~ed States has also eA~ressed interest

in th'7l cornmercia1use of recombinant DNA: eechrdques , Federal

agencies such as the Department of Defense may contemplate

conductlng experiments. Scientists at universities whetller

the¥ receive'government grants or not are conducting recorr~inant

DNA research. Therefore, we cons Lder a uniform set of regu

lati~ns covering' all parties engaging in recombinant DNA research

necessary.
The Secretary of HEW Has the Authority
To Regulate All Recombinant DNA Activities

Section 361 of the ,Public Health Services Act (42U.S~C. §264)

gives ,the Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare -the authority

to regulate all recombinant pNA research and technology. The

. Section empowers the Secretary'to:

'", • • make and enforce such regulations as in
his judgement are necessary '\:0 prevent the intro
duction, transmission, or spread of con~unicable

-' 57
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virus,' which also produces tumors in animals i 'which are the

primary objects of recomblnant DNA research in animal

and the aporrta-5~ The virulenoeof influenza virus,

·viruses.

-flu epidemics (such as the one of 1918) is apparently

controlled by thereassortiuerit in nature of-the 12 sub

units of the viral RNA!!. .Yetthe genetic basis 'and the

"mechanism by which these viruses are rendered highly

virulent is not ,understood. Again, therefore, any

recombinant DNA procedure involving any animal virus

or "cells containing such .a virus must be- considered

to pose the risk of creating: highly virUlent or

,infect~Qus strains.

6. The expression of ~'foreign,gene, howeverseerningly

own cells, ultimately destroying the cells chemse fves ,

The NIH guidelines discuss "harmful" genes irithesense

of DNA specifying antibiotic resistance 'factors or protein toxins.

Lnnocuous it may be in the cells ofa human or other

mammal, whether inserted by viral infection or some

other mechanism,p'osesthe risk that. a protein will

be ·proQ.t,1ced in the infected -ce-11s whLch bas never--been

. seen by the host's immUne system. Thus the possibility

of an auto immune disease exists (as in rheumatic fever

or ¢!.egerierativekidney disease) 'Ln which the body produces

. antibodies against protei.il~ within or produced by its

ribonucleic acid. Some17 Dav~s, et al., supra at 1318. RNA
vi~uses contain RNA-rither than DNA.
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expand this list to include additional untoward health effects.

The fol1o~ing'are examples of potential threats to human health

which could result from recombinant DNA research anp technology:

1. MOst ofthepDoposed and ongoing recombinant DNA

research involves strains of the bacter~umEscherichia

~ (~. ~) as a host for plasmids containing DNA

from 'other sources. -§:. £Q.li -is a common resident of

the human c010n,i5 responsible for nearly 100% of
1/

-human upper urinary tract infections-and for~pproxi-
. Y .

rnately 30-40% .of-the: cases of sepsis (infection of

the human bloodstream), which is' often fatal. Nhile

the strains 6f !. £2!!. used in recombinant DNA research

(variants of strain K-12) do ~ot normally colonize the

human .£olon, -they can--rmder" Unusual conditions, parti

cularly in p'a.tients weakened by another- diseasRstate.

Perhaps more serious', however, is the capacity of K-'12

strains of- E. -coli to exchange DNA with other similar
- -- U

or relatedorganisrns. - Genetic exchange between E. coliy ---
and st.t:~ns of Salmonella, -ahurnan pathogen, Ls well

documented. Since the genetic det:errninantsin Lnfe c-

tivity and virulence of bacteria are not understood,

one must -consider the possibility thateveil. a seemingly

trivial modification of the~. coli genome might greatly

alter its capacity for infection and 'p-ropagation within

humans.

1/ B. D~ Davis, et al., Microbiology 768 (2~d ed. 1973).

Dr. Halsted Holman -Oral testimony before a hearing of the Sub
committee on Health of the Senate Committee on Labor and public
Welfare, Sept. 22, 197&

Davis, et al., supra at 182-200.

Y

y
y Ld, at 194. 53
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~rotection' of the' hUman environment. NRD~ has' 24iOOO members and

contributors in the United States'. Many of these persons and
their children will be sUbjected ,to the increased risk of adverse

health effects discuSsed.inpp~ 9..; 12, ~/if the Secretary does

.~ot adopt effective 're~lations controtlil1gt:.h~ re.levant' pr?oo

dures , Among the ~thods NRDC .usea to achieve ,its objectives

· are: (1) 'improving f~de'rci"l"a:genCy ~cisiOn;..rnaking~ which' affects

'the environment by"coIllrilenting',fui:riishirtg information, partici-

· pati~g' in :':laministrative 'pr6ceedings, arid bringing');awsuits

where legal' duties are not being fUlfillediarid(2} improving

federal agenCy de-ciSiOri:...ma]d.n~.~~~d.ch.a.ffec~.s the envdronment;

.by encouraging agencies to solicit ana utilize the views,

knO'W'ledgei andexp'e'rtise of members of ~e' gene.ral public.

III. The Need ·to' Cen.t'rol ReccmbLnarrt; DNA Re seazch
and Technology in the Interest of public Health

The techniquesd.efineda.b0ve enable scientists to

recombine the DNA ,fro:m two _Wlrelated species, and, thu,s, constr_uct
':;:

organisms ~~ich may ~xp'~ss; ~n~s from ~iologically unrelated

sources , Becausetlj:~ -proFerties' .-of~ubh;_delibe_~j1talYor

.accidentally cons~~ctr4:organ~smSare~nown.an~'~a~,~epre,~~~t

hitherto nonexistenthaza~dsboth to human nea1th and the

· ecology, ~mbers of the scientific 'community have raised the

questions of whet.~er or not proceeding with this .type of

research -.-at-this' time-is prUdent~arid', if 'so, whether or. 'not

the public and the eriviicmrnent:;'c'an' be adequateilyprotected
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DNA mote cul.es or the products derived therefrom. NRDC and EDF

seek re"gulations governing ·allorecornbinan.t DNA· research and

·te~nOlo9Y including, but not limited to:

(a) All experime:nts discussed in the QGuidelines

for Research ,InvOlving Recombinant DNA Mo~ecules·

issued by the Nation~l Institutes of Health on

June 23, i976' and published ~nthe Federal.Register

Part II on July 7, 1976;

(b) All experiments in which chemically or

enzymatically synthesized DNA is inserted into

a livIng host, plasmid or virus; and

(e) All other procedures in which DNA from

any two source.swhich de not no.rm:ally exchange

ge~t~c information ,may function within the
same cell.

NRDC and EDF seek regulations whicn would cover all persons and

organizations conducting or sUpporting recombinant DNA research...
incJ.uding,but n'ot limited to:

1. Recipients or neeeexch grants awarded by

any agencY within the Department of Health,

Education and Welfare;

2. Private corporations;

3. Private and public uribrersities; and.

4. Other dep"artments and' agencies of --the

Federal ccveznmene,

"
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:recombinailt DNA-res'earchand ta'chnologybut rather ·:the beginning

of full 'public -con~ideration of ,all relevant issues.

The'gliidelines apply only to recombino3;I1t .DNA research

supported by the NIH. While Dr. Donald Fredrickson, the

direotor of NIH, has called on-all governrne"nt", agencies "and

"all who support or conduct ~uChresearch throughout the

. United- St-ate.s" (41Fed• .B!!9:'.NO. -131,p.27906, .July 7, 1976)

to voluntarily adopt the,NIH guidelines, onlytheNatio~~l

Science'?oupdation, DepartrnentofDefense, and the Ener9Y:Resear~l

and Development-Administration have~ormally.done
.*so. Therefore,

a ~ignificant-portion of recombinC!J1t DNA research and teclmology

is not covered by any mandatory s~t of ~a£e'ty procedures, ,leaving

the public unprotected from its potential h~zards~ Furthermore,

it is the position"of ~e.petitioners_thatthe public did not

have an. adequate opportunity to participate in the, basic policy

'decisions rmderlying the NIH Guidelines •

.For 'these reasons , EDF and NRDC request that:

en a publi,9 hearing6f broader scope than those held this

ye"a:r at NIH be held on the questions of to, what extent and

under what conditions recombinant DNA research and technology

should be allowed to proceedi(2} fina~ regulations be

promulgated based on the record of- that hearing which would

apply to all recombinant DNA research and technology In the

* Dr. Joe Perpich, 'National Institutes of Health, personal
commumcatdon ..
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

BEFORE THE

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH~'EDUCATIOl:'l AND"'WELFARE

PETiTION'~F ENVIRONMENTAL DEFENSE 'FUND, INC~

ANDNATURALRESOORCES DEFENSE COUNCIL; INC.

-To THE'"S:itRETidiy"'Op'" HEALTH~" EDUCATJ;ON AND'WELFARE

TO HOLD HEARINGS AND PROMULGATE REGULATIONS UNDER
. .

THE PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE ACT GOVERNING REC'OMBINANT

DNA ACTIVITIES

The Environmental Defense Fund (EI;>Fr end the Natural

Resources Defense Council (NRDC) here~y.petitioh the Secretary

of Health, o'.Edu'catlon"atfd' We'lfare (hereafter '''tlie Secretatyn-). . ' ."

'under the authod ty granted. him -by§'361 of: the-PubU-c' _Health

Services Act (42 u~s.c. 5264) to

promulgate regulations governing

hold pubiic hearings and
!/. ..

recombinant DNA research

and technology iriwhich fragments of DNA from different

. organisms, cells or viruses are comb.Lned in nove L ways and

introduced into a iiving host- orgariismor cell.

y DNA - deoxyribonucleic acid, the chemical substance which
concadns all genetic information. .
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November 5, 1976

Dr. Burke Zimmerman
, S'.taff Scientist
Environmental 'Defense Fund
1525 lSth5treet N.W.
Washington,D. C. 20036

Dear Dr: ·Zimmerman:

Tbecontroversy over recombinant DNA research
bas brought one of the.most'importa~t facets of bio
medical research out into the open •. Although there'
are substantial benefits.that may accrue from, the
research, there is also' the possibility of enormous
costs, both short and long term..-.

The public is beinKasked to. support this research,
botb with its tax dollar~ and by being in the physical
vicinity of the recombinant DNA research laboratories.
Fortunately, some public inquiry has begun in the for~

of open hearings on the SUbject. These public hearings
'have been held in Cambridge', New York City and San
Diego, and have expressed deep concern over how and
whether this research should be continued.

The public at large, however, is still in the
dark conc~rning the relevant issues in/the d~bate, The
scientific jargon that ecccmpanf.es the discussion with-
in the scientific community is, at best, confusing to
Don-scientists. There is an over\~helming need for
accurate, up-to-date information, with the issues clearly
presented in terms understandable to all of us. The
'PUblic, government officials, and members of the Legis
lature are in need of this information. Only with sub
stantantiye understanding of all the issues will errecttve
programs and regulations be promulgated.
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CALJFORNIA INSTITUTE O~ TECHNOLOGY

......."DC..A. cAU..O .... 'A 0"....

D""",DN Of" ......GOy ''' ......

October 28. 1976

Dr. A. KariD. Ahmed
Batural Res~~ces Defense CoUncil. Inc.
15 West 44th Street
New York, Nev York 10036"

l?ear Dr. Ahmed:

I am pleased to support the petition of the Environmental nerenee Fund
and t~e National Resources Defense Council to the Secretary of Health,
Edu~aticn and Welfare concerning recombinant DltA activities. This petition
has tvo components: the first requests the Secretary to ·.promulga.te interim
regulations to make the present NIH Guidelines conce~ing recombina~t DNA
research b.indingoi:l. all parties engaged in recombinant ml'Aresearch in the
United States. ·The second requests the Secretary to conduct a "legislative
type~' he-a'l"in~ to obtain very broadly based testi!!lollY which mi,;ht gudde eo
reformulation of' the presene recombinant DNA Guidelines t1:aldng into
consideration issues not-addressed arid ,points of vtev not presented during
their aevelopment.

The Guidelines have been developed out of the concept that there is e.
potential hazard to public health in certain scree of recOinbinant DNA
research. It is evident that this hazard is not restricted to recombinant
DNA rese~ch conducted with the aid of NIH (or other Federal) funds.
~ therefor~ support their extension to cover 411 research actiVity in this
'field t hcvever supported and wherever performed. This research does not
require elaborate facilities and large capital investment. There is.
therefore. no reason to believe that it will be limited to large institutions
or industrial concerns with proven records of responsibility. F'u.i-ther. the
virtual certainty of the development of nev techniques and ot: the extension
of these techniques to additional organisms and higher life forms vill require
a free flov of information. a continuing updating of guidelines. and the
continuing scrutiny of this field of research b~' a body whi.ch will endeavor-
to reflect the public interest.

,~e need to consider the reformulation of the Guidelines derives from the
perception that they vere developed from too nurrow a perspective. In. my
opinion the Guidelines were developed to address solely the innediate medical.
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In Was1:dMt'on' REise'arch'Pro1ect. Inc •• v. Dep'artmentof 'Health,

Edueation.aridWe~£a:I'e.·etal..'thes3m4 .cotrrt; had ruled in 1974 that

research _deSigns: submitted '{neettain NIMH grant applications sie'riat

" t radesecrets" within the "meaning 0'£-exemption 4. However. in that case

the -court noted". • • the burden of showing the -trade -or commerCial char-

':. ,sctercof ,tl1eresearch d,esigri iti.fo:i:'mationwason thesgencY, and•• oit

any spedHc researcbproject••••" Thus, Washington Research Project

would not appear-to. govern situations in which the 'agency could show

that patentable informational' similar proprIetary matter was involved.,

3. ,While 1t would 'be desirable from -a.' ~cient:iflc standpoint to

retain the' flexibility to modify at least some parts of the Guidelines

without the .del.aya attendant to the rulemakingprocesl\ most regulatory

legislation must be implemented by regulations promulgated in accordance

_with the Administrative' Procedures Act (APA) or similar rulemaking

.procedures. One approach which might overcome thiS problem would be

to'publlshregulations which set ,forth general standards but rely on

cross references 'to the Guidelines with respect to specific details.

However. thiscoul,dpresent enforcement problems because any enforcement

action based ona cross reference could be challenged for ~oncompliance

with the APA. For this reason, a regulatory-agency would probably insist

upon specificity in its regulations;
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enforce; .; .• such,regnlations'as in his [the Secretary's] judgment are

necessary to prevent the introduction~ transmission•.or spread o~

commUnicable diseases. .from one State ••• into any other S~ate.

Both DOT and CDC; in implementing the HMTA and section 361 with

respect to ,biOlogical products,have essentla~ly,almed just at imposing

labeling. packaging, and shipping requirements. This approach is in

line with the statutory language-whichemphasizes~ement. Sectton 361

.could perhaps be interpreted more ,broadly to serve as legal support for

UlOJt.e comprehensive regulation. However, in. order to do so :there would

presumably have to be a reasonable basis for concluding that the products

of all recombinant DNA research cause or may cause human disease. Such

a conclustonwould-urtdoubted1y be tenuous at best~and it is unlike,ly

that resulting requirements could be 'effectively imposed and eriforced.

Under section 353 of the PHS Act. however. CDC,does have general

authority to license and control the operation of clinical laboratories.

While thisauthority'would not in general-have applicability to research

laboratories. CDC's ,experience in 'implementing this'legislation,which

imposes comprehensiverequi~ementson clinical laboratories. could be

of value in the implementation of any new, legislation needed to regulate

laboratories conducting recombinant DNA research.

OTHER ISSUES CONSIDERED

1. In the event'new legislation is sought. a model for the
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